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PREFACE

The generation of scholars who first focused on an emerging canon of 

Holocaust literature—figures such as George Steiner, Lawrence L. Langer,

Alvin H. Rosenfeld, and Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi—were faced with the task of

defining what Holocaust literature might be. Although this task was initially

accomplished by a process of exclusion, asking a series of questions framed

in the negative—When was representation inappropriate, and which sorts of

representation might be inappropriate? What was it about the Holocaust that

empiricist history-writing or literature or even testimony could not account

for? What kinds of text shouldn’t count as Holocaust literature? What should

imaginative literature not do?—the legacy of these studies was an emergent

critical discourse about the literature of witness and the limits of any represen-

tation of atrocity, the impact of which was felt across the discipline of literary

studies as well as in other fields in the humanities.

These questions are no less urgent today for scholars who have found new

ways of talking, for example, about silence, trauma, testimony, and memory—

all of which are topics addressed in this collection. If the prevailing suspicion of

Holocaust literature had once been focused on whether the literary imagina-

tion in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries was adequate to the

task of representing atrocity while remaining faithful to the historicity of such

devastating, immensely significant events, contemporary authors of Holocaust

literature and scholars of their work have concentrated with ever greater con-

cern on the cultural context in which such literature is produced. Moreover, the

diversification of media for representing historical and contemporary events

has increased the urgency of addressing the intersection between the hypo-

thetically nonrepresentable event and the pervasive, representation-saturated

environment. In the postmodern era—which is defined as much by the tech-

nologies of representation as by any other single cultural or political factor—it

may be that other representational media have taken the lead in conveying the

Holocaust to the general public. Amid the American public, both Jewish and

non-Jewish alike, young people are increasingly likely to glean their first Holo-

caust memories from Steven Spielberg’s Schindler’s List, much as a former gen-

eration once proved susceptible to The Diary of Anne Frank. The space allotted



to Holocaust literature—which used to involve holding the line between, say,

the facts of history and the long-term emotional and imaginative resonances of

the event—has thus shrunk in recent years under the pressure of cultural acces-

sibility rather than under the burdens of history or difficult memory and has

forced us to reframe many of our questions about Holocaust memory.

The genesis of this volume was the  Symposium on Literature and the

Holocaust, organized by the Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies (CAHS) of

the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. This symposium and the work-

ing sessions held prior to the public presentations were the first major CAHS

programs dedicated exclusively to the study of literature on the Holocaust and

were intended to provide a foundational sense of the current state of the field

(i.e., the major topics, literatures, and issues being examined in our time) as

well as to illustrate the increased recognition and importance of interdiscipli-

nary research and literary studies in the previously historian-driven field of

Holocaust studies.

The scope of symposia is naturally limited by time and resources, however,

and a great deal more work was thus invested in this volume to produce a fuller

portrait of the main questions with which the field is currently grappling. Some

of the original presentations were thus omitted; others were substantially

reworked. In some cases participants in the symposium submitted largely new

work for the volume; and some essays here come from contributors not at the

symposium.

This collection addresses the contemporary state of the field by examining

the debate in three, often interrelated areas of inquiry. Part One, entitled “Is the

Holocaust Still to Be Written?” revisits one of the longstanding questions about

“Holocaust writing,” as originally raised by Berel Lang’s seminal edited collec-

tion, Writing and the Holocaust (). Whereas that collection addressed histo-

riographical questions about the uniqueness of the Holocaust as a historical

event (e.g., specifically whether fiction and literary humor were appropriate

responses to the Holocaust), the essays in Part One focus on how specific kinds

of language currently shape the field of Holocaust studies: Geoffrey Hartman

on literary versus historical writing and their different effects on collective

memory; Sarah Horowitz and Petra Schweitzer on traumatic discourse and what

it shows about people’s ability fully to absorb traumatic events such as the

Holocaust; and Lang on claims about the possibility of realism and the language

of bodily humiliation. All these essays confront the anxiety about the adequacy 

of conventional language and ordinary representational techniques in light of

Holocaust suffering, and also implicitly address the question of whether there

is still a lack of vocabulary to portray the disruptions of consciousness and cul-

ture that resulted from the Holocaust. These essays explore the competing

imperatives operative in Holocaust writing—the pull between a language of rad-

ical discontinuity (e.g., the trauma as persistent interruption) and a language
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that supposes the necessity of continuity (drawing upon tradition, nostalgic

memory, and the resources of communal identity).

Part Two, entitled “A Question for Aesthetics?” asks just how important the

medium of textual witness or imaginative documentation is to what it conveys.

Even amid a literature characterized by a variety of anti-aesthetical postures,

most famously perhaps that of Theodor Adorno, the remarkable persistence—

even revisionary influence—of aesthetics continues to loom large. The focus of

this section is on the place of aesthetics in Holocaust literature given the pre-

vailing suspicions of representation that traditionally dominate the field. The

essays by James E. Young on coming to terms with the concept of a Nazi aes-

thetics, by Michael Rothberg on the aesthetics of Holocaust and postcolonial

fiction, and by Michael Bernard-Donals on the poetry of trauma and exile—all

emphasize the inevitability of interpretive, even imaginative, representations of

the past as part of the attempt to make sense of catastrophic history even as they

measure how the Holocaust has been renewedly and variously interpreted in

contemporary contexts.

Part Three, entitled “How Does Culture Influence Memory?” examines the

emergent emphasis on the importance of contemporary cultural receptions in

Holocaust studies and the sway of the cultural imagination on memories of

atrocity, injustice, and suffering. Since culture is built on the functions of pres-

ent society as well as on historiographical practices, even sometimes to the 

detriment of the facts of history, culture is also that category by which we must

explain—under the interdisciplinary influence of insights imported from fields

such as sociology and anthropology—how techniques of memory or popular

cultural representations of the Holocaust alter or shape what we remember of

the events that collectively constitute it. For example, Sidney Bolkosky discusses

how over time changes in perception of the Holocaust have influenced survivor

testimonies; Robert Eaglestone examines the influence of the Holocaust on

modern interpretation of a pre-Holocaust literature treating the not-yet-named

crime of genocide; R. Clifton Spargo investigates the impact of restrictive cul-

tural regimes of memory on representations of the Holocaust, economic

oppression, and slavery in American literature; and Erin McGlothlin’s essay

examines the attention lately being paid in German literature to the figure of

the perpetrator, as the disturbing sign of another historical continuity of cul-

ture, the recurring events of genocide and atrocity.

Many people deserve thanks for this volume. We are grateful to Alexander

Rossino, Nicole Black, and Dawn Barclift, who helped organize the original 

symposium, and Beth Kressel of Rutgers University Press and Benton Arnovitz of

Academic Publications at CAHS, who were instrumental in turning this into a

published volume. We are also very appreciative to the Resnick family for the

year that Spargo was able to spend at CAHS as the – Pearl Resnick

Postdoctoral Fellow, during which time we were able to plan and put on the 
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symposium, and to begin planning this volume. Finally, and most important,

the contributors deserve our greatest thanks for the excellent papers they 

presented and the hard work they invested in turning their presentations into

final articles.

NOTES

. Most critics of a strongly cultural-critical disposition tend to perceive the questions
we pose to the Holocaust as measures of contemporary praxis rather than interven-
tions in what we think ought to have occurred. An increased interest in the literary
expressiveness of an already established canon of Holocaust literature, including
both testimonial and fictional texts, and the increased output of fiction, poetry, and
drama about the Holocaust by people who did not suffer it directly, may be a sign that
the historical urgency of the events of – coincides with the multiplication of
media and representational approaches to the Holocaust; to fail to address these cul-
tural phenomena is to fail to consider what it means—for better or worse—to broad
segments of the population. For a concise statement of the critic’s task to respond to
inevitably mediating cultural representations, see Michael Rothberg, Traumatic Real-

ism: The Demands of Holocaust Representations (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, ), especially –. For an argument premised on the pervasiveness of
cultural memory of the Holocaust and cognizant of representations that stand in for
history, which at the same time suggests how Philip Roth’s parodic rehearsal of the
layerings of cultural memory reflect for his audience the ways in which the staged ele-
ments of memory may, by serving the expectations of contemporary audiences, also
stand in the way of history, see R. Clifton Spargo, “To Invent as Presumptuously as 
Real Life: Parody and the Cultural Memory of Anne Frank in Roth’s The Ghost Writer,”
Representations  (Fall 2001): –.

. The CAHS’s symposia convene senior and junior scholars from around the world and
focus on understudied Holocaust subjects, the results of new research, or areas where
additional inquiry is needed. The one-day open programs are preceded by three-day
working sessions in which the participants discuss, deliberate, and debate the issues
raised by their papers and plan potential post-symposium cooperation, such as this
volume. Information on past symposia can be found on the museum’s web site at
http://www.ushmm.org/research/center/symposia.
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Introduction

On the Cultural Continuities 
of Literary Representation

R.  CLIFTON SPARGO

. . . a miserable crust of moldy bread came to contain more truth,

more eternity than all the pages of all the books put together. . . . Just

as our bodies came to look alike, so our hearts harbored one single wish:

bread and soup, thicker, if possible, than yesterday’s. We were hungry for

nothing else.

—Elie Wiesel, One Generation After

A Holocaust literature that took its imperatives from the existential condi-

tions of the camps would begin always as at the end of culture, in a world of

dying, degradation, and atrocity wherein all books and learning exist but as a

faint memory of what it meant to be human in some other time, some other

place. For Elie Wiesel, there is in fact no other condition from which a literature

about the Holocaust might begin, which is to say, there is no way of speaking

about the Holocaust in books except from within a state of historically condi-

tioned anxiety about the limits placed ahead of time on any knowledge that

literature might impart. Of course, to acknowledge the potential futility of

literature—whether one speaks of the sacred scrolls of the Torah or the Talmud,

or of literary memory from Homer through Virginia Woolf and Philip Roth—is

by extension to cast doubt on all the cultural institutions through which ordi-

nary people derive meaning, on synagogues, churches, and mosques, as well as

on the countless number of political organizations, parties, and movements

attempting to envision the just society. An antithesis between culture and the

experience of the camps is a constant in testimonial literature about the

Holocaust, in the writings of Wiesel as in those of Primo Levi and Charlotte

Delbo, but also in the wide array of ordinary survivor testimony in which

Auschwitz is represented as hellish, surreal, or so fantastical as to suggest that



what took place there could only have occurred on another planet. In None of Us

Will Return, Delbo speaks for the internees of the camps, in a collective voice

emptied of identity, describing an experience so antithetical to ordinary reality

that those in the camps must imagine themselves “transported to another

world” in which they have been exposed to “the breath of another life, a living

death.” In one of the lyrics inset within the narrative, Delbo’s fictional persona

addresses those of us who stand within culture (“you who know”) in order to tell

us about what became possible in that other world of the camps, how one could

witness atrocious death without any affective response and could live a day that

was more than a year, a minute that was more than a lifetime. Inside that state

of being, reality as the rest of the world understood it was suspended. Indeed, all

we might think we know of ordinary existence was likened there to an unrealis-

tic memory (“far off in our memories,” Delbo’s persona proclaims, “we see the

living”), as those who testified in the name of a dismal collectivity could speak

the only truth to be uttered about such extreme suffering—a truth extraneous to

all familiar values, alienated from all desire, signifying an endurance as perfectly

precarious as it was altogether useless.

Perhaps no scholar has been as faithful in his writings about Holocaust

literature to that alien world of the camps as Lawrence L. Langer. In The Age of

Atrocity (), Langer perceived the peculiar challenge faced by a literature

that would testify truthfully about atrocity and yet—amid “the inhuman debris

of our recent history,” by which phrase he referred not only to the Holocaust but

also to Hiroshima, the gulags of Stalinist totalitarianism, the battles at Verdun,

the Marne, and Bataan, and even the then-recent history of the Vietnam War—

still attempt to detect “traces of the human” in such experience. In the late

twentieth century or the age of atrocity, so Langer contended, any mirror that

literature might hold up to life must necessarily display distorted or disfigured

images of our humanity. A literature offering images of this sort was likely to

prove discouraging, but without them there could be little hope of realistically

fostering, in Albert Camus’s phrase, “an art of living in times of catastrophe.”

Assuming a burden shared also by psychologists and historians, which was

nothing less than the task of describing catastrophe, art had begun to shift its

focus from renewal to decay, but the alternative—which lay in choosing “a blind

insistence on the continuity of culture that contradicts the rhythm of mutual

destruction which history has imposed on our time”—seemed far worse.

Langer’s strongly stated objections to the “continuity of culture” are worth

pausing over. He objects first of all, if only implicitly, to the traditional view 

of the humanities fostered by the likes of Matthew Arnold, F. R. Leavis, and 

T. S. Eliot, in which culture would be synonymous with the intellectual, artistic,

and broadly civil contributions of a society in a given era, preserving for future

generations the best of what has been thought and said. By this traditional view,

a perception of continuity between past and present, such that we expect our
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ideas and actions in the post-Enlightenment era to be at one with progressive

ideology, defines culture itself as that which constantly improves the quality of

life within a given society. What the Holocaust forever introduces into the

world, for Langer but also for a host of other scholars and writers from Wiesel

and Theodor Adorno to Saul Friedländer and Jean-François Lyotard, is the sus-

picion that the so-called best expressions of thought and creativity, which were

supposed for so long to contribute to the present and future formation of soci-

ety, might have little or no bearing on the sociopolitical institutions presiding

over human life in the modern world. If not only Wagner but also Mozart and

Bach could be enjoyed by Nazi personnel even as they orchestrated mass

murder, there is every reason for us to doubt the improving effects of beauty or

truth. No act of culture, so Langer supposes, can possibly bridge the chasm in

history brought about by the atrocity and offer us assurances that our present

best efforts in thought, art, and political justice might lean reliably on the

achievements of the past.

An esteem for continuity is most obvious in the social narratives attaching to

high culture, but it is also evident in culture conceived anthropologically or soci-

ologically as the extant set of beliefs and customs operative in a society, or in cul-

ture defined as the equipment for survival in everyday life. In the age of science,

which has become an age of technology inclining toward technocratic politics, the

ideology of progress remains central to the working definition of culture, as sci-

ence and technology are expected to improve the quality of collective life. But if

the Holocaust, as Zygmunt Bauman hypothesizes, was not an aberrant phenome-

non but rather an event whose scale and reach were largely consequent on the

conditions of modernity, which include great technological capabilities and the

thoroughgoing bureaucratization of decision making, then progress itself might

seem anything but a self-evident good. And if we contend, following Langer, that

the experience of atrocity measures what life became for many people in the late

twentieth century and for still many others into the early twenty-first century,

a literature of atrocity must by definition prove detrimental to the progressive

ethos, drawing attention to experiences that subtract from rather than add to the

edifice of culture. In the wake of such knowledge we can no longer happily per-

ceive culture as that which facilitates the humane conditions of ordinary life,

since, by a terrible paradox, culture is also that which facilitates or veils atrocity.

Atrocity, according to the mediating norms of culture, is that which must be kept

out of sight if those of us who remain within its protective reach are to continue

believing in its power to regulate lives for the good, receiving assurance from our

existence within culture that the phenomenon of atrocity, even as it does damage

to others, is unlikely to reach into our own lives.

As experts in the study of literature and language, all the scholars in this col-

lection examine how writers—whether they write as witnesses to the Holocaust

or at an imaginative distance from it—articulate the shadowy borderline
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between fact and fiction, between event and expression, between the condition

of bare life endured in atrocity and the hope of a meaningful existence.

Literature and literary study impart a kind of truth that history tends to overlook,

what might be called the affective truth of history, even as they also help us to

examine how we come to our knowledge of events, how we discern the cultural

dimension of the events’ historicity, or how we cope psychologically with the

awful facts to which we are witnesses. Additionally, imaginative literature brings

to the study of the Holocaust an ability to test the limits of language and its con-

ventions. This is a legacy, I would argue, of literature’s longstanding suspicion of

itself, of that sense in which working within literary tradition means working

through or out from under much of what has preceded us. But even as contem-

porary poets and writers of all sorts necessarily interrogate past conventions and

modes of representation, a degree of continuity persists in their efforts to shape

interpretations of the present in light of what Hans-Georg Gadamer called

“effective historical consciousness”—the horizon of the past extended forward in

being, language, and culture so as to provide ground for our understanding.

Modernity, in its twentieth-century valence, describes an era in which

writers grew suspicious of the abuses of history and historical consciousness,

developing an awareness of our existential being as precisely that which persists

despite lack of understanding and the absence of coherence in society. By such

a view, any continuity with the past might be perceived—or inherited—as

though it were only a burden. A crisis in the forward trajectory of culture

occurs because the conventional, progressive form of historical consciousness

has been all too skillful at forsaking evidence that might contradict its mythic

mode of truth. Modernity as an era of atrocity fosters a paradox whereby litera-

ture’s need to account for the detritus of injustice—revolutions of history and

historical consciousness, epochal shifts from the feudal to the bourgeois econ-

omy as from a religious to a scientific orientation of human existence, or the

radically negative experience of sufferings that proceed from religious and

racial hatreds as also from colonial and imperialist enterprises—may place the

literary text at odds, in some basic sense, with its own conditions of production.

If we have grown accustomed by now to efforts to cast suspicion on

contemporary literature and culture, at least a portion of our suspicion would

seem to be owing to the Holocaust. So much of the language of literary post-

ness—including the postmodernist turn against the orthodoxy of representa-

tion, the deconstructionist perception of language’s meanings as arranged

along an arbitrary and historically contingent plane (rather than rooted in

metaphysical, foundational inheritances), and the array of repeated apocalyptic

prognostications about the death of lyric, the novel, or literature itself—had

its birth in the era of post-Auschwitz sensibility. Although it may be too

historically schematic to suggest that the Holocaust in and of itself brought

about a revolution in literary praxis, the events of – have at the very
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least invested with renewed urgency literature’s capacity to turn against itself.

All of the many cultural and theoretical discourses of demise and their after-

math give privilege to an aesthetics of rupture, in which continuity in culture

seems a suspect endeavor, at best archaically bound to unexamined mythic con-

ceptions, at worst actively complicit with an epistemology of totality that softly

or even strictly resembles totalitarian ambitions.

This collection is founded on the perception of two reciprocal steps in

the cultural history of the suspicion of representation of poetry and literat-

ure. The first assumes the form of a rigorous skepticism (inspired by the facts of

atrocity) that confronts the massive edifice of traditional culture, which might

otherwise seem incapable of being stirred to anxiety over what it had failed to

take account of. On this rationale, Langer interprets the conflict between the

experience of atrocity and the continuous life of culture as a zero-sum game.

Espousing an uncompromising realism informed by his own anti-Hegelian rigor,

he describes a literature that adheres to the experiential truth of those who

undergo extreme suffering even as he insists that there is no way for the experi-

ence of radical negativity, that awful lived reality of the not-I endured during

atrocity, to be incorporated in the forward flow of time. The truth of abundant

atrocity, which realism forces us to admit, brings a heavy burden into the pres-

ence of literature, since atrocity is by definition hermetic, which is to say, in

Langer’s words, “sealed in the moment of its occurrence, resisting efforts to

establish it as part of continuous time.” Atrocity is like skepticism itself in its

talent for undoing every hypothesis about the future benefits of culture.

Attention to the atrocity must bring about a new emphasis in our study of liter-

ature and language, but the effects of any new knowledge based in witness to

extreme suffering are fraught with contradiction, since the atrocity is defined by

its hermetic quality, its inaccessibility and resistance to understanding. Atrocity

is quite simply the negative of all that is interpretable and all that might provide

the foundation of historical consciousness and present understanding. As an

event that is by definition entirely empty of meaning, atrocity resists continuity

even in the ordinary sense of living our lives forward in time, and so casts

suspicion on all redemptive or therapeutic endeavors to mend it. But, if the

extreme experience is realized in its fully hermetic connotation, then Langer

must find that even the procedures of realism on which he so depends have been

wrested from him, since realism itself evolved as a distinctively historical mode

codified by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literary practices, and as such

becomes entirely contingent on its own commitment to portraying that which is

representative—and so also representable—about human experience. In this

sense, the atrocity in its radical discontinuity introduces into literature (contra

Langer) an experiential truth verging on a state of unrealism, even on what we

might call a mode of negative idealism. It is an event that, as Lyotard has dis-

cerned, might be respected in all its horrific integrity only insofar as we permit of
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its having introduced into language a scenario predicated on an incommensura-

bility between the phrasing of the event and the ordinary competence of addres-

sors and addressees in the working system of knowledge.

A second step in the cultural history of the suspicion of representation and

literature is, however, just as important to emphasize. By the first, again, litera-

ture written in the wake of  would all but necessarily question the adequacy

of representation, rendering the Holocaust in some basic way unavailable to

ordinary memory and fostering what we might call the praxis of difficult mem-

ory, positioning us always on the threshold of memory as a kind of trauma, that

which might be recovered only at great cost. By a certain point in time, a time

that may have coincided with the reign of poststructuralist and deconstructive

theory in the American academy, this skepticism about culture’s continuities—

about the contributions literary representations might make to continuous

culture—attained the status of an orthodoxy. But a new phase in our cultural

attitude toward representation and literature soon followed, during which—for

better or worse, sometimes both—the rigorous skepticism about representa-

tion began to relent. Despite all critical pronouncements to the contrary,

authors continued to construct literary works upon well-worn conventions,

sometimes with even less self-consciousness in the late twentieth century than

in the years before Auschwitz. Much of the early postwar sensitivity to disaster

was manifested in the reluctance to write about such events (this sensitivity

having been generated, admittedly, by a few highly influential writers and crit-

ics whose sensibility was devoted to the annihilating significance of the Shoah),

but still there emerged a strong cultural and literary tradition of Holocaust rep-

resentation, much of it in productive dialogue with the suspicion that any act

of writing or representation must fail in its effort to take accurate measure of

atrocity, catastrophe, or extreme injustice. Even Langer himself, while describ-

ing the non-representative dimensions of atrocity, had begun to construct a

counter-tradition of atrocity literature, which, like many counter-traditions,

such as the anti-novel or anti-elegy, perpetuated dialectically that to which it

was opposed. Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi, in By Words Alone (), while acknowl-

edging the existential truth of a Holocaust literature of survival that typically

located the self as source and referent of meaning, drew attention to a parallel

set of texts, showing that for “Hebraic writers not personal but collective biog-

raphy, not the odyssey of the self but the history of the people constitutes the

matrix of continuity between past, present, and possible future.” And in

Against the Apocalypse (), David Roskies reminded us that there was a long-

standing Jewish literary tradition of representing atrocity, such that even apoc-

alyptic rupture could be described as belonging to a continuous tradition.

For reasons having to do perhaps with the recognition of traditions of com-

munal lament but also with the hyper-mediated ethos of modern mass society,

the anxiety about representation of the Holocaust began to fade by the early
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s. In works such as Art Spiegelman’s Maus the ban on representation was

paid a kind of guilty lip service, but was either therapeutically overcome in the

service of renewing community or efficiently circumvented in the name of the

sufferings of the second generation, which now perceived a testimonial imper-

ative in personal events that, while not strictly witnessing to the Holocaust,

were nevertheless, in a literal sense, about the Holocaust. Literatures on the

Holocaust proliferated, nowhere more so than in the United States. Although

removed from the experiential or testimonial relation to the event, American

writers nurtured a literature extending far beyond the immediate sphere of tes-

timony to which those skeptical of representation had once tried to restrict it.

Holocaust literature now included not only memoirs and diaries, not only

poetry and novels and short stories, but also magical-realist tales, pseudo-

memoirs (some declaring their fictiveness, some failing to do so), and graphic

novels. Some critics perceived the growth of a “Holocaust industry,” in which

presentist agendas about contemporary Zionism or the concerns of Jews as

minority constituencies were served over and above—even, it has been charged,

in lieu of—real Holocaust history, as though the proliferation of imaginative acts

of witness and secondary witness might substitute for witness itself. Just such

a substitution is at the center of Jonathan Safran Foer’s enormously popular

novel Everything Is Illuminated (), in which the narrator tells us that he had

originally set out to unearth the fate of his ancestors under the Holocaust but,

not finding enough documentary evidence, decided to make it up.

What this new, often unskeptical era of Holocaust representation tells us is

that even the truths of history are culturally mediated. In thinking about the

past we are always already living in the present, finding ourselves immersed in

culture; and all of that presentist perspective must also be part of the stories—

historical, testimonial, or simply fictive—that we recover. Even if we admit the

facts of atrocity as nihilistically detrimental to the idea of culture, we need

to concede that a perspective outside of culture is impossible to sustain.

Representation of the experience of suffering in writing, art, or music, but also

in testimony and history-writing, cannot remain in that other world Delbo

imagines for us, cannot stay buried in what Langer elsewhere calls the “deep

memory” of the Holocaust survivor’s suffering, but must also take its cues from

the ideological rhythms and contemporary agenda of ongoing culture, the place

and context through which an author lives and by which the memory of history

endures.

The Burden of Continuity

The Holocaust, of course, introduces neither the skepticism about representa-

tion nor the suspicion of representational cultural endeavors such as poetry,

narrative, and the plastic arts. That suspicion was well established early in
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Western culture in both the Hebraic and Hellenic tradition, exemplified by fig-

ures such as Moses and Plato who fostered a skepticism about representation

because it had the power to deceive us about reality, persuading us to mistake

the beautiful for the good, false gods for true gods, or the merely seemly form of

community for the justly ordered polis. When Adorno alerts us to the barbarism

of writing poetry after Auschwitz, he is punning on the tension between the

Hellenic idealization of the realm of culture and the Platonic suspicion of repre-

sentation, even as he also leans on the negative sensibility of his own Judaism to

reinvigorate the interrogation of representation in our time. Within the disci-

pline of Holocaust studies his saying achieved a status that Adorno himself

might have dismissed as jargon, serving to distinguish by mere fiat between the

inauthentic and authentic Holocaust sensibility or to charge any non-reflexive

representation of the Holocaust with idolatry and to approve works of imagina-

tion that proceeded by way of extreme negativity. It served at times as code for

our need to study again that longstanding gap between beauty and truth, and at

other times for the responsibility to make our literature answerable to the

political conditions under which it is produced. Any late-twentieth-century

poet, so it seemed, who wished to write circumspectly about the experience of

atrocity or in praise of culture had to bear in mind Adorno’s dictum as setting a

limit on the potential merits of an art of suffering. 

In his  Nobel lecture, Joseph Brodsky invoked Adorno’s dictum in order

to ponder the fate of his generation of Russian writers, those born in the era

when Hitler’s crematoria and Stalin’s archipelago of gulags were horribly exact-

ing deaths in astounding numbers. In defiance of what he clearly interpreted as

the restrictive lesson of Adorno’s edict, Brodsky defended those who chose to

make their art answerable to the culture that had been interrupted by the mass

atrocities of totalitarianism rather than to the experiences of Stalin’s or Hitler’s

camps. Such literature, he maintained, “was neither a flight from history nor a

muffling of memory, as it may seem from the outside”:

“How can one write music after Auschwitz?” inquired Adorno; and one

familiar with Russian history can repeat the same question by merely

changing the name of the camp—and repeat it perhaps with even greater

justification, since the number of people who perished in Stalin’s camps

far surpasses the number of German prisoncamp victims. “And how can

you eat lunch?” the American poet Mark Strand once retorted. In any

case, the generation to which I belong has proven capable of writing that

music.

Brodsky’s turn to Mark Strand’s witticism has seemed to not a few critics, as wit

so often does, to provide an answer too quick for its own good and too easy for

ours, as though he wished to dismiss rather than refute Adorno’s challenge to

culture. On the surface, the rejoinder emphasizes the impracticality, dare one
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say unreasonability, of Adorno’s demand: if we’re going to accuse ourselves of

being barbaric for writing poetry after Auschwitz, why stop there? Why not also

confess that we continued to eat while others starved and were tortured?

Still, for all its surface cavalierness, the Strand/Brodsky quip is not so much dis-

missive as ironically amplifying of Adorno’s own negatively sacralizing senti-

ment. By its rhetorical turn as wit, it asks us how exactly we decide where and

when—at what point, in what context, at what time—to suspend our interroga-

tion of culture in the name of Auschwitz. Indeed, even as he invoked Strand,

Brodsky was most likely aware of a motif played out in countless survivor mem-

oirs (exemplified by the epigraph to this chapter), according to which the cul-

tural life lived through books became gravely and intricately juxtaposed to the

animal life lived through bread and soup. By a substitutive hypothesis, in which

one converts existence into books and books back into the requirements neces-

sary for bare life, Wiesel professes himself willing, from within the world of the

camps, to exchange an eternity of books for one piece of crusty bread or a

thicker bowl of soup. As Wiesel states and Strand/Brodsky reformulates in the

negative form of wit, the life we live in culture is always potentially, or maybe

in historical terms always in reality, a function of our being reared on denial of

the gross barbarisms all around us. At the same time, Brodsky takes issue with

Wiesel’s solemn formulation precisely because it accepts the substitutive

relation between culture and existence. Once any human being is subjected to

a state of such severe degradation that all trappings of culture become

irrelevant—in which one might be forced to choose between thought and

endurance, between books and bread—then all so-called acts of normalcy, from

writing poetry to eating lunch, participate in the cruelty of the situation. And

the advocate of true culture can no more imaginatively endure conditions of

degradation that deprive people of the basics of physical subsistence than he

can bear the thought of a form of existence perpetuated on hostility to books as

the rudiments of culture. It seems clear to me that in the context of Brodsky’s

speech, Strand’s witticism is really just a clever revision of the epigram from

nineteenth-century German poet Heinrich Heine, often quoted as a legitimat-

ing trope for Holocaust memory and a call for the liberal society’s remembrance

of the ceremonial book-burnings orchestrated by the Nazis in May of :

“Where they burn books, they will ultimately also burn people.”

Brodsky’s commitment to the continuity of culture is intimated by an allu-

sion within the Strand/Brodsky witticism to one of Western literature’s arche-

typal scenes of mourning, that extended drama of post-battle mourning from

Book  of The Iliad. In the famous scene in which Priam stands before Achilles,

both men riven by their conflicting experience of inconsolable grief, Priam is

the supplicant, having brought gifts to ransom the dead body of his son from the

mighty Achilles, who in vengeful grief has for twelve days dragged Hector’s

miraculously unimpaired corpse around the tomb of Achilles’s beloved
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companion Patrokolos, killed by Hector in battle. As a father who has suffered

more than his share of Troy’s grief, Priam must not only endure the memory of

fifty sons already slain by the Achaians but must now “put [his] lips to the hand

of the man who killed [his] children.” Invited to sit by Achilles, Priam puts off

any thought of his own bodily comfort for as long as his son’s body remains for-

lorn and for as long as Achilles, according to a contested line of the Homeric

text, permits him to continue under the sun’s light (horan phaos eelioio, line

). In such a context Priam must conceive of the continuation of his own life

as a merely bitter prospect. So he implores the great Achaian warrior to accept

the ransom, relinquish Hector’s corpse, and return joyously to his fatherland;

and in response to this pushy father, Achilles first reestablishes the upper hand,

cowing the supplicant by a show of furious wrath, and thereafter agrees to yield

the body of Hector in a gesture of reparation. Only then does he extend the invi-

tation, fully expecting it to be accepted, that provides the implicit context for

Strand’s remark:

Now you and I must remember our supper.

For even Niobe, she of the lovely tresses, remembered

to eat, whose twelve children were destroyed in her palace,

six daughters, and six sons in the pride of their youth, whom Apollo

killed with arrows from his silver bow, being angered

with Niobe, and shaft-showering Artemis killed the daughters.

When Niobe stops in the midst of terrible grief to eat and to replenish herself,

she is by her very act of self-preservation betraying the despondency of mourn-

ing, but she also discovers for us the tension between a continuity in grief itself

as cultural expression and the continuance of the person who would grieve.

The difference between the first and the second, between the continuity of

culture and the singularly enduring human life, dissolves as it were on the

premise of their collaborative signification: remembrance of the dead as a con-

stitutive act of culture depends, in each of its instantiations within culture, on

an individual’s will to survive; and reciprocally, self-preservation as an act

occurring within culture is already expressive of the effort to place oneself

in an ongoing, renewable world, which is to say, within the symbolic life of a

continuing culture.

Even if we could infer Priam’s reluctance to break bread with the man

who has killed his son and waged symbolic battle against his corpse, he doubt-

less intuits that to refuse Achilles would be not only impolite but imprudent,

jeopardizing the suit he has won as well as, quite possibly, his own safety. So

he accepts the invitation, perhaps stomaching his own decision by reminding

himself that what Achilles says of Niobe possesses a pragmatic truth, since

even the most aggrieved of mourners must take ordinary measures to pre-

serve herself if her mourning is to continue. As this scene illustrates the
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inseparability of the task of animal self-preservation and the affairs of culture,

we see its archetypal value for Brodsky. There is a continuous relation, occa-

sioned by the mediating status of culture itself, between grief over devastating

loss and still taking our supper. And if there is then high cultural wit in the

Brodsky/Strand quip—as if the poet were to say, To you food is necessary for self-

preservation, for me poetry—culture is by this logic only hypothetically a place

opposed to severe grief, since it is also, necessarily, the place within which

grief takes hold. By this punning logic, in which the poet all but reverses

Wiesel’s formulation of an interchangeability between books (or poetry) and

bread (or lunch), Brodsky discerns an underlying premise of the post-

Auschwitz ban on poetry, which is dependent on our esteem for—or as Freud

would say, our overestimation of—poetry itself. Poetry is, quintessentially, that

mode of language aspiring to the continuity of culture, what the Greeks

understood as an immortality to be realized only in the realm of civilization.

And in this sense, poetry persistently functions, as do all testimony and liter-

ature, as a sign of our will to continuity.

Brodsky’s adoption of Strand’s retort is unapologetically steeped in a belief

in the necessary continuity of culture. Insofar as we choose still to live ordinary

lives (after, outside of, or apart from atrocity), we must live them, he reasons,

inside of culture while effectively perpetuating some form of culture. In his

Nobel lecture, Brodsky argues that the duty of the poet is to stand firmly within

the continuous life of culture, perhaps even more so when the contemporary

context for culture is contested or devastated by political structures of injustice:

That generation—the generation born precisely at the time when

the Auschwitz crematoria were working full blast, when Stalin was at the

zenith of his Godlike, absolute power, which seemed sponsored by

Mother Nature herself—that generation came into the world, it appears,

in order to continue what, theoretically, was supposed to be interrupted

in those crematoria and in the anonymous common graves of Stalin’s

archipelago. The fact that not everything got interrupted, at least not in

Russia, can be credited in no small degree to my generation, and I am no

less proud of belonging to it than I am of standing here today. And the

fact that I am standing here is a recognition of the services that genera-

tion has rendered to culture; recalling a phrase from Mandelstam,

I would add, to world culture. Looking back, I can say again that we were

beginning in an empty—indeed, a terrifyingly wasted—place, and that,

intuitively rather than consciously, we aspired precisely to the recreation

of the effect of culture’s continuity, to the reconstruction of its forms and

tropes, toward filling its few surviving, and often totally compromised,

forms, with our own new, or appearing to us as new, contemporary

content.
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If Brodsky’s faith in culture retains what Langer might characterize as nostalgic

traces of a humanism that simply wasn’t good enough as a bulwark against

Hitlerism or Stalinism, still, for Brodsky culture in its truest function stands

apart from political uses and abuses of persons and history by the society that

succeeds or precedes—or even now supports—the production of culture. We

can hardly describe one who partakes of culture by writing poetry, while people

are being killed in crematoria and archipelago, as any more indifferent to politi-

cal injustice than the one who partakes of culture simply by belonging to extant

social systems or who preserves her own life by continuing to eat bread or soup.

And more important, so far as Brodsky is concerned, the effort to attach oneself

again to a tradition of culture, which had fallen into abeyance under the totali-

tarian State, serves in and of itself as testimony against the atrocities and

extreme suffering of the gulags, concentration camps, and death camps.

Soup and Dante

For all its persuasiveness, Brodsky’s apologia for the continuity of culture

alludes to the Nazi concentration camps from the perspective not of one versed

in intensive study of the Holocaust, but rather of one who finds the Nazi lager an

appropriate analogue for the Soviet gulag, with which Brodsky himself is far

more familiar. But we do find similar arguments, as Ezrahi and Roskies have

insisted, in the canon of Holocaust literature, especially that portion of it that is

most immersed in the experience and language of the Jewish tradition. Tracing

the genre of lamentation back to its biblical origins, Ezrahi finds that in their

writings about the Holocaust, Hebrew writers such as Hayyim Nahman Bialik

and Chaim Kaplan did not forsake traditional modes of lamentation so much as

they performed subtle inversions and revisions of those conventions in light

of the Nazis’ enormous but not altogether unprecedented persecution of the

Jewish people. Even as survivors and postwar Hebraic writers conceived of their

responsibility for the dead on an order larger than individual grief, so too Jewish

prisoners were often attached to what Louis Martin-Chaffler elsewhere calls a

“durée extérieure”—a notion of an “enduring outside world”—as they adhered to

a belief that life, in Ezrahi’s phrase, “would ultimately be set to rights again.” It is

precisely as a consequence of such conviction in those prisoners seeking

to retain their idea of the Jewish community against genocidal onslaught that

questions of theodicy for the religious and questions of “cultural continuity”

for both the religious and secular became paramount. Citing the passage

that serves as the epigraph to this introduction, Ezrahi acknowledges the

fundamental experiential truth of Wiesel’s “ultimate confession of ultimate

nakedness,” and then observes that, nevertheless, most Hebraic writers in

recounting the Holocaust focused not on bread and soup but rather on the
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“attempt to put the pages of the books back together”—in short, on the effort to

reconstitute culture by insisting on its continuity.

Likewise Roskies, in offering a history of the liturgical and literary reflec-

tions on atrocity in Jewish tradition, recalls the paradox whereby the pogrom

(so common in the annals of Jewish suffering) came to be written in poetry as

though atrocity were all-too-familiar material in Jewish history. Against those

(such as Langer and Friedländer) who theorize the ethical need for a literature

of atrocity or genocide to break with antecedent conventions of representation,

Roskies finds in the literature of the pogrom an anticipatory analogue for the

experiences of Holocaust victims and survivors, a language of suffering to be

discovered anew from within the midst of modern catastrophe. In Roskies’s

view there is a historically perceived and awful continuity in political oppres-

sion, and the literary tradition serves as a means for an oppressed people to

reflect that reality while also giving expression to a vision of continuity that

takes up the task of coping in the face of persistent politically caused sufferings.

On this account literature will not serve as a scapegoat, as it must hypothetically

or metonymically in Adorno’s statement about poetry, for all of society’s fail-

ings. Instead, as is true for all writers who directly adopt the resources and

strategies of Jewish religious tradition—and no work does so more effectively

than, for example, André Schwarz-Bart’s The Last of the Just ()—the pre-

sumption of continuity impresses itself upon the literary work as a sign of its

potential meaning, even if the most characteristic element of the work in ques-

tion is its deep despair about what it might mean to continue after catastrophe.

The literary form becomes a metaphor for continuity in some writers, as is

exemplarily the case in a lesser-known work of Holocaust literature, The Scrolls

of Testimony, by the famous resistance fighter Abba Kovner, where the use of a

form approximating that of a talmudic scroll invokes an explicitly religious

model of continuity in order to enhance the testimonial urgency of the true,

Holocaust-era stories retold therein. In lieu of talmudic marginalia and rabbinic

commentary, we encounter in Kovner’s scroll historical and testimonial data

about the Holocaust. Near the end of his scroll Kovner draws attention to his

own technique of interweaving assorted stories so as to impress upon the reader

the idea that such a technique proceeds directly, as it were, from the recollec-

tions and transmissions of survivors’ stories. Poetry fills the margins of the

Scrolls as seamlessly as do the bits of direct testimony or factual glosses, always

elucidating a basic principle of his work: the continuity of Jewish culture. Even

as these poetic marginalia give witness to the most horrible of events, Kovner

perceives in them an expressive power, however fragile and temporary, that sur-

vived in the victims through their attachments to the greater meaningfulness of

a community and a tradition. Presenting an evening session of storytelling that

takes place in the forests of Poland, Kovner intercalates his own Holocaust story
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with those of other Jewish partisans, as some of the stories pick up threads from

stories presented earlier in the Scrolls; Kovner uses these acts of memory

inscribed in the text to signal his own artfulness and to serve as a sign of collec-

tive meanings, as though by his literary patterning of stories he might signify

their communal import. In the midst of this narrative unit, during a moment of

high literary reflectiveness, Kovner reports that tears filled his eyes as he put on

the page the words we are reading, even though he hadn’t cried when he first

heard the partisans’ stories. He then wonders explicitly whether “writing can do

such a thing to a man,” as though writing might become, rather than the trace

of dead emotion Nietzsche took it to be, the very means for bestowing on events

a supplementary affective meaning they could not have possessed originally in

and of themselves, if only because in the context of their first telling, among

partisans still fighting the Nazis, the stories lacked the mediating distance of

time and space by which loss could be fathomed and its consequences under-

stood. In the longer view of the Scrolls of Testimony the stories retold by Kovner,

even as they remain ensconced in the tradition of Jewish storytelling, become

only sadder by imagining a future community to inherit the burden of their

sadness.

In this sense, continuity provides a structure of delayed, as well as inher-

ited, meaning. The literary dimension of any story pertains especially to a mean-

ing still to come. Here is written a mode of witness that will not give way to

transcendent meaning in the way a religious text always strives to do, but will

nevertheless, by virtue of its own extension in time, strive for a future of mean-

ing. It is almost as though the literary text, with reference to its formal prop-

erties as a sign of cultural endurance, could vicariously perform an act of

witness in relation to the professed witness or acts of witness on which

it is based. If literature is especially that mode of discourse self-consciously

concerned with its own hypothetical extension in time, then to look forward to

a reception beyond the present moment is already to participate in the ambi-

tion of literature, as a synecdoche for culture, to secure the value of a set of lives

against their own vulnerability. In an interview from late in his career Primo

Levi nodded to this connotation of continuity by invoking Samuel Taylor

Coleridge’s Mariner to give phrase to his own inexplicable compulsion to spin

narratives. For Levi the Mariner’s famous need to tell his story serves only partly

as a sign of trauma, since his invocation of Coleridge’s Mariner also stands, as

a figure of speech, for the desire to extend one’s tale and its possible meanings

in time. Even as Levi imagines himself “reduced to the state of the Ancient

Mariner,” his words seemingly an emanation of his compulsion, he is interpret-

ing his original need to write (which he sometimes called a “vice”) and his

entire literary career as the quest for an eternally expanding audience: “Every

situation was an occasion to tell my story to anyone and everyone.” Of course

the audience Levi could hope for, during the time of his internment at
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Auschwitz, before he was yet an author, before he could even reasonably have

expected his own survival, was conceived on a far smaller scale, as is suggested

by that now famous scene from Survival in Auschwitz (, ) in which he

recalls how he drew hope and purpose from his own imperfect attempt to recite

the Ulysses canto from Dante’s Divine Comedy to a fellow prisoner who was

French. Notably, this only moderately successful recitation takes place while the

two inmates are transporting a large basin of soup, the day’s meal for their

campmates. And realizing that his memory has not served him as well as he had

hoped, Levi recalls thinking at the time—which is to say, during this imaginative

respite from the labors of the camp—that he would have given a day’s ration of

soup to remember a few more of those poetic lines lost to memory.

Levi here reverses the force of Wiesel’s substitution, drawing out the pathos

of his own severance from cultural meaningfulness by wishing he could gamble

on his physical well-being to be attached yet again, if only briefly, to culture.

Much as Strand and Brodsky imagine that once one considers abandoning cul-

ture, poetry, or music in the wake of Auschwitz one must also decide whether

one has the right to continue eating lunch, Levi finds in poetry a value worth the

very soup he lives from. And we should make no mistake about the literality

of Levi’s hypothesis: in Auschwitz where rations were reduced to a mere fraction of

the necessary nutrients for human sustenance, a single missed bowl of soup

might precipitate the inmate’s fall into physical incapability. Inside the camps,

as Wiesel tells us, poetry was all but meaningless most of the time, whereas

bread and soup, as well as malnutrition, shitting, disease, beatings, and torture,

were matters of endless vigilance. In a world in which self-preservation had

become a substitute credo, Levi could have his heretical thought because at

some level, even while occupying the annihilative world of Auschwitz, he con-

tinued to live from Dante as from soup. Reciting Dante may occur as a brief

respite, a luxury hardly repeatable amid the inexorable exigency of Auschwitz;

and yet to surrender all memory of Dante’s poetry to the social logic of the

camps would be to give up on himself in some crucial way, as though the only

thing worse than failing to remember a few extra lines of Dante would be to

have forgotten those lines he was able to recall. While remembering Dante, Levi

partook of his Italian cultural lineage. He was, simply put, still the same person

who could remember swaths of his country’s greatest poem, although the camp

at Auschwitz had been designed to make him forget that.

Dante, in Levi’s famous memoir, stands for a continuity with a world

beyond the camp. Even if that world would seem to be no more than a hypothe-

sis about culture’s return, it corresponds to Levi’s own imaginative conjecture

that he might, perhaps only in a devastated version of his former self, also

return from Auschwitz. By living again within those words from Dante and the

life of culture for which they stood, Levi found reason, as he puts it, “for being

here today”; and in Auschwitz the limited horizon of one day’s fortitude was,
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even if it were all one might glimpse of the future, as good as a future. In this

sense, the act of remembering Dante—or, the idea of being in cultural con-

versation—means as much from inside the world of the camp as it does to any

world that might be reached after or beyond Auschwitz.

Recurrent Discontinuities

In Levi’s memoir as in countless other Holocaust testimonies, narrative or

speech is sometimes motivated by nothing more than a hypothesis as fragile as

it is seemingly unrealistic: the idea that someone may someday hear what the

victim has to say and what she hears may make a difference to at least this one

person. Again, we see why Levi found the paradigm from Coleridge’s “The Rime

of the Ancient Mariner” so compelling. In the circumstance of extreme adver-

sity, it may be too much, too far-flung or far-fetched, to envision a vast audience

for one’s own report of injustice. The horrible intimacy with suffering yields

to the supposition of a minimally ambitious testimony, and the hypothesis of

culture endures perhaps only in the attentiveness of a single listener, say, a

wedding guest who feels compelled to stop and hear the story. For Levi, any and

every audience for his book is based in an anxiety about an intimate yet possibly

inattentive listener. This is the meaning of the equally famous dream he

recounts having had while still in Auschwitz. In the dream he has survived the

war and the Lager to make it home to his family in Italy, where quite naturally

he begins to speak of what has happened to him. In the midst of telling his story,

which he tells us is “this very story” we are now reading, he becomes aware that

his family does not understand him. It’s not just that what he recounts for their

benefit is too incredible to be believed; it’s also that they are indifferent to his

news: “My sister looks at me, gets up and goes away without a word.” The

dream hypothesizes an initially fragmenting audience, as he clings to the hope

of his sister’s attention, and then a fully broken or dissolved audience. Clearly,

as a nightmare of failed reception, the dream serves as a kind of anxious cau-

tionary tale (is not the dream a version of the Mariner’s storytelling, except this

time to an uncompelled audience?). It promotes an allegory of reading such that

we are supposed to improve on the sister’s actions and by our improvement

reconstitute the world of culture that begins now, or here renews itself, on the

merits of attending to this very story before us.

Where culture fails, if only as a hypothetical world beyond the camp in

which the suffering of the victims might be heard and found deserving of some

response, the bad dream of Auschwitz endures. Levi is not so presumptuous as

to imagine that in Auschwitz his own private thoughts, even the contents of his

dreams, could refer only to himself, to a simple worry about whether, if he

survives, he will be listened to or not. Rather he conjectures that everyone in

Auschwitz may have suffered this same dream in which his or her experience of
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the camps stood to be nightmarishly extended by the indifference of a merely

hypothetical audience. At the end of Levi’s second major memoir, The

Reawakening (), in which he tells mostly of his experiences after liberation,

living in displaced person camps and trekking across Europe back to Turin, he

offers a bookend, as it were, to the nightmare he had dreamed in Auschwitz and

about which he had told his readers in his previous memoir:

It is a dream within a dream, varied in detail, one in substance. I am sit-

ting at a table with my family, or with friends, or at work, or in the green

countryside; in short, in a peaceful relaxed environment, apparently

without tension or affliction; yet I feel a deep and subtle anguish, the

definite sensation of an impending threat. And in fact, as the dream

proceeds, slowly or brutally, each time in a different way, everything

collapses and disintegrates around me, the scenery, the walls, the people,

while the anguish becomes more intense and more precise. Now every-

thing has changed to chaos; I am alone in the centre of a grey and turbid

nothing, and now, I know what this thing means, and I also know that I

have always known it; I am in the Lager once more, and nothing is true

outside the Lager. All the rest was a brief pause, a deception of the

senses, a dream; my family, nature in flower, my home. Now this inner

dream, this dream of peace, is over, and in the outer dream, which con-

tinues, gelid [che prosegue gelido], a well-known voice resounds: a single

word, not imperious, but brief and subdued. It is the dawn command of

Auschwitz, a foreign word, feared and expected: get up, “Wstawàch.”

From the other side of Auschwitz Levi now dreams himself back inside the

camp. Here then is another continuity, the survival of Auschwitz as a pheno-

menon recurring not just in the author’s psychic life but as part of his deep

perception of what the outside world must, in potentia, always also be.

Auschwitz’s recurrence relates to the continuity of culture as by a straightfor-

ward inversion, and as such its nightmarish meaning depends on a trust, how-

ever fragile, that Levi bestows on the world of family, nature, home—all of which

might be dissolved in a flash.

On the strength of the survivor’s dreams, which are traumatic in nature, we

might speak of the continuity of the interruption. Auschwitz persists. As Giorgio

Agamben hypothesizes through his reading of Levi, Auschwitz alters the onto-

logical condition or biopolitical reality of our very existence. The world of the

camps is always with us, threatening to return. Elsewhere I have suggested that

Agamben’s argument in Remnants of Auschwitz (), for all of its Nietzschean

resistance to ethics, depends on ethical categories of evaluation implicit in Levi

himself. Ultimately, Agamben’s ontological descriptions are indebted to Levi’s

own ethics of witness, to the sense he has always of speaking for the others

who did not return from that other world of Auschwitz, those infamous
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Musselmänner of the camps. In The Reawakening Levi also tells the story of a

three-year-old boy, a seemingly mythical being, “a nobody, a child of death, a

child of Auschwitz,” about whom nothing was known and whose most remark-

able traits were his speechlessness and the intense stare that was the substitute

for speech. A boy of fifteen attempted to tutor the three-year-old Hurbinek,

and eventually Hurbinek uttered a word that did not belong to any language.

Hurbinek survived until March , “free but not redeemed,” as Levi says,

before adding with matter-of-fact pathos, “he bears witness through these

words of mine.” Even such a dismally hopeful prospect, of carrying forth the

message of a child who knew no recognizable European language, involves an

ethical commitment, which even as it is for the child must be fulfilled in

culture.

It is from the hypothetical perspective of this Holocaust victim who never

quite entered into language, whose awful complement was the spectral being of

the Musselmänner, those ultimate victims of the camp who lost their hold on life

and any remembered relation to culture, that the ban on literature and repre-

sentation would have us proceed in the midst of rupture, our response attuned

in this small way to the survivors’ and victims’ devastated existence. But even as

the survivor’s remembrance of her experiences is owing partly to traumatic

phenomena, the testimonial value she attaches to them may be based as signifi-

cantly on literary ambitions, which is to say on the culturally refined dimension

of the linguistically expressive aspect of trauma. Such a formulation returns us to

literature as the utmost sign of culture’s contrivances, of its design on present

belief as also on our conceptions of the past. Much as Friedländer worries that

the catastrophic historical event once realized in narrative necessarily attains

an aspect of redemption, as though it were again or newly beholden to a repair-

ing continuity, we may feel that literature’s expressive continuity and culture’s

self-sustaining, often callous renewability represent the space of rupture as all

too brief and ephemeral. But we might also conjecture—in the spirit of an ambi-

guity implicit in Geoffrey Hartman’s long-held contention that we can only ever

witness the traumatic event obliquely, as at a distance both temporal and spatial—

that the redemptions of literary art may be most effective as representation in

their minimal and quieted modes, for instance, in the urgings of a host (ideally

one kinder than Achilles) that we must also eat if we are to remember. In this

vein it is possible to speak, reversing Roskies’s emphasis, of a discontinuous

continuity in the literature of atrocity—which permits ruptures in narrative and

memory that withstand the event of catastrophe and, by concentrating on the

sufferings of the victim, admit the Holocaust in its horrible integrity, even as it

also allows for interpretations of the victims’ experiences from the perspective

of culture as an ideally corrective response to their sufferings. Entering the space

of rupture or irrelation, the poem forges a continuity with some other cultural

context, if only by way of comparison to other atrocities and sufferings that are
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in their own right exceptions from culture even as they are products of violent

political ideologies.

I have not wished to underestimate the threat discontinuity poses to the

very project of culture. It is because Auschwitz enacted a realm in which all

expressions of immortal striving and gestures at continuity were not so much

irrelevant as they were only arbitrarily and fictionally meaningful that we have

so often distrusted any poetry or literature seemingly in service to culture’s con-

tinuity rather than to the harsh truths of the Holocaust. For the victim-survivors

themselves, both realities—that of culture and of the abiding rupture of

Holocaust—were lived at the same time in the world after Auschwitz, sometimes

as though (as Levi’s dream from The Reawakening suggests) what remained of

culture was the space of dream more than reality. In the cultural world that

comes after the already vexed enterprise of representing Auschwitz, now

roughly sixty-five years from the first post-Auschwitz moment, the divide

between us and them still bears the structure of a radical discontinuity, persist-

ing as a responsibility unanswered in history, which in Lyotard’s formulation

gives rise to phrases that cannot be answered for. And yet Brodsky while quot-

ing Strand also understands this: his apparently irreverent words emphasize

that we remember the Holocaust only from a perspective firmly located in cul-

ture, from within which we eat food so as to preserve ourselves and we read and

write poetry so as to extend ourselves imaginatively in time. Our regular meals

place us as far from the victims of the Holocaust as does our poetry. There may

even be something quasi-heretical in supposing that we could ever be there

with them, even hypothetically. As we encounter Auschwitz through the medi-

ations of culture, in which poetry (as the quintessential mode of literary speech)

may enact a vicarious act of witness that expects a concentrated act of atten-

tiveness, we need also to be honest about the extent to which, in venturing

imaginatively unto such a realm, we are never really there and always instead

fully situated in culture.

Imaginatively we now more than ever occupy a nightmarish realm of

no-place in relation to such awful history, a position not quite akin to Levi’s

traumatic space of being returned involuntarily to Auschwitz as if the world of

the Lager were still what seemed most real. The continuities we discern

between Auschwitz and us have always resided in culture, in the world outside

the camps insofar as it is devoted to its own continuation and always potentially

indifferent to the detainees, refugees, or those even now who are set aside from

the privileges of the state and its laws. By characterizing the post-Auschwitz

quarrel with literature by way of questions traditionally posed to continuity,

what I hope to have emphasized is the extent to which the hypothesis of a dis-

continuity within the continuous life of culture necessarily involves both an

ethical and a historical element. If we are to become responsible for history

from within the world of culture, we will have to be as precise about the real
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differences between the hypothetical but impressive demands of ethics and the

realized facts of history as we are serious about the interaction between them.
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PART ONE

Is the Holocaust Still 
to Be Written?
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1

The Holocaust, History Writing, 
and the Role of Fiction

GEOFFREY HARTMAN

“the dark backward and abysm of time”

—Shakespeare

Once upon a time, history and legend formed a single, relatively consistent

narrative. Consistent, at least, after a period of redaction and centuries of 

interpretation. Hebrew Scripture may have started as a diverse bundle of oral

or written traditions, but these were unified—not without leaving traces of

difference—by an editorial and canonical process.

We cannot get back to a hypothetical original version of the historic or

mythic events. Nor can we know exactly what harmonizing of sources occurred

during the process of transmission and canonization. The events described by

the main narrative line—the generic Jewish biography, as Michal Govrin 

calls it—were most likely swathed in legend from the beginning. It would be

condescending, however, to see them only as figments of the imagination,

archaic expressions of wonder, ambition, and fear. It is possible that specific

historical events are echoed by stories about a Great Flood, the parting of the

Red Sea, the Exodus, and the deeds of the patriarchs and matriarchs.

Even as imaginary expressions these stories have created their own reality.

The belief in an anointed shepherd-king, from whose lineage a savior, a

Messiah, would emerge, has raised and ravaged the hope of individuals and

nations for over two millennia. A collective “written-in-advance biography” (to

cite Govrin), with many obligatory stages and a divine covenant, has held sway

over Jewish lives and has also been claimed by other peoples. The imaginative

facts become facts on the ground.

A devout or profane imitatio, a role-playing akin to what takes place in the-

ater or fiction, is present in every life from childhood on. The line that is sup-

posed to distinguish between factual and fictive versions of truth becomes a



battleground precisely because a distinction that must be made is often difficult

to make. Even the sober accounts of modern historians do not deny that

mankind has been decisively affected by visionary representations. In this two-

way street, history (res gestae) reflects the human imagination as much as art,

the depository of that imagination, reflects history.

Efforts to subtract imagination from reality in order to discover an untrans-

formed factual content have always led to frustrating disputes. There cannot 

be one accepted method of decoding, given the freedom and ingenuity of the 

literary-artistic mind. Nor is imagination simply an addition to the compound

we call reality rather than part of that reality.

Jorge Semprun’s account of his experiences in Buchenwald has the ring of

autobiographical truth. Yet he makes a point of distinguishing between truth

(“vérité”) and verisimilitude (“le vraisemblable”). “Why write books if one does

not invent the truth? Or, rather, verisimilitude?” he asks. Necessities of a

“narrative order,” or establishing a rapport between “vrai” and “vraisemblable,”

determine certain changes in things as they factually happened. While retain-

ing, for example, the names of some fellow inmates, Semprun renames others to

whom he has given invented thoughts and words; a similar consideration, but

for his readers rather than companions, motivates changes necessary to induce

belief in a true yet unbelievable situation.

“ONCE UPON A TIME”—the venerable formula I started with, or its biblical

equivalent, “in those days”—suggests a further complexity from the side of

history writing. The phrase embraces two meanings, apparently distinct, each

pointing to a relation between fiction and the (historiographical) attempt to

make time intelligible by punctuating it. In its most general connotation, “once

upon a time” evokes a world that is no more, no less realistic than fairy tales.

The “once” suggests uniqueness as well as what happened long ago, though

there must be some path from there to here, some meaningful shadow thrown

on the present day by stories that continue to intrigue.

Perhaps, then, the real sense of the expression is: once and always. The

unique, in that case, points to a contradiction and a quintessence. The contra-

diction reflects a problem intrinsic to historical-sounding statements that seek

to characterize, through date and place, a defined era. Specificity here is part of

a rhetoric attributing significance to the fact that an event occurred at this

particular moment. Yet while we are ready to accept universalizing statements

on a provisional basis, should they seek to gain their authority from a particular

place and date—Sinai and the time of Moses, Golgotha and the life-time of Jesus,

indeed any strongly emphasized coordinates of this sort—a serious question

arises.

For testimonies of that here-and-now, reported by an eyewitness or 

other tradent in the chain of tradition, always depict something that, especially
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when communicated in writing, is already a there-and-then. Hence a question

comes up concerning the authoritativeness of the contemporary witnesses (we

know them only relatively, if at all) or the authenticity of the transmitted record.

We are obliged to develop criteria to test and affirm what happened, and this

usually amounts to endowing an event after the fact with an exemplarity—what

Jacques Derrida calls its demeure—explaining our continuing fascination with it.

If, however, the “once” is not taken to be historical, in the sense of pointing

to a datable location, then it suggests a quintessence, a distillate of dreamlike

images or fugitive feelings in so many forms that only a shape-shifting fantasy

can capture them. Even in that case, “once upon a time,” in its difference from

our time, rather than evoking a purely imaginary realm could imply the pos-

sibility of a repetition, a return through the story it introduces to a truth in

danger of being lost.

But the other meaning of the phrase posits an era that is cut off, perhaps

irrevocably. It needs only a slight shift to read “once upon a time” as “once only.”

So William Wordsworth’s famous ode, “Intimations of Immortality from

Recollections of Early Childhood,” begins, “There was a time.” The pathos of

the phrase suggests a wondrous moment that continues to haunt us but has

vanished by the time we make it live again in poetry or fiction.

When projected, moreover, onto the larger, less personal span of history,

the formula evades the issue of whether time has a more complicated shape

than a division into “those days” (illo tempore, bayamim hahem) and a profane,

exilic aftermath. Thus in salvation history a third meaning of the phrase

emerges, captured by an “Arthurian” variant: “the once and future king.” The

B.C./A.D. divide, also, since it claims to mark a new era, complicates the place-

ment of the caesura between sacred and profane, between a New Age and a

superseded one. But when history does not end, when Christ’s reappearance is

absent or deferred, a “Middle Age” is interpolated between his first and still

anticipated Second Coming.

THIS PUNCTUATION, imposed on time’s infinity as it recedes into the luminous

darkness of myth or holds up an uncertain mirror to the future, is not unlike

what divides speech into intelligible ph(r)ases. A temporal spacing establishes

periods and period terms. Non-secular epoch-making, which aspires to a foun-

dational vision of First and Last, cannot hide its purely hopeful or consciously

fictive side. It is always being revised by calculations that anticipate the end

of the world and the closure of secular time. The expectation of a parousia or

ultimate revelation does not cease.

The general result of religious historiography, then, is the creation of a zone

viewed as sacred or numinous, even if what happens within it displays many

features of ordinary, non-sacred life. This effect of the sacred immunizes the

events touched by it, keeps them from being contaminated or swallowed by
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time. They are separated out from “the dark backward and abysm” as something

absolute. Even the willingness to kill a beloved son becomes part of a Torah to

be meditated upon day and night, as the Psalms urge. Periodization magnifies

narratives focused on these sanctified yet often all too human events. By such a

rhetoric of temporality a period denominated as sacred is carved out from the

temporal flow and has the effect of highlighting details within it and endowing

them with prophetic structure (after the event) as well as virtually unlimited

future meanings. A whole new mode of “figural” symbolism, for instance, comes

into play, which, as Erich Auerbach has shown, inspired Dante’s Divine Comedy

as well as Patristic literature. Thus the significance of both old and new eras is

assured, and secular time enters salvation history.

YOU MAY WONDER what relevance this pattern has to the topic “The Holocaust,

History Writing, and the Role of Fiction.” For the disaster of the Shoah does

not come to us from a past that mingles legend and chronicle. It defies imagi-

nation, moreover, to project a future in which an event still so preoccupying

would take on a mythic hue. Today, in fact, given our ability to record and repro-

duce what happens almost as it happens, it is unclear whether any event could

retain an aura of the sacred for long. We do not need that sort of preservative—

or need it all the more because what is recorded is too quickly displaced by the

next item.

The massive recording and playback of contemporary events actually

makes it harder for realia to cohere, to be transmitted as an encompassing story.

Thus, recently, we have witnessed two disturbing revisitings of the past, one

from the Second World War and the Holocaust, the other from the Vietnam con-

flict. I am referring to the Jedwabne pogrom and the Bob Kerrey story; these,

though of different historiographical importance, raise once more the issue of

the truth of memory, personal and national, in traumatic circumstances. While

fiction accepts and even enjoys contrasting perspectives, history as a modern

discipline has near zero tolerance for deviations of detail or contradictory testi-

monies. In an era of information glut fueled by continuing disclosures about

present and past, is any story or interpretive presentation secure enough to

retain binding power?

THIS QUESTION, APPLIED TO THE SHOAH, indicates that two aspects, though

connected, should be distinguished: the possibility of a picture complete

enough so that the real might become the intelligible (this relates to the prob-

lematic of representation); and, then, even were it possible to gain a total view,

its bearable transmission (this adds to the problematic of reception).

Walter Benjamin already observed that truth and transmissibility might

conflict. The word “truth,” as always, is enigmatic, but it signals here what

Theodor Adorno calls “the shock of the unintelligible” or what is too painful to
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take in. If intelligibility is lacking, and only the shock of what happened regis-

ters, the focus shifts to trauma and transference. Or, at best, to art as a media-

tion that allows something through, despite blockages.

Difficulties with transmitting the Holocaust, in the sense of bringing it to

full and widespread consciousness, lead back to the role played by the passage

of time. In the case of the Holocaust, time, though usually a filtering and even

transforming agent, has not made the task of transmission easier. There is a

strong tendency, as in Claude Lanzmann, to erect a ring of fire around the

Shoah, to wall it off as sacred in the sense already discussed. Despite normal-

izing pressures, that past does not seem to pass—though three postwar genera-

tions may not be enough of a basis from which to generalize. Yet in the midst of

taboos and cautions, or sometimes as if provoked by them, fictions multiply and

create a decentered center and plural memory.

Ironically enough, one of the last taboos guarding the Shoah is fostered by

historians and philosophers who wish to maintain a strict genre tranché hygiene

between story and history. Separation of that kind, however, when it is an ortho-

dox reflex, only increases the effect of the sacred by a retroactive caesura that

isolates the Shoah, which then becomes an instance of exceptionalism, or even

the equivalent of a mysterium tremendum.

The problematic of reception, in short, complicates that of representation.

For what happened in the Holocaust is so anti-human that incredulity sets in.

Even survivors often say, “I cannot believe what my eyes have seen.” Hence also

the initial disbelief of some listeners. Paul Ricoeur writes, “The probable—an

objective feature—must also be persuasive or credible (pithanon)—a subjective

feature. The logical connection of probability cannot therefore be detached

from the cultural constraints of acceptability.” Difficulties may also arise

because of more commonplace reasons: the very intensity of attention can open

seeming inconsistencies in testimonies about the event, while other eccentric

reactions reflect the fact that there is no unified audience but publics (cultures

or interpretive communities) with divergent sensibilities.

One thing is clear: the argument so often heard, that the means of depic-

tion at our disposal are inadequate because of the Shoah’s enormity, has aggra-

vated the impasse confusing the relation of representability and remembrance.

Of course, representation is always incomplete whatever the subject. For each

representational medium employs a stenography with its own conventions and

symbols, and the fusion of media will not necessarily overcome that defect, if it

is a defect. The multimedia mix can result in a sensory overload defeating the

very purpose of representation insofar as that wishes to catch up with what 

happened by disburdening or retiming the act of perception. The inadequacy

argument, moreover, is applied in contradictory ways: some use it to banish 

or clearly subordinate fiction, insisting on the priority of a purely factual por-

trayal (Berel Lang’s position is close to this); others claim that only fiction, its
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potential for figurative or disfigurative (i.e., fantastic) portrayal, has a chance to

convey an otherwise senseless and terrifying recitation of facts.

I AM NOT SURE the impasse can be resolved. The opinion, however, that the

means of representation are inadequate is usually misstated. Even if art is

viewed with suspicion, because, as Adorno feared, it may stylize suffering in

order to serve it up for popular consumption, this simply underscores the diffi-

culty of transmitting the Shoah’s manmade inhumanity—of conveying it in the

way Shakespeare’s King Lear allows one of the darkest visions of human nature

to be absorbed into mind and heart. The problem remains that of evoking an

original response, or freeing rather than freezing what is called feeling speech at

the end of King Lear. Neither the subtlest nor the most graphic imaging of the

disaster guarantees that kind of speech. But the art of Lear does keep the possi-

bility of a recognition scene alive. “Do you know me?” is the king’s at once arro-

gant and piteous cry that haunts Shakespeare’s play and reverberates as the

human question. The play stays longer for an answer—one that does not come—

than any other drama on the human condition. Maurice Blanchot’s axiom is

corroborated: to think about pain is not the same as to think pain. It is also

this emphasis on a memorable, not just mnemonic transmission that gives

weight to Imre Kertész’s observation: “The concentration camp is imaginable

only and exclusively as literature, never as reality.”

A FEW MORE WORDS about the tension between representation and remem-

brance. Our nervousness about representability does not jibe with the informa-

tion glut I have mentioned, which comes from a plethora of media competing to

depict the Shoah. There is, if anything, too little reticence in facing this largest

tragedy of the recent past. Overexposure, psychic numbing, even boredom set

in. We (I mean cultural critics rather than artists) have neglected to analyze the

tension between representation and remembrance.

In trying, that is, to impose rules on representation we forget that art itself,

vulnerable as a public medium to censorship, has long been aware of certain

limits closely linked to the problem of reception. Historically, art developed its

own decorum, its own restraints, early on. Concerning the origin of Greek

drama in religion, Aristotle hints in the Poetics at what the Cambridge anthro-

pologists call the dromenon, a sacred drama still reflected in the structure of

Greek tragedy. According to this interesting and highly speculative theory, 

the dromenon, a mythos in the sense of a mime or dumb show, entered Greek

tragedy as the pathos, a scene staging extreme suffering through wounding,

killing, and the like. Such a scene, however, because of its content or residual

sacred aura, is borderline obscene: better kept offstage, reported rather than

shown, like Oedipus’s self-blinding or Orestes killing his mother. (Hamlet’s

staging, in Hamlet, of the murder of his father, the king, is such a dromenon, but
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is distanced by its semi-jocular archaic verse form and play-within-the-play 

structure.)

Rules about the limits of representation also make up a substantial portion

of neoclassical and even later poetics. They do not imply that the pathos cannot

be staged but rather that it is transgressive to present an obscene—or sacred—

subject matter without precaution and restraint.

I suspect, then, that concerns about representability come from an excess

of attention to, as well as an excess that is part of, the event. The publicity sur-

feit and a tendency to remove all limits from expression raises the specter of a

damaging instead of a healing or integrative memory. The Jedwabne massacre,

fully brought to Polish and international attention sixty years after its occur-

rence, cries from the pages of history like blood from the earth. It seems impos-

sible to accommodate it either in the Jewish or the Polish collective memory.

Yet such accounts, delayed or not, must be received and handed on, despite the

fact that they are swamped by conflicting data, exploited by new representa-

tional techniques, overlaid by interpretations, surrounded by analogies to more

recent social suffering, trivialized by politics. The emergence of a postmodern

narrative or non-narrative, moreover—which resists progressive or redemptive

schemes—reveals a tragic, unresolvable residue in history and paints a vista

more bleak than that of C. F. Volney’s The Ruins of over two centuries ago.

Giorgio Agamben has pointed to an impasse he identifies as “essentially that of

historical knowledge: the non-coincidence of facts and truth, of constatation

and comprehension.”

LITERARY HUMANISTS are often on the defensive when justifying fiction that

deals with the Shoah, especially episodes that portray its genocidal end-phase.

(Fictional treatment of the postwar impact of the Holocaust on the survivors or

their children—the impact of “second-hand smoke,” to quote the witty title of

Thane Rosenbaum’s novel—is less subject to dispute, though the issue of an

intergenerational transmission of trauma remains controversial.) This defen-

siveness, I have suggested, may be the result of a quasi-sacred zoning.

Significantly, such zoning developed only by gradual stages. The Holocaust 

has migrated since  from one framework to another, until it is now 

an “engorged” symbol of absolute evil. The unqualified opposition of 

figuration and fact, then, is flawed, since all narratives, whether historical or fic-

tional, are surrounded by mutable interpretive hypotheses. A constructive

movement continually modifies the quest for understanding and can be re- or

de-constructed but not arrested. The challenge is to engage rather than deny

such mediatedness.

Though it remains true that because of sacralization the Holocaust, so far,

is unable “to unite with the stream of time,” such non-union, as Lawrence L.

Langer notes, derives principally from the expressive strength rather than
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impotence of the original eyewitness accounts, and should not be attributed to

technical or even epistemological problems of portrayal. When writers contem-

porary with the events despair of conveying the enormity of what happened, it

is because, even as they write down the blood and the tears, they know their

words cannot stop what is happening.

Before we get to the question, then, of a later literature’s justness, the issue

arises of how to receive that prior moment: receive it in the sense of becoming

a witness to the witness. How may a mode of remembrance be found that would

allow the event to pass from those potent testimonies into the collective con-

sciousness of humanity? Can we in good faith do more than cite, repeat, or

mimic the words of writers from the ghettoes, the camps, the death marches?

(Or the horrifying factual accounts—and photos—from Nazi archives?) What

beyond repetition, what personal sort of identification is possible, given an

event that makes us all—even the victims—outsiders? Should we seek to

become, through the immemorial gift of fictive simulation, contemporaries

of those events? As a child survivor wrote, “Parler il faut, sans pouvoir.” That

powerless speaking is exactly what those besieged chroniclers endured.

The growing perception, moreover, that remembrance of the Shoah is

endangered when appropriated for other causes confirms that a canon is being

formed and that both historical and literary treatments circle a dangerous

truth, in the manner of legomena (stories or ritual mediations) that at once

point to and shield the dromenon (the core spectacle). Such a conclusion also

suggests that the current emphasis on social construction—that is, on sustained

interpretive frameworks for which the term “narrative” has become current,

frameworks that guide cultural, political, and sociological studies—is a defen-

sive maneuver displacing attention from the interpreted object’s unintelligible

or traumatic core.

IN ZAKHOR, YOSEF HAYIM YERUSHALMI sidesteps the quarrel over the inade-

quacy of fictional representation by pointing beyond it to a more general

incompatibility: that of the collective memory and modern history writing.

Historians are not, he says, physicians of memory. Healing, however, is indeed

an imperative of the collective memory. Up to the time of the Shoah, this mem-

ory managed to encompass or even assimilate the catastrophes marking Jewish

history. It did so by a method of ritual conflation that subsumed present disas-

ters under the aspect of the biblical hurban.

The term hurban, referring to the destruction of the First Temple together

with the Babylonian exile, was extended to cover the destruction of the Second

Temple and a further exile-dispersion. Poetry and song, as well as Torah,

became “the mnemonic compensation for absence.” The aim was an anti-

diasporic binding up of wounds. Acts of remembrance close to mourning are

clearly established—indeed, commanded—in the Hebrew Bible.
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Yet curing mourning through memorialization is a strange physic, since the

healing of psychic wounds is usually achieved, if at all, by forgetfulness over

time. This, however, is precisely where fiction enters as a faithful type of forget-

fulness: call it the forgetful cunning of the writer’s hand.

It sounds paradoxical, I know, to place forgetfulness in the service of

remembrance. Yet invoking such concepts as integration and sublimation

(however incomplete they are as psychic remedies) points to an active rather

than idle energy, to a powerful tendency working in the background, and which

the arts, above all, make perceptible. The need to assimilate extreme events, yet

to respect rather than repress the continuing vulnerability of individuals or

communities, is a constant of human existence throughout history. The empha-

sis, then, should move to transmissibility and what role fiction’s imaginative

freedom plays in this.

Biblical redaction, in fact, a process evolving in human time, occasionally

achieves something marvelously akin to great fiction. An inbuilt “remember!”

produced by the narrative genius of a personal or collective filtering strength-

ens that offstage command. It is when didactic or apodictic elements disturb

the narrative least, when we can trust the tale rather than interpolations by

nervous teller or clumsy editor, that biblical stories become memorable even to

those outside the faith. This is what I mean by a faithful forgetfulness. The

ellipses of inspired art derive from an absent-mindedness of that kind. “Nature

and art,” Goethe declared, “are too great to aim at ends.”

I WANT TO COME BACK, in closing, to the history, fiction, and memory triad. To

a great extent, modern historians have made their discipline a science—at least

a field of rigorous knowledge—by methodically removing conscious or uncon-

scious falsifications from how events are depicted. In addition to ideologically

inspired distortions, embedded by propaganda in the public consciousness and

even, at times, in the historians’ own discipline, there are subtler alterations

because of what Primo Levi called “the memory of offense.”

Levi considered memory so integral a part of our humanity that it is

offended by what the Holocaust obliges it to remember. This leads to various

forms of denial, even among the victims. For denial is often caused by shame

rather than guilt: a shame provoked by incidents not under the victim’s control,

a shame related to a profound need to salvage the human image. Call it a

species-shame that afflicts those who learn of inhuman, dehumanizing acts.

An inner turning away, a necessary forgetting, is, then, a negative though

understandable reflex.

The rise of oral history after World War II fosters a more conscious and

positive valuing of memory’s complexities. Seeking to unblock personal recol-

lection, oral historians are aware that conflations, omissions, lapses, inaccu-

racies, even insertions may occur but accept these as part of a process that
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resembles the way oral tradition used to shape its materials. The Yizker

(Memorial) books reconstitute glimpses of the destroyed communities, while

testimonies by those swept into the Shoah’s democracy of suffering emerge as a

distinctive genre without literary pretensions.

Yerushalmi, as I have said, does not think that the standards of modern

documentary history can be reconciled either with the art of fiction or the shap-

ings and effacements characterizing the communal memory. Despite the rele-

vance of his observations, I am less pessimistic than he for two reasons. The first

touches on the importance of art. While a ritualized collective memory can fos-

ter sharing and healing, fiction is often more effective in finding ways for the

outsider to identify with what happened in a deeply personal if precarious way.

Art cannot prevent pseudo-intimacy or voyeurism. Yet those temptations are

precisely what are tested by its vicarious portrayals. (Consider only Philip Roth’s

transgressive and playful picture, in The Ghost Writer, of Nathan Zuckerman

standing on his bed straining to overhear through the ceiling a passionate scene

between the revered writer Lonoff and his apprentice Amy Bellette—a.k.a. Anne

Frank in Nathan’s imagination. “Holocaust laughter” makes its American debut

in this satyr-play of a novel.)

The second reason for a moderate hope joins the work of the historian to

that of novelist or artist, despite the tension between them. It is not the worst

thing to live in more than one sphere of influence. In that respect the competi-

tion between history and memory is healthy and really takes place between dif-

ferent types of memory-institutions. Often, in fact, the compelling wish to have

one’s life unified, to live in a totally concentered or concentrated way, leads to

greater illusions and denials of difference than those motivated by an accept-

ance of disharmony. Out of an inner discord, a struggle with the selves in our

self, flows some sympathy for others, as well as fiction’s polyphony—its coexist-

ing, not always harmonized, voices.

In the quarrel, finally, between history and memory, fiction should not be

placed only on the side of memory. I do not deny that some survivor memories

contain a metonymic element, or that they appropriate—and internalize—

incidents suffered by companions or later learned of through the media. The his-

torian’s methodical comparison of testimonies and documents is helpful here,

both in establishing what the facts are and in restoring a sense for the complex-

ity of what is attested to as the truth. But history writing also has its admixture

of the fictive, even if it refuses “to invent details for the sake of the narrative.”

While acknowledging the constructed nature of historical narratives, it is

nonetheless useful to distinguish between fictive and constructive. So Mark

Roseman’s detective work, tracing a young woman who became a “U-Boat” in

the Berlin of Nazi Germany, and then describing her post-Holocaust life in

England (which had its own hidden or U-Boat aspect), is distinguished by incor-

porating into the historical narrative the author’s moments of incredulity.
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Instead of eliding all personal feeling for the sake of an impersonal end-product,

he allows the reader to participate in the discovery process. Without inventing

details (he does not need to, he has so many, too many perhaps), he knows

how to give his story a beginning, middle, and end, and finds his own, nonfic-

tional means to bestow individuality and concreteness of context to a cast of

characters, himself included. Contemporary history writing insists on a maxi-

mum of factual exposition, but in other respects Roseman’s book resembles

W. G. Sebald’s The Emigrants and Patrick Modiano’s Dora Bruder.

In brief, the historian is never simply an improved chronicler but always a

situated interpreter who reads the events through an already developed series

of narratives. We inhabit a nomos as well as a cosmos, a culture of norms where

changing interpretive commitments, often expressed in narrative form, deter-

mine what is considered truthful or lawful. Since the Holocaust breached the

most basic norms of European civilization, and perhaps of all civilized life, a

decision has to be made concerning those norms, or the narratives that invig-

orate them. Why did they prove to be an inadequate defense against the Nazi

menace? Was that highly praised European culture a pseudo-culture? If so, what

can strengthen or replace those norms?

Norms can become purely prescriptive and apodictic (through a dictatorial

ipse dixit, secular equivalent of “I am the Lord”). But usually they are accommo-

dated by motivational clauses, etiological myths, stereotypes, and similar

rationalizations. Could we reinforce the norms that were breached by inventing

new inspirational devices, or must we cast about for a different moral and

sociopolitical code? But if the latter is necessary, was it not a New Order the

perpetrators too claimed to be instituting?

The sociologist studies how interpretive frameworks develop over time to

produce intelligibility and a shift in valued symbols. The literary or cultural

critic seeks to evaluate the imaginative vision behind any Code or Social Order,

especially as it expresses itself in works of art. It has been argued, moreover, that

the interface between history and fiction falls into the province of poetics: this

is the gist of both Hayden White’s “metahistory” and Arthur Danto’s emphasis

on the inevitability of narrative. Recently, moreover, semiology has emerged

from both poetics and linguistics as a perspective with distinct cognitive value.

Not only because it embraces visual in addition to verbal culture. But in situa-

tions outside normal experience, the sign-reading ability becomes a survival

skill again. It is the revenge of thought against conditions that deny thought.

Pascal’s image comes to mind, of man as a crushed reed, but still able to

think about what crushes it. In the face of irrational and terrifying events a

resistant intellect rescues the hidden art of witnessing as well as blowing the

cover of the perpetrators’ language, their bureaucratic jargon or euphemistic

record keeping. Shoah literature’s mix of fiction and documentary realism,

therefore, signals not so much a technical advance as a needed imaginative
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compensation for experiences marked by the extreme suppression, restriction,

or distortion of thought and speech.

To sum up. In an era still shadowed by the Holocaust, I have attempted a

clarification of the relations between history writing and fiction, and between

both of these and the collective memory. I have stressed that a fictive element

enters history writing through the tendency toward a quasi-sacred periodization;

then, that questions about the representability of Holocaust realities should be

seen in the light of problems with reception; moreover, both the collective

memory and fiction serve reception or remembrance by their own rules of

engagement. Indeed, through what Charlotte Delbo has called the writer’s “don-

ner à voir,” fiction’s mixture of remembrance and faithful forgetfulness enables

us to see what otherwise would be too hurtful. Finally, since what intimidates

thought is not limited to the terror of extreme situations, the semiotic energy

displayed by primary witnesses of the Holocaust and revealed in their testimony

or histories may be exemplary for a more general understanding of how litera-

ture functions. From this perspective “concentrationary realism” could cover

not only a literature of fact but also the quality of concentration displayed by a

mind refusing to be obliterated when confronted by adverse conditions.
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and shocking realism. See Michael Rothberg’s Traumatic Realism, especially his expo-
sition of trauma theory in chapter : “The abyss at the heart of trauma entails not only
the exile of the real but also its insistence. Traumatic realism is marked by the sur-
vival of extremity into the everyday world and is dedicated to mapping the complex
temporal and spatial patterns by which the absence of the real, a real absence, makes
itself felt in the familiar plenitude of reality” (). While both the traumatic and the
sacred, then, can serve to cordon off a tremendum from the passage of time or every-
day reality, they also impose a demand that is the exact opposite of this tendency: the
demand for it to be represented in order to be received, to become an object of knowl-
edge with a chance of transforming the reader. “Knowledge” and “reader,” however,
as Rothberg uses the terms, are somewhat bland. The shift to trauma theory occurs
when intelligibility (a defined knowledge, defined in terms of causes or norms) has
been shaken; and readers, as Rothberg’s emphasis on “a project of historical cogni-
tion through the mediation of culture” makes clear, have to re-create a destroyed
community and to live with a post-traumatic “knowledge” that may be difficult to
align with old as well as new demands.

. Primo Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, trans. Raymond Rosenthal (New York: Summit
Books, ).



. Mark Roseman, A Past in Hiding: Memory and Survival in Nazi Germany (New York:
Henry Holt, ), is remarkable for combining a wary respect for oral testimony with
a careful analysis of documents brought to light by that respect. His ultimate aim,
however, is to remove two kinds of simplification: that which arises from the memory
of the survivors, who sometimes make that memory bearable enough to live with, and
that which arises from a public memory willing to sacrifice complexities in order not
to lose sight of salient facts, such as the toleration of, if not actual complicity with, the
Nazi regime by the vast majority of Germans.

. Ibid., . Yet we cannot tell, of course, whether Roseman’s conversations with survivors
or bystanders, which he often reports verbatim, have not been added to or edited.

. For a classic statement, besides Foucault’s L’ordre du discours (translated as The

Archeology of Knowledge, ), see Robert M. Cover, “Nomos and Narrative,” the fore-
word to The Supreme Court  Term, in Harvard Law Review  (): –.

. These issues are at the core of Zygmund Bauman’s Modernity and the Holocaust (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, ).

. See Jeffrey C. Alexander, note 18, above. I should add that the difference between
memorability and intelligibility remains to be defined. History writing would seem
to aim at intelligibility; the collective memory, as mentioned, at memorability.
Halbwachs’s thesis of memory’s dependence on a social (especially family) milieu
does not make it clear how that milieu achieves the effect we call memory: is it by
inducing a story-telling frame that, generically, provides models for a narrative
emplotment? By what effect, then, does lyric poetry, minimally narrative, become
memorable and transmit itself? Is it sustained by an unconscious narrative motif?

. See especially Hayden White’s tropics of historical discourse, beginning with
Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, ), “Introduction.” Cf. Philippe Lejeune, e.g., in his Je est

un autre: L’autobiographie de la littérature aux médias (Paris: Seuil, ), where it is
suggested that rather than being a direct imitation of reality the “documents vécus”
are indebted to a variety of common narratives and can be linked to “different basic
literary forms which poeticians seek to classify.”

. Consider the following remark by Leona Toker in her important book on survivor
accounts from the Gulag: “The only aspect of camp experience that can be reenacted
imaginatively at second hand is a semiotic proficiency. For the prisoners themselves,
the acquisition of the sign-reading skill often brought along new shocks, yet the sense
of the growth of one’s understanding was one of very few compensatory reprieves, and
such reprieves are both vicariously and directly re-enacted by the reader.” Return from

the Archipelago: Narratives of Gulag Survivors (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
), .

. On this point, too, Leona Toker is perceptive. Her chapter , “From Factography to
Fictionalization,” could be a model for Holocaust studies. She analyzes the “bifunc-
tional” character of Gulag narratives, i.e., the way their realistic, witnessing function
requires the supplement of fiction. Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi’s insight, in By Words Alone:

The Holocaust in Literature (Chicago: Chicago University Press, ), that “concentra-
tionary realism” depicts “the almost total breakdown of the function of sign-making,”
is extended by Toker’s observation on how, exceptionally, the sign-reading skill
persists in the prisoner and realist-writer.
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Nostalgia and the Holocaust
SARA R.  HOROWITZ

In her  memoir of exile and acculturation, Lost in Translation: A Life in a New

Language (), Eva Hoffman reflects on her status as an immigrant to North

America: “One of the ways in which I continue to know that I’m not completely

assimilated is through my residual nostalgia—which many of my friends find

a bit unseemly, as if I were admitting to a shameful weakness—for the more

stable, less tenuous conditions of anchoring, of home” (). Born in Cracow to

Polish Jewish survivors of the Shoah and brought to western Canada as an ado-

lescent, Hoffman struggled to recognize herself in a new language and a new

culture. In many ways, Lost in Translation is a coming-of-age memoir, tracing

intergenerational struggles as they are inflected by issues of immigration and

punctuated by differences between Holocaust survivors and their children.

Eventually Hoffman left Canada to enroll in an American university, and then,

beyond the pages of this memoir, left the United States to live in London. Lost

in Translation meditates on transition and acculturation, identity and belong-

ing, depicting the inner mosaic of the immigrant, the border crosser. Hoffman’s

self-confessed nostalgia permeates the memoir. Such longing for the lost terrain

of her childhood, for her homeland, is the natural response for many immi-

grants, particularly for those who did not leave their homeland willingly. A com-

bination of pervasive postwar antisemitism and economic pressure propelled

Hoffman’s parents from Poland to North America. Needless to say, their young

daughters, Eva and her sister, had no voice in the decision, and Eva conveys this

sense of departing against one’s will.

Eva’s yearning for the home left behind, then, is prompted by the condition

of the immigrant: her lack of familiarity with North American culture; her sense

of not fitting in; her struggle with a language that does not convey her inner

world; her feeling of denaturalization in the world; her need to invent a self that

is suited to the new culture, a self that she feels to be inauthentic and unrooted.



While the memoir conveys her longing in poignant terms, for Hoffman’s readers

this nostalgia has a discomfiting edge. The readers can be counted upon to

know (as Hoffman herself knows) that this idyllic homeland, this childhood

terrain so poignantly longed for, is the wasted postwar landscape of Eastern

Europe, a once vibrant center of Jewish life and culture, now transformed into a

vast cemetery in the wake of the Holocaust. The physically impoverished post-

war Poland, the destroyed Jewish community that her parents recollect, the site

of Nazi atrocity, and the place of continued Polish antisemitism are all overlaid

on the same geographical space as Hoffman’s own lost paradise. These multiple

images occupy the same memory space, inscribing upon it conflicting mean-

ings. Hoffman’s parents mourn the loss of their extended family and their

community, their easy place in a native culture, and the richness and diversity

of Jewish life that was once Poland, while Hoffman mourns the loss of the world

she was born into—a place already stripped of Jewish community, already

marked by death and atrocity, but also a place of natural and unself-conscious

intimacies. In that sense, although Hoffman takes great care to distinguish

between her parents’ lost Poland and her own, postwar Poland is the creation of

World War II and the Holocaust, especially for its Jews. The war itself may be

seen as Hoffman’s lost home, the place of origins to which she yearns to return.

It remains, always, the fixed correlative against which she measures and

reshapes her identity as a North American immigrant woman.

It is instructive to read Hoffman’s grappling with intersections of nostalgia,

home, and destruction alongside the  republication of Israeli writer Nava

Semel’s original  collection of short stories, Kova Zechuchit (Hat of Glass).

Like Hoffman, Semel was born soon after the war to survivors of the Nazi geno-

cide. In “Celine’s Park,” a  story added to the republished version of the

collection, a young mother regularly takes her children to a neighborhood play-

ground that has been named after a seven-year-old girl murdered in the Shoah.

The child’s parents, who survived the war and immigrated to Israel, established

the playground in her memory. The mother, who traverses the park and

narrates the story, is a child of Holocaust survivors. Bringing her own children

to Celine’s Park, she negotiates the trauma of the generation of Holocaust

survivors (such as Celine’s and her own parents) as well as the legacy of subse-

quent generations. The story proceeds through a series of shifting identifica-

tions on the part of the narrator. She sees herself in the murdered Celine

because both are daughters of parents victimized by the Shoah. As a mother, she

identifies with the horror of Celine’s outrageously bereft parents, who were

unable to save their child. Through this association, she comes to see herself in

her own mother. “Celine is my children’s age,” she reflects. “Her park, .”

By these multiple associations both the Holocaust past and the Israeli present

are layered upon the memory-park so as to emphasize the difference between

those two realities for Jewish parents and their children. The Israeli children’s
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comments reflect a happier present, and a natural empathy with the murdered

child. “A park is not enough, the kids say. We would have done more. A candy

store named after Celine, for example. . . . And the children also add: It isn’t fun

when they kill you just like that when you’re a small child.”

Even more telling than differences in life between the past and the present

are differences in death. Imagining an ancestral family plot that her descen-

dants might visit in the far-off future, the young mother considers the differ-

ences between death during the Holocaust and death afterward: “I will be

buried here. Parents and children in a geometric progression. One day the chil-

dren of their children will come, point to the graves and say: This is grand-

mother, this is mother. That’s the right order. . . . I say: we shall be buried

together, Mother. Side by side.” The narrator’s vision encompasses human mor-

tality in the natural order, contrasted with the horrors of atrocity. Unlike the

Shoah, when parents witnessed the death of their children or died alongside

them, the postwar restoration of normalcy promises death, generation by gen-

eration. Moreover, Celine’s parents—like many Holocaust survivors—have no

gravesite to visit, but instead create a memory-space in the absence of their

child’s remains. By contrast, the narrator envisions a family plot where nothing

is lost. The dead and the living remain in proximity, rooted to the land. This

vision of “virtual peacefulness” in Celine’s Park suggests the postwar restoration

of a childhood innocence destroyed during the Shoah, through the murder of

Celine and other children. The story offers the orderly progression of the deaths

of elders as a tikkun—repair or healing—of the trauma of Holocaust memory. For

Semel’s readers, this peaceful tikkun has something of an edge. It is both reas-

suring and disturbing because in contemporary Israel children continue to die

before their parents, this time not as genocidal murder victims but as military

defenders and occupiers, and as victims of terrorism. This death out of natural

order compresses the distance between Celine’s parents and the more fortunate

narrator-mother (and also the distance between the Israeli author Semel and

her European-born parents).

A year after the republication of Kova Zechuchit, reflecting on the turn of her

writing to the Shoah, Semel comments, “I began writing about the scar of the

Holocaust. Sabras [native-born Israelis] like myself dared at last to confront

their parents’ past, slowly departing from the fear of the ‘non-Israeli’ reflection

they saw in the mirror.” Probing the “complex linkage between time and mem-

ory,” Semel explains, “Through my story-telling I embraced my mother’s per-

sonal account of pain and loss, and the scar she would carry for the rest of her

life” (, ). In telling her mother’s stories, she makes them her own; and her

mother’s scar also becomes hers. The blurring of identity boundaries permits

Semel to imagine her way into her mother’s past, to claim her mother’s memo-

ries as her own, and to affect the shape of those memories. Allowing herself to

see in the mirror not her own face—the face of a Sabra—but to see instead the
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face of her European mother, Semel bridges the cultural divide between the self-

invented “Neo-Israeli” and the disavowed “Old Jew” in the ancestral past.

Personally and culturally, Semel embraces “another self-image, a more fragile,

vulnerable one” rooted in past trauma. Semel distinguishes this reclamation of

time past from nostalgia: “I do not do it out of nostalgia but from a deep need to

seek the primeval components under our Israeli shield that are still in operation

today” ().

Holocaust and nostalgia—an absurd, one might even say offensive, pairing

of terms. Indeed, both Hoffman and Semel resist such a configuration. A North

American immigrant writer, Hoffman embraces nostalgia but insists that her

backward glance at judenrein Poland has nothing to do with the Holocaust. As a

native-born Israeli, Semel immerses herself in Holocaust memory but insists

that her backward glance at wartime childhood has nothing to do with nostal-

gia. Yet the Holocaust and nostalgia coexist in a shaky relationship in the writ-

ing of both of these authors. As unlikely as such a pairing might seem, I wish

here to consider the nostalgic mode as a key to reading the backward-facing,

second- and third-generation reflections on the Holocaust as they have devel-

oped in North American and Israeli culture. A cluster of contemporary Israeli

and North American Jewish writers, filmmakers, and performance artists, work-

ing in a variety of traditional and emergent genres, push against the boundaries

of Holocaust representation. In their reflections, the lost or destroyed European

landscape of survivor memory is intimately and problematically bound up in

contemporary Jewish American or Israeli constructions of self, home, and exile.

Their works gesture ambivalently to tropes and conventions of Holocaust

commemorative ritual, and thus toward a critical reshaping of Holocaust mem-

ory. Central to this unlikely war nostalgia is the yearning for—and even the depic-

tion of—an impossible “return” to the Europe of the past, and the problematic

location of “home” in that unremembered—but also remembered—European

landscape-deathscape.

Holocaust memory suffuses both the American and the Israeli Jewish com-

munities. In sharp contrast to the years immediately following the war, by the

end of the twentieth century the Holocaust had come to be a defining element

in the Jewish American psyche. It infuses both the ritual life and the civic sensi-

bilities of Jews in North America, deeply embedding in a Jewish discourse about

belonging and exclusion, social justice and diversity. I am by no means the first

to note that Holocaust memory plays a central role in the shaping of contempo-

rary Jewish identity and affiliation. In a somewhat different way, Holocaust

memory also defines a Jewish Israeli attitude toward the past, delineating not so

much religious or ethnic identity but political stances. As early as the s,

some thinkers in both cultures criticized the centrality of the Holocaust in

American Jewish consciousness or in Israeli political life as shallow and unre-

flective, or disingenuous and manipulative, as false memory evoked in bad
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faith. Although the writers of these critiques do not use the term nostalgia for

the phenomenon they discuss, it strikes me that some of the elements they

describe have strong nostalgic elements. The Holocaust past is invoked, for

example, to reassert a present sense of communal values, a lost unity, a shared

moral and cultural center.

When the term nostalgia is invoked with reference to the Shoah, it points

most often to an invocation of a world as yet untouched by the Nazi genocide,

a world before transports, selections, and death camps entered into Jewish

historical memory. Such backward glances Hoffman refers to as “retrospective

maneuvers to compensate for fate” (). The remembered world contains all

that was irretrievably destroyed by Nazism—childhood and innocence, a feeling

of belonging, a sense of naturalness in the world, rootedness, cultural ease—in

short, home. Hoffman reflects, “Time stops at the point of severance, and no

subsequent impressions muddy the picture you have in mind. The house, the

garden, the country you have lost remain forever as you remember them.

Nostalgia—that most lyrical of feelings—crystallizes around these images like

amber” (). Whether personal or collective, post-Holocaust memory casts a

glow over all that preceded it. How could it not? This accounts, for example, for

the postwar idealization of shtetl life.

While the idealization of the pre-Nazi world is understandable and perhaps

inevitable, it is a different object of nostalgia that draws my attention here.

Counterintuitively, this other Holocaust nostalgia casts itself back not to the

world before genocide but to the genocide itself, anchoring itself in destruction.

While idealized memory of the prewar era is a generalized phenomenon, some-

thing that might characterize Holocaust survivors and others in varying com-

plexity, nostalgia for the Holocaust surfaces in the reflections of those who come

later. This attachment to a lost memory of a world not experienced runs

through what has come to be called “second generation” art, writing, and per-

formance—work by children of survivors and refugees of the Nazi genocide, who

see in the war their own story of origins. But it is not limited to familial lines; in

different ways, it also characterizes others, born into a world already mediated

by what Marianne Hirsch has termed “postmemory.” When I refer to nostalgia

for the Holocaust, I do so in a very particular way, which I will elaborate.

To term any memory as “nostalgic” is generally understood as a way of dis-

crediting its truth claims and branding it for its easy sentimentality, moving it

from the realm of history to myth. To bring together the two words Holocaust

and nostalgia, as I have done here, would suggest a sharp and acerbic criticism

of the place of the European catastrophe in cultural memory. Nostalgic mem-

ory, after all, refuses the harsh but true facts about the past, constructing

instead a homey and familiar structure that supplants genuine and difficult

confrontation with history and memory. But it is that sharp dichotomy

between good and bad ways of remembering that I would like to blur, to see
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how the nostalgic gesture may complicate, rather than simplify, the relation-

ship to the catastrophe.

Nostalgic responses, for example, often emerge in the reflective reading

journals I ask my students to keep. I am often struck by the way in which the

study of the Holocaust functions as a site of cultural affirmation and spiritual

inspiration. After reading survivor memoirs or ghetto diaries, or viewing a

graphic documentary film about the concentration camps, some students wrote

in their journals, “Now I am proud to be a Jew.” One non-Jewish student

described the death-bound Jews as “marching and singing, head held high” on

their way to the gas chambers, although nothing we had studied in class pre-

sented the Shoah victims in this way. Other students depicted the dead heroes

dying proudly and uncompromisingly for their beliefs, whether in God or an

ethical system. The combination of pride, certainty, and purposefulness that

emerges in their writing is at odds, of course, with what they have read in dev-

astating accounts such as The Chronicle of the Lodz Ghetto, Charlotte Delbo’s

Auschwitz and After, Primo Levi’s “The Gray Zone,” Elie Wiesel’s Night, or Jean

Améry’s “Torture.” The students’ writing reveals their own desires for meaning-

fulness as prompting their active reshaping of the catastrophic past into some-

thing positive, something they can bear to remember. Such ways of recollecting

are nostalgic in positing in the historical past values and qualities longed for in

the present, such as pride in one’s heritage and moral certainty.

In addition, these journal reflections are nostalgic in a sense similar to the

way Fredric Jameson defines the “nostalgia film.” For Jameson, the category

not only encompasses films about “specific generational moments” in the past,

but operates more broadly—and metonymically—to reinvent “the feel and

shape of characteristic art objects of an older period” in order to “reawaken a

sense of the past associated with those objects” (). In the journals, the act of

reading Holocaust narratives is overlaid with the experience of watching certain

kinds of films, whose tragic and affirming endings (“marching and singing, head

held high”) reestablish a lost sense of justice or rightness in the world. In a for-

mal sense, the students’ acts of secondary witnessing become synonymous with

viewing films, where reading/viewing confers a lost nobility onto victims, and

restores it to the readers/viewers. To put it differently, the student journals read

the Holocaust through an older structure that has been debunked by the very

events reflected in their pages. Following Jameson, we can understand in the

student responses the gratification of “a deeper and more properly nostalgic

desire to return to that older period and to live its strange old aesthetic artifacts

through once again” ().

Like the nostalgia film, such journal reflections place the Shoah “beyond

history” (), through a “philosophical and cultural mystification” of the past

(). It is all too easy to castigate such gestures as mere evasion, much like

Primo Levi’s encounter with the fifth grader who maps out for him an elaborate,
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adventurous escape route from Auschwitz “if it should happen to you again”; or

to dismiss them as evasion of pain, of shattering existential and theological

questions. Writing together, Marianne Hirsch and Leo Spitzer suggest a more

complex way to understand the dynamics of nostalgia in post-Holocaust reflec-

tions. Hirsch and Spitzer depict a tension between positive and negative ways of

recollecting the past, between—in other words—nostalgic and traumatic mem-

ory. Describing a  trip to Czernowitz with Hirsch’s parents, they note the

mixture of idyllic and painful memories that the place evokes. “Nostalgic mem-

ory clashes with negative and traumatic memory, and produces ambivalence.”

I would like to suggest that, at least for the secondary witness of the second and

subsequent generations, this nostalgia is not so much in opposition to the trau-

matic past, but rather is a trace of that past in the present—a part of the trauma

occasioned by the Nazi genocide. Implanted deep within the cultural con-

sciousness of American Jews, the trauma of the Holocaust is conveyed as much

as it is evaded through the vehicle of nostalgic memory. Thus, instead of merely

correcting my students for their vividly imagined (but ahistorical) nostalgic

visions of the past—telling them that they have the “wrong” response to what we

have studied—I prefer that we probe these responses together, to see what they

reveal about the relationship of the past to the present.

Contemporary criticism has complicated our understanding of the dynam-

ics of nostalgic memory, how and why it functions, and the relationship it estab-

lishes between the remembered moment of the past and the present moment of

the rememberer. A number of critics follow a genealogy of the term, and it is

useful to do so here. The word nostalgia derives from the Greek nostos, meaning

to return home, and algos, meaning pain or longing. Nostalgia implies a tempo-

ral or spatial exile (or both simultaneously), and thus a longing for the past and

for home, and a desire to return home in the future. This longing for something

past and something future defines a present moment and shapes things such as

personal and collective identity. Hoffman observes, “The country of my child-

hood lives within me with a primacy that is a form of love. . . . But if we’re not to

risk falling into that other absurd, in which we come unreeled from all the

objects of the world, and they all seem equally two-dimensional and stale, we

must somehow preserve the memory and the possibility of our childish, absurd

affections. Insofar as we retain the capacity for attachment, the energy of desire

that draws us toward the world and makes us want to live within it, we’re always

returning” (–).

Originally, the term nostalgia referred to a specific medical syndrome, a

condition of melancholia and physical illness caused by a long absence from

home, from one’s native land. Coined in the seventeenth century, nostalgia

meant a severe, even fatal, form of homesickness, if you will, attributed to

longing for a specific place (home). It was primarily a disease of soldiers. As

others have noted, the Greek legend of Odysseus anticipates this earliest usage
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of the concept of nostalgia. Set adrift after a war, the ancient king struggles

against great obstacles to return home. Upon arriving home, he resumes his

kingship and reunites with his wife, Penelope. Seen in this way, it is clear that

nostalgia has been not only a cause but also a cure. One can return home there,

to be reunited with the object of longing. Odysseus wanders, yearns, and even-

tually returns, while Penelope remains at home, endlessly weaving and unweav-

ing and reweaving a fabric intended as the burial shroud for Odysseus’s father,

Laertes. Delaying for as long as possible the completion of the shroud, she defers

the moment when she must select a new husband and thereby move the king-

dom forward into history. The belated completion of her weaving ensures that

the home that Odysseus has abandoned remains unchanged while he is away.

Hoffman thinks of nostalgia as an internal feeling of lack, as “the welling up of

an absence, of what I have lost” (), referring to the home where she is not. In

the narrative of the Odyssean exile and return, this inner absence of home is

matched by the absence of the wanderer at home. Much as Odysseus yearns for

home, so home yearns for his presence; both are incomplete, like Penelope’s

weaving. Pragmatically speaking, the unfinished weaving prevents the absent

king from being supplanted by the suitors who pressure his wife to select a

new husband, and thereby replace the house of Odysseus with the house of

a new monarch. Symbolically, the lack of progression in weaving indicates that

time has been arrested, ensuring that when Odysseus reaches home, he finds

precisely the home that he has been seeking—the home of memory, frozen in

time and awaiting the return of the traveler. In traditional Jewish texts, this idea

of nostalgic return is inextricably linked with the memory of forced exile from

the Promised Land. Like Odysseus’s wandering, the condition of exile could be

cured only by a return to the home for which the exiled Judeans yearn.

Although the term nostalgia was understood in its medicalized context for

two centuries, eventually its usage shifted. It came to represent not so much

a disease as an emotional state, and came to be used in purely psychological

terms. Hoffman acknowledges this shift when she refers to tȩsknota, or nostalgia-

like feelings, as “a species of melancholia which used to be thought of as an

illness” (). Thus, as we use the word today, the object of nostalgic longing is

as much a temporal as a geographic site. One might long, that is, for a place

called “home,” but one also longs for a time called “home.” The longed for place

and time might be personally or communally remembered. Such a psychologi-

cal, temporal longing no longer fits the model of the wandering Odysseus or the

exiled Judeans. Others have noted that, with the shift from place-loss to time-

loss, nostalgia is transformed into something irrevocable, since the flow of time

cannot be reversed. But more than the irrevocability of the past, it is the unten-

able effect that such a return would have upon the returner that transforms

nostalgia into an intractable condition. The myth of Odysseus no longer serves

as an apt model for this contemporary usage. Now, I would suggest, the condition
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of nostalgia is better exemplified by the Oedipal yearning for the womb—that is,

for an impossible return to a primordial unity that would in effect undo the

returner, were it actually to take place. In Jewish texts, the model for such an

understanding of nostalgic absence would be Adam and Eve’s expulsion from

the Garden of Eden, catapulted into the ordinariness of historical time and mor-

tality, into becoming human, becoming us. Thus, today’s nostalgia has no cure,

and not only because one cannot step into the past. Even if one were to enact a

geographic return—to go home again—it would not be the home of memory, the

home for which one yearns. The place of return has changed over time, become

different from itself. And even if it had not, the returner has become different

from whom he had been.

In nostalgic longing, the yearned-for past is depicted as the source of natu-

ral unity, order, and authenticity. Between this partly remembered, partly imag-

ined past and the present moment, there yawns some insurmountable barrier

that effectively prevents a return. Because of the nature and intractability of this

barrier—evolution, decay, apocalypse—nostalgia shares certain gestures with

deep trauma: a sense of rupture and radical discontinuity, the impossibility of

a “cure,” irretrievable loss, incomplete mourning. Since trauma resembles

nostalgia in these senses, there is sometimes a slippage between the two. This

explains, in part, why some post-Holocaust reflections seem tinged with an aura

of nostalgia.

There is also something deeply disingenuous about nostalgia, this aching

to return to another place, another time. The yearner does not really wish to go

back. Insofar as our personal and historical experiences have created the beings

that we are in the present moment, to return is to undo ourselves, the selves

that we have become as a result of experience, adaptation, assimilation. One

aspect of nostalgia, as we understand the term today, then, is that the yearner

does not really wish to return. Instead, the yearner wishes to continue to yearn

to return—that is, it is the yearning that is desired, and not the actual return.

Because one retains always a safe measure of distance from the past (that is,

from the object of nostalgia), one’s soulful contemplation of it allows one to

mark how far beyond it one has progressed. Thus, for example, ethnic nostalgia

for the old immigrant tenement neighborhoods allows the group to reflect on

its progress from poverty, insecurity, and linguistic discomfort.

In the memory narratives of survivors and refugees of the Nazi genocide,

the prewar past figures nostalgically. From a postwar perspective, however, this

idealized prewar past is seen as already containing the seeds of the catastrophe.

Additionally, such idealized remembrances are projected onto the same physi-

cal space as genocidal violence, so that one sort of memory is invariably

enfolded in the other. Thus, Hoffman observes, for her immigrant parents

displaced to western Canada, Poland is the absent “home, in a way, but it is also

hostile territory” (). Hirsch and Spitzer characterize such attitudes toward the
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past as “ambivalent nostalgia / negative memory” (), noting Hirsch’s parents

conflicted and unreconciled remembrances of Czernowitz. This layered memory

resembles the concurrent chronologies that Lawrence Langer has observed in

the “troubled interaction between past and present” in the videotaped testi-

monies of Holocaust survivors. Although I am certain that Langer would dis-

tance himself from the term nostalgia, in the temporal attitude he describes

there is a kind of nostalgia that undercuts its own potential for sentimentality.

Such complex versions of the past defy easy categorization. Perhaps the messi-

ness of ambivalent memory prompted the neat divisions of narrative in archival

testimonies of the Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation (estab-

lished by Steven Spielberg), whose protocols call for interviews organized into

three clearly distinguished temporal zones on a singular, forward moving tra-

jectory: “before, during, and after the Holocaust.” This format keeps separate

the chronologies or memories that Langer, Hirsch and Spitzer, and others see

with more complexity as layered and simultaneous.

The nostalgic attachment to the prewar past, however mitigated, strikes me

as inevitable. In comparison to what ensued during the Nazi era, the years that

precede it cannot help but seem paradisaical; the destruction of the fabric of

that world places it in an almost primordial and mythical past. Less intuitive,

and more in need of exploration, is the nostalgic element in contemporary

representations of the Holocaust by those who come after. What seems unan-

ticipated is the transition in the object of nostalgia from the idealized prewar

Europe to the war itself. There is, of course, in North American and Israeli

Jewish discourse, a nostalgic longing for shtetl life and for the devastated

Yiddish culture that was developed and lived out there. Similarly, in popular

historical consciousness, the vanished Jewish American immigrant neighbor-

hoods and early settlements in the Jewish homeland are depicted in glowing,

sanitized, and simplified terms. But even more than these, the Holocaust serves

today as a source for Jewish identity and pride, as part of a resurgence of Jewish

consciousness.

The Holocaust has become crucial to thinking about Jewishness in

America. Its presence marks Jewish American letters, staking out issues of iden-

tity, belonging, and exclusion. In the words of novelist Francine Prose, it func-

tions as the “pin with which to stick yourself” when “assimilating too far.” The

pinprick brings her the “comfort . . . of . . . Jewish identity” (); it serves, too,

as an “instrument of sensation,” a reminder that one is truly “alive” ().

Similarly, novelist Jane DeLynn refers to the Holocaust as “the instrument of my

return” to Judaism, when she had come to “consider myself a citizen of the

world.” “The Holocaust . . . is where my identity as a Jew lies—my chosen iden-

tification with an event in history that I have declared to be of significance as no

other” (). Poet and novelist Marge Piercy recollects the commitment made in

 to her grandmother to honor the memory of the murdered Jews of Europe
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by remaining Jewish herself. As her grandmother “mourned . . . the death of a

people . . . I told her that I would always be Jewish, that I would never turn away

or back away from that identity.” Decades later, Piercy places that commitment

“at the core of my identity.” In Aryeh Lev Stollman’s novel The Far Euphrates,

Nazi atrocity as experienced by immigrant neighbors in a small Canadian

prairie town is central to the working out of the protagonist’s identity as a gay,

Jewish Canadian man.

In these representations, as in my students’ less self-conscious reflections,

the war itself is the lost home, the past that made us who we are now. In the

popular American discourse, the Holocaust is constructed as a time when—

whether by choice or coercion—all Jews were one people. This vision of lost

unity is posed against, and also offered as an antidote to, the perceived frag-

mentation of both the Jewish community and of the very idea of Judaism

in America. In popular culture—as, for example, when the Holocaust is evoked

in genre literature—Holocaust iconography (the yellow star, the swastika)

becomes shorthand for good and evil. Although Primo Levi and others elaborate

on the “gray zone,” moral ambiguities, and “choiceless choices” (Lawrence

Langer’s phrase), espionage thrillers, detective novels, and Hollywood movies

set up a discourse of sheer evil and good. Spielberg’s  film, Schindler’s List,

for instance, terms the list of Jews brought to work in Schindler’s factory an

“absolute good,” although on many levels it was not. For those discomfited by

what is seen as contemporary moral relativism, the moral absolutes amid the

horror promise to restore a lost existential clarity to the generations that come

after.

Recollected in this way, the Holocaust becomes an object of nostalgic long-

ing for subsequent generations, linking ethnic or religious or national pride to

the humiliation and torment of one’s real, imagined, or spiritual ancestors.

Ironically, while students rarely find films documenting the richness of prewar

cultural and religious life spiritually uplifting and inspiring, they respond in this

way to films about the Holocaust. Among scholars and critics, there has been

much criticism about “feel-good” or redemptive aspects of films such as Life Is

Beautiful (). Many studies of Holocaust literature describe the Holocaust as

a black hole that swallowed up meaning or an event that marked the death

of the human spirit. Nonetheless, students often manage to construct redemp-

tive meanings from even the bleakest Holocaust representation, reworking

the material to suit their needs. In contemporary Jewish American discourse, the

Holocaust functions as a center of values. In many ways, the Shoah has become

a pillar of Judaism as civic religion in America, a story of origins and meaning

that, by telling American Jews who they are today, functions as a kind of lost

home.

In different ways, the Shoah has become a primary site of Jewish memory, a

temporal and geographic source for the (re)invention of Jewish identity both in
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Israel and in North America. Organized tour groups traveling to Eastern Europe

focus more often on death sites than on the lost, rich prewar Jewish culture. In

a sense, the Holocaust is the lost home to subsequent generations, whether or

not their ancestors were victimized by Nazi atrocity. At the same time, of course,

the Shoah is also not home; those who come later have no real memories of this

lost world, but instead construct an unremembered memory out of stories read

and heard. For children of survivors, this Holocaust memory—partly recovered,

partly imagined—supplants heritage, extended family, geography, and lan-

guage, imprinting itself as all of these. In part this is because the physical traces

of “home,” such as an ancestral house, family, heirlooms, and photographs,

have vanished, along with the less tangible markings of “home” such as com-

munities and languages. In addition, the Holocaust is overwhelming, so much

so that its narratives effectively blot out other narratives, stories of the life

before. Children of survivors turn to the war—to stories passed along by their

parents—to take the place of all that home represented. Although she was born

in , Hoffman reflects, “I come from the war, it is my true origin” (). Where

we come from—the story of origins—becomes the war.

The idea of home that underlies all nostalgic memory emerges from the

desire that a return home ground the returner in a sense of rootedness and

identity. It comes out of an attachment to place and time deeply implicated in

the notion of who one is. More broadly speaking, the massive displacement of

Holocaust refugees and survivors taps a more generalized feeling of anomie in

contemporary culture. For the second generation, complicated issues of self and

belonging frequently are linked to the traumatic loss experienced by parents.

Reflecting upon the visit to Czernowitz with Hirsch’s parents, Hirsch and Spitzer

observe, “Survivors transmit to their children layered memories of ‘home’—

nostalgic longing, negative and critical reflections” (). Neither Hoffman nor

Hirsch would construe this as Holocaust nostalgia. Indeed, Hirsch and Spitzer

describe the Czernowitz trip as typifying a second generation desire to make “a

material connection with a ‘before’: a time (and a place) in which their parents

had not yet suffered the threat of genocide” (). Still, I refer to the constellation

of sentiments and representations by this formulation, Holocaust nostalgia,

because the European genocide is at the center of this intense yearning for (an

imagined) home, a longing that emerges out of a feeling of homelessness.

Hirsch’s parents, for example, return to Czernowitz not to answer their own

desire for return, but out of parental love. Her father explains, “The truth of the

matter is, we would not have decided to go back there now if it were not for

Marianne—because Marianne doesn’t have a home, and we want to show her

ours because ours is also in some way hers” (). This home is their prewar life,

but also their wartime experience.

Often, the Shoah is literally the story of origins for children of survivors,

who would not have come into existence were it not for the Nazi genocide. For
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example, Lori Lefkovitz observes that, because of their different backgrounds,

her parents would never have met and married had the Holocaust not over-

turned Jewish existence in Europe. “In the world that was destroyed by Nazism,

my parents would have been an impossible match. . . . Class, nationality, reli-

giosity, ethnicity, education, ideology—everything imaginable—separated my

mother from my father.” Because of this, Lefkovitz observes, the mourned

absence of murdered relatives “accounts for, and constitutes, my presence”

(). For Hirsch, too, the Holocaust is enfolded into her very existence, with the

place where her parents evaded deportation to Transnistria, “where they turned

right instead of left—as the life source from which she sprang” (). More

darkly, in Habechira vehagoral (Choice and Destiny), Tzipi Reibenbach’s 

documentary film about her parent’s Holocaust memories, a father tells his

daughter that her very being is a product of his suffering. Even after all these

years, he explains, he wishes that the man who had saved his life during the

Shoah had not done so—wishes, in essence, that he could undo his survival.

“You would not have been born,” he acknowledges to her, “but I would have suf-

fered less.” Other children of survivors see themselves as replacement children

for dead siblings and half-siblings, conflating their own being after with their

siblings’ death during.

Moreover, representations by children of survivors indicate that character-

istics of the selves they become derive, as well, from this lost “homeland,” the

war. It is not merely a matter of responding to, or adapting to, the behavior of

bereaved or traumatized parents, as any child responds to the parents he or she

has, although it is that, as well. Sometimes it reflects a conscious strategy to con-

struct or perform a self that meets the parents’ needs. In Punch Me in the Stomach

(), a one-woman show by New Zealand–born performance artist Deb Filler,

Deb announces that she was fed heavy, solid foods not merely from birth but in

utero, because, as a postwar child of Polish Holocaust survivor and a German

refugee, she needed to be “strong” and “happy.” In the show, Deb Filler per-

forms a range of characters, including herself as a child, an adolescent, and

an adult; her survivor-father, her sister, and many other family members.

Elsewhere, Filler explained during her childhood, she learned to deflect her

father’s anger by “performing” him, that is, by imitating his gestures and

expressions, by becoming him, at least temporarily. He would laugh, and his

anger would dissipate; comic performance thus became a life-strategy. In a

sketch of her early childhood, Filler portrays her younger sister, Estelle, as a

sickly child, uncomfortable with public performance. At family gatherings, the

two Filler girls would be required to stage musical skits. Contrasting unfavorably

with the more talented Deb, “Estelle” sings off key, moves awkwardly, and is vis-

ibly uncomfortable performing. The adult “Estelle” later notes that becoming

a mother has freed her from participation in such family performances, because

she has fulfilled her parents’ needs in another, more significant way, by providing
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them with grandchildren. In Biglal hamilhama hahi (Because of That War), direc-

tor Orna Ben-Dor Niv, the daughter of Romanian Holocaust survivors, explores

the influences of the Holocaust on the life and music of two Israeli rock musi-

cians, Yehuda Poliker and Yaakov Gilad, also children of survivors. Gilad recol-

lects always needing to be “good” for his parents, who already had endured

enough of the bad.

Holocaust memory is enfolded into remembered domestic intimacy, the

earliest internal configurations of home. Lefkovitz refers to this as her “morning

oatmeal in our split-level home . . . seasoned with sugar and fear” ().

Although in Maus, Art Spiegelman depicts a process of extended interviews with

his father about the war years, he too recollects learning about the Holocaust as

a child, inseparably from other aspects of growing up. When his mother would

take him to the restroom during a shopping trip, for instance, she would tell

him about the latrines of the concentration camps. Thus Lefkovitz’s and

Spiegelman’s sense of bodily functions and of maternal care are intertwined

with the parental experience of atrocity. In Punch Me in the Stomach, Filler’s

father tells her to stand up straight because “if you slouched in the camps they’d

shoot you.” The tone with which he utters those words is affectionate and light-

hearted. The words themselves, however, create a chilling juxtaposition of

everyday experience and catastrophic memory that delineates the daughter’s

reality.

This kind of embodied memory merges generational identity with perform-

ance. Lefkovitz invokes the metaphor of a puppet performance to describe the

relationship between survivor and child with respect to stories of the parent’s

past; more specifically, “the inner compulsion to repeat the narratives can make

one feel like a medium through whom other voices speak, the puppet in a ven-

triloquist act” (). Because the children have no real memory of the event, their

recitation of the story casts them as a mere vehicle for parents’ memories.

Following Lefkovitz’s ventriloquism metaphor, one might say that the children

do not so much perform their parents as they passively channel them. Thus, in

Punch Me in the Stomach, Filler dresses up as her father and urges “Deb” to tell

the story of their trip to Eastern Europe. Deb resists his desire that she tell “his”

story, deferring the enactment of the trip until the penultimate segment of the

film. During several points of the film, she performs her father recounting

episodes of his past. Portraying him as a “celebrity survivor” whose history

becomes publicized throughout New Zealand, Filler performs him consciously

shaping his own performance to win favor with his audience. The rubric of

Punch Me in the Stomach—the daughter recording the parent’s past—asserts a

claim to authentic history; the reality of Sol Filler’s experiences, at least as he

recollects them, inexorably constrain and guide the words that Filler’s “Sol” can

utter. In that sense, Filler is like the puppet of Lefkovitz’s essay, disappearing
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into the fabric of the parent’s past. Not only does she mouth her father’s stories,

but she is dressed and made up to look like him.

However, over time, Lefkovitz confesses, the child recognizes in herself a

more active shaping of the performative space, shifting from “puppet to pup-

peteer, in reciprocal ventriloquism” (). In Punch Me in the Stomach, as much as

Sol Filler scripts his daughter, Filler scripts “Sol,” shaping his stories to fit her

aesthetic aims. Speaking directly to the camera, Filler explains that she knows

the personalities of the people portrayed in her play so well that they often per-

form the acts she has invented for them after she has scripted their characters.

Her father, she notes, was not a “celebrity survivor” before she wrote Punch, but

became one as a result of the play. Through these “theatricalities” (Lefkovitz’s

term []), the second generation lays claim to the stories of the parents and,

through recitation and enactment, embodies Holocaust memory. In Arbeit

macht frei vom Toitland Europa, a controversial five-hour performance directed by

David Maayan at the Akko Theatre Centre in Israel, Israeli actress Smadar

Yaaron-Maayan plays Selma, a survivor of Auschwitz who leads tourists through

a Holocaust museum. The actress is the daughter of a survivor of Sobibor.

During the extended run of Arbeit macht frei fun Toitland Europa, Yaaron-Maayan

became anorectic, embodying her father’s experience of starvation under

Nazism while playing the role of survivor in a theatrical performance, so that

the performance built upon a complex interaction between Yaaron-Maayan’s

family story and the character she was playing on stage. For example, the per-

formance includes a video depicting the actress tattooing a number on her own

arm. That number represents the tattoo imprinted upon Selma’s arm upon her

arrival in Auschwitz, but Yaaron-Maayan also explains that the number she has

imprinted upon her own flesh is the date of her father’s death in Israel. The

interplay created between the European past and the Israeli present anchors

itself in a moral clarity located in Holocaust memory and imported into con-

temporary politics. Writers, artists, and performers who acknowledge the jar-

ring juxtaposition of nostalgia and Holocaust memory can help to deepen our

understanding of the place of the Holocaust in contemporary Jewish conscious-

ness. When Filler dresses as her father in Punch and reenacts a trip they made

together to the camps of Eastern Europe where he had once been confined, “Sol”

contradicts the information authoritatively put forth by a bland docent at

Auschwitz. As the mouthpiece for her father’s words, Filler says, “I was there.

I know”—something she cannot say about the Shoah in her own persona.

If Jameson has disapprovingly called nostalgia “the desperate attempt to

appropriate a missing past” (), opposing it to real history, Hirsch and Spitzer

see such parent-child pilgrimages as the one Filler undertakes with her father,

or the one Hirsch embarks upon with her parents, more sympathetically as a

“ ‘return’ to a ‘home’ where they have never been before” (). In Punch Me in the



Stomach Deb wants her father to grant, as Filler wishes the audience to grant,

that although she was born in another time and place, “It was my Holocaust,

too.” Such nostalgic gestures are not for a Paradise Lost but a Hell at once lost

and retained. For this reason, Lefkovitz refers to the second generation as

“people who carry other people’s memories” (). At the same time, Punch Me in

the Stomach demonstrates that the war was also not Filler’s experience, nor her

memory, and that the Eastern European landscape/deathscape would be mis-

construed were “Sol” not to guide her and explain it. For example, when “Sol”

points out a cornfield, Deb thinks he wants her to admire its beauty. Instead, he

begins to talk about an execution he witnessed there. Both are correct, of

course—Deb’s pastoral vision without memory is Sol’s nightmarish vision satu-

rated with memory. As Pierre Nora observes, “There are lieux de mémoire, sites of

memory, because there are no longer milieux de mémoire, real environments of

memory.”

These gestures of second generation writing problematize the relationship

of children to the parents’ past, and of Jews to the Jewish past, shifting owner-

ship of that past onto subsequent generations who cannot fully lay claim to it.

Safe from the possibility of having to relive these memories in actuality, Israeli

and North American second and third generation artists use them powerfully to

explore and to reinvent their own identities, often in deliberate opposition to

dominant narratives of identity. In North America, looking back at the Shoah

often functions as an assertion of Jewish identity, and also as what Jeffrey

Shandler has called a “master moral paradigm,” thereby standing for a lost and

yearned for unity, moral clarity, and authenticity. In Israel, this looking back

marks a shift in national mythos, a reintegration of the old diaspora Jew into the

Israeli narrative, an interrogation of the relationship to the Other. It is not that

the horror of the Holocaust is absent in these representations. Rather, the

horror sits incongruously beside these gestures of nostalgia. Conventionally,

nostalgic remembrances gesture toward representations of a golden era

(home), followed by catastrophe (separation from or destruction of that home).

Here, both home and its destruction collapse into one temporal object of nos-

talgia, redolent with a sense of loss and incomplete mourning. While Hirsch and

Spitzer see the rootlessness and homelessness that fuel nostalgia as the legacy of

parents’ own ambivalent nostalgia, which has been “internalized by the chil-

dren of the exiles and refugees” (), Lefkovitz sees it as compensatory and also

as marking an unwillingness to claim for oneself what was denied one’s parents:

“because our parents come from an annihilated home culture, loyalty seemed to

demand that we remain purposefully and respectfully alienated from our own

birthplace. We stand caught between the competing impulses to assimilate and

preserve” ().

Inherent to the very nature of nostalgia and the built-in impossibility of

the yearned-for return is a subversive irony. Holocaust nostalgia acknowledges,
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then, not only the (fortunate) impossibility of return to the death camps, but

also the impossibility of fully absorbing what occurred. By respecting the com-

plexity of nostalgia instead of dismissing it, by seeing it as both self-affirming

and self-subverting, we can tap its potential for a serious and complex engage-

ment with the past, with loss and mourning, and with the present. As contem-

porary Jewish American and Israeli cultures recapitulate the gestures of nostalgia

in confronting the Holocaust, they do so with a certain uneasiness that writers

and artists help us to recognize and to interpret. For example, in The Talmud and

the Internet (), Jonathan Rosen searches for things past, most notably in the

contrasting legacies of his two grandmothers. One, born in the United States,

represents a pragmatic joie de vivre; the other, born in Germany and murdered in

the Holocaust, represents Jewish tradition and Jewish catastrophe. By the end

of the book, however, Rosen deliberately collapses the neat symbolic structure

he has set up for his ancestry, confessing that each grandmother eludes his best

attempts to categorize her or reduce her to a set of emblematic attributes. In

recognizing this irony in his own memory work, Rosen concedes the irretriev-

able loss of their deaths, even as he also recognizes their humanity. In different

ways, this self-consciousness in contemporary Jewish letters simultaneously

reproduces and punctures the force of sentimentality in the current American

discourse about the Holocaust, recalling us to a mode of kinship between

nostalgia and trauma.
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Death in Language

From Mado’s Mourning to the Act of Writing

PETRA SCHWEITZER

In Le convoi du  Janvier, Charlotte Delbo, a survivor of Auschwitz, provides a

historical gloss on the catastrophic fate of “Mado,” one of the  women

deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau on that date:

Mado . . .

She was coming directly from the depot when she met the convoy

going to Compiègne on January rd in , the evening before the

departure. While handing out the bread for the trip, Marie-Elisa saw the

new arrival and asked her for her name: “Mado.” No doubt, she was with

a group in a railcar from which no one escaped. No doubt, she died

within the first few days. No one had the time to get to know her. None

of those who remain remembers her.

[ELLE VENAI DIRECTEMENT DU DÉPÔT quand elle a rejoint le convoi à

Compiègne le  janvier , à la veille du départ. Marie-Elisa, qui dis-

tribuait le pain pour le voyage, en voyant cette nouvelle venue lui a

demandé son nom: “Mado.” Sans doute était-elle dans le wagon avec un

groupe dont pas une n’a réchappé. Sans doute est-elle morte dans les

tout premiers jours. Personne n’a eu le temps de la conaître. Aucune de

celles qui restent ne se souvient d’elle.]

The interplay between departure and arrival in this biographical narrative

describes Mado’s anonymous death and disappearance in the context of what

David Rousset first called “l’univers concentrationnaire” of the camps. Mado’s

death is recorded as absolute, and yet her voice would return afterward, in

Delbo’s own literary voice, as an afterimage conveying the death-in-survival

embedded in the act of mournful remembrance.



In the third volume of Auschwitz and After, entitled The Measure of Our Days,

Charlotte Delbo attempts to render the experience of survival in the aftermath

of the Holocaust. In separate pieces on experiences she and others endured in

the camps and after their return to the ordinary world, she conveys not only the

devastating experience of life in Auschwitz but also the long-range traumatic

impact of the Holocaust on the experience of being human. It is in this context

that Delbo offers the story entitled “Mado,” a central text in this third volume.

In the story’s fictionalized world, Mado is now a survivor of Auschwitz, who as a

kind of stand-in figure for Delbo cannot come to terms with her own survival

and so repeatedly identifies herself with the dead by claiming that she also is

not alive. At the same time, Mado recognizes that her survival obligates her, as

by a binding promise, to speak of the atrocities to which she has been witness.

Why should Delbo have made this strange choice to have a historically dead per-

son represent a group of women who actually survived the camp? My answer to

this question depends, in part, on obtaining a clear view of the role of literature

in the description and elucidation of trauma. As we shall see, if the survivor-

writer Delbo animates Mado through the literary device of prosopopeia in order

to articulate the agony of survival inextricably linked to the encounter with

death, she further develops the testimonial dimension of her literary art by

allowing this invented voice to address itself, through apostrophe, to the

Holocaust dead. Delbo argues that “only the language of poetry enables one

to make people see and feel [Seul le langage de la poésie permet de donner à

voir et à sentir].” Just so, Mado’s struggle to come to terms with her trauma

becomes what one critic of Delbo’s work calls a “manifesto” for life, expressed as

a capacity for remembering countless anonymous victims.

My approach is governed by the methodology of trauma theory, which has,

at least in the field of literary studies, become central for much of the debate

about memory of the Holocaust. More specifically, I am indebted to the work

of Cathy Caruth and Geoffrey Hartman, who have in different ways developed

a hermeneutics of trauma. Caruth’s work is grounded in Freud’s notion of

trauma. Freud introduces the concept of trauma as a near-death experience

that is paradoxically—as a consequence of the psyche’s temporary numbness—

missed at the time of the event’s initial occurrence. Caruth draws on Freud’s

notions of the latency of experience and of the compulsion to repeat traumatic

experience to examine the very structure of experience in relation to the missed

encounter—specifically, the paradoxical relation between knowing and not-

knowing that arises from such a scenario. At the heart of the inaccessible, enig-

matic truth of the event lies the temporality of trauma. More particularly,

Caruth speaks of a haunting return of the event, in surprising literality, in the

“nonsymbolic nature of traumatic dreams and flashbacks.” “The traumatized,”

she says, “carry an impossible history within them, or they become themselves

the symptom of a history that they cannot entirely possess.” All of this has to
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do, in Caruth’s literary-theoretical vision, with the limits of discourse vis-à-vis

referentiality. The historical truthfulness of trauma as structurally impossible

experience resides in our desire to grasp an absent knowledge of the event, as

our encounter with the “missed event” in the present opens up the possibility of

testimony as ethical space.

By contrast, Hartman’s work emphasizes trauma as a function of poetics,

exploring the capacity for the “perpetual troping” of that which is unspeakable

so as to transmit the experience in language. “The literary construction of

memory is obviously not a literal retrieval but a statement of a different sort,”

Hartman observes. “It relates to the negative moment in the experience, to what

in experience has not been, or cannot be, adequately experienced.” Since

knowledge of trauma remains in the negative, Hartman perceives the need for a

mediating representation, especially for a referentiality of the literary kind,

which is less direct and also intimately associated with the symbolic or poly-

semic dimension of experience. Hartman believes that literature’s mode of ref-

erentiality provides a productive alternative to what Saul Friedländer has

described as the temptation of closure that occurs in any attempt to render

catastrophic experience in a truthful narrative account.

Delbo’s literary voice in “Mado” is illustratively traumatic. Lawrence L. Langer,

one of the pioneers in the study of Holocaust literature, has sympathetically

investigated the split narrative voice of Delbo’s “anguished memory,” focusing

on her own distinction between “mémoire ordinaire” (now) and “mémoire

profonde” (then). Langer eschews the language of trauma, but a recent critic

such as Michael Rothberg has placed trauma at the center of our consideration

of Delbo. In Traumatic Realism: The Demands of Holocaust Representation, Rothberg

coins the phrase “traumatic realism” to describe the mimetic technique of liter-

ature in reproducing traumatic unassimilated experiences and what they fail to

represent. Despite his remarkable estimations of the spatial and temporal

dimension of the traumatic text, his treatment of Delbo may turn too radically

away from psychoanalysis in light of his concern for historiographical priorities

and in his effort to point trauma toward a more broadly cultural testimony. My

approach, by contrast, is to read Delbo’s text as a personal, traumatic narrative,

in which we can discern a voice that constitutes itself by aiming to tell the truth

possessed by a traumatic experience.

In Delbo’s traumatic text, the life-threatening experience of the camps

returns to haunt, in highly specific ways, the represented life of a survivor. At

issue is the relationship between survival and the encounter with death—a

relationship that Robert Jay Lifton describes as central to the meaning of trauma

as a psychological experience: “Focusing on survival, rather than on trauma,

puts the death back into the traumatic experience, because survival suggests

that there has been death, and the survivor therefore has had a death encounter,

and the death encounter is central to his or her psychological experience.”
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But this encounter with death is not only central to the survivor’s psychological

experience insofar as she survives death; it is also that which puts her “life” in

crisis, turning that life toward a profound identification with death and bringing

into question the very nature of “survival.” For my purposes, then, Mado’s case

illustrates the extent to which trauma may also involve an active dynamic of

mourning, and in what follows I focus on the interrelation of mourning, trauma,

and testimony so as to describe the peculiar possibility of a writing that emerges

especially from traumatic grief.

There, or the Missed Encounter with Death

Throughout Delbo’s story Mado avoids using a proper name to describe the

space of the concentration camps. Instead, she locates her experience as sepa-

rated from her present as by tremendous distance, in a realm that is in Delbo’s

rendering là-bas, commonly translated in English as “over there” or perhaps, for

temporal emphasis, as “back there”:

But since I came back, everything I was before, all my memories from that

earlier time, have dissolved, come undone. It is as though my past had

been used up over there. Nothing remains of what was before. . . . Today,

my memories, my past are over there.

[ET DEPUIS QUE JE SUIS rentrée, tout ce que j’étais avant, tous mes sou-

venirs d’avant, tout s’est dissout, défait. On dirait que je l’ai usé là-bas.

D’avant, il ne me reste rien. . . . Aujourd’hui, mes souvenirs, mon passé,

c’est là-bas.] (MD –; MJ )

Back there (or over there in Rosette L. Langer’s translation) designates the condi-

tion of living life under the constant threat of death, under the watch of the

Nazis who preside over the progressive death of the inmates. Naming the space

of Mado’s physical and psychical persecution back there, as the site of a trauma,

can be present only to the extent that the life-threatening experience of which

it is an expression has not remained (il ne me reste rien), which is to say, insofar

as it has not been fully perceived. During traumatic experience, the conscious-

ness of a victim protects itself against painful violation by becoming absolutely

numb. Since the traumatic event can never be fully known by a victim, who by

definition fails to experience the complete event during its occurrence, trauma,

so Dori Laub has argued, may deny the possibility of a truly full witnessing.

In the realm of back there Mado encountered death, but insofar as the

enormity of the oppressive experience made her unable to apprehend it, forc-

ing her to suffer it as trauma, the event could not be fully experienced or wit-

nessed. What happens in such a case, when the event is not fully experienced,
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when it is missed? By the terms of Caruth’s argument in Trauma: Explorations in

Memory, such an event is bound to return: “The event is not assimilated or

experienced fully at the time, but only belatedly, in its repeated possession of

the one who experiences it. To be traumatized is precisely to be possessed by

an image or event.” Mado has “missed” the encounter with her own death,

and not just because she did not die, but also because temporarily she could

not be fully present to this life-threatening experience. Eventually her trau-

matic encounter with death returns as an experience of possession. After

Auschwitz, the still-living Mado is haunted by her unremembered memories of

the women from the camps who did not survive, as she endures the absence

of companions with whom she has suffered, mourning her life as a symptom of

theirs: “Since all [sic] are dead, it seems impossible I shouldn’t be also [Tant

sont mortes, il est impossible que je ne le sois pas moi aussi]” (MD ; MJ ).

Her survival emerges within the repeated lament that she is not alive, promot-

ing an existential confusion inextricably attached to her trauma.

There is an overt aspect of mourning in her remembrance, but for Mado

it is especially trauma’s return that interrupts the process—as it is described

by Freud—by which sudden absence would be worked through in the psyche

and the loss of the object eventually overcome. Trauma recalls repeatedly and

unexpectedly the lost object but also brings the mourner back into the time of

the event. Consequently, the work of mourning, under the sway of trauma, gets

extended beyond its normal time.

How ought we to understand this endless mourning that is in fact the

return of trauma?

After the camps, Mado’s energy is devoted to mourning the absence of

companions who did not survive the camps. She cannot experience her present

life as an activity of leaving behind the past: “I’m not alive. I’m imprisoned in

memories and repetitions [Je ne suis pas vivante. Je suis enfermée dans des sou-

venirs et des redites]” (MD ; MJ ). Even while apparently leading a normal

life (she is a wife, the mother of a son), she secretly lives in the past, seeing her-

self as elsewhere: “My husband is here. . . . So, I simply don’t speak about it. I

never discuss it with him. For him, I’m here, active, orderly, present. He’s wrong.

I’m lying to him. I’m not present” [Mon mari est là. . . . Je n’en parle pas. Je ne lui

en parle jamais. Pour lui, je suis là, active, ordonneé, présente. Il se trompe. Je

lui mens. Je ne suis pas présente]” (MD ; MJ –). Even when she appears

to be here in the present ( je suis là, active, ordonneé, présente), she is dedicated to

that temporal site of her memories, the traumatic event of death to which she is

condemned to return—her companions’ death that was also, in effect, her own.

She cannot, through reality-testing, “check the lost object against the reality of

its having disappeared,” since for her the lost objects, her dead companions, are

reality; and so she cannot yield back her memories of the concentration camps

or release them through a work of mourning.
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I Am Other

Attached to images of death and atrocity—to the “images coming from behind

[her] eyes [les images qui viennent de derriére mes yeux]” (MD ; MJ )—

Mado views her attachment to the dead as a kind of fidelity: “Our loyalty to the

comrades we left back there is all we have [Être fidéle aux camarades que nous

avons laissées là-bas, c’est tout ce qui nous reste]” (MD ; MJ ). In this

state of mind, Mado exemplifies what Freud describes in “Mourning and

Melancholia” as the act of internalizing the dead. Throughout Delbo’s narra-

tive she keeps insisting that she is not alive (“I see myself outside this self

pretending to be alive [Je me regarde, éxterieure à ce moi-là qui imite la vie]”

[MD ; MJ ]). She says also, “I join the others then. I am among them, one of

them [Je retrouve les autres. Je suis au milieu d’elles, l’une d’elles]” (MD ;

MJ ). When she says of a fellow concentration camp inmate, “She continues to

live within me [Elle vit en moi],” her act of internalization forges a condition of

interiority completely bound to the dead (MD ; MJ ).

By this profound identification with the dead, Mado also imagines her own

death. Trauma is always, in this sense, a kind of death. Back there, as the place

and time of trauma, determines the here and now. Reality-testing as a mecha-

nism of the therapeutic progression of the work of mourning has gone awry.

Mado can perform only a pathos-ridden version of reality-testing. Her funda-

mental questioning of self (“I remain alive? [Moi je serais vivant?]”) turns on a

larger philosophical one: “Can one come out of there alive? [Était-il possible

d’en sortir vivant?]” (MD ; MJ ). As she answers each of these questions in

the negative, her belated reaction to the threat against her life and to the sense-

less death of her comrades, manifesting itself as an intense feeling of not being

alive, alters her very sense of reality.

What I am arguing is that Mado’s language is traumatic (even traumatized),

and that it is her trauma, specifically, that binds her to the ones who did not sur-

vive. As back there invades the here and now, reality is transformed: the constant

reference to death fashions a universe of death, in which the traumatized sub-

ject must locate her own life and repeatedly attempt to make sense of the sense-

less death of the others. As Mado frequently hallucinates that she is back in the

camp, her inability to forget her dead companions corresponds perfectly to the

psychic return characterizing trauma: “Forgetting or remembering doesn’t

depend on our willing it, had we the right to do so [Oublier ou nous souvenir ne

dépend pas de notre vouloir, même si nous en avions le droit]” (MD ; MJ ).

As trauma becomes the sign of mourning, it disturbs the process of mourning,

thus preventing its completion. A construct of traumatic mourning thus

emerges. This psychic phenomenon, as presented by Delbo, would generate in

Mado a perpetual longing for the ones she has lost, rendering her mournful

attachment to them indistinguishable from prolonged identification with them.
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Internalizing her dead companions by addressing them, Mado imagina-

tively creates her present life as one in which she does not feel alive. This

process of internalization is interpreted by her declaration, “I am other [Je suis

autre]” (MD ; MJ ), an echo of Arthur Rimbaud’s famous line, “Je est un

autre,” which was also adopted as a slogan of post-Holocaust ethics by the likes

of Maurice Blanchot and Emmanuel Levinas. With this statement, she indicates

that the death of her companions was also her own, and so defines herself and

the others as tied together, as forever inseparable. An event has taken place, an

event by way of which both the I and other have become one.

How is it possible, we might ask, to say “I am other” when the others are

dead and so no longer available to the speaking I? What Mado believes is that,

while intuiting the absences in her life after Auschwitz, she is alive through all

the others. Who or what then is the I? Who is other to the I? And who or which

one is the other in the I?

Death in Language

The encounter with death in the camps, produced in Mado as trauma, radically

alters her relation to discourse. Put another way, the Holocaust robs her of

voice. She is unable to give expression to her experience, but nevertheless she

feels she must speak: “The women, my companions, also wanted to return to

deliver their message . . . to say what they had to say [Elles aussi elles voulaient

rentrer pour dire. Tous voulaient rentrer pour dire. . . . nous soyons là pour le

dire]” (MD ; MJ ). If during her mourning Mado regains her voice, it is a

fragmented voice, only one part of an irrecoverable whole. Speaking in the first-

person collective voice (“we are here to speak”), she can only conceive of a col-

lective voice that is without proper names, hardly a collection of individuals. For

as an individual she is compromised, yielding to the collective as to the seem-

ingly anonymous, to the many in place of the one. This fragmentation or dis-

persion of the I into multiple voices is yet another form of an ever-returning

trauma, which is by nature fragmenting and diffusive.

The truth to be told, what she has returned to say (rentrer pour dire), is the

truth of death. But how could one ever bring death into language? Death returns

as a silence at the very core of speech: “Am I alive when there is nothing I can

say? [Et moi, je serais vivante? Alors que je ne peux rien dire]” (MD ; MJ ). It

inscribes itself as the interruption of voice, an inability to go on speaking. In her

desire to tell her story, Mado experiences her voice as choking, and this choking

becomes the very sign of death: “Alive when my voice is choking? [Vivante, alors

que ma voix s’étouffe?]” (MD ; MJ ). At such moments it seems as though

she experiences her own lack of voice as if she were physically unable to speak.

But if she could speak, to whom might such a truth be addressed?
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At one point in the narrative Mado offers a rationale commonly offered by

Holocaust survivors for their testimony about the camps. She must narrate

her story so that other people will know what happened: “Our return must

therefore assume some meaning. This is why I keep on explaining what it was

like, around me [Alors, il faut, il faut qu’elle serve notre revenue. C’est pour cela

que j’explique ce que c’était, autour de moi]” (MD ; MJ ). At the same time,

however, Mado repeatedly asserts that these outsiders cannot understand what

she says. To whom, then, is her text addressed?

Calling “Thou,” or the Call of the Witness

It is fundamental and significant that Mado does not address her narrative

directly to the reader. Her own account of her condition develops throughout

the text into a repetitive mournful chanting she directs only vaguely toward an

unnamed familiar “you”: “I am not alive. I know this with an intimate, solitary

knowledge. You, you understand what I want to say, what I feel. People don’t [ Je

ne suis pas vivante. Je le sais d’une connaissance intime et solitaire. Toi, tu comprends

ce que je veux dire, ce que je sens. Les gens, non]” (MD ; MJ ). Mado is clearly

communicating her “knowledge” (connaissance) of death to an esoteric “you”

who stands in for a living someone with whom she would share the secrets of

the “death-world” she suffered in the concentration universe. Although the

apostrophe might appear to bring the reader into the story, we are not the

intended interlocutor. As Dori Laub has asserted, it was impossible for a witness

from inside “the historical reality of the Holocaust” to address another as Thou

with “the hope of being heard, of being recognized as a subject, of being

answered.” Mado’s words illustrate this principle. Although she is now outside

the camps, Mado is always, unconsciously, inside the camps, back there in her

trauma. Being inside that event means that she is haunted, as though repeat-

edly, by the absence of an addressable living thou.

At the same time, Mado’s longing to transmit her unique truth or anti-

truth (since her truth is death) depends upon another addressee, on this “tu” or

“you” to whom she would speak. Without another it is impossible to be heard.

Again, by Laub’s account of testimony, the relation forged between the victim

and a listener, who is put in the position of a thou, carries forward the testimony

of the victim. As Mado addresses another, who may well be one of the victims,

she constructs a testimonial narrative still based in traumatic conditions.

Notably, Delbo’s language for self is written also as a figure of death ( Je ne

suis pas vivante). This mournful murmur, as it depends on the absence of a living

thou, casts Mado’s testimony as impossible, at least by ordinary understanding.

Something that would transform her image of death must take place. Finally,

only an imaginary fellow victim (one who is nevertheless simultaneously dead)

will do. To become again “alive,” she must be able to address a thou.
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In A World of Difference, in an astute essay on apostrophe, animation, and

abortion, Barbara Johnson assesses the rhetorical deployment of language in

the situation of absence. Particularly, Johnson considers how the figure of

apostrophe involves the direct address of an absent, dead, or inanimate being

by a first-person speaker:

Apostrophe is thus both direct and indirect: based etymologically on the

notion of turning aside, of digressing from straight speech, it manipu-

lates the I/thou structure of direct address in an indirect, fictionalized

way. The absent, dead, or inanimate entity addressed is thereby made

present, animate, and anthropomorphic. Apostrophe is a form of ventril-

oquism through which the speaker throws voice, life, and human form

into the addressee, turning its silence into mute responsiveness.

Following Johnson’s argument, I would suggest that Mado’s all-too-characteristic

address in the form of a question must be read as a ventriloquizing of the other

in the face of silence.

But can you explain to me why I’m not alive, why I do what all the living

do withou[t] being one of them, a stranger in their midst, forced to pre-

tend so they’ll tolerate my presence? I can’t approach them barefacedly.

[MAIS PEUX–TU, TOI, M’EXPLIQUER pourquoi je ne suis pas vivante,

pourquoi je fais ce que font les vivants sans être des leurs, étrangère

parmie eux, obligée de faire semblant pour qu’ils me tolèrent? Je ne peux

aller vers eux à visage nu.] (MD ; MJ )

In the scene of address, Mado as first-person narrator establishes a relation to

an absent other, apparently by direct second-person address (Mais peux–tu, toi).

This specific rhetorical act depends, however, on Mado’s post-Auschwitz confu-

sion, on her inability to know whether she is alive or dead. At the level of the

narrative, Mado’s use of the second-person pronoun would frame a condition of

trauma in which her split self—the victims of the Holocaust and an inscribed

reader or thou—are put into mutual relation. As Johnson suggests, such a

rhetorical act is structured as if a response were forthcoming, and yet it will not

arrive.

With regard to Mado’s post-Auschwitz confusion as to whether she is alive

or dead, we should keep in mind what she herself declares about her otherness:

“I see myself from outside this self pretending to be alive [Je me regarde,

extérieure à ce moi-là qui imite la vie]” (MD ; MJ ). Mado’s perspective

assumes the quality of a narrative voice that is always, disjunctively, both I and

other. On the basis of what Caruth would call a “missed encounter” with death,

Mado now addresses a self that is alienated from herself. As she struggles to

remain present in her own life, as a survivor, her persistent use of “tu-toi” in
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addressing the Holocaust dead, who are imagined as both dead and living, gath-

ers them through the connotations of the familiar form of the second-person in

French into intimacy. They are a kind of family. Though speaking directly to an

other who is apparently a singular second-person interlocutor, she nevertheless

addresses, implicitly, all the victims, collectively. Since part of Mado remains

inside the camps, she herself is included in this grouping of others.

I said earlier that we who are an audience for this text and stood outside the

Holocaust experience are not the ones addressed by Mado’s you. But it is impor-

tant to stress how that you becomes a point of access, including us. When Mado

addresses a singular second-person character, she alludes simultaneously to a

reader inscribed in the text, the only thou who can in actuality listen to her story

and witness its represented experience. In a sense, then, Mado’s compulsive

rhetorical voice foregrounds a confusion between absence and presence analo-

gous to her active confusion of life and death. By way of the text, Delbo sets up a

bond between Mado and each individual victim of the Holocaust, but also calls

for response from a possible reader, who might become a vicarious witness by

attending to the atrocities of the camps and by feeling addressed by such passed-

on knowledge. All this happens through apostrophe. “If apostrophe is said to

involve language’s capacity to give life and human form to something dead or

inanimate, what happens,” Johnson asks, “when those questions are literal-

ized?” In this instance, which is to say in Delbo’s highly interrogative text, we

might answer that address has been altered to serve as a call to multiple

witnesses, as though in these rhythmic laments she were turning to each one

of us.

I Am Other: Writing as the Continuation of Life

Mado can only come to life by being in some sort of reciprocal relation with

another. In The Ethics of Mourning, R. Clifton Spargo analyzes competing notions

of ethical reciprocity in Martin Buber, Emmanuel Levinas, and Paul Ricoeur

so as to express what he sees as the paradoxical status of reciprocity in mourn-

ful language. “Ethics as reciprocity,” he says, “leads to a defined set of answer-

able responsibilities that anticipate fulfillment, thus establishing a relation of

equivalence between the responsive self and that to which it responds and,

ironically, bringing to an end the very source of its provocation in the relation

of inequality.” For Spargo, reciprocity is a concerted rhetorical strategy, pro-

ducing an ambiguous result: it is a hypothesis of relationship set against the

painful absence of the other and as such suggests some sense of abiding ethical

responsibility, but at the same time it is a wishful fantasy projected onto the

place of the other. Much of what Spargo says about the tradition of literary

mourning applies to Mado’s situation, to her attempt to rediscover the possi-

bility of ethical relationship in its reciprocal aspect. My own view is that such a
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desire for reciprocity, even if it is imaginative, is necessary to ethical relation-

ship as a symptom of continuing life.

As I have already stressed, Mado’s post-Auschwitz anxiety is derived from

both the absence of a witness and her experience of being haunted by the image

of death. Ultimately, her evocation of her own vague death, or her sense of not

being alive, gives expression to the embodied inadequacy of her—to borrow

Spargo’s phrase—“answerable responsibility” for an absent other. She antici-

pates fulfillment of that responsibility by establishing a relation of equality with

the imagined thou she has been addressing. The very fact that she says “thou”

and addresses another implies a possibility of engaging in “answerable respon-

sibility.” Again, there are three possible respondents embedded in the dialecti-

cal relation of the I-thou: Mado’s split self, the dead victims, and a possible

witness. By addressing herself in its alienated alterity, Mado turns herself into

another (or, an Other), one who elicits the possibility of a response. An I has

become other. By this imagined reciprocal relation with the essence of her

responsive other—someone who only exists as part of the others, the victims—

Mado has transformed herself into another, as one who witnesses by means of

the narrative itself.

Writing substitutes for the living interlocutor to whom Mado could address

herself outside the camps. Ultimately, her survival unfolds in the form of writ-

ing, but Mado writes I solely to become other. She does not utter I as individu-

ated subject, but always as though the I were defined by a community of we.

Thus, in her story of death Mado writes from a place of alienated otherness as

well as togetherness, from a discursive space that is the place of the lost ones.

All those dead women from the concentration camps, apparently absent from

the world, will never disappear from the text. Nevertheless, in the process of

writing her own grief, Mado has detached herself from the dead long enough or

well enough to attach herself to the work of writing, and in this sense, true to

the spirit of apostrophe, she conceives of herself as writing the dead rather than

being written by them. This survival in writing separates her from the dead, as

it also simultaneously estranges her from the living. She is given neither the

death of the others to whom she properly belongs nor the life of the living

others among whom she is a stranger. Writing itself becomes the place in which

she lives, reclaiming the death of others as her own.

Mado’s writing, I am suggesting, can be defined ethically as a testimonial

act that perpetuates the life of the metonymical self “I am other” within the text.

She will always remain a metonymical other, one part of a whole, so much so that

the line between “living” and “dead” disappears, fused as it were into one literary

voice. The ethical dimension of such testimonial writing does not depend upon

an impossible representation in the sense of mimetic reproduction, but emerges

instead as an intersubjective relation, as from within the text. Literature, Delbo

reminds us, keeps alive the victims, who by the Nazis’ intentions were to suffer an
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absolute death, collectively eliminated and unremembered. Delbo’s trilogy and

this crucial story within it serve as a radical manifesto for a life rooted in death

itself. In this fictively testimonial story, which so well develops Delbo’s notion of

“mémoire profonde,” Mado finally externalizes her grief through discourse, which is

to say, through writing itself or writing in its apostrophic function.

Of Responsibility and Mado’s Survival

In the course of Spargo’s exposition of an ethics of mourning, he focuses at one

point on Freud’s “dream of the burning child” from The Interpretation of Dreams,

offering, in effect, a counter-reading to Caruth’s influential interpretation of the

dream as traumatic. Spargo instead focuses on the dream as an act of mourn-

ing, and especially emphasizes the element of self-accusation operative in a

father’s guilty apprehension that he is responsible for a candle that is burning

his dead child’s corpse. Associating such grief with Thomas Hardy’s melancholic

mode of elegy, Spargo claims that such a retrospective, belated guilt is an

expression of mourning’s basis in the sensibility of responsibility or in being, as

Levinas would say, for-the-other. Mado’s melancholic mourning, so linked to

her “mysterious survival,” is possessed by this kind of retrospective guilty con-

science. Recalling the deaths of the others with whom she suffered, she experi-

ences her own survival as a cause for guilt: “Since all are dead, it seems

impossible I shouldn’t be also. All dead. Mounette, Viva, Sylviane, Rosie, all the

others, all the others. How could those stronger and more determined than I

be dead, and I remain alive? [Toutes sont mortes. Mounette, Viva, Sylviane,

Rosie, toutes les autres, toutes les autres. Celles qui étaient plus fortes et plus

résolues que moi seraient mortes et moi je serais vivante?]” (MD ; MJ ).

This act of questioning her own survival is embedded in the text as a string of

melancholic figures developing a sense of self-accusation. Since she survived

when others did not, her survival demands from her an act of responsibility,

perhaps as compensation. So much of post-Auschwitz French philosophy—the

work of Maurice Blanchot, Jacques Derrida, Emmanuel Levinas, and Jean-

François Lyotard—has told us that the act of responsibility is founded in the

Other (autrui). Mado interprets her own sense of otherness as for others, as if by

requirement: “Our return must therefore assume some meaning [Alors, il faut,

il faut qu’elle serve notre revenue]” [MD ; MJ ]). This is what begets a writ-

ing of and for the Other. As “responsibility” comes from the Latin respondere,

promising something in return for something else, it is precisely Mado’s “prom-

ise in return,” after her survival, that she recognizes through her narrative.

The responsibility of narrative voice, as Caruth has suggested, begins in

survival. Mado’s words presume that the sole wish of her companions would

have been to return in order to speak. But since the death of the Other cannot
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be undone she finds herself alone in the position of being the one who can

speak of death, so that her survival is signified by the specificity of remember-

ing the death of the Other in the space of writing and by distinguishing writing

from death in its power to enact a form of survival, bringing forward testimoni-

ally the others whose voices were canceled. At the same time, in the act of writ-

ing her survival remains her own. There is a singular sense of responsibility, as

Levinas would suggest, of being alone responsible for the others. It is writing

that makes her unique, as one solely responsible for transforming her interior

memory through an exteriorizing act.

In Unclaimed Experience, Caruth argues that, in the repetition of traumatic

experience, what one returns to is “not the incomprehensibility of one’s near

death, but the very incomprehensibility of one’s own survival,” so that, as a con-

sequence, repetition is “the very attempt to claim one’s survival.” On the basis

of her act of self-reclamation, Mado further perceives the connotation of sur-

vival inscribed upon trauma’s repetition as though it insisted upon an act of

transmission to others. My goal in this essay has been to extend the parameters

of survival as suggested by traumatic or mournful experience. What I want to

stress especially, since like Caruth I invest much significance in a text’s capacity

to transmit the connotations of survival, is that traumatic mourning clarifies

the transmissive function of this survival, which is based in identification with

the dead and realized by the act of writing about the Other.

Only the return to the past, to the other within, gives Mado the power to

live on. If Mado’s statement, “I am other,” can be read as an address that repeat-

edly affirms the possibility of writing after one’s own death as an ethical testi-

monial act, this address finally signifies her act of agreeing to respond to the

others from the death camps and to take on the unique responsibility of writing

in a double voice: her own voice and the voice of others. By the directive of a

narrative situated by the perceived command to be other, we are led also to the

space of writing, in which death repeats itself in the unresolved act of mourn-

ing. Ultimately, Delbo has unfolded the story of a subject who reconstructs her-

self—traumatically, mournfully, and also testimonially—through a compulsion

to write precisely from this altered position in which she recognizes and

declares, “I am other.”

NOTES

. My translation. See Delbo, Le Convoi du  janvier (Paris: Editions de Minuit, ),
.

. Delbo, Mesure de nos jours (Paris: Minuit, ), hereafter cited as MJ; in English,
Measure of Our Days, in Auschwitz and After, trans. Rosette C. Lamont (New Haven: Yale
University Press, ), hereafter cited as MD.
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Oskar Rosenfeld and 
Historiographic Realism

(including Sex, Shit, and Status)

BEREL LANG

There is nothing startling by now in the claim of a role for style in writing (or

reading) history, but most working historians would probably still vote against

it, the more so if the claim included Hayden White’s conception of historical

discourse as based on emplotments shaped by literary figuration or tropes.

Votes, however, are not arguments, and the case that White presented in

Metahistory for historiography as a form of writing causally intertwined with the

traditional projects of historical explanation and/or a search for the eigentlich

has survived the many attacks directed against it. This conclusion holds, I

believe, even if one adds to the mix the qualifications White subsequently made

(more correctly, that he made explicit, since he had always assumed them) for

the relevance of certain non- or extra-stylistic criteria of truth in the process of

emplotment itself.

White’s later references to such non- or extra-stylistic criteria appear

largely in response to the demands made on historical writing in its representa-

tions of the Holocaust, most urgently as those representations confront a

ground-zero in the non- or extra-stylistic claim of Holocaust-denial: the asser-

tion that there was no Holocaust (since no “Hitler-order” for genocide has been

recovered, or since, in any event, the Nazis used no gas chambers, and/or if they

did, the gas chambers had some other purpose and, anyway, could not have

“accommodated” the numbers of victims claimed). In terms of Holocaust his-

tory, Holocaust denial is a marginal phenomenon, but for historical methodol-

ogy, it poses a radical “either/or”: between the acceptance or rejection of its

claim, there is no third way. The implications of recognizing the non- or extra-

stylistic referentiality in the challenge of Holocaust denial, furthermore, extend

to historical discourse more generally, and it should be clear by now that read-

ings of White’s meta-history which infer from it the writing of history as one



among other varieties of fiction are mistaken in that interpretation (as well,

I should argue, as in their own usual endorsement of that view).

Yet there is an issue here that will not go away for any writer or reader of

history who hopes to give each of the (now) two facets of historical discourse its

conceptual due: on the one side, admission of the literary or discursive charac-

ter of history as a substantive element in its writing (that is, style as a contri-

butor to making the historian’s subject); on the other hand, recognition that

events of history do not wait for the accounts or explanations, let alone for

the historians’ confirmation, in order to happen. And although the Holocaust is

one among an indefinitely large number of events that provide evidence for the

latter claim, it makes the point with unusual force. For obvious reasons.

I do not attempt here a stylistic analysis of Holocaust historiography as

such, or even of the volume of Oskar Rosenfeld’s writing from the Lodz Ghetto

that serves as the primary text for these comments. More restrictively, I shall be

considering Rosenfeld’s “ghetto writing” in a framework of Holocaust historio-

graphy that reaches, however, beyond that single volume—specifically, as his

advocacy and practice of realism bear representationally on the writing of

Holocaust history as such. On this conception of realism adduced (I use the

term to refer alternately—and I hope distinctly—to both its stylistic and extra-

stylistic applications), it designates representation that aspires by way of

verisimilitude to a referential or intentional object—that is, by asserting a rela-

tion between a representation and the Real—the latter understood, indiffer-

ently, as the “really” real or (only) the real.

Even this relatively limited project is formidable in relation to Rosenfeld’s

ghetto writing because of two aspects of his work that are unusual in the domain

of historical discourse. One of these is the fact that Rosenfeld was writing about

contemporary, not past events—events, furthermore, that were happening to

him. He thus set out to do the work of a historian but in the manner of a diarist—

in this, differing from the usual character of both historians and diarists.

Typically, the diary as a genre emphasizes—it is about—an author’s mind and

heart, with the events that set those organs in motion of secondary importance

to the diarist’s reactions to them. The most memorable diarists are recalled for

what they wrote rather than for the independent importance of what they wrote

about. Insofar as they are external the events about which the diarist writes are

ordinary and equal—no matter how extra-ordinary any individual moments

among them are. Even at their most unusual, the events remain less noteworthy

as events than for the writer’s response to them, since the writer’s responses are

uniquely his whereas the events occasioning them are not.

In Rosenfeld’s ghetto writing, however, this “normal” rhetorical order of the

diary is reversed—implying for his readers that if Rosenfeld as author could have

made himself disappear entirely from his text, he would have. Much of his effort
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rhetorically is turned toward this effect—a disposition summarized by Rosenfeld

in a statement that might serve as his credo for historical writing more gener-

ally. His ideal, he proposes, is to have his writing “entirely factual [sachlich],

short sentences, everything sentimental set aside . . . without thought of the

context, alone in space, not intended for others, as a remembrance [reminder]

for future days.” Historical discourse on this view would occlude the presence of

the writer or any hint of his rendering what is represented in it; it would avoid any

accommodation by the writer of readers’ interests or expectations. Whatever is

recorded, in other words, is to be non-perspectival and impersonal—camera-like

in its detachment and disinterest.

Admittedly, this atypical ideal of Rosenfeld’s for his diary/journal will be

familiar to readers of the subgenre of Holocaust diaries. The latter—still in

the process of discovery and numbering in the thousands, most of them yet

unpublished—were written typically with an awareness of the contingent pres-

ent as that consciousness figures in all diaries, but also with a sense of the

writer’s own contingency as exerting a constant—often imminent—pressure.

The tersest and most dispassionate Holocaust diaries (e.g., Adam Czerniakow’s)

and the most elaborately associative ones (e.g., Etty Hillesum’s) are alike in

making a place for this random and arbitrary and thus crushing presence. That

presence is, of course, further intensified by the Holocaust diarist’s feeling of

urgency in making and bequeathing his account, as he or she responds to the

likelihood that the writing in hand might be the only record to survive his or its

destruction. Rosenfeld’s writing thus aims for a convergence between, on one

hand, the genre of the diary—speaking in a particular voice from a radically

contingent setting and attempting to suppress both the particularity and the

contingency—and, on the other hand, the genre of the historical chronicle:

evoking the neutrality and indisputability of dates and events that, however, are

continuously qualified by the single-minded and directive thread of genocide.

The representation intended is to be history lived as documentary.

A second aspect of Rosenfeld’s writing, more speculative than the first, is

no less relevant for the reader. This originates in Rosenfeld’s own efforts as a

student (in his doctoral thesis) and then as a journalist and novelist, efforts

that disclose the strong influence, or “hangover,” of nineteenth-century

Romanticism. If it is too much to claim that Rosenfeld’s ghetto writing thirty

years later was impelled by the “anxiety of his own influence,” there is at least

a hint of this in his shift from the characteristic hyperbole and inwardness of

Romanticism to the spare minimalism and impersonality of realism. To be

sure, the nineteenth-century elaboration of Romanticism had demonstrated

that realism also can be a figurative means or literary trope—a “style.” And

indeed, a compelling formulation of that style appears in Rosenfeld’s own his-

toriographic ideal (as cited above)—an ideal realized in much of his writing
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from the ghetto, which merges the genres of diary and chronicle in staccato,

ostensibly unfiltered, nonsequential observations of the pitiless everyday life

of Lodz Ghetto inhabitants. So, for example (from Notebook H,  June ):

“Three Tliah’s [Hebrew for ‘hangings’] at the central prison. Execution ten

o’clock in the morning carried out by the Jewish police. Two candidates went

from a work camp to a village, begging Polish peasants for bread. Caught. The

third one tried to escape from the ghetto. Silence. The delinquents were

screaming. No use. Orders from the Gestapo. The hearse was waiting in front

of the prison. . . .”

Nothing in this brief, fragmented sequence appears as opinion or point of

view; each of its pieces is meant to be understood as true or false—and pre-

sumptively true because the individual claims are unlikely to have been in error

or even open to question. (Could an observer be mistaken in that four men were

hanged, not three? That the hanging was carried out at nine rather than ten

o’clock? In principle, of course, yes—but not in the practice of the discourse.) To

think of the brief passage cited in literary terms is to see the writer limning the

external world not on a personal screen but as an objective replica, designed to

approximate the “thing itself.” The staccato fragments are so deliberately set

apart from each other that they might be interpreted as a series of author’s

notes meant to be reserved for use in a later project—in effect as a list or other

mnemonic device—rather than as a piece of discourse or statement. But this

would be at once an unduly literal and insufficiently literary reaction. Spareness

or ellipsis is in itself no more incomplete or prefatory than a contrasting full-

ness need be redundant. The crucial question for either is whether, and how

effectively, the form of discourse functions representationally—and about this

Rosenfeld’s portrayal is both clear and compelling. (Even lists, after all, consti-

tute a literary genre—historically, a very early one.)

Walter Pater wrote in a comparative statement about the various arts that

“all art constantly aspires towards the condition of music,” thus suggesting that

music exemplifies most completely whatever makes any of the arts art. I have

elsewhere related a version of this statement to Holocaust imaginative or fic-

tional writing—inferring from the latter’s repeated appeal to verisimilitude and

truth as preeminent values, that “all Holocaust writing aspires to the condition

of history.” To extend this thesis about imaginative literature to include histor-

ical writing would be also to claim that Holocaust historiography (including now

Rosenfeld’s journal/diary) yields still another variation on Pater’s statement—

thus, that “Holocaust history (that is, its written history) aspires to the condition

of history (history in the sense of the events themselves).” Not, to be sure, in

order to revive their actual contingency or presence, and not even to represent

their contingency in linear or chronological order—but by assuring a place for

contingency as one (an important one) among the other features of the events

or actions or even objects represented.
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Admittedly, even an emphasis on verisimilitude by way of the representa-

tion of contingency would not account for all of even the most ardent realist’s

work, and Rosenfeld himself, in any event, often moves outside this line in his

forays as commentator and ironist. So, for example, he also provides glimpses

of Holocaust humor (e.g., February , ): “We see ourselves as three Jewish

holidays: We eat as on Yom Kippur [fasting], live as during Succoth [as in huts

or shanties], and look like we do on Purim [in costume or caricature].” This

particular report, it should be noted, is immediately followed by a stark rever-

sal in which irony has no part at all: “Rumor that in a discussion outside [the

ghetto], the butchering of all Jews was asserted. Cannot be verified.” It is not

that the two parts of this sequence do not exhibit continuity—but that the con-

tinuity is established by principles of realism rather than by an internal or

writerly relation between the parts. The reporting of a joke may not entirely

quash its humor, but reporting it is clearly different from “telling” the same

joke—and if there were any doubt of this in relation to the quotation cited, it

would be dispelled by the statement immediately following the joke as the

diarist recorded it.

The ground attributed above to Rosenfeld’s conception of realism points

to a crux in realist discourse—as that discourse leads toward either factual or

imaginative (fictional) representation. I speak of this crux as the Historian’s

Antinomy—with Rosenfeld standing in here for historians more generally.

Antinomies typically involve a conjunction of two principles or claims, each of

them supported by sufficient evidence, yet which, viewed together, result in

apparent contradiction. That the Historian’s Antinomy is especially pressing in

relation to Holocaust history is a reminder that many critical categories are

pushed closer to their limits by that event’s extremity, not that the antinomy

applies only there. It can be shown, in any event, that the Historians’ Antinomy

applies more generally to historical discourse as such.

The terms of the antinomy come from two opposing sources. On the one

hand, realism has served the literary imagination as a figurative or stylistic

choice with no place for truth or falsity among its criteria. Proof of this is evident

in analyses of artistic style whatever its medium or context; even period- or

group-styles that often override individual styles do not “disprove” them any

more than the work of an individual artist “disproves” the work of his lesser

predecessors from whom he has nonetheless learned. The assessment of style,

in other words, involves many but always other factors besides the standard of

truth or falsity. And yet the foundation of historical writing—of all historical

writing—consists precisely in descriptive claims the truth of which (in some

sense of “truth”) is assumed not as a rhetorical function but as non-rhetorically

factual (“sachlich,” in Rosenfeld’s term). That is, historical discourse, whether

stylistically realist or not, presupposes a foundational understanding that some-

thing—some particular “thing”—happened, this happening then occasioning
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the further elaboration that becomes history. Realism is thus a style but also not

a style. And how can this be? Thus, the Antinomy emerges.

There seem to me only two possible resolutions for the Historians’ Antinomy.

The first would be to conceive of historical discourse (the genre of historical writ-

ing) as a meta-trope; that is, as a more inclusive version of realist style that applies

to all historical discourse, with its specific expressions branching out to subgen-

res (like the monograph or the autobiography)—also, as White has suggested, to

subtropes like tragedy or the romance. On this solution, the meta-trope of realist

historical discourse would have no more cogent claim for representing or express-

ing truth or fact than any other stylistic choice (than, for example, those stylistic

decisions that figure the genre of fiction). Stylistic choice within the bounds of

historical writing would thus remain only another manner of speaking or writing,

with its assessment dependent not on a standard of truth but on aesthetic or

moral or perhaps still other criteria.

The second alternative would be to think of realism as double-edged: sty-

listic on one side, but non- or trans-stylistic on the other, with the first of these

dependent on the second. It seems to me that Holocaust history—and within

that, Rosenfeld’s writing—provides both evidence and argument for this second

alternative, and thus also evidence and argument against the first. It does this

in part by an implicit reductio argument which shows what consequences follow

for Holocaust history on the assumption that the limits of that history are set by

the limits of rhetoric, but also (in part) by the evidence of practice—that is, from

the actual writings of Holocaust history and what emerges as its own, by now

substantial history.

To be sure, historians are as liable to illusions about the character of their

own work as anyone else. But since a necessary feature of all style is that it

should be recognizable as “a” style (that is, no one style except in contrast to at

least one other), the realist base of historical discourse would necessarily be

more than only a stylistic decision. This is another way of saying that for realism

in its non-stylistic historiographic occurrence, there is no second, non-realist

option—since the alternative, with non-realism here amounting at best to indif-

ference to claims or denials of referentiality, is not an alternative, but a rejec-

tion of the project itself.

Is it excessive to claim this as the only means of explicating Rosenfeld’s

ghetto writing—and still more, as exemplary of Holocaust historical writing in

general? Statements by two other writers of Holocaust history seem to me to

underscore, and to support, the view I am upholding here. The first is Victor

Klemperer’s The Language of the Third Reich, which builds a theory of language

on a ground that joins autobiography and diary (another example of the mix-

ing of genres that characterizes so much Holocaust writing). Klemperer,

describing the act of writing both for that book and for his diary, tells the
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reader about the criticism he had received from friends who learned about

his project:

“Stop doing all that writing and have an extra hour’s sleep. . . . Your writ-

ing is merely putting you in danger. And do you really think that you are

experiencing anything special? Don’t you realize that thousands of others

are suffering thousands of times more than you are? And don’t you think

that in time there will be more than enough historians to write about all

this? People with better material and a better overview than you?” . . .

[But] I didn’t let myself be led astray at the time. I got up each morning at

half-past three and noted down what had happened during the previous

day. . . . I told myself: you hear with your own ears, and what matters is

that you listen in specifically to the everyday, ordinary and average

things, all that is devoid of glamour and heroism. . . . I kept hold of my

balancing pole, and it kept hold of me.

The second passage is from Raul Hilberg’s book The Politics of Memory—an

unusual memoir insofar as it has less to do with his recollection of his own life

and doings than with the memory—and so also the autobiography—of his major

work (The Destruction of the European Jews), which, forty years after its publica-

tion, remains a central text in Holocaust historiography. So, the voice of the

book describes itself:

The printed pages at least would be devoted to the subject, not the

person who wrote them. To this end I banished accusatory terms like

“murder,” as well as such exculpatory words as “executions,” which made

the victims into delinquents, or “extermination,” which likened them to

vermin. . . . Above all, I was committed to compression. I had to avoid

elaborations, detours, and repetitions. . . . [My father] tried valiantly to

have me memorize in the original as much of Genesis as possible. The

brevity of Hebrew, he assured me, was one of the marvels of the world;

the power of its sentences could not be duplicated in any other

language. . . . The literary impact [of Genesis] on me was unmistakable.

‘You write short sentences,’ an editor once complained to me. I still do,

though sometimes I hide this quirk with . . . connectives and, on rare

occasions, semicolons. . . . Beethoven . . . sketched the finale of his Eroica

symphony by pairing what he placed first with what he put down last,

and so on. . . . I [did] . . . something very similar with my twelve-chapter

work. . . . The longest of my chapters was the one on deportations. It was

the andante of my composition with a theme and multiple variations that

mirrored the special conditions under which deportations were carried

out in each country.
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Again, Hilberg’s self-analysis represents his historical style as not only subordi-

nate to the event but also a mirror of it: And so, the more general claim of style

itself is referential, with historical style, then, referring to history not only

(although first) as written but then also and still more basically as it had

occurred. Historical styles have varied historically at least as markedly as have

the historiographic or methodological assumptions of working historians. But

however diverse those styles, the element of referentiality remains a constant

and common aspect, the axis around which stylistic variations move when the

project is the project of history. The alternative, even if it were to avoid an open

denial of referentiality, would be indifferent to its presence or absence—and it

is difficult to imagine, let alone to name, historical narratives that advocate or,

more to the point, practice such remoteness.

To be sure, it might be objected that in reporting their aspirations for a

realist historical discourse, Klemperer and Hilberg—and Rosenfeld—were

dreaming an impossible dream: the myth of an immaculate perception in which

the author-historian (very much a person, indubitably a subject) aspires to

escape that subjectivity. In effect, to jump out of his skin. But if the possibility of

fully realizing that ideal is remote, there are certainly, and visibly, degrees of

proximity and distance to and from it. And the crucial differences among those

degrees are comprehensible only insofar as the ideal itself is viewed as real—

that is, as it functions. What is factual on this account goes beyond—or below,

or at least, apart from—rhetoric; it is in this sense that I make the claim for

Rosenfeld’s writing that it approximates the vanishing point of those apparent

degrees of difference.

Lest this assertion for the inevitability of historiographic realism seem

blindly overstated, I would call attention to certain limitations of realism even

in its own terms—limitations that, although sometimes regarded as only prac-

tical, turn out to verge also on principle. These are especially notable in

Rosenfeld’s diary/chronicle because, although he often explicitly challenges

those limitations and attempts to overcome them more consciously and

deliberately than most other Holocaust diarists, he nonetheless falls victim to

them—most suggestively, if silently, in the phenomenon of self-censorship or

repression. For also in Rosenfeld, and still more in other Holocaust diarists as

well as in Holocaust historians generally—all of whom claim for their accounts

authenticity and if not completeness, at least fullness—certain standard and

repeated omissions are evident. That these are not accidental seems clear both

from the amount of other historical detail provided, and from the independent

evidence of a variety of discursive taboos on certain aspects of daily life that

pass largely unspoken and unwritten even outside of historical discourse. These

habits of the mind, it seems, are sustained or renewed even for writers commit-

ted to realism in all its facticity, and even under conditions as urgent and

unmistakable as those constituting the Holocaust as a historical subject.
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The sequence of s’s in the subtitle of this chapter mentions three notable

instances of repression in Holocaust realism—Sex, Shit, and Status—an absence

notable in the relative reticence of a writer as fully and consciously committed

to realism as Rosenfeld. So, in respect to the first of these instances: like a num-

ber of other ghetto or camp diarists, Rosenfeld notes that over time, under the

press of starvation and disease—to say nothing of torture and the threat of

death—it was common and predictable knowledge that the erotic impulse

diminished among ghetto dwellers and Häftlinge. But there are, we also know,

numerous brief references in Holocaust writers (sometimes, as in Primo Levi,

oblique to the point of obscurity) to sexual relations in the ghettoes, in the

deportation trains, and in the camps themselves. Rosenfeld himself notes,

although also with restraint, that even late in the history of the Lodz Ghetto,

when there was no longer reasonable doubt about the fate of the ghetto, and

when the sight of people dying on its streets of starvation or disease was com-

monplace, he observed young Jewish girls, dressed up and made up, walking

about on the arms of ghetto “Prominenzen.” How much more is there to say

about this phenomenon or about the patterns and forms of sexual relations

more generally? Numerous brief references are made in the testimonial litera-

ture to brothels and prostitution in the ghettoes and camps, to sexual relations

within and across the sexually segregated camps (this invariable segregation

itself has been largely undiscussed), to pregnancies and births continuing to

occur in the camps and ghettoes notwithstanding the dangers that these

brought with them. Even without such reports and even supposing, as one

must, that conditions in the ghettoes and still more so in the camps would

substantially inhibit this elemental feature of everyday life, the characteristic

silence about it in personal memoirs speaks loudly. What went on? How much,

and how? We don’t know—because so little has been said about its many

aspects, singly or in their varieties. Yet enough has been alluded to or implied

to warrant the conclusion that what is absent here is a function not of the facts

but of the not-telling, that is, of its repression. Would the knowledge of sexual

conduct be important or especially relevant to an understanding of the

“concentrationary” world and the effects on life in that world? But there can be

no answer to this question in the absence of the information itself; and a prima

facie implication from the principles of historical realism would be that the lack

of such information is not random or accidental, but specifically an exclusion.

Again: Rosenfeld refers a number of times to the “excrement cart” in the

Lodz Ghetto, at other times to the overflowing toilets, also to the penchant of SS

men for taking photographs of the communal earth latrines in use: men and

women, young and old, sitting side by side in the open, poised there as subjects

of amusement for the cameras of the captors. The known facts are plain: that

there was terrible overcrowding in the ghettoes (as also in the deportation

trains and the camps) with virtually no working plumbing. Toilets were
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primitive—from buckets to holes in the ground—and invariably (and deliber-

ately) inadequate; dysentery was common, virtually the norm. Does it require

more than an awareness of these rudimentary facts to imagine their effect on

everyday life? The consequences extend further than to the smell or stink—but

let it for the moment be limited to that: the shit together with the waste and

dirt of other kinds—garbage, dead and sick bodies, the refuse of everyday life

after anything with the slightest possibility of use had been appropriated and

removed. What would be left? And how would its presence be marked?

The most realistic pictorial representations (films, documentaries) of the

Holocaust do not have the means for conveying smell; and literary representa-

tion has always, for evident reasons, had difficulty in finding a place for that

sense (together with taste) in its structures. But aesthetic tradition in itself is

insufficient to account for the absence of such reference in Holocaust diaries—

the records of present impression, since we know more certainly and more

emphatically than for other settings that the stench would have been constant

and unavoidable. (However one credits the claim that constancy dulls the sense

of smell, it does not imply the oblivion of consciousness.) Certain writers have

noted the absence of birds in the vicinity of the death camps in Poland,

although the surrounding countryside had many. What kept them away? It is

true that the vocabulary of smells and odors is relatively limited, but the

absence of reference here does not seem due to that limitation, since even the

available vocabulary goes unused.

The third and last of the repressed S’s is a moral issue related not to the

Nazi perpetrators but to the Jewish victims. This concerns the influence that

social and/or economic status exerted in the ghettoes (and even, with varia-

tions, in the camps), most crucially of course in the process of selections: selec-

tions for permits or particular jobs or, in extremis, for deportation in the

ghettoes; for killing, openly known and anticipated, in the camps. That a per-

son’s status, according to some hierarchy or other, would play a role even in

the commonly shared captivity and dangers of the ghettoes or camps is in its

own way not surprising. As that practice figures at so many junctures of

‘normal’ or everyday life, one could hardly expect it to disappear when what

was at stake was the difference between life and death; indeed, the pres-

sure there would be still greater. The topic itself, to be sure, is difficult and

dangerous—ample reason for the taboos that have surrounded it. Scattered

accounts are available of the methods of the Judenräte in the ghettoes and of

the Jewish police carrying out the “roundups” ordered by the Nazi occupiers; of

selections in the camps themselves for labor, for other tasks, finally also for

execution as those selections were at times carried out by the “Kapos” or even

lesser functionaries.

Although the Nazis themselves or their collaborators sometimes took

charge of the process of selection (most often, in the camps), they were also
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willing, even eager, to leave the process in the hands of the Jewish captives

themselves—partly, one supposes, to spare themselves the trouble but also,

almost certainly, as an addition to the process of dehumanization, finally, of

torture. The question here is not what justification there was or was not for the

fact that economic or social status would affect this process even when Jewish

“rule” had the authority of choice; it is the fact itself that has gone largely

unspoken at least in part, one supposes, not only because of the painful deci-

sions that such selections would necessarily involve, but also, almost certainly,

because of the forms that the process took. There are occasions on record

where certain individuals eased the process of selection by “volunteering”

themselves; I do not know of any instance where the notion of a lottery—with

all members of the group allotted an equal chance at whatever danger or

advantage was in the offing—was adopted on a communal basis. To be sure,

silence is not proof, and the invidious comparison between this impersonal

method and the alternatives to it might have contributed to this silence. But

there are also reasons why, had it been practiced, we would have heard about

it—and we haven’t. Rosenfeld himself, again, only refers to this contrast, tacitly

condemning the more usual practice, but without elaborating on that or the

practice “normally” followed. Most Holocaust diarists, however committed to

writing and sustaining the record, however committed to realism in principle,

say nothing about it at all.

Could there be realism—or history—that entirely avoided such omissions

or acts of repression? Surely not—unless, for some reason, we decided that it

was the responsibility of realism to provide for the literal reproduction of his-

torical events; that is, as they had been actually lived (and died). But whether

or not formal provision is made for omissions (and the more deliberate, surely

the more covert such practice would be), omissions are as constitutive of any

representation as what is openly presented. What is omitted thus becomes as

substantial and revealing an element of realism (and historical discourse,

realist in its style or not) as any elements more explicitly cited and named, no

less present or historically significant than what appears in the flesh. Even to

judge such significance, furthermore, presupposes a view of the two aspects—

what is present and what is absent—side by side: a view; that is, of what is

present as present but also of what is absent as present. Oskar Rosenfeld

demonstrates the apparatus, the possibility, and finally the necessity of these

features of realism more clearly and fully than most, arguably any other,

Holocaust diarists/chroniclers. First, as he includes in his observations

aspects of the ordinariness—including the perversity and brutality—of every-

day life in the Holocaust as these reach farther in his representations than are

usually shown or noticed. But then, also, by what Rosenfeld—against himself—

omits: responsibly if not consciously, perhaps incidentally, and yet also, in the

end, as further confirmation of the claims of realism.
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PART TWO

A Question for Aesthetics?
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Nazi Aesthetics in 
Historical Context

JAMES E .  YOUNG

As is clear from the abundant literary and historical study of the victims’

diaries and memoirs, it is impossible to separate what might be called these

works’ “aesthetic logic” from the victims’ very real historical and practical

understanding of events as they unfolded. That is, the victims’ responses to con-

temporaneous events in the ghettos and camps were often shaped by how they

may have literarily cast similar events the day before in letters, diaries, or chron-

icles. As the best new historical work on the Holocaust also makes clear, we can

no longer divorce the Nazi-perpetrators’ representations of their victims from

the actions taken on behalf of such representations, as repulsive as they may be.

Finally, as a recent spate of fascinating new work on “Nazi aesthetics” has also

made clear, we can no longer divorce the logic of such aesthetics from the

history this logic would generate.

Nevertheless, something in the study of Hitler still repels us. Whether it is

our own traditional reflex to blot out the memory of our enemies (or to remem-

ber them as blotted out, as we do Haman and Amalek), or just the queasy sense

that too much time spent in his company cannot be a good thing, I’m not sure.

Or maybe we fear that by understanding Hitler and his Nazi cohort too well, by

explaining them, we come perilously close to justifying and rationalizing their

evil deeds—akin to asking “why” of the Nazis and receiving their own self-

aggrandizing, exculpatory explanations in turn.

For this writer, at least, it has always been easier to empathize with the

victims of history than with the killers. As it turns out, it has also been easier to

study the aesthetic responses of victims to their suffering than to explore the

aesthetic preoccupations of the killers or the aesthetic principles on which the

killers may have based their policies of war and mass murder. It is almost as if

our own romantic notions of art and its transcendent link to beauty have led us to

protect both art and beauty from the barbaric claims made on them by the Nazis,



from the evil acts committed in their name. A “Nazi-aesthetic,” in this view, seems

to be a veritable contradiction in terms. If “beauty is truth, and truth beauty,” as

Keats would have it, then Nazis and art are mutually exclusive categories.

But in fact, as historians like George Mosse, Peter Viereck, and Saul

Friedländer (among others) have long known, the Nazis not only possessed a

highly refined aesthetic sensibility but also atypically enacted their aesthetic at

every level of politics and policy. Moreover, they not only believed themselves to

be artists but were regarded by others at the time as artists, whose very ideology

was founded in an essentially aesthetic logic. “Like it or not,” Thomas Mann

wrote in his  essay “Brother Hitler,” “how can we fail to recognize in this

phenomenon [of Hitler and his spell over the Germans] a sign of artistry?” As

Frederic Spotts has pointed out in his riveting study Hitler and the Power

of Aesthetics, quoting Peter Viereck’s  Metapolitics, “the artistic ambitions of

Hitler, Goebbels, Rosenberg, von Schirach, Funk, and Streicher were originally

far deeper than their political ambitions and were integral parts of their per-

sonalities.” Spotts also notes that the late George Mosse lamented how belat-

edly he and other liberals came to understand that not only were these artistic

ambitions part of their personalities, they were part and parcel of Nazi ideology.

“We failed to see,” Mosse once wrote, “that the fascist aesthetic itself reflected

the needs and hopes of contemporary society, that what we brushed aside as the

so-called superstructure was in reality the means through which most people

grasped the fascist message, transforming politics into a civic religion.” As

such, this fascist aesthetic had earth-shattering consequences, which we now

dismiss at the peril of our historical understanding.

What, then, is this Nazi aesthetic, what kind of “art” came of it, and why do

we concern ourselves with it now? The confluence in  of an exhibition at

the Williams College Museum of Art, “Prelude to a Nightmare,” and Frederic

Spotts’s  volume made abundantly clear that not only did the Nazi aesthetic

have several interpenetrating parts—including idealizations of purity, violence,

and the human form—but, in fact, the resulting art encompassed much more

than the kitsch statuary and paintings so easy to dismiss now. It also included

Nazi pageantry and regalia, films and political choreography, architecture,

and, without too much of a stretch, even the so-called “theaters” of war and

mass murder. What Spotts’s book does so well, along with “Prelude to a

Nightmare” and foundational books in this area by Jonathan Petropoulos (Art as

Politics in the Third Reich) and Brigitte Hamann (Hitler’s Vienna: A Dictator’s

Apprenticeship), is restore to the historical record the role aesthetics actually

played in the Nazi Reich and its policies, the ways a Nazi aesthetic was part and

parcel of Nazi ideology and not just an ornamental byproduct of it.

In other words, the Nazis’ meticulously choreographed party events and

exhibitions of art were not just means by which to deliver the Nazi message but

were very much part of the message itself, even fundamental pillars of their rule
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and power. From the monumental scale of their buildings and rallies to the

spectacular cinematic records they commissioned of these rallies and buildings,

every production was amazingly well composed and, I believe, embodied a care-

fully orchestrated aesthetic impulse, which in the end served as both a source

and a reflection of Nazi power at its height.

For example, one of the most brilliant documentary films ever made, of

course, was no mere documentary but instead this last century’s benchmark

for cinematic propaganda. In the opening moments of Triumph of the Will, Leni

Riefenstahl’s Nazi-commissioned record of the  Nuremberg rallies, we find

an object lesson in what I would call the Nazis’ aesthetics of redemption. A plane

is carrying the Führer and his entourage over the picturesque landscape of hills,

valleys, and churches on its way to Nuremberg. A strident voiceover narrative

introduces the scene: “Twenty years after the outbreak of the World War [I],

sixteen years after the crucifixion of Germany, nineteen months after the begin-

ning of Germany’s Renaissance, Hitler flew to Nuremberg to greet his columns

of followers.” The plane suddenly appears from the clouds and glides over the

countryside, its shadow in the form of a cross. As if in a second coming, a Führer

has arisen who will save and redeem Germany. As Hitler’s speeches brilliantly

transvalued religious terms, by invoking the Christian language of Gnade

(grace), Glaube (belief), and Unsterblichkeit (immortality) toward expressly

political ends, Riefenstahl’s film just as brilliantly framed Hitler’s arrival in the

explicit iconography of Christian redemption and messianic deliverance. The

rest of the film both captured and created the immense sense of Nazi pageantry

and monumentality, both further cornerstones of the Nazi aesthetic.

Of course, to her dying day at the age of , Riefenstahl insisted that her

film was pure documentary, a lens objectif through which Hitler’s ascension was

merely recorded, not glorified. But this denial of human agency, of the individ-

ual’s hand in shaping such idealized images, as if such idealizations were in

themselves eternal and historically transcendent, was also part of her Nazi

aesthetic. The notion that her filmmaking merely captured the genius of Hitler

for all to see, that this film somehow made itself and did not depict Hitler as the

messianic figure so apparent in the film, was in keeping with the Nazis’ power-

ful self-portrayal as an invincible force of nature. To her dying day the film-

maker denied a role in both shaping and reflecting the Nazi aesthetic, being

anything more than a documentarian: but Leni Riefenstahl was no more a mere

documentarian than Hitler was a mere politician. And both of their creations—

from the Nazi Reich to its filmic representation—issued from a strict aesthetic

logic. One of the reasons both Hitler and Riefenstahl could exploit the language

and imagery of messianic redemption so adroitly, it turns out, is that both

regarded the logic of redemption as a universal tenet, and in fact it was one they

shared not only with each other but with the rest of Germany and with much of

the Western world, as well.
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For Hitler, redemption was not only the compensation of some earlier loss,

the necessary destruction of the old Germany in order to make way for the

new Germany he envisioned, but also part of what he regarded as a sacrificial

offering. “If at the start of the World War [I],” Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf, “we

had held under poison gas some  to  thousand of these Hebrew subverters

of our people, then the sacrifice of millions of German soldiers on the front

would not have been in vain.” That is, the deaths of millions of Germans

could be redeemed or compensated by the deaths of Jews killed in Germany’s

name.

In fact, the historian Saul Friedländer has argued compellingly that the very

notion of redemption actually played a central role in the Nazis’ particular

brand of antisemitism, what Friedländer has termed “redemptive anti-

Semitism,” “which was born from the fear of racial degeneration and the reli-

gious belief in redemption.” Friedländer further elaborates his point: “The main

cause of degeneration was the penetration of the Jews into the German body

politic, into German society, and into the German bloodstream. Germanhood

and the Aryan world were on the path to perdition if the struggle against the

Jews was not joined; this was to be a struggle to the death. Redemption would

come as liberation from the Jews—as their expulsion, possibly their annihila-

tion.” Just as Germany’s disastrous defeat in World War I was to be “redeemed”

by the messianic advent of the Führer in Riefenstahl’s version, so would the

war effort here, no matter how terrible the costs, be redeemed by Germany’s

“liberation” from the Jews. In Friedländer’s words, “It was this redemptive

dimension, this synthesis of a murderous rage and an ‘idealistic’ goal, shared 

by the Nazi leader and the hard core of the party, that led to Hitler’s ultimate

decision to exterminate the Jews.”

And as Frederic Spotts shows so well, the principle of redemptory “sacrifice”

also played a primary role in the memorial landscape Hitler introduced into the

Nazi topography. From the “Eternal Guard” at the Temples of Honor in Munich,

which held the sarcophagi of eight “Martyrs of the Movement” killed in the 

putsch attempt, to the Totenburgen (or Citadels of the Dead) to be built as mass

burial grounds for thousands of prospective fallen German soldiers, Hitler made

redemptory sacrifice one of the aesthetic architectural pillars of his Reich. As

Spotts points out, even the Nazis’ elaborately choreographed party rallies, dur-

ing which Hitler would salute a “blood flag,” included scenes of “almost pagan

ritual, [in which] animal sacrifice has been replaced by the prospective human

sacrifice of wars to come.”

Of course, this aesthetic of redemption is also why a new generation of

artists in Germany is loath to find any redeeming aspects of any sort in national

memory of Hitler’s mass murder of Europe’s Jews. To their minds, making an art

out of this catastrophe, finding consoling meaning in this catastrophe, com-

pensating this catastrophe with beauty of any sort, would be not just a betrayal
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of the Jews’ experiences during the war but an extension of the crime itself, of

the redemptive cast of mind that led to mass murder.

Indeed, here we are reminded of Hitler’s own absolute indifference to indi-

vidual human lives, especially as they paled in significance to the larger cause

and idealizations of race and nation, and the way this diminution of the individ-

ual underpinned his aesthetic embrace of the monumental. After citing Hitler’s

chilling meditation that individual human life “should not be given such a high

value”—for in Hitler’s words, “A fly lays a million eggs; they all die. But the flies

survive”—Frederic Spotts suggests that Hitler’s “lack of feeling for humans, even

for fanatical party members, was already evident at the Nuremberg rallies

and other spectacles when his ‘architecturalizing’ of the participants and his

deployment of them in geometrical patterns reduced them to noctambulent

creatures.” At first, I doubted such a simple conclusion, this reduction of indi-

viduals to mere props in one of his apocalyptic stage sets. But as I looked further

into Hitler’s aesthetic embrace of monumentality, I had to agree that it was tied

to his fundamental conviction that the private or individual consciousness must

always be made subservient to larger idealized aims of the nation-state.

Thus the particular kind of monumentality Hitler embraced in his aesthetic

also included a side of it he abhorred: “How truly deplorable the relation

between state buildings and private building has become today,” he wrote in

Mein Kampf. “The sum of money spent on state buildings is usually laughable

and inadequate”—which was to say, in Hitler’s view too much of the era’s most

prominent architecture was being built for private clients, monuments to indi-

viduals as opposed to communities and ideas. “If the fate of Rome should strike

Berlin,” Hitler continued, “future generations would some day admire the

department stores of a few Jews as the mightiest works of our era and the hotels

of a few corporations as the characteristic expression of the culture of our

times.” For Hitler, the problem was obvious:

Our big cities of today possess no monuments dominating the city pic-

ture, which might somehow be regarded as symbols of the whole epoch.

This was true in the cities of antiquity, since nearly every one possessed

a special monument in which it took pride. The characteristic aspect of

the ancient city did not lie in private buildings, but in the community

monuments which seemed made, not for the moment, but for eternity,

because they were intended to reflect, not the wealth of an individual

owner, but the greatness and wealth of the community. Thus arose mon-

uments which were very well suited to unite the individual inhabitant

with his city. . . . For what the ancient had before his eyes was less the hum-

ble houses of private owners than the magnificent edifices of the whole

community. Compared to them the dwelling house sank to the level of an

insignificant object of secondary importance.
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That is, individuals could come and go, as well as their humanly scaled dwelling

places, their sites of life. What his monumental aesthetic would leave behind,

therefore, was not the uniqueness of individual human experience, or the messy

heterogeneity of life itself, but monolithic forms that imposed singular meaning

on disparate deeds, experiences, and lives.

It is a monumentality that denies the multiplicity of experience and forces

all to adopt one vision of the world as their own. This is, of course, precisely the

monumental aesthetic that is so completely rejected by a postwar generation of

German artists in particular, who remain deeply suspicious of a monumentality

still redolent of fascist tenets: the didactic logic of monuments that turns people

into passive spectators, their demagogical rigidity and certainty of history that

imposes singular meaning on complex times and events, that would dwarf and

subjugate a population now made to feel insignificant by an entire nation’s rea-

son for being. The multiple, competing stories are lost to such monumentality,

of course, all supposedly for the unity and well-being of a polity. But such an aes-

thetics presumes not only the unity of being that can be imposed from on high,

but also the complete disregard for noisy, democratic dissent and debate.

The monumental in Hitler’s eyes was not only an end result, however, but

also a means by which he could reduce the individual to insignificance, thereby

making all appear as one. Specifically, he did this in his elaborately choreo-

graphed spectacles and pageants, against which the individual seemed helpless

to act. Witness his dozens of gargantuan productions: the Nuremberg rallies,

the colossal stadiums and political arenas designed to hold , people, or

even the North-South Axis he and his architect Albert Speer designed for Berlin,

an impassable fifty meters wide. On a commemorative “Day of the Political

Leaders” in , over , men marched onto the review field, while

another , spectators watched from the stands. “Once darkness fell,” in

Spotts’s words, “the space was suddenly encircled by a ring of light, with ,

flags and standards glistening in the illumination. Spotlights would focus on the

main gate, as distant cheers announced the Führer’s approach. At the instant he

entered,  powerful searchlights would shoot into the sky to produce a gigan-

tic, shimmering ‘cathedral of light,’ as it was called. More vividly, the British

ambassador famously described it as ‘solemn and beautiful . . . like being inside

a cathedral of ice.’ In either case, ‘cathedral’ was the apt term since the essence

of the ceremony was one of sacramental dedication to Fuehrer and party.” Or

as Albert Speer wrote in his memoirs, “I had long thought that all these forma-

tions, processions, dedications were part of a clever propagandistic revue. Now

I finally understood that for Hitler they were almost like rites of the founding of

a church.”

Such an aesthetic vision, of course, also relieves individuals of human

agency and responsibility. All are acting in the name of a force much larger

than themselves, all merely ciphers through which transhistorical events play
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themselves out. Hence Leni Riefenstahl’s claim that she was somehow passively

documenting these Nazi rallies, was somehow even a victim of them, and not

actively choreographing them. The result is an art and architecture without

human beings to animate it. It is a strange concept, perhaps, but it is also at the

heart of a Nazi aesthetics, which emphasized the idealized human forms of Arno

Breker over the actual forms as found in life, which emphasized the spectacular,

singular voice of the masses over the smaller, dissenting voices of individuals.

Spectacular rallies reduced people to spectators of something much larger than

themselves, over which they had no control; and art represented life not as it

was but as it should be according to Nazi precepts.

In Peter Cohen’s The Architecture of Doom there is a fascinating filmed

sequence of Hitler’s visits to the great architectural wonders of Paris. On this,

his first and only visit to Paris, Hitler arrives before dawn and then proceeds

at breakneck speed through the empty streets, stopping for studied walks

through the Opera, national library, museums, and the Eiffel Tower. All of this

is predawn, deliberately planned so that Paris is, for the purposes of this visit,

essentially a life-size architectural model of itself, a place empty of life and

people, as formal and inanimate as the architectural blueprints he had studied

so assiduously before his trip that he was able to lead his entourage through the

Opera and point out a missing antechamber. Part of his fascination with ruins,

one feels, is that they resemble more closely the plans and the models than they

do the lived-in buildings themselves.

Indeed, our preoccupation with what we glibly call “the future of the past”

finds a disturbing parallel in the Nazis’ own aesthetic preoccupation with the

future of their past. Recall Hitler’s words again, “If the fate of Rome should strike

Berlin . . . ,” and then picture Albert Speer passing by the rusting iron and rebar

protruding from the wrecked and reinforced concrete construction of the

Nuremberg conference grounds as they were being redeveloped into a Zeppelin

field worthy of the “Thousand-Year Reich.” He writes that here he shuddered at

the thought that the buildings he had designed for the new Reich would at some

point also find themselves in such wretched demise. Here Speer concocted his

theory of “ruin-value,” whereby he would build into his architecture a calculation

of what would be left behind after a thousand years. “The employment of particu-

lar materials as well as attention to particular structural considerations,” Speer

wrote, “was meant to make buildings possible, which in a state of decay, after

hundreds or (so we calculated) thousands of years would resemble the Roman

models.” To illustrate what he aptly calls this “anticipated retrospection,” Harald

Welzer cites one of Speer’s romantic sketchings, which, according to the Nazi

architect, showed “what the grandstand of the Zeppelin field would look like after

generations of neglect, covered with ivy, with collapsed pillars, the walls here and

there fallen down, but in broad outline still clearly recognizable. Among Hitler’s

entourage this drawing was regarded as ‘blasphemy.’ The mere idea that I had
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calculated a period of decline for the freshly established thousand-year Reich

seemed unheard of to many. But the idea struck Hitler as sensible and logical.”

This is to view events constantly not as they are on the ground but always through

a future-perfect prism, as Welzer has suggested, from a past-perfect mode of

thought—“it has happened”—to a future perfect mode of thought, in which “it will

have happened,” a mode that looks back on what is imagined as having already

come to pass.

Of course, such an aesthetic can also lead to the deluded inability to distin-

guish that which has happened from that which one imagines (or hopes) will

have happened. Hence Hitler’s preoccupation in his last months with his plans

for Linz and the  victory parades that would never actually take place out-

side of his imagination. These and other thoughts occupied Speer in his days in

the Spandau prison, of course, where he was able retrospectively to grasp just

the deludedness of this particular aesthetic of “anticipated retrospection.”

When one of his fellow prisoners was for health reasons given a chair that Speer

had designed for the now-destroyed Reich Chancellery, Speer came face to face

with the reality of what was left of all his works. “The chancellery has already

been demolished,” he wrote morosely from his Spandau cell, “the Nuremberg

parade ground is to be blown up, nothing else remains any more of all the

grandiose plans which were to transform the architectural face of Germany.

How often had Hitler said to me, that the greatness of our buildings would still

bear witness to the greatness of our age after thousands of years—and now this

chair.” And now this chair. That only this single chair would remain of all his

great design works, and that it would now serve a completely human function in

the end, must have thrown into especially sharp relief the absolutely inhuman

scale at the heart of the rest of his works, the ways in which individual lives were

absolutely expendable in the pursuit of an idealized world.

Toward the end of his very appreciative review of the Williams College

Museum of Art exhibition, “Prelude to a Nightmare,” New Yorker art critic Peter

Schjeldahl found that this show “rebuts the comfortable sentiment that Hitler

was a ‘failed artist.’ ” For as Schjeldahl notes, “Once he found his metier, in

Munich after the First World War, he was masterly, first as an orator and then as

an all-around impresario of political theatre.” That is, Hitler was both a prod-

uct of his time’s aesthetic temper (even if his tastes were somewhat retrograde)

and ultimately the greatest producer of political design and choreography who

ever lived. The point is that we cannot separate Hitler’s deeds, policies, and Nazi

ideology from his aesthetic temper. Our reflex may be to protect the aesthetic

realm from the ugliness and barbarism often committed in its name. But with-

out examining the potential for evil in aesthetics, as well as the potential for

good, we dismiss aesthetics altogether as a historical irrelevancy, as something

disconnected from life as we actually live and experience it.
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At the end of his review, Schjeldahl quotes the show’s curator, Deborah

Rothschild, from one of her wall-texts: “The union of malevolence and beauty

can occur; we must remain vigilant against its seductive power.” But then

Schjeldahl adds, “I disagree. We must remain vigilant against malevolence, and

we should regard beauty as the fundamentally amoral phenomenon that it is.”

But in fact, it is not beauty’s seductive power against which we must remain vig-

ilant, but its union with malevolence that we must guard against. In theory,

beauty by itself may indeed exist outside morality. But when is beauty ever “by

itself”? It is always a quality of something, part of something other than itself.

Once yoked to a malevolent force, beauty is no longer amoral or benign but now

also—as both Spotts’s book and the Williams College Museum of Art exhibition

have made so disturbingly clear—part of that malevolent force’s logic. In this

view, beauty and terror, aesthetics and power, may not only be paired after the

historical fact but must be regarded as historical forces that also drove events as

they actually unfolded at the time.
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Writing Ruins

The Anachronistic Aesthetics of André Schwarz-Bart

MICHAEL ROTHBERG

In the concluding lines of André Schwarz-Bart’s novel A Woman Named Solitude

(La Mulâtresse Solitude, ), the narrator recalls the “humiliated ruins of the

Warsaw Ghetto” while describing the site of a failed Caribbean slave revolt.

Schwarz-Bart, who died on September , , was a French Jew of Polish

origin who lost his family in the Nazi genocide and who remains best known for

his novel of Holocaust and Jewish history, The Last of the Just (Le Dernier des Justes,

). In the wake of the surprising success of that prize-winning novel,

Schwarz-Bart, in collaboration with his Guadeloupean wife, Simone Schwarz-

Bart, set out on an ambitious, multivolume project to write a comparative

fictional history of blacks and Jews in diaspora. Only sections of that project

have ever been published—besides A Woman Named Solitude, there is the

co-authored Un Plat de porc aux bananes vertes ()—but enough of it exists to

allow us to pose and begin to address fundamental questions pertaining to the

literatures of genocide, slavery, and colonialism: What does it mean to bring

histories into contact at the site of a ruin? Indeed, what does it mean to write

from the site of a ruin? In this essay, I address these questions through a reading

of selected texts of Schwarz-Bart in order to reflect on the commonalities and

divergences of Holocaust and postcolonial literature.

The writings that have emerged from and confronted the legacies of the

Nazi genocide are rarely considered alongside the writings that have emerged

from and confronted the legacies of European colonialism. Yet these two bodies

of writing are compelled to confront many of the same questions and prob-

lems. Like the literature of the Holocaust, the literature of the colonial and

postcolonial conditions testifies to the underside of Western modernity. Both

literatures bear witness to forms of extreme and everyday violence perpetrated

in the name of racial ideologies and imperial political projects. Both literatures

grapple necessarily with the burden of history, the destruction of cultures and



communities, and the fracturing of time—not simply into the familiar cate-

gories of before, during, and after, but into uncanny, if not traumatic, constella-

tions. Despite this litany of shared concerns, however, there has been until very

recently little evidence of cross-pollination between the critical discourses of

Holocaust studies and those of postcolonial studies.

Bringing together post-Holocaust and postcolonial discourses, the larger

project from which this essay is taken seeks to put into question taken-for-

granted assumptions about which fields and authors belong together and which

do not. Against restrictive conceptions that keep the histories and aftermaths

of the Holocaust and European colonialism separate from each other, I pursue

the power of anachronism, which brings together that which is supposed to

be kept apart. Anachronism, as Vico suggested and Srinivas Aravamudan has

recently remarked, can derive from one of at least four forms of error: “The first

error regards as uneventful periods which were actually full of events . . . con-

versely, a second error regards as eventful those periods which were actually

uneventful . . . a third error unites periods which should be separated . . . con-

versely, a fourth error divides periods which should be united.” Although these

forms of anachronism constitute different types of “error” when perceived from

a historicist perspective, they can also serve as powerfully subversive and

demystifying means of exposing the ideological assumptions of historicist

categorization.

Drawing on the powers of anachronism, I aim to pry the study of Holocaust

literature free from the disciplinary isolation it currently inhabits by placing it

in dialogue with the literatures of decolonization and the postcolonial condi-

tion. A brief account of the status of Holocaust literature helps to clarify the

reasons for that disciplinary isolation and for the need to move beyond it.

Despite a flurry of early publications and continuing interest in the Nazi period

and the fate of its victims in the s and s, it took at least three decades

for literary responses to the Shoah to be recognized as a coherent field, worthy

of critical study and pertinent to undergraduate pedagogy. There were, of

course, earlier accounts of Holocaust literature and at least one significant

literary anthology, Albert H. Friedlander’s Out of the Whirlwind: A Reader of

Holocaust Literature (), but it was not until the publication of Lawrence

Langer’s The Holocaust and the Literary Imagination () that the field began to

gain recognition and eventually legitimacy. Given the difficulty in constituting

Holocaust literature as a legitimate field of study, not to mention the singulari-

ties of the history of the Nazi genocide, it comes as no surprise that many critics

have attempted to study it as a sui generis phenomenon not conducive to com-

parative consideration. Furthermore, the rise of Holocaust literature as a field

was made possible by—and, perhaps, helped to make possible—an intensifying

investment on the part of scholars and Jewish institutions in the uniqueness of

the Shoah.
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The ideology of uniqueness and separateness has outlived its usefulness

and has today become as much a limit to thought as the universalist approach

to Nazi atrocity was in the early postwar years. Pushed to its extremes, the

ideology of uniqueness tends to sacralize the events of the Holocaust and to

remove them from the complexities of human history. Although sometimes

articulated along historical lines, as in the case, for example, of Steven Katz’s

work, discourses of uniqueness are not fundamentally historical discourses,

since historians typically recognize all events as possessed of uniqueness as well

as commonality with other events. Rather, discourses of uniqueness are

elements of a struggle over the meaning of the events and, especially, over their

place in the collective memory of various communities. These discourses seek

to locate the Nazi genocide in the canonical position that Jan Assmann sees as

constitutive of cultural memory. In cultural memory, according to Assmann,

“factual history is transformed into remembered history and with that into

myth,” thus taking on “something of the sacred.” There is no doubt that such a

sacralization of the Holocaust has taken place—and has also produced its dialec-

tical negation, a banalization or relativization of the Holocaust. But between

those two extremes of sacralization and banalization there is another history of

memory still to be written.

In this and other related essays, I seek to develop a critical practice attuned

to what I call multidirectional memory: the interference, overlap, and mutual

constitution of seemingly distinct collective memories that define the postwar

era and the workings of memory more generally. Recognizing memory as mul-

tidirectional entails understanding how all acts of remembrance involve relays

and ricochets between places and times that prevent the kind of arbitrary

closure that would canonize events as unique or sacred. Although in the case of

the collective memory of the Holocaust a great deal of symbolic capital is now

exerted on isolating the event from other histories, such memory has always

been accompanied by currents that mobilize transnational and transethnic

connections. If such connections have been largely forgotten, they nevertheless

significantly contributed to the shaping of Holocaust memory at the very

moment of that memory’s emergence as a collective phenomenon in the late

s and early s.

Because the particularity of the Nazi genocide of European Jews is now so

well established—through its canonization in school curricula, in national insti-

tutions such as the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and Yad

Vashem, and in popular culture and public discourse—it is time to explore the

links between the Holocaust and other Nazi crimes and between the Holocaust

and other histories of extreme violence and genocide. One of the positive out-

comes of the drive toward particularity, separateness, and uniqueness that has

characterized not only Holocaust studies but much of the work in the humani-

ties and social sciences since the advent of ethnic studies and identity politics is
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that we are now in a position to offer accounts of history and culture that are

dedicated simultaneously to singularity and comparison. That such accounts

have become possible does not mean that they will all be the same, nor that we

can predict in advance what they will look like. From the literary critic’s per-

spective, the question becomes one of form, that is, of the forms that have been,

and might be, imagined to capture the intersections, overlaps, and tensions

between disparate histories. André Schwarz-Bart’s writing of the ruin is one

example of an aesthetic form that seeks to grapple with the relatedness of his-

tories, but in fact multiple forms can be found in the works of postcolonial and

post-Holocaust writers. This multiplicity testifies to a common task, albeit one

pursued to different effect: how to think and write after the Holocaust and colo-

nialism have brought Europe’s self-conception to crisis, at once from within and

from without.

Starting from an insight into diasporic peoples’ shared history of migration

and exile, Schwarz-Bart struggles to find a literary form for the anachronistic

juxtaposition of black and Jewish histories in order to develop an aesthetic

premised on hospitality to histories of the other. If he might ultimately be seen

to fail in this attempt, the fault lies less in his anachronistic desire to move

between different histories than in the particular way he writes trauma. In

assessing Schwarz-Bart’s success and failure, Dominick LaCapra’s distinction

between structural and historical trauma will become an important lever helping

us to distinguish between different modes of writing in the aftermath of the

Holocaust and colonialism.

André Schwarz-Bart was not the first writer to link black and Jewish histo-

ries through the ruinous geography of the Warsaw Ghetto. Warsaw in ruins

also provided the occasion for W.E.B. Du Bois to meditate on what blacks and

Jews share, as well as what divides their historical experiences in Europe

and America. The desire to develop aesthetic and discursive strategies adequate

to linking different minority histories characterizes the work of Schwarz-Bart as

much as that of Du Bois, but in place of the figures deployed by Du Bois, such

as double consciousness and the biological continuum, new forms emerge from

Schwarz-Bart’s work. While in “The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto” Du Bois

conceptualizes such linkages by writing in a relatively direct mode that mixes

the genre of travel report with that of political journalism, Schwarz-Bart’s juxta-

position of black and Jewish histories is a self-conscious act of the imagination

that works through deliberate anachronism. Schwarz-Bart’s work of anachro-

nism can be glimpsed through a comparison of the openings and closings of his

two single-authored works, The Last of the Just and A Woman Named Solitude; such a

comparison highlights the sites where the novels most explicitly seek to establish

their relationship to the historical imagination, a relationship that Schwarz-Bart

explicitly thematizes in two important and little-known texts from : an

interview on “Jewishness and Negritude” and a programmatic essay, “Pourquoi
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j’ai écrit La Mulâtresse Solitude.” Moving between these varied fictional and

nonfictional texts, I seek to destabilize Jewish identity and experience as the

presumed grounds of Schwarz-Bart’s literary project. Yet, while I argue that

Schwarz-Bart’s project is grounded instead in an openness to cultural and

historical difference, I also suggest that it ultimately reinstates the mythic

structure that underlies the discourse of uniqueness.

In The Last of the Just, Schwarz-Bart’s first novel, the narrative follows the

fortunes of the fictional Levy family across a millennium of Jewish history from

twelfth-century England to the Nazi camps. As he unfolds this epic history,

Schwarz-Bart also draws on and reshapes the Jewish legend of the thirty-six just

men. In this legend, from which Schwarz-Bart significantly deviates, there are, in

the words of Gershom Scholem, the renowned scholar of Jewish mysticism,

“thirty-six Zaddikim, or just men, on whom—though they are unknown or

hidden—rests the fate of the world.” In the legend, these thirty-six just men

exist at any given time; in the novel, they are not unknown or hidden and

instead succeed each other generationally as part of the same family. As

D. Mesher clarifies in a useful overview, The Last of the Just has a complicated

relationship to history and cultural tradition: “The novel is a blend of one part

history (the fate of the Jews in Europe from the Middle Ages onward), one part

folklore (the Jewish legend of the thirty-six secret saints), and one part fiction

(the involvement of a single family in many of the major events of Jewish history

in Europe for almost a millennium).”

Problems of chronology and anachronism inevitably accompany such a his-

torical montage and are partly to blame for what Francine Kaufmann has called

“l’affaire Schwarz-Bart,” the controversy that was generated upon the appear-

ance of The Last of the Just in the fall of . In that controversy, Schwarz-Bart, a

working-class autodidact, was accused not only of plagiarism (examples of

which proved to be quite minor), but also of betraying Jewish history and cul-

ture and of misdating and misnaming certain references throughout the text.

Despite these accusations, The Last of the Just was an enormous popular and

critical success; shortly after being published it won the Prix Goncourt, the most

prestigious French literary prize, and became a best seller. Nevertheless, impas-

sioned debate has always accompanied the novel’s multilevel depiction of

Jewish history and its relationship to Christianity—a Christianity that seems to

be radically indicted even as its notion of redemptive suffering is mobilized.

While “l’affaire Schwarz-Bart” illuminates significant issues pertaining to

understandings of the Holocaust and the depiction of genocide (issues whose

significance has certainly changed in the forty years since publication), my

reading seeks to move beyond issues raised explicitly by the controversy and the

text itself into a para- and inter-textual space of multidirectional memory. Such

a reading will not completely transform understandings of The Last of the Just, but

it will help to explain the turn Schwarz-Bart takes toward the history and culture
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of the African diaspora. I locate that turn in a different source than do most

critics. In one of her only references to Schwarz-Bart’s interest in the African dias-

pora, Kaufmann writes, for example, that “only a Jew is in a position to feel com-

pletely the absoluteness of Jewish abandonment,” and that “through his

experience the Jew is in a position to understand the suffering of other men, to

recognize not the identity but the contiguity of limit-experiences.” Kaufmann’s

notion of contiguity is important—and is closely linked to the multiple encoun-

ters that underlie many of my examples—but her explanation of historical empa-

thy is too one-directional (and, as I argue later, the notion of Jewish experience is

itself more complicated than she implies). It is not simply that Schwarz-Bart’s

experience as the son of Holocaust victims opens him to the suffering of others—

although this is certainly true—but also that a recognition of the other’s suffering

opens up a new way of thinking about his own historical location. Although much

of the controversy surrounding the novel involves the dominant diachronic

structure of the text (its movement across a millennium of history and legend),

little-known comments by Schwarz-Bart suggest that the novel’s investment in

history is in part the product of an implicit spatial relationship—namely, between

Schwarz-Bart and migrants from the Caribbean in s Paris.

Already in its opening sentences The Last of the Just articulates the ruling

conceit that has continued to generate critical response. As this opening makes

clear, Schwarz-Bart is interested in a deep history of the Holocaust: “Our eyes

register the light of dead stars. A biography of my friend Ernie could easily be set

in the second quarter of the twentieth century, but the true history of Ernie Levy

begins much earlier, toward the year  of our era, in the old Anglican city of

York. More precisely, on March , ” (). These lines move in two directions

simultaneously: while the narrator returns to the past in the interests of portray-

ing a “true history,” the past reappears in the present as a kind of celestial after-

life. Such a double movement may characterize all acts of historicization, yet here

it creates an ambiguity in the novel that remains difficult to clarify. First and

most obviously, as many contemporary readers suspected and some reacted

strongly against, the novel serves as an uncompromising condemnation that

locates genocide in the longue durée of Christian antisemitism. In so doing, it

proposes a historicization of the Holocaust that shares the form of historical

explanation (“true history”), but which few historians would today accept;

although Christian antisemitism is seen as among the conditions of possibility

for Nazi policy, Nazi antisemitism is now generally understood as a form of

racism quite distinct from traditional anti-Judaism. But this teleological

writing of history, which draws a straight line from  to , coexists with

another, less linear form of time. Regardless of its status as historical explana-

tion, the novel’s opening also suggests that it has an unavoidable stake in a kind

of ghostly anachronism: the fact that “our eyes register the light of dead stars”

complicates the search for origins that the novel seems so invested in and reveals
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the irony in the precision with which the narrator claims to locate the beginnings

of Ernie Levy’s story. That is, if the very conditions of seeing and understanding are

themselves subject to a form of anachronism—the non-synchronicity between the

source of light and our registration of it—then the very possibility of grasping his-

torical particularity would seem to be put in question.

The problem of historical particularity in the novel is one of the conun-

drums that has always been noted by critics. The key question tends to take a

form such as this: in The Last of the Just, is Auschwitz part of the continuity of

Jewish history or is it a novum that extinguishes that history? As Lawrence

Langer has commented, “The dispute over whether [the Holocaust] represents a

singular atrocity unparalleled in previous history or ‘merely’ an extreme and

more thorough example of the periodic assaults and pogroms which the Jewish

people have suffered throughout time will probably never be settled.” The

conundrum, already present from the first page of the novel, is further intensi-

fied by its ending. After traveling some eight hundred years in time and wit-

nessing the martyrdom of various Jewish individuals and communities, we

arrive at, and even in, the gas chambers of the Holocaust. Ernie Levy, the “last of

the just men” of Schwarz-Bart’s rewriting of Jewish legend, volunteers to be sent

to his death in order to be with his beloved Golda, first by entering the transit

camp Drancy, then by volunteering for a convoy to Auschwitz, and finally by

requesting to join those being sent to the gas chambers. Within that rarely rep-

resented space of the gas chambers, Schwarz-Bart famously entangles the Jewish

prayer for the dead, the mourner’s kaddish, with the names of the well-known

Nazi concentration and extermination camps: “And praised. Auschwitz. Be.

Maidanek. The Lord. Treblinka [ . . . ] And praised . . .” (). While the novel’s

opening unsettles the chronology of Jewish history, its ending raises the ques-

tion of Jewish cultural continuity: there is no sure way of saying whether in

these penultimate lines “the horror of the concentration camp is enveloped by

a spiritual transcendence” or whether, to the contrary, that horror “muffle[s]

the paean to God with the terror-stricken echoes of unredeemable suffering.”

Although the novel seemed to be building toward precisely this latter vision of

the unredeemable, its very last lines, just after the fractured prayer, suggest a

form of persistence, if not exactly transcendence. The unnamed first-person

narrator of the opening paragraph returns with an ambiguous assessment.

Sensing that Ernie Levy remains alive somewhere, the narrator stands “in

the street trembling in despair, rooted to the spot, a drop of pity fell from above

upon my face. But there was no breeze in the air, no cloud in the sky. . . . There

was only a presence” (). Invoking presence in the face of annihilation and

juxtaposing prayer with sites of death, Schwarz-Bart’s first novel refuses to

resolve the dilemmas of chronology and tradition provoked by a millennium of

Jewish history; the ambivalence of the opening, in which a strong drive toward

historical continuity coexists with a ghostly discontinuity, remains.
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Because in The Last of the Just this problem of continuity seems located so

squarely within Jewish history and culture, it comes as a surprise that, in an inter-

view for an American Zionist journal after Un Plat de porc appeared in ,

Schwarz-Bart locates this double form of temporality outside a uniquely Jewish

context. Responding to a suggestion by the interviewer Michel Salomon that

Schwarz-Bart might “baffle [his] readers” by following his Holocaust novel with a

series of works “dealing with the condition of the Negro,” Schwarz-Bart replies,

“There is no division here between an older inspiration and one that has suc-

ceeded it, since the idea and the basic decision to write this book [Un Plat de porc]

date from long before the completion of The Last of the Just: the decision was made

in , and The Last of the Just was finished in .” According to Francine

Kaufmann’s reconstruction of the genesis of The Last of the Just,  was also a par-

ticularly significant moment in the drafting of that first novel. In that year,

Schwarz-Bart completed a first version of the novel, set during the war in France.

The author was unhappy with it, however; and as Kaufmann recounts, “the char-

acters [in that early draft] singularly lack density because they float free, cut off

from their roots. The present remains opaque without the revelatory echo of the

past.” In versions drafted after , Schwarz-Bart begins to broaden the time-

frame of the novel significantly. The second version, a section of which was pub-

lished at the end of , reaches back to the early nineteenth century, while the

final version, completed in  and , extends several hundred years into

the past. Beyond their common date——what is the link between the con-

ception of the Mulâtresse Solitude cycle and the reconceptualization of The Last of

the Just? Further comments by Schwarz-Bart suggest that his ability to add the

density of historical echo to The Last of the Just derives from a surprising source.

In retrospect, at least, Schwarz-Bart blurs the question of the “origins” of his

two novels: the later novel on “the Negro condition” is not a break with the

Jewish history of the earlier novel, but neither is it a simple extension or devel-

opment of it. Rather, the works mutually influence each other and seem to

emerge together, if also non-synchronously (there were eight years between the

publications of the two novels). Like so many of the examples I consider in my

larger project on Holocaust memory and decolonization, this textual encounter

is accompanied by a biographical encounter, and the ricochets between text,

life, and diverse histories suggest the presence of multidirectional memory.

Schwarz-Bart ascribes the mutual influence of his novels of black and Jewish his-

tory to a particular relationship to the past that he discovered among West

Indians in Paris during the s:

One can readily understand what was for me the most moving aspect of

this world that I was able to encounter among people living in Paris, in

the Latin Quarter—the element of slavery in their background. They

would talk about this element in their history, they would relive it, one
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might say, in much the same way that we Jews, more than twenty years

later, still relive the Holocaust and will go on doing so for a long time to

come. To some extent their tragedy reflects the history of our own. We

Jews are reliving something that is still of the present era; but now I was

seeing for the first time individuals who were living in another era, one

of which they had not yet rid themselves, a historical epoch which

existed in the present for them and which, for the first time, I was led to

compare with the Jewish experience.

In this passage the grounds for comparing Jewish and black histories—and,

more personally, the means for Schwarz-Bart to break out of the “solitude of

Jewish destiny” within which he previously had felt “sealed”—lie in the shared

sense of “reliving” historical tragedy. As recounted in , the encounter with

a Caribbean temporality seems not only to look ahead to Schwarz-Bart’s novels

of the African diaspora, but also to look back to the temporal form of The Last of

the Just; for it is not so much Jews in this passage as the descendents of slaves

who live anachronistically, as if in the light of dead stars. The paradox of “a his-

torical epoch which existed in the present” describes well Schwarz-Bart’s use of

Jewish legend and chronicle as a means of accessing the trauma of genocide.

Previous to his encounter with another diaspora, Schwarz-Bart felt that “our

recent tragedy isolated us [Jews], not only with respect to the rest of humanity,

but with respect to the past and to the future.” The combination of distance

and presence he locates in black history, however, seems to open up a space for

the anachronistic aesthetic of The Last of the Just by allowing the Holocaust, an

event that he understands as “still of the present era,” to resonate with histories

beyond it.

The multidirectionality of The Last of the Just, suggested by Schwarz-Bart’s

comments in the interview, may even inhere in the very legend that inspired the

novel, although it is not at all clear that he would have known this. In an essay

written in the wake of Schwarz-Bart’s book, Gershom Scholem traces the convo-

luted origins of the legend of the thirty-six hidden just men. His inability to

locate definitively a single source for the various components of the legend

suggests that Schwarz-Bart’s novel emerges directly out of the terrain of

multidirectional memory. According to Scholem, its key source may even involve

an example of Jewish-Islamic syncretism: “For the present we cannot determine

whether this conception [of the hidden just men] originated in a Jewish tradition

which had already taken on new form when it penetrated Islamic circles or

whether the metamorphosis occurred in Islam and then the tradition returned

to Judaism in this new form at an as yet undetermined time.” Although

asserted cautiously and tentatively, Scholem’s archeology of the legend illus-

trates how difficult it is to preserve cultural traditions from the relays of multi-

directional memory.
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In The Last of the Just the contact between black and Jewish histories remains

virtual and is primarily perceptible through paratextual materials such as

Schwarz-Bart’s interview with Michel Salomon and the intertextual sources of

the legend of the just. In A Woman Named Solitude, on the other hand, that contact

is ultimately made explicit in its concluding juxtaposition of Poland and

Guadeloupe. From the beginning, Schwarz-Bart’s third novel adopts the anachro-

nistic style of his first and mixes historical chronicle and mythical elements. Its

opening combines a fairy-tale framework with secular-Christian European

chronology and geography, although there is nothing in the novel’s discourse of

history that hints at the juxtaposition with which the novel will conclude:

Once upon a time, on a strange planet, there was a little black girl by the

name of Bayangumay. She had made her appearance on earth about 

in a calm and intricate estuary landscape, where the clear water of a

river, the green water of an ocean, and the black water of a delta channel

mingled—and where, so it is said, the soul was still immortal. But the

inhabitants of this region had no Olympus, no Valhalla or heavenly

Jerusalem. They were not inclined to lose themselves in the clouds, for

they were too much attached to their cows, their salt meadows, and most

of all to their rice paddies, which were known and prized throughout

West Africa. ()

The point of view in this passage is dialogical; the passage simultaneously

addresses a European audience for whom Bayangumay lives both on “a strange

planet” and in “West Africa” and invokes local forms of knowledge (about rice

and other aspects of everyday life). While, as Bella Brodzki argues, the coming

of European slave traders may already be foreshadowed here, the gentler tone of

this opening, in comparison to The Last of the Just—in which a Jewish community

commits suicide (in an act of kiddush hashem) on the novel’s first page—suggests

an initially different relationship to history: unlike the Jews of Europe, the

inhabitants of this particular estuary have not yet been inserted into the vio-

lence of European history. If a split of worldviews is implied between European

assumptions and African concerns, the fairy-tale tone and bucolic landscape

suggest a peaceful coexistence of cultural temporalities—like the “mingling” of

the waters of the estuary—rather than a clash of civilizations. Additionally, in

contrast to those members of the African diaspora whom Schwarz-Bart encoun-

ters in the s, these fictional African villagers are also not “living in another

era”; within their deliberately idealized perspective anachronism is not even

possible since there don’t yet appear to be historical periods that could be col-

lapsed or opposed to each other. Nevertheless, from the implicit perspective of

the non-native reader, the combination of the “ordinal function” of dating

(“about ”) with the mythic time of the extra-historical (“Once upon a time”)

echoes the opening of the earlier novel.
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By the end of A Woman Named Solitude, in any case, such mingling of times

and cultures has given way to the conjuring of ghosts, and contact between the

European and the non-Western has become a matter of catastrophe and dis-

placement. The descendants of that idealized African landscape have become

diasporic subjects, still tilling the land, but under significantly different condi-

tions. Captured, deported, and raped during the Middle Passage, Bayangumay

gives birth to a daughter, “la mulâtresse Solitude,” a legendary figure in

Guadeloupe’s history. Solitude is later executed for her role in a slave rebellion

the day after giving birth to a child destined to live as someone’s property. In the

novel’s brief epilogue, the narrator breaks the historical frame of the novel and

imagines that a tourist will one day come to visit the plantation where Solitude

and other rebels fought against their enslavement—a site that was dynamited in

desperation by the rebellion’s leader:

If the traveler insists, he will be permitted to visit the remains of the old

Danglemont plantation. The guard will wave his hand, and as though by

magic a tattered black field worker will appear. He will greet the lover of

old stones with a vaguely incredulous look, and they will start off. . . .

They will stroll this way and that and ultimately come to a remnant of

knee-high wall and a mound of earth intermingled with bone splin-

ters. . . . Conscious of a faint taste of ashes, the visitor will take a few steps

at random, tracing wider and wider circles around the site of the man-

sion. His foot will collide with one of the building stones, concealed by

dead leaves, which were dispersed by the explosion and then over the

years buried, dug up, covered over, and dug up again by the innocent

hoes of the field workers. If he is in the mood to salute a memory, his

imagination will people the environing space, and human figures will

rise up around him, just as the phantoms that wander about the humili-

ated ruins of the Warsaw Ghetto are said to rise up before the eyes of

other travelers. (–)

In these concluding sentences of the novel Schwarz-Bart mobilizes multiple

forms of anachronism and anatopism (or spatial misplacement). As in the

novel’s opening paragraphs, the mythical mingles with the mundane. But in

the place of the fairy-tale “once upon a time,” new, more gothic temporalities

emerge. Like the fragments of bone, time is literally splintered. While the novel

proper moves continuously from Africa to Guadeloupe and from the mid-

eighteenth century to the beginning of the nineteenth, the epilogue jumps to

the contemporary European and Caribbean space and time of the novel’s enun-

ciation. Both the presumably European traveler and the West Indian guide

appear equally displaced spatially and temporally—the former because of his

perplexing love of “old stones,” the latter because of his magical emergence and

tattered appearance. As ruin, the site of the plantation is itself disjoined from
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the present, half-buried by nearly two centuries of “innocent” activities but still

testifying to a violent past.

When, in the very final line, the narrative invokes the ruins of the Warsaw

Ghetto, it conjures up multiple associations. As Brodzki has suggested about

this passage, reference to the ghetto implies a “double legacy” of “destruction”

and “heroic resistance,” because of the well-known history of the Warsaw

Ghetto uprising—a suggestion that would apply equally to Du Bois’s article on

Warsaw. This double sense of terror and resistance describes well the tenor of

Schwarz-Bart’s novel, even if this final passage, with its emphasis on humilia-

tion and ghosts, seems less affirmative than Brodzki implies. Why, though, does

Schwarz-Bart evoke this double legacy through an anachronistic and anatopic

analogy? That is, what does the fact of anachronism add to the story that the

novel has already told about slavery and resistance? While Du Bois links

the Warsaw Ghetto and the color line (both in the United States and globally) in

order to make a point about the relationship between race and space as well as

resistance and terror, Schwarz-Bart’s anachronisms throw the very grounds of

historicization into question. Schwarz-Bart most obviously commits Vico’s third

error: he links two periods and places—the early-nineteenth-century Caribbean

and mid-twentieth-century Central Europe—that are not traditionally viewed in

tandem. This “error” might be understood, however, as functioning to expose

how Vico’s first form of anachronism has distorted understandings of

Caribbean history. While Nathan Rapoport’s monument rose on the site of the

ghetto a few short years after the liberation of Poland from Nazi occupation,

Brodzki remarks that the slave revolt that the novel recounts “has never been

memorialized.” That is, appeal to the well-known event of the Warsaw Ghetto

uprising helps make a point about the mistaken rendering of the Caribbean as

an “uneventful” site outside the dominant narrative of world history. Schwarz-

Bart performs an archeological unearthing of events that have been anachro-

nistically obscured by layers of forgetfulness.

Even more radically, Schwarz-Bart’s gesture may challenge the very terms

through which his analogy could be termed anachronistic; it may suggest pre-

cisely that the two periods juxtaposed do belong together in a new narration of

history that begins with the specters of those who have been silenced. Not only

is the memory of the Holocaust brought to bear on a “forgotten” piece of world

history, but that fragment of the Caribbean past unexpectedly recontextualizes

the Nazi genocide. In placing the two histories side by side, the novel does not

so much normalize or relativize the “uniqueness” of the Holocaust, but renders

it as part of a parallel series of singular events. The parallel invocation of ruins

and the specters that haunt them bespeaks a temporality not easily recuperable

by historicist renderings.

A little-known and untranslated commentary in which Schwarz-Bart

describes his literary-historical project suggests the possibilities and problems
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of such a new narrative, founded as it is on parallel, ruinous histories. In

“Pourquoi j’ai écrit La Mulâtresse Solitude,” published in  at the time of the

release of his previous novel, Un Plat de porc aux bananes vertes (coauthored with

his wife, Simone), Schwarz-Bart provides a tortured account of his attempt to

write a history with a “global dimension” (la dimension planétaire) (). This rel-

atively short text provides one of the most searching attempts to articulate—or,

as Ronnie Scharfman writes, to “relate,” in both its narrative and connective

senses—the histories of colonialism, the Holocaust, and their aftermaths. In

this context, I want to focus on two aspects of the text—the first Schwarz-Bart

had published since The Last of the Just—that are relevant to my larger argument:

Schwarz-Bart’s description of his identification with West Indians and the pro-

gram he articulates for a literary joining of seemingly disparate histories.

After mentioning his long-standing admiration for West Indians, whom he

describes as possessing the very desirable “qualities that I do not possess,”

Schwarz-Bart identifies the word “slavery” as the ultimate source of his fraternal

feelings. In glossing the significance of that word, which figures also in the con-

temporaneous interview discussed above, Schwarz-Bart outlines a complicated

sense of black-Jewish relation:

Certainly, this word affected me as a Jewish man, member of a commu-

nity that had just experienced the price of human life. And yet, as strange

as it might seem to you, the word touched me above all as a Jewish child,

as the far-flung descendant of a people born in slavery and who emerged

out of it three thousand years ago. I remember that in , on the first

night of Passover, the honor of posing the ritual question to the head of

the family came to me: “Ma nishtana halaila haze micol ha lelot?” which

means “How is this night different from all other nights?” And I remem-

ber the response that my father gave me in Hebrew: “My child, it was dur-

ing a night like this one that our ancestors came out of Egypt, where they

had been held as slaves.” And I believe that it is that Jewish child whose

fathers were slaves under Pharaoh, before becoming so again under

Hitler, who was taken by a definitive, fraternal love for West Indians.

In an attempt to explain the relationship between his novels on the Jewish and

African diasporas, Schwarz-Bart both evokes and displaces the significance of the

Nazi genocide. Through the figure of the remembered Passover seder, this pas-

sage returns to the year in which Nazi policy entered its genocidal phase

(although this could not have been known at the time by the victims), but it does

so in order to evoke a much older—indeed mythic—history. This passage takes

the intertwining of identities and histories that we have already begun to explore

in relationship to The Last of the Just even further. It implies that Schwarz-Bart’s

identification with West Indians—an identification that allowed him to escape

the isolation produced by the Nazi genocide—is itself underwritten by the
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imaginary (which is not to say, unreal) quality of Jewish identity: its foundation,

enacted in the Passover seder, on what Michael Walzer has called “vicarious

experience,” an anachronistic identification with unknown and unknowable

ancestors. The anachronistic linkage of “slaves under Pharaoh” and “slaves

under Hitler” authorizes the anachronistic linkage of black and Jewish ex-slaves

in the present. Paradoxically, it is by virtue of its non-historical nature that the

power of the imagination to bridge the rupture or “déchirement” () internal to

each culture—whether it be slavery or genocide—becomes a resource for histori-

cal relation, that is, for narrative and linkage.

Despite the “definitive, fraternal love” Schwarz-Bart evinces for West

Indians, the identificatory links he describes do not translate easily into litera-

ture; the problem of form remains critical. The difficulty of the task of finding

an adequate literary form for expressing black-Jewish relatedness is indicated

both by the intricacies of the program Schwarz-Bart articulates in “Pourquoi j’ai

écrit La Mulâtresse solitude” and by his ultimate inability or lack of desire to ful-

fill that program. In contrast to Du Bois’s text, which solves the problem of form

by implicitly reworking the theory of double consciousness so that it might cap-

ture comparative dimensions of minority life, the form suggested by Schwarz-

Bart’s text is less symmetrical and binary. Schwarz-Bart describes his project,

humorously, as an “accordion,” because its projected size continually expanded

and contracted. Not only was the ultimate form of the Mulâtresse Solitude cycle in

question, but the sections that focused on Jewish history were also in question.

While The Last of the Just had been published eight years earlier, the completion

of another novel, already underway, which would treat the concentrationary

universe more directly, remained “more than improbable.” Nevertheless,

Schwarz-Bart continues,

the ideal ensemble would present itself in the form of a triptych. The first

panel would consist of The Last of the Just. The central panel would consist

of the M[ulâtresse] S[olitude] cycle, of which each volume is conceived as

its own entity, as an original and autonomous work—in the sense that

one can compare the ensemble to a necklace of seven stones each of

which would have a different form, color, and luster. . . . Finally, the third

element of the triptych, which would be a counterpart to The Last of the

Just, would obviously be this concentrationary novel which I am not sure

it is reasonable to evoke already. ()

Fascinating about the program outlined by Schwarz-Bart is not only its ulti-

mate non-fulfillment (after Solitude he never published another novel), but also

the excess of figures through which he evokes it. Each of the figures—accordion,

triptych, necklace—represents an attempt to give form to the literary-historical

problem. It is precisely in the inverse proportion between the excess of figura-

tion and the paucity of results that a very particular “solution” emerges. Rather
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than simply reading Schwarz-Bart’s unfulfilled program as a failure, we can

understand it as testifying to a deficit in the available frameworks and condi-

tions of possibility for the telling of such stories. The recourse to anachronism,

imagination, and figuration suggests that, for Schwarz-Bart, the story of black-

Jewish relatedness cannot be written in a realist, historicist mode—even one

that takes into account the doubleness of minority consciousness. Nor, how-

ever, was he ultimately able to find a realizable alternative. What the histories of

the African diaspora in the Caribbean and the Jewish diaspora in Europe share

is not any “positive” experience but rather the negativity of rupture and the

necessity of imaginative work that spans that abyss: as the epilogue to A Woman

Named Solitude makes clear, the ghosts that haunt the plantation and the ghetto

mark an irrecuperable loss that can be “filled” or “peopled” (; emplira [])

only by the imagination of those who come after.

Yet, in order for that imagination to respond adequately to the challenges

of loss, it must be able to differentiate that which has been lost from that which

was never present in the first place, that which is constitutively absent. The dis-

tinction between loss and absence, usefully linked by Dominick LaCapra to his-

torical and structural trauma, respectively, helps to clarify where Schwarz-Bart’s

project breaks down. Historical trauma is “related to particular events that do

indeed involve losses,” while structural trauma “is related to (even correlated

with) transhistorical absence (absence of/at the origin) and appears in different

ways in all societies and all lives.” Examples of historical trauma include slavery,

the Holocaust, and war; examples of structural trauma tend to be more specu-

lative and include “separation from the (m)other, the passage from nature to

culture, . . . the entry into language.” As LaCapra remarks, it is not surprising

that these two forms of trauma would overlap in certain contexts—especially

post-traumatic ones; however, blurring the distinction between absence and

loss can have debilitating intellectual and political consequences. On the one

hand, deflecting historical losses into structural absence can lead to melancho-

lia or despair about possibilities for moving beyond the past or confronting the

problems of the present. Reducing structural trauma to a historical event, on

the other hand, can reinforce myths of omnipotence and lead to dangerous

attempts at totalizing political solutions.

Despite his obvious sympathies for history’s victims, Schwarz-Bart seems to

transfer historical losses into a dehistoricized realm. Part of the impasse that

characterizes his work may derive from what Sidra Ezrahi diagnoses as his com-

mitment to a static vision of history characterized by “the eternal recurrence of

human suffering”—a vision, in other words, that transforms historical losses

into transhistorical absence. Despite the multiple levels of temporality explored

in his books, Schwarz-Bart’s protagonists—both Jewish and black—seem “des-

tined from birth to martyrdom by an inexorable historical process that ordains

that certain groups be lambs and others butchers.” Even as he multiplies the
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figures for relating black and Jewish histories, Schwarz-Bart returns again and

again to the same fundamental scenario of violence; in LaCapra’s terms, he

remains within the spell of trauma, acting out victimization instead of working it

through. Elevating the shared black-Jewish relationship to the negativity of rupture

from a contingent historical relationship to a transcendent, extra-historical

inevitability, Schwarz-Bart blurs the distinction between loss and absence. The

dependence of that historical vision on a binary understanding of victims and

perpetrators suggests that in order to break the hold of inevitability a more

complex account of victimization will be necessary. Ironically, even as Schwarz-

Bart’s oeuvre disrupts the sacralized uniqueness of the Holocaust through its

commitment to comparison, it does so by employing the same mythic elements

that uniqueness discourse uses to canonize the historical event as a “founding

trauma.”

LaCapra’s distinctions between absence and loss and historical and struc-

tural trauma allow us to return to the question of what it means to write ruins.

The problem in Schwarz-Bart’s work is not a fixation on ruins as such; after

all, the histories of the Jewish and African diasporas are littered with destruc-

tion and victimization. It is both logical and a social fact that members of those

diasporas see each other through the prism of extreme violence—a form of

mutual recognition that has led both to periods of solidarity and incidents

of antagonism of the sort that can emerge only from those who perceive them-

selves as “almost the same.” Rather, the problem lies in the conception of the

ruin mobilized by the work. Instead of understanding ruins as a sign of history

and change, Schwarz-Bart writes ruins as humiliation and absence—as the

absence of power signified by failed and desperate revolt. There are then two

versions of anachronism in Schwarz-Bart’s work: while the first is a force of

rehistoricization that cuts through the calcified distinctions of period and

identity in order to create new ways of seeing history as a dynamic force field

of intersecting stories, the other is a force of dehistoricization that removes

those intersecting stories from any relationship to power and thus from any

possibility of change. If Schwarz-Bart’s oeuvre remains something of an

anomaly in the canon of Holocaust literature, the oscillation we find in it

between re- and dehistoricization, and between structural and historical

trauma, carries implications for all attempts to write ruins.

NOTES
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“If I forget thee, O Jerusalem”

The Poetry of Forgetful Memory in Israel and Palestine

MICHAEL BERNARD-DONALS

Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi wrote over two decades ago about the curious dis-

junction of memory and history in the years leading up to the middle of the

twentieth century in Jewish culture, claiming that if history and memory were to

meet in the years following the Shoah, the discursive field in which they might

intersect would be not history but fiction (and, one could add, poetry). He

makes this claim in part because the violence wrought on history will have an

effect upon the language of history itself, and in part because the aesthetic

effect of poetic or fictional language more closely approximates the effect of

memory and its counterpart, forgetting, on both history’s agents and the read-

ers of history. What is perhaps most important about Yerushalmi’s work is that

it recognizes that memory and forgetfulness are not opposites but counterparts

in the historical, and by consequence the narrative, project: forgetfulness is not

the absence of but rather an integral element of memory; and all memory is shot

through with moments of forgetfulness, moments that are constitutive of what

we can remember as history or remember at all.

Amos Funkenstein makes a useful distinction, based on Yerushalmi,

between mneme and anamnesis. Mneme can be seen as cultural memory, that

which is thought to be important for the transmission of cultural knowledge or

the survival of a people and its traditions, what is continuous and unbroken.

Anamnesis can be defined as facets of those events that have lurked at the edges

of cultural memory and that intrude upon or break into that continuum in

often unexpected (and destructive) ways. Anamnesis is not so much a recollec-

tion that comes unbidden as it is that which occurs as a void or break in recol-

lection. Anamnesis, like forgetful memory, functions as a flash of seeing, a

moment both glimpsed and lost in the seeing, and thus evokes a pain proceed-

ing from the recognition that the moment cannot be recuperated as cultural

memory (as mneme), and that it has in fact—at least for the moment—altogether



shattered mneme. At the same time, anamnesis is integral to mneme—which is to

say, forgetfulness is integral to cultural memory—in that it marks memory’s

limit. (This notion of memory and forgetfulness is closely related to the work of

Cathy Caruth, Dominick LaCapra, and others who write on trauma, in which the

“horrible accident” that befalls the victim isn’t understood as an event at all,

but marks the victim’s recollection as a void.) While anamnesis and mneme

function in relation to one another, the latter does not so much resolve the for-

mer and regularize it; instead, the language and symbolic systems the witness

has at her disposal prove to be incommensurable with what has been lost, and

indicated, by recollection. To put this into the language of testimony and

trauma, one would say that any representation of what was seen by a historical

actor is problematic not only because the actor has trouble finding the words to

render the experience but also because, in the process of witnessing and testi-

fying, the witness (or writer) exchanges the event-as-memory for consciousness

of the event or of the event-as-knowledge. In the process of remembering the

event for history, the witness elides aspects of the event that are not available as

testimony or as representation, aspects that may well be overlooked by the

reader or second-hand witness.

Forgetful memory, the involuntary or unbidden flash of the event that dis-

rupts collective memory and history, functions like the empty kernel at the

crux of memory. Like the person brought to memory after the advent of a trau-

matic event, she does not experience the presence of that event—as if it were

ever possible to relive the events of history—but is brought to a nexus, a junc-

ture composed not by a convergence of objects or events but rather by a con-

cavity of experience, a void. In the philosopher David Krell’s terms, forgetful

memory functions like a “kinesis . . . , a gradual or perhaps quite sudden com-

ing-to-presence or self-showing of an absent being that till now was also

absent from memory.” The movement—the absent origin, absent source of

memory—is like the trace of the event that haunts the survivor or the witness,

displacing her and compelling her to testify and to speak in a language that is

only partly, if at all, under her control. The flash of recollection—anamnesis—is

not the making present of the event, then, but an incessant movement, a kind

of placelessness, which manifests itself as a compulsion to speak. Like keys

kept by Moroccan Jews to their ancestral homes in fifteenth-century Spain and

Portugal, homes to which they will never return from their current domiciles

in Israel, the United States, and Canada, forgetful memory functions as an

index of displacement and loss that nonetheless compels the creation

of another language. The lost memory is the origin of writing as well as of its

displacement.

I argue here that for those living in contemporary Isreal and Palestine

(including residents of Gaza and the West Bank as well as the former Arab residents

living in and around the region) the relation between mneme and anamnesis, as
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the crux of forgetful memory, resides in the relation between the destruction of

the European Jews with the displacement of the Shoah’s survivors and the

founding of the state of Israel with the consequent dispersal of most of its Arab

residents. To put it simply, the relation between memory and forgetfulness is

akin to the connection, particularly in the context of Palestine and Israel,

between exile and the disaster. There are two ways of looking at this relation.

The first is that the historical case of the disaster—as war, genocide, natural

catastrophe—is the proximate cause of an equally material but also conceptu-

ally complex state of exile, in which the destruction of home, nation, or culture

leads to an absence that must be filled with some other means to identify one-

self as either a national or ethical subject. The second permutation of the rela-

tion between exile and disaster is that exile is the human instantiation of

disaster: the postwar polity and economy are marked by dislocations (of capital,

of humans, of nationalities and cultures) that are in Maurice Blanchot’s sense

“disastrous.” Those historical dislocations mark, perhaps as in no other

moment, an equally profound epistemological dislocation, in which our ability

to imagine order and a point of origin from which to instill it is thwarted by lan-

guage’s correlative displacement. Common to both these ways of viewing the

relation between disaster and exile is the sense of continuity: that historical dis-

asters and exiles are epiphenomena of broader conceptual dislocations.

My point in this essay is that forgetful memory functions as a material, dis-

cursive marker of invention and loss, displacement and exile, a marker that is

an aesthetically valuable dimension of a text distinct from psychic trauma and

serving as the principle of causation. As a result, forgetful memory can prof-

itably be seen as instrumental to catastrophe and exile, particularly “after

Auschwitz” when not only historical memory but individual memories were

marked by losses associated with the events of the Shoah, events that arguably

have had their severest repercussions in Israel and Palestine. I want to illustrate

this point by describing how two writers profoundly affected by the violence of

the Shoah (Israeli Hebrew for “destruction”) and the Nakbah (Palestinian Arabic

for “calamity” or “disaster”)—Yehuda Amichai, primarily in his last volume of

poetry, Open Closed Open (), and Mahmoud Darwish, primarily in Memory

for Forgetfulness ()—inscribe the events not in a language of memory and

forgetting but through the language of forgetful memory. In doing so, these writ-

ers attempt to render what is on the verge of history, the events that collective

and cultural memory, let alone history, can’t bring themselves to say; and each,

in his own way, makes clear the impossible position of the exile: one who is dis-

tanced not (or not only) from one’s origins, but from one’s ability to recollect

them without falling into the void of forgetfulness.

Both Yehuda Amichai and Mahmoud Darwish were physically displaced by

the events leading to the Second World War and the war’s immediate aftermath:

Amichai was born in  in Bavaria, and emigrated to Palestine with his family
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in  when it was still possible for German Jews to leave the country; Darwish

was born in  in the village of Birweh in northern Palestine, and fled to

Lebanon with his family in , only to return to find that his village had been

destroyed in the war for Israeli independence. Both Amichai and Darwish have

to contend with memories—which are not their own memories so much as they

are collective invocations—of places forcibly abandoned (Germany, Palestine)

and the ways in which the narrative of memory confounds the language with

which each poet attempts to come to terms with his present. Both events—the

Shoah and Nakbah, entailing a destruction and diaspora—involve not just a

geographical displacement but also a memorial one, in which their attempts to

connect an identity with a location are undermined by an absence, and a

forgetfulness, of what has been irretrievably lost.

But it remains to be seen how the geographical displacement and the dis-

placement of memory in forgetfulness inscribe distinct memorial positions.

Amichai’s poetry–particularly the poems in Open Closed Open—is not unlike

Darwish’s writing in Memory for Forgetfulness. Both, in the words of Munir Akash,

are sensitive in their “lyric responsiveness to the contemporary history of the

region.” More accurately, both Amichai and Darwish work to undo a sentimen-

tal memorial attachment to the land—to Israel or to Palestine—by focusing their

attention on the quotidian elements of location rather than on the familiar

images of either the Israeli sabra (native-born Israelis) or the martyrs of

Palestinian nationalism. For Darwish, in Memory for Forgetfulness, the siege

of Beirut registers at least as forcefully upon the poet in the distressing lack of

coffee on the morning of August , , as it does in the knowledge that the siege

will force the PLO to abandon the city for Tunis; for Amichai, the metaphor that

pulls the poems in Open Closed Open together like a string is not the grand conceit

of Jerusalem but rather a fragment of a gravestone, inscribed with the word

“Amen,” that the writer keeps on his desk. For both poets, it is the personal

memory as it displaces the collective, with the effects of that displacement, that is

central in their understanding of identity, of location, and of origin.

Conceptually, what connect Darwish and Amichai are concerns with the

problem of place, the peculiarities of the particular locations of Beirut and

Jerusalem, the impossibility of return, and the dissociation of memory from his-

tory. For Darwish, the memory of Palestine is complicated because Palestine no

longer exists: Birweh has been destroyed, along with four hundred other

Palestinian villages, and Beirut—which is home to displaced Palestinians, and to

the PLO up until the early s—does not want the Palestinians to remain

there. Darwish’s book is written as a series of memorial tableaux set during a

particularly violent day during the Israeli siege of Beirut of . It doesn’t follow

a plot so much as it circles around a number of interrelated themes: how to

define oneself as a Palestinian, how to contend with exile, how to establish an

ethical course of action when factional politics is all one can see, and how to
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survive as a humane individual when one is striving to be killed as a part of an

imagined collectivity. While the book is most often seen as a memoir of the

siege or as a rumination on what it means to be Palestinian, Memory for

Forgetfulness seems to me to be at least as much about the role memory—and

what cannot be remembered—plays in the attempt to survive the disaster of

exile. In an imagined conversation that runs throughout the book, Darwish

explains:

“You’re aliens here,” they say to them there.

“You’re aliens here,” they say to them here.

And between here and there they stretched their bodies like a vibrat-

ing bow until death celebrated itself through them. Their parents were

driven out of there to become guests here, temporary guests, to clear

civilians from the battlegrounds of the homeland and to allow the regu-

lar armies to purge Arab land and honor of shame and disgrace. ()

Elsewhere, Darwish responds in frustration to his Israeli lover, who, when

he admits that he loves the song “I Love You, O Lebanon,” cannot understand

his love for Lebanon because it isn’t his “home” as far as she is concerned. Nor

can she understand why he will not emigrate back to Palestine. By way of self-

explanation he says, “For us to go back there, we must be somewhere; because

he who goes back—if he does go back—doesn’t start from nowhere” (). The

problems for Darwish are that Beirut, though he finds it beautiful, is not in fact

his home, and that “Palestine has been transformed from a homeland into a

slogan” (). Fouad Ajami, professor of Middle East Studies at Johns Hopkins

and widely published writer on the predicament of the Palestinians, has said in

another context, “The idea of Palestine [is] far grander than the squalor of

Gaza.” Although Gaza’s squalor may be significant as a sign of the aspirations

that transcend it, the squalor of Beirut, unmentioned in Darwish’s memoir,

remains in effect invisible. In this sense, the name “Lebanon” is not so much a

place as a song, much as the place “Palestine” has also been transformed into

a name or, at best, an idea. Both Palestine and Beirut in themselves are voids,

canceling each other out—although, as I wish also to maintain, it’s not quite this

simple.

This same dynamic is visible in much of Yehuda Amichai’s Open Closed

Open, which was published shortly before the poet’s death in . The book is

something of a recapitulation of the history of Israel, seen through the eyes of

someone who sees in the country’s landscape not just the sins and hopes of its

founders but the hopes and fears of its grandchildren. But it is more than just a

set of poems about the place of the poet in Israel (as it has been commonly

received); for it also speaks to a great ambivalence about the land and who can

and cannot live on it. In the poem “Jewish Travel: Change Is God and Death Is His

Prophet,” the conceit of travel is used to explore Jewish ambivalence toward the
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land. Like Moses wandering in the desert, or like an imagined Abraham bring-

ing his sons every year to Mount Moriah to recall another sort of exile, Jews are

depicted as on an “endless journey,” “between self and heart, to and fro, to with-

out fro, fro without to” (). Jews, Amichai says,

call their God Makom, “Place.”

And now that they have returned to their place, the Lord has taken up

wandering to different places, and His name will no longer be Place but

Places, Lord of the Places.

The conundrum Amichai describes is the one in which the memories and the

names of the places—of those in Israel through which Moses and the Jews traveled;

of those in Jerusalem named after Jewish fighters in Palestine; or of those in the

Germany associated with Amichai’s childhood—have become more real than the

object or named event, so that the object has fallen out of memory altogether. It is

as if in extending the dynamic of yad v’shem, the place and the name, the name has

come to replace the actual event. The political circumstances of Amichai’s lament

for stability are quite different from Darwish’s: the place in which God and the

Palestinians no longer reside is for Amichai the Jewish, and not the Arab, home-

land. Nonetheless, the dialectic of here and there is never resolved, unless per-

haps in the chiasmatic instability of the language of poetry itself.

If for Amichai the tension between memory and forgetting—or, mneme

and anamnesis—can never quite be resolved, it is nevertheless arrested by the

instantaneity of individual moments: moments in time and moments in

the language of individual poems. But unlike someone such as David Roskies,

who sees a kind of stability in the collective memory of Jewish loss and annihi-

lation, whereby the “symbolic constructs and ritual acts” together “blur the

specificity and the implacable contradictions of the event” but also, and for that

reason, keep those memories alive, Amichai in espousing a poetics of forgetful

memory makes such a blurring virtually impossible and in effect ruptures any

collective attempt to preserve a memory of loss. It is not possible, Amichai sug-

gests, to return to a past that was not your own. “I’ve never been in those places

where I’ve never been,” he writes with reference to the injunction to remember

the Holocaust. Or, as he puts it in “I Wasn’t One of the Six Million,” in a final

stanza that reads like a credo,

I believe with perfect faith that at this very moment

millions of human beings are standing at crossroads

and intersections, in jungles and deserts,

showing each other where to turn, what the right way is,

which direction. They explain exactly where to go,

what is the quickest way to get there, when to stop

and ask again. There, over there. . . .

I believe with perfect faith that at this very moment.
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The problem with such a view of an instantaneity that annihilates both memory

and forgetting is that it must be constantly deferred and it continually sub-

sumes memory—any memory—to the ever-disappearing present. If “every

person is a dam between present and future,” Amichai writes in “In My Life, On

My Life,” then that dam consistently moves—from now to now, from there to

there—leaving no trace of origins. In the same poem, he declares, “Life is called

life as the west wind is called / west, though it blows toward the east,” just as

“the past leads to the future / though it’s called the past.” In short, there is no

origin to which to return. Memory here altogether gives way to forgetting and to

the abyss, and one is left not with the now but with nothing at all, the subject-

less sentence that ends “at this very moment.”

Much as Amichai’s past, to which he seems compelled to return, is not

properly his past, in Darwish a return to the land is equally vexing. With no

“here” and no “there,” the myth of return is for Darwish as impossible as it is

tempting. Throughout his memoir of the siege of Beirut, Darwish uses the

metaphor of the sea, of its waves returning to the shore, as a correlative to his

political conundrum. He writes,

A wave from the sea. I used to follow it with my eyes from this balcony

as it broke against the Raouche rock, famous for lovers’ suicides.

A wave that carries a few last letters and returns to the blue northwest

and azure southwest. It returns to its shores, embroidering itself with

puffs of white cotton as it breaks.

A wave from the sea. I recognize it and follow it with longing. I see it

tiring before it reaches Haifa or Andalusia. It tires and rests on the

shores of the island of Cyprus.

A wave from the sea. It won’t be me. And I, I won’t be a wave from the

sea. ()

The wave does not return to the shores from whence it came. It returns instead

to a different shore, not to Andalusia or to Haifa but to Cyprus; it returns, but

not as the same wave. Like the memory of the place of origin, or of the object we

associate with a figure of speech, the wave does not return as itself, but as an

other, its double. In this sense, Darwish’s negation is figuratively doubled: nei-

ther the wave returns, nor does he. “It won’t be me,” he declares. Whereas

Amichai’s hope resides in moments of time in which past and future return in

the present, in moments of lived life vouchsafed by the doubling of name and

place, here Darwish’s hope of return is elusive. Name and place are not

doubled—Haifa is not Cyprus; Beirut is not Jerusalem—and there is no memorial

geography, no shore, on which to rest.

Both the vexed geography from which Amichai and Darwish are exiled

(Europe and Palestine) and the places where they find themselves at the moment

they write (Jerusalem and Beirut) are interior geographies. Their memories of
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place are convoluted, turned in upon themselves, as if both Beirut and Jerusalem

were not so much written on a map as inscribed in the writers themselves. The

most significant difference between the writers is that for Amichai Jerusalem

functions as both locus and origin: he has lived there for decades, and his poetry

of the place in two preceding volumes, Songs of Jerusalem and Myself () and

Poems of Jerusalem (), is the poetry of local geographies and individual mem-

ories, not so much of the myth of independence. In Memory for Forgetfulness,

though Beirut is the place where Darwish lives, it functions only as a sanctuary,

one among many, including also Haifa, Moscow, Cairo, Paris, Amman, and

Ramallah, in which he has spent the years since his village was destroyed. And

yet for both writers, while cultural memories of homelands drive their language,

it is the impossible, individual memories that render those homelands both

interior and divided.

Darwish calls Beirut “a meeting place of contraries.” It has been, he contin-

ues, “turned into an obscure naming, or a lung which a mixture of people,

killers and victims among them, could use to breathe. This is what made of

Beirut a song celebrating the singular and distinctive, where not many lovers

asked whether they were really living in Beirut or in their dreams” (–). Like

the meeting place of memory and forgetfulness, each resident’s vision of the

place, and his visions of the places left behind to find what’s missing here, can-

cels that of the other’s, producing not a void but “a song celebrating the singu-

lar,” like a strange memorial excess. The problem with this song, as with excess

itself, is that it cannot be named, or—if it is named—it is persistently misnamed.

Darwish recognizes the problem, as this section of his rumination ends with the

song: “The transformation had begun, that the shell of regionalism had been

broken and the pearl, the essence, had shown itself. So it seemed to me then. So

it seemed to me” (). Later on, Beirut as idea collapses of its own weight,

“accommodat[ing] the chaos that for every exile resolved the complex of being

an exile” (). As disorder, the excess produced by the meeting place of con-

traries works, like forgetfulness, against collectivities, against history, against

identity, and against reason. If there is hopefulness in such an interior geogra-

phy, it is because it is so radically particular that it cannot be attached to any

earthly geography. As Darwish says in the pages of the Israeli journal Hadarim,

“the geography within history is stronger than the history within geography. . . .

I am referring to a place that is stronger than what has gone on in it throughout

the course of history.”

While Darwish is physically distanced from his home in Birweh, and from

the part of his identity that is Palestinian, Amichai (dislocated from Germany)

feels at home in Israel. Amichai resides in Jerusalem, a city whose geography

and history mutually reinforce one another. For him the city is less “home”

than it is a “shelter,” and a divided one at that. His poem “The Bible Is You”

establishes a connection between contemporary Jerusalem and the Jerusalem
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belonging to David, the “singer of the Song of Songs,” and the prophets. Unlike

Darwish, for whom such a correlation is politically dangerous at best and dis-

honest at worst, in Amichai’s Jerusalem it is altogether possible—the city is

familiar and just a little run down. Still Amichai’s city, like Darwish’s Beirut,

is also divided. In his imaginings, the singer of the Song of Songs wanders about

contemporary Jerusalem; sometimes “he even got as far as our home with its

broken roof on the border between Jerusalem and Jerusalem” (). This is a bor-

der both between the past and the present, memory and a contemporary life of

broken roof tiles; but it is also a border between life and life, the moment

between the present that has already plunged into the past and a present that

was only a moment ago the unknown future. Though Jerusalem is Amichai’s

place of residence, it is a dangerous and chaotic place. “Jerusalem is forever

changing her ways,” he writes in “Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Why Jerusalem?” Those

who live there, in spite of mannequin-like “frozen gestures,” would prefer to “go

wild in the dark storerooms with untrammeled joy / as in the Garden of Eden.”

The saints who ascended on high in the distant past

. . . [seemed to be] running away from her to heaven.

For compared to Jerusalem, even the outer space of infinity

is safe and protected, like a true home.

The vertigo associated with Jerusalem is partly the result of a quotidian

inconstancy—changes in light, changes in season, and changes in its contempo-

rary political fortunes—but it also has much to do with its vexed history. While

for Amichai that history is predominantly its Jewish history, what lies buried

beneath that history, beneath its “sea of memory,” is something that Amichai

can’t quite bring himself to discuss except in terms of alternate geographies,

such as New York, Mexico City, Petrograd—namely, the “sea of forgetting.” There

is, in Amichai’s poem, a history in the geography, at least as much as there is geog-

raphy in the history, and yet that historical weight is such a burden to memory

that it remains unspoken, becoming visible only in moments when the poet him-

self seems to be looking away: Jerusalem, as a woman, is adorned with “jewels,”

houses of prayer, in the “English, Italian, Russian, Greek, Arab styles,” as if those

styles, as adornment, carried with them no history at all. In fact, what is “between

Jerusalem and Jerusalem” seems to be the void of forgetting, the unspoken (and

unspeakable) historical events that left their traces in the geographical and archi-

tectural chaos of the city; and it’s this, the place’s very presence—and not the

place’s absence, as in Darwish—that keeps it from providing Amichai, or perhaps

anyone else, a home.

As Jerusalem and Beirut fail to provide the stability of geography on which

the writers might finally stand, so do the histories of the writers also fail to help

them identify, once and for all, a narrative of temporality that might help them

make sense of the timelessness in which they find themselves. What Amichai
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and Darwish bear out in their writing, in fact, is that Yerushalmi was right: his-

tory and memory are irrevocably divided, and though they interanimate one

another, that interanimation is vexed. In a passage in Memory for Forgetfulness,

Darwish recalls listening to Beirut radio during the siege, particularly to the

song “I love you, O Lebanon!” which had become something of an anthem for

Palestinians living there. He says of the song that it was “a declaration not

heeded by a Beirut preoccupied with its blasted streets, now compressed into

three streets only.” He goes on,

And the sung beauty, the object of worship, has moved away to a memory

now joining battle against the fangs of forgetfulness made of steel.

Memory doesn’t remember but receives the history raining down on it. Is

it in this way beauty, past beauty come back to life in a song not suited to

the context of the hour, becomes tragic? A homeland, branded and col-

lapsing in the dialogue of human will against steel; a homeland, rising

with a voice that looks down on us from the sky. ()

There are two memories here, the collective and the individual. The collective

memory, mneme, is the memory that the song invokes, the Lebanon of song and of

national identity that, so far as it goes, produces a kind of filial loyalty to a home-

land that isn’t quite a homeland (the “object of worship”) but will do for now. If

the song invokes history, it is a collective history whose narrative is as fictional as

the song is beautiful. Individual memory, that which is produced one listener at a

time, renders the song tragic, in which the preoccupation with its ruined geogra-

phy is commingled with the longing for an earlier time, and earlier place. What is

notable here, however, is that both these memories are cut across by another his-

tory, one that “rains down” on it in the form of destruction: the siege, experienced

not in collective memory, and certainly not in song, is nonetheless in this passage

a “steel wolf,” more real than the collective reality of the song; it is a historical real

that risks decimating not only the song but also memory, rendering it not forget-

ful but absent altogether. It’s as if both mneme and anamnesis are divided, finally,

by history’s real: the siege sticks a wedge between them, and produces nothing but

a void, both geographical and historical.

Amichai is likewise troubled by the divide between memory and history. In

“Once I Wrote Now and in Other Days,” Amichai imagines himself residing in his

former future—now his present—and seems to measure the latter against the

former in memory. He writes, “Once I wrote Now and in Other Days. / Now I have

arrived at those other days. / When I wrote it, they were at the end of the cen-

tury; / now they are in the past, in the middle of the century” (). The otherness

of those days depends on their seeming interchangeability and a uniqueness

devolving from the circumstances of the writing. For in those other days,

Amichai believed, as most Israelis did, that the Huleh in the north was a swamp

to be drained; now, the other days are those in which the wetland was lost and
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now must be reclaimed. Along the continuum of history, each event bears a

causal relation to the other: the swamps were drained, the wetlands were lost,

and they are now being reclaimed. But in the realm of memory, each action is

distinct and yet “other,” each has an imaginative power all its own—as is true on

the whole for the volume of poetry Now and in Other Days as well as the more

recent Open Closed Open—that involves both memory and forgetting. The swamp

is forgotten in favor of the wetland; the reclamation project is remembered as a

mistake. In the next poem in Open Closed Open, “Gods Change, Prayers Are Here

to Stay,” Amichai writes of the Rosh Hashanah prayers as if responding to this

conundrum:

To the confession ‘We have sinned, we have betrayed’ I would add

the words ‘We have forgotten, we have remembered’—two sins

that cannot be atoned for. They ought to cancel each other out

but instead they reinforce one another. ()

If it’s a sin both to remember and to forget, that sin involves the problem of

naming: Huleh as swamp, Huleh as wetland, or for Darwish, Lebanon as home-

land, Lebanon as devastation and exile. What’s left, then, is the immediacy of

now, in which neither memory nor forgetfulness reside. Or in Amichai’s terms,

describing kashrut, there is now only a cleft between the past and the future,

which “gives me the strength to stand it all” (). For both Amichai and for

Darwish, history and memory come into contact briefly, but between them is a

cleft, an abyss, that can only be indicated as a moment occurring in and through

poetic language.

The year  serves as a historical and conceptual watershed. It marks

the end of the Second World War (and the Shoah), the beginning of the final

push toward Israeli independence, and the beginning of what would become

the Cold War, with its proxy conflicts in the Middle East and elsewhere. But as a

watershed, the year is (and the events that follow from it are) as much forgotten

as remembered. After , survivors of the Shoah leave the DP camps for the

United States, Palestine, and elsewhere; people in the colonies of the victorious

Allies begin working for independence while also moving to France, Britain,

and Germany; Jews attempt to redefine their relation with the non-Jewish world

as both exiles and as (potential) members of a national entity—in short, memo-

ries are replaced (and displaced) as individuals are also displaced. The results of

this displacement in mandatory Palestine include the founding of Israel, the

atrophy of Arab culture in the new Jewish nation, and the creation—sometimes

out of whole cloth—of an Israeli history and culture that is both part of and wholly

disparate from the Jewish diaspora culture it seeks to replace. History and-

memory since  are up for grabs, and what Amichai and Darwish attempt

to do in their work is both to recuperate something irretrievably lost and to

note how—in the language of their poetry and sometimes at that language’s
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interstices—displacement and exile are constitutive of the positions from which

they write. While there is no evidence to suggest that Darwish and Amichai took

note of one another’s work, what they hold in common is an uncanny sense that

even in the poetic imaginary, the best they can do is grapple with what has

dropped out of their memories of their cultural, national, and ethical locations.

What’s left to describe at this point is what divides the two writers—the

Israeli and Jew from the Palestinian and Arab—or, perhaps more accurately,

what is particular in each of their circumstances that accounts for their preoc-

cupation with memory and forgetfulness and with what can and cannot be

called to mind (what cannot be witnessed) and what cannot be written (or given

as testimony). Most obviously, there is the historical fact of the partition of

Palestine in  and what Meron Benvenisti and Benny Morris—notable among

Israeli historians for their revisionist assessments of the founding Israeli

national myth, in which the empty land was converted into a new Eden—have

called a program of expulsion of resident Arabs. This accounts for the loss of the

land and of memory on which Darwish founds the language of loss and through

which Amichai, far less explicitly, describes his ambivalence toward deep cul-

tural memory and his preference for an avoidance of memory in the infinite

regress of the present. What is most interesting, however, is the way in which

the loss of the land—of home and of origin—in the political and historical 

reality of the Second World War’s aftermath in Palestine becomes submerged

(and one could say forgotten) in the poetry and prose of both Amichai and

Darwish.

Darwish tells Halit Yeshurun of the Israeli journal Hadarim that “no one can

return to the place he imagines or to the man he once was.” Moving beyond the

obvious problem of nostalgia, he makes clear that this is a historical and politi-

cal problem: “Al-Birwa [Birweh] no longer exists” (), having been bulldozed

in the immediate aftermath of the war of . When Darwish’s family returned

from a brief exile in Lebanon, they had to settle in another village. But how to

rectify the situation becomes more troubled as the poet goes on: “Palestine is

not a memory but an existing entity. . . . The return is a mythic idea, whereas

the reality of going [to Palestine] is realized through revolutionary activity. . . .

[The poet’s job is to] repeatedly reconnect [with the past by] going back and

forth between the mythical and the mundane” (). The poet lives between the

actual Palestine and the mythical one, and his work—presumably a version of

the “revolutionary activity” he cites—must rush between them. But as Ajami has

so bluntly put it, Palestine actually exists in Ramallah, Jericho, and Gaza, where

much of existence is defined by its squalor. There is, in Darwish’s poetry, the

reconnection of the present and the past through memories of the details of

everyday life; in “Until My End, Until Its End,” a son responds to his father’s

question about finding his way back to his village, now in Israel, by citing familiar

landmarks from memory: “East of the carob tree on the main road / a short path
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with a sabra bush narrowing its beginning / and afterward it breaks free / and

broadens toward the well, and finally opens out / onto the vineyard of Uncle

Jamil. . . .” This isn’t the mythical Palestine, but it isn’t the real one either: this

set of landmarks, with its carob trees and its vineyards, is likely now a moshav or

kibbutz, or even more likely part of an Israeli village that has paved over the local

vegetation altogether.

Darwish wonders, in Memory for Forgetfulness, why Palestinians living in

Beirut would be asked to forget their history, and their lands, in order to survive

in exile. “Why should so much amnesia be expected of them?” (). The answer,

provided by Darwish himself later on in the memoir, is that even “memory

doesn’t remember[,] but receives the history raining down on it” (), the his-

tory that includes the siege, destruction, and absence. The history raining down

on memory, that which seeds the poet’s remembrance with forgetting and

enjoins those in exile to do the same, is Ajami’s squalor, which is also part of

memory, but a part of itself which memory resists. It is “in this way that beauty,

past beauty come back to life in a song not suited to the context of the hour,

becomes tragic” (). It is the tragedy of subjectlessness. “For the first time in

our history,” Darwish writes, referring to the agreement of the Palestinians to

leave Beirut, “our absence is conditional on our total presence. Present to make

oneself absent” (). To be present in Beirut is to be absent from Palestine, and

it’s this absence that predicates another absence. Ajami’s squalor and Darwish’s

absence are, like the Jew in central Europe fifty years earlier, signs of nonexis-

tence written on history as that which is unspeakable, unrecognizable, and left

at the margins of memory.

And it’s this same marginality, written differently but founded upon the

same historical forgetting, that so vexes Amichai and his Jerusalem. In “What Has

Always Been,” he writes starkly, “Nineteen forty-eight—that was the year. / Now

everything is different here” (), though primarily what Amichai refers to is the

Israeli myth of the rebirth of the land. More problematically, in the same poem,

he writes that “two generations of forgetting have passed / and the first genera-

tion of remembering has come. Woe to us / that we have already come to remem-

ber / because memories are the hard shell over an empty heart” (). The earlier

generations—those who came of age after the Holocaust and the declaration of

the state, and those who came of age between the  and  wars—have for-

gotten. They have forgotten both because they were actively creating the histor-

ical reality that would be transformed into myth for the current generation, and

because that creation rested on the active forgetting of the cultural memory of

Palestine. The generation of remembering is the one that rests secure inside the

borders of an expanded national entity, one contiguous with the borders of

Palestine in the mandatory period just prior to independence, a generation that

remembers only the national myth and the land’s continuity with biblical ances-

tors and its mundane details (the missing tiles on a Jerusalem roof).
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What is marginal to those memories, what has been forgotten, is the every-

day lived lives of those who, like Darwish, simply (and perhaps conveniently)

disappeared. They turn up, in Amichai’s poems, not as people but as ghostly

images. In the poem immediately following the one cited above, entitled “Israeli

Travel,” there is the following description:

A picture in color of plowman and horse from the turn of the century

in one of those early settlements in Palestine

hanging on the wall of a summer home in a land far across the sea.

And outside, a luxurious lawn

surrounded by flowers, and on the lawn an empty chair.

And I said to myself: Sit down in this chair, sit here and remember,

sit here and judge—if not, someone else will sit in this chair

to remember and judge. What took place an hour ago

had its place, and what took place on that farm at the turn of the

century

had its place, and there were trees whose leaves blustered in the wind

and trees that stood by in silence. And the wind

the same wind. In the trees, the bluster and the silence.

And what was and what might have been are as if they never were.

But the wind is the same wind,

the chair is the same chair for remembering and judging,

and the plowman in the picture goes on plowing

what has always been, and sowing

what never will be. ()

This photo, or the one of a clock tower in Jaffa from the same period, or the

poet’s memories of the draining of the Huleh swamp or a brief stop to admire a

crusader fortress, all seem here to be continuous with the present—“and the

wind the same wind”—and with the poet’s insistence on stopping the clock in

favor of forgetting rather than on remembering.

But this forgetting is indeed forgetful of those other events and objects

associated with those photographs and those other moments. Like Ajami’s

notion of squalor, whose reality must be forgotten along with the idea of

Palestine, what is forgotten here is the possibility of just who this plowman is.

Which village, Arab or Jewish, do we see in the distance, and whose land is being

plowed? Was it the Arab owner of an orange grove (and the owners were almost

exclusively Arab) who looked up at that clock tower in Jaffa? And what of the

farmers in the Huleh, the breeders of water buffalo who lived in Arab villages

whose landscape was destroyed by the draining of what the newly arrived

Israelis called a swamp? And was it really a crusader fortress that Amichai

stopped to admire on his way back to Jerusalem, or a remarkable instance of
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Arab village architecture, which itself may have been superimposed upon the

foundations of a crusader-era building? All these historical details—chronicled

so well by historians such as Benvenisti and Morris, which reside at the margins

of Amichai’s poetic memory—are an integral part of the forgetful memory

inscribed, perhaps unknowingly so, by the poet of Jerusalem. It is these images,

which lie outside the margins of memory but which appear unbidden to the

poet and reader alike, that indicate a history of devastation, of loss, and of era-

sure that bind Amichai to Mahmoud Darwish as national citizens and poets.

Implicit in the notion of forgetful memory are two theses. The first is that

historical consciousness and collective memory play against one another, so

that between history and collective memory fall moments of individual memory

related to witnessing or seeing, moments that are themselves a structural part

of memory, but that give evidence precisely of the loss of the event rather than

of its recuperation. There is perhaps no neat distinction between mneme and

anamnesis; in fact, if there is a distinction at all it is supplied by a third term—or

perhaps a null term—that represents what lies between them: the crux or void

of memory, the presence of events that are irrecuperable because they did not,

for our purposes, occur as “experience” at all. They precede our ability to know

them, though we see them, and they register on us and result in what the liter-

ary theorist Shoshana Felman calls a “relentless talking” or precocious testi-

mony that is so maddeningly difficult to map onto history.

A second thesis is that historical writing—though it “cannot [in

Yerushalmi’s words] replace [the] eroded group memory” () after the destruc-

tions of the Shoah and the Nakbah—doesn’t have to. In fact, writing of a differ-

ent sort—the writing of poetry, or narrative, or memory—registers a disjunction

between mneme and anamnesis that produces the uncanny reaction, moments

of disastrous or forgetful memory that act as a crux, a no-place, and produce

moments of seeing in the reader that are structurally similar to but do not

replicate those moments in the witness. Such writing is neither collective nor

historical but indicative, producing what Moshe Idel, in his studies of the

Kabbalah, calls “cairological” or apodictic effects that let the memory—the loss

of the event—“shine through.” It presents moments of seeing that are more

memorial—though immemorial, in that they indicate loss as much as they indi-

cate presence—than the collective memory we would build to forge a commu-

nity of faith or of suffering.

Yerushalmi’s Zakhor ends with a lament: “The divorce of history from liter-

ature has been calamitous for . . . historical writing, not only because it widens

the breach between history and the layman, but because it affects the very

image of the past that results” (). In fact, the recuperation of literature as an

instrument of history is worthwhile because it is literature—read as “writing” in

Blanchot’s formulation—that produces an effect of memory that is a break. It
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presents the trace of “the real” that is unrepresentable otherwise. As a break, we

need to see the writing produced by the Shoah as being at once memorial and

immemorial, as disastrous and forgetful writing that makes clear what cannot

be, and perhaps should not be, called to mind.
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How Does Culture
Influence Memory?
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The Holocaust and the 
Economy of Memory, 

from Bellow to Morrison

(The Technique of Figurative Allegory)

R.  CLIFTON SPARGO

“In this century, so agonizing to the Jews,” wrote Saul Bellow in his introduction

to the  volume Great Jewish Short Stories, many people thought it wrong to

insist as he did “on maintaining the distinction between public relations and

art.” Defending his preference for stories by a young Philip Roth, several of which

treated Jews unpleasantly, over documentary work such as Leon Uris’s  best

seller Exodus, Bellow briefly considered whether “survivors of Hitler’s terror in

Europe and Israel” might deserve only good publicity from writers, before reject-

ing the notion on literary grounds. “In literature we cannot accept a political stan-

dard,” Bellow maintained. “We can only have a literary one.” This reference to the

Holocaust in , two years after the Eichmann trial had significantly promoted

public consciousness of the event in the United States, intrigues me for the way it

brings Bellow to the verge of political commitment, only to find him unwilling to

account for literature by its obvious public effects. Admiring instead the wit and

irreverence of Jewish realism, Bellow intimates (if he does not fully rationalize) a

mode of historical consciousness attuned to a writer’s immediate means and lim-

ited conditions, in which historical event gets filtered through techniques of indi-

rection, deflection, subtlety, irony, or ellipsis. Indeed, as Bellow speaks abstractly

of a century that proved agonizing for Jews, his language anticipates modes of

covert allusion to genocidal history voiced by his own characters, as when Herzog,

title character of the best-selling  novel, fires back at his (Christian) therapist

for admiring Herzog’s wife’s conversion to Christianity, “From a Jewish stand-

point, you know, this hasn’t been one of your best periods.”

For all its off-handed indirection, a statement such as Herzog’s is surpris-

ingly efficient. Even as the remark seems to emerge from unconscious resent-

ments, what Herzog can’t quite say obtains a moral charge. The direct version of



the statement (“To admire Christianity in the late twentieth century is to be

an apologist for the Holocaust”) would give itself away as rationally absurd:

whereas Christian antisemitism provided the background and even much of the

cultural foundation for racial antisemitism and Nazi ideology, it cannot be

interpreted as precipitating the Holocaust. By avoiding such crude reduction-

ism, Herzog’s statement elicits instead a metaphoric charge, one predicated on

the rhetorical structure of omission. What he doesn’t say, “Christians perpe-

trated the Holocaust,” lends itself instead to the moral claim that “Christians are

responsible for the Holocaust,” a sentiment that can be sustained insofar as it is

not uttered directly, which is to say, insofar as its abiding value is figurative

rather than narrowly historical.

Of course, there’s another reason Herzog can’t quite speak his mind, and

this is simply that his language of accusation cuts against the grain of normative

American (in this case, Christian American) self-understanding. Much in

the spirit of Jean Améry’s reclamation of resentment as a moral category to be

developed via the perspective of victims whose sufferings have not been prop-

erly accounted for in history, Herzog reaches for a cultural ground not yet estab-

lished, to be based on a view of history devoted to what Lawrence L. Langer,

articulating the referential structure of survivor testimony, calls “deep

memory.” In By Words Alone, Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi hypothesizes that lack of

direct experience of the genocide imposed an imaginative distance from it on

American writers. Bellow, I wish to contend, perceived this limited experiential

access to the genocidal event as fundamental to any meaning the Holocaust

could have in the United States, and his characters duly reflect this limited con-

dition in their manner of invoking the Nazi genocide, when they speak of it at

all. Still, although reluctance to speak directly of the Holocaust may characterize

literature written in the United States of a certain era (say, from  through

early s, even by some accounts on into the mid-s), we ought nevertheless

to strive to apprehend the difference between reluctance to speak of the events

and a reticent or oblique mode of doing so.

Bellow, in the portrait offered by his biographer James Atlas, was inclined

to accuse himself of a reluctance to speak about the Holocaust that was in part

culturally determined. “Bellow was troubled,” Atlas says, in a discussion of his

novels from the late s, “by his failure to address the Holocaust directly and

often spoke of it as a significant omission in his work.” By way of explanation,

Atlas gives us Bellow’s self-accusation of his own assimilationist strivings:

“I couldn’t tear myself away from my American life.” One view of Bellow’s

career, as of much Jewish American writing in this era, would hold that he came

to the Holocaust over time, reluctantly at best. The Nazi genocide remained all but

irrelevant, for instance, to Bellow’s ironic nostalgia for the prewar immigrant

neighborhood of Humboldt Park, Chicago, in his first major novel, The Adventures

of Augie March (). If by the time of novels such as Herzog and Humboldt’s Gift
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(), the Holocaust often abided at the periphery of his characters’ conscious-

nesses and even received thematic centrality in his other most important novel

from that period, Mr. Sammler’s Planet (), there persisted in all these works

a habit of reticence in speaking of the event, what might well look like reluc-

tance. Even Sammler, Bellow’s fictional Holocaust survivor, cannot make the

Nazi genocide relevant to his contemporary moment in the late s. It is,

then, the significance of such reticent speech—or, in more literary terms, the

value of what we might call the unrealized figure—as a measure of history that I

wish to explore in this essay.

The fact that there was some increase in references to the Holocaust in

Bellow’s fiction by the s would correspond with a timeline for Holocaust

memory in the United States in which broad public discourse on the event was

delayed at least until the early s, fitting Bellow’s apparent reticence to a

reluctance within the broadly conceived American public to encounter such

a difficult memory. Indeed, our common understanding, as promulgated, for

example, by historian Peter Novick or sociologist Jeffrey Alexander, is that cul-

tural memory of the Holocaust as a distinctive event was codified belatedly,

spurred in part by the publicity surrounding the Eichmann trial, by the reac-

tions of diaspora Jews to the wars in the Middle East, and by the publishing

success of memoirs such as Elie Wiesel’s Night. Prior to this threshold era for

Holocaust memory, a variety of ideological conditions—including the over-

layering of exceptionalist U.S. national myth with the triumphalist notes of the

postwar climate; a longstanding cultural rhetoric of progress dependent on

Americans’ implicit faith in industry and technology, which was newly but-

tressed by advertising, boosterism, and various hackneyed expressions of opti-

mism; and an emergent Cold War ideology calling for interpretations of recent

history that served as apologetics for the ongoing fight against (Soviet-styled)

totalitarianism—had contributed to the relative suppression of the Nazi geno-

cide within public discourse. But even so, I wish to emphasize, this was always

only a partial suppression. Indeed, Bellow’s surprisingly persistent effort to

speak of the Holocaust, if only by allusion or otherwise oblique figuration, sug-

gests that the Holocaust was neither for him nor his contemporaries so readily

displaced or so definitively postponed from public consideration as many con-

temporary accounts of Holocaust memory in the United States might suggest.

Bellow’s mode of reticent speech about the Holocaust runs all the way back

to his second novel, The Victim (). As S. Lillian Kremer had maintained in

a  essay and as Atlas himself also concludes, careful reading of The Victim

might even discover it to be, in Atlas’s phrase, a work “suffused with a conscious-

ness of that unprecedented crime.” If this formulation may overstate the facts,

it isn’t far off the mark. What we might say more cautiously is that the Holocaust

proves to be conspicuous in The Victim by its near absence, by the conceptual

space it occupies as a consequence of a rhetorical stratagem according to which
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Bellow refers only obliquely to the genocide and yet as to an all but inevitable

point of reference. Such an elliptical art, I contend, reflects a set of cultural

norms wherein suppressed remembrance necessarily supposes the possibility of

alternate modes of remembrance. Memory, on this view, might seem to be

owing, as if constitutively, to ideological priorities by which all acts of memory

serve simultaneously as acts of displacement, enacting the preference for one

memory in lieu of another. I speak of such a cultural logic as an economy of mem-

ory, in that it both presumes and espouses the inevitability of competitive dis-

placement between systems of thought, systems of belief, or the groups of people

who advocate for them. Any impulse to challenge this dominant paradigm for

memory would depend at least hypothetically on a refusal to capitulate to its eco-

nomic terms as such; and yet, in negotiating for space within culture, the emer-

gent remembrance will tend to conform itself, at least superficially or in part, to

the reigning ideology of memory.

In this essay I focus not only on Bellow but also on Toni Morrison, two of the

United States’ most recent winners of the Nobel Prize for literature ( and

, respectively), and specifically on two novels not purportedly about

the Holocaust, Bellow’s The Victim and Morrison’s Beloved (), in which the

Holocaust nevertheless makes a demand on our accounting of other American

forms of injustice. Part of my rationale in making such a long temporal leap

from Bellow to Morrison is to treat two works at the extreme poles of Holocaust

reception, Bellow’s novel representing the immediate postwar years when pub-

lic discourse on the Holocaust was still relatively minimal and Morrison’s novel

emerging in an American climate in which the Holocaust had become, by some

accounts, a standard for measuring extreme injustice. By considering how an

economy of memory gets inscribed in these works of fiction, I chart aesthetic

choices made by Bellow and Morrison as symptomatic of the broader, shifting

cultural debate about how and to what extent the memory of injustice should be

admitted to the ordinary workings of cultural memory. My aim here is to elicit

two interrelated motives for the reticence of a text: first, an anxiety that certain

memories, especially when covert, concealed, or simply difficult to express,

might displace reigning cultural beliefs commonly perceived as necessary to the

political status quo by finding fault with normative memory for its failure to

account for the surprising data of injustice; and second, a concern that difficult

memories, as though contending within a spatially constricted cultural space,

necessarily vie for prominence with other memories of injustice. By this line of

argument, the suppositions of economy in the reigning cultural logic of postwar

American society generated a literature that could proceed only circumspectly

toward the articulation of memories of injustice. But this point might also be

formulated inversely, so as to make explicit the rhetorical possibility within

such a mode of speech: for is it not possible that a literature deploying a highly

mimetic mode of memory, which is to say, one that imitates reigning notions of
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economy, might be designed to elicit from us a recognition of the restrictive

effects of extant ideology? In this respect, the partial emergence within the text

of a purportedly suppressed remembrance would intuit the hypothesis of econ-

omy presiding over cultural memory even while implicitly interrogating it.

In drawing attention to the economical rules and procedures by which

memory abides in the late-twentieth-century United States, Bellow’s and

Morrison’s novels help us question whether memory need play by normative

cultural rules—in effect, whether any particular memory of injustice must gain

admittance to public consciousness only by displacing, suppressing, or over-

coming another group’s imperatives for memory or the contents of its remem-

brances of injustice. Many histories and critical reflections on postwar

American culture—by figures such as Charles Maier, Emily Miller Budick, and

Novick, to choose only three of the most prominent—proceed from premises

continuous with an economy of memory. Neither Maier nor Novick in criticiz-

ing American culture for bestowing privilege by way of grievance and for per-

petuating an eternal competition among grieving parties questions whether, as

a matter of fact or procedure, communities of memory must be conceived on

the order of the capitalistic marketplace, that is, by way of an explicit competi-

tion between them. And in her exhaustive  study of the dialogues and failed

dialogues between Jewish and black American culture in the late twentieth

century, Budick presumes a contentiousness that inheres in the very notion of

ethnic identity, one fitted to the realpolitik according to which any given ethnic

community vies with others for limited cultural resources. By this logic, each

community of memory constructs its own identity as though imaginative toler-

ance for the memories of other communities could be achieved only at the

expense of its own ability to preserve the memorial premises by which it

endures. It is largely against such a premise that Bellow and Morrison, in their

explorations of economy, its apparently binding reality, and its influence on cul-

tural or rhetorical procedures, might be read as exposing the norms of cultural

economy in American culture. Indeed, it is my contention that Bellow’s and

Morrison’s respective deployment of a technique I designate as figurative allegory

intimates the persistence of an imaginative responsibility for history that does

not perfectly coincide with dominant, normative modes of understanding. What

such a rhetorical procedure glimpses, then, is a horizon on which the strictures

of economy, heretofore descriptive of the limits of cultural memory, might be

loosened so as to enable cooperation among discursive communities and to

encourage the cultural interplay of diverse memories of injustice.

Memory and the Economy of Prejudice

Though Bellow has been alternately celebrated and maligned for the assim-

ilationist strivings evident in his fiction, he was from a young age deeply
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concerned about the political fate of modern Jews, demonstrating a keen if vac-

illating interest in the affairs of Europe throughout the s and s. From

an early infatuation with Trotskysim at Tuley High School of Humboldt Park

through membership in the Socialist Club at the University of Chicago, Bellow—

along with his friend Isaac Rosenfeld (also to become a prominent writer of his

generation)—was caught up in the politics of the s and the general anxiety

about Europe. In a  essay, Rosenfeld spoke of the European context as fur-

nishing “terror to our dreams: Hitler, Mussolini, the Moscow Trials, the Spanish

Civil War, the plaguey bill of Stalinism, the stopgaps of NRA, WPA, and the New

Deal, and the approach of inevitable war. We lived in the shadow of annihila-

tion, drawing on the pattern of Guernica and Ethiopia to imagine what bomb-

ings would be like.” Bellow’s first published story, which appeared in a campus

magazine, was a Kafkaesque fiction describing the seizure of a mildly dissident

Jew by American police who mirror the tactics of state police under fascism. In

, in a review of a study of Sholom Aleichem for the New York Times 

Book Review, Bellow drew particular relevance from Aleichem’s esoteric tales of a

vanishing mode of Jewish life by referring the characters forward in time to the

contemporary European atrocities only then becoming fully public. The very

people of whom Aleichem wrote, Bellow reminded his audience, were now

“reduced to begging their existence of a civilization of which one-half is intent

on wiping them out and of which the other half, for all its declarations and con-

ferences at Evian and Bermuda, has thus far answered only with firm promises

of nothing.” Conceding the inevitability that in an era of extreme oppression

politics must be brought to bear on interpretations of literature, Bellow per-

ceived a relation of more than accidental significance between the genocidal

destruction being perpetrated by the Nazis and the Allies’ indifference to the

refugees.

The Victim, composed during the winter of  and —after newsreels

documenting the genocide of the camps had been shown in New York City the-

aters, after the early Nuremberg trials, after the launching of de-Nazification pro-

grams in Germany—is in every sense a postwar text. The full facts of the Nazi

genocide began to be made known with the liberation of the concentration

camps in early , although American newspapers focused strictly on camps

liberated on the western front such as Dachau and Buchenwald (reports from

actual “death camps” such as Treblinka, Majdanek, Sobibor, and Belzec, already

closed by the Nazis or liberated by the Soviets, were not forthcoming until the

Nuremberg trials). As the genocide entered into the realm of public knowledge,

questions about what else the Allies might have done to prevent it were brought

sharply into focus. For his part, Bellow in those immediate postwar years contin-

ued to perceive a reciprocity between fascistic persecution and the Allies’ benign

neglect, as evident from his contribution to Commentary’s  symposium on

“The Jewish Writer and the English Literary Tradition,” in which the young
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author took to task scholarly advocates of Western high culture who, from a posi-

tion of “historical advantage,” all but legitimated antisemitic prejudices by

retaining confidence in their liberal educations and the presumptions of

Western cultural history even as they ignored the recent history of the Holocaust.

If the cumulative knowledge of Anglo-Saxon culture was right, Bellow reasoned,

the scholars’ “dislike of the Jew” was only “more terrible,” and if such knowledge

was wrong, the scholars’ judgments seemed “stupendously horrible.” The choice

was between hypocrisy (a poor application of cultural truths) and egregious error

(a faulty system of truths). But either way, “modern reality, with the gases of

Auschwitz still circulating in the air of Europe,” provided “an excellent opportu-

nity to judge whether they [were] right or wrong.”

Bellow’s willingness to invoke the Holocaust as a moral barometer in this

 essay might not provide a sufficient rationale on which to base a her-

meneutics for reading his fiction. If it did, though, the relative absence of

Holocaust consciousness in characters from a  novel set during the war

might give us cause to perceive therein some degree of indictment of their thor-

oughly American perspectives. In the absence of such a barometer, the novel’s

failure to invoke the contemporaneous events of genocide directly might be

taken to signal its status as an allegory of the integrationist ethos of postwar

liberal society in the United States, in which antisemitism, the oldest of Western

cultural prejudices, might be treated as though its cause and effect lay strictly

within the borders of the nation. Though I wish ultimately to argue against this

nationalist (as opposed to internationalist) view of Bellow’s novel, there’s a lot

that might be said for it. Asa Levanthal, a Jewish editor of a minor Manhattan

trade magazine, is confronted by former acquaintance Kirby Albee, now all

but unrecognizable in his wayward state. Albee, a blue-blooded American

descended from Governor Winthrop of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, reasons

that if someone of his pedigree has fallen on hard times, there must be a dis-

cernible cause within his personal history; and he finds that cause in Levanthal,

the Jew. Although the two men have not seen each other for more than half a

decade, Albee accuses Levanthal of having years ago plotted his ruin in an inter-

view Albee arranged for the then out-of-work Levanthal with Albee’s employer,

an editor of a chain of publications. During the interview Levanthal, provoked

by the editor’s boorishness, behaved unprofessionally and rudely. This behavior

caused Albee to lose standing within the company and eventually, if we are to

believe his account, to be fired. It soon becomes apparent that Albee’s recollec-

tion is highly selective (as he underestimates, for instance, the role alcohol has

played in his demise), but there is little doubt that his personal history in the

meantime has proved calamitous, as his wife left him when he lost his job and

she thereafter died in an automobile accident. Severe misfortune and economic

hardship in the Depression-era United States have inspired his interpretation

of Levanthal’s role in his life, and in his ressentiment he further claims that an
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antisemitic remark he once made at a party provided Levanthal’s motive for the

act of professional sabotage.

In this way a tale about the interdependency of two lives becomes an alle-

gory for social history told in a reactionary key: even as Levanthal, the Jew,

ascended through the hardships of the Depression era to a secure social posi-

tion, Albee, a scion of true Americanism by blood and belief, was displaced. In

keeping with the populist politics of ressentiment championed throughout the

s by figures as diverse as Huey Long, Father Charles Coughlin, and Gerald K.

Smith, and of course even more treacherously on the international scene by the

Nazis, Albee adheres to a logic that, as Richard Match in a review for the New

York Herald Tribune Book Review phrased it, “would do credit to Mein Kampf,” and

so triggers in Levanthal an anxiety about the arbitrariness of Albee’s having

selected him as an object of blame. “One wonders,” Match concluded, “how

many Jews have asked themselves the same question since ,” although

nothing in the review indicated that Bellow’s book had directed the critic’s

speculations to the international arena. If such a context seems almost extra-

neous to a reading of the novel on its own terms, the analogy to events under

Hitlerism was, from Match’s perspective, nevertheless irresistible.

In fact, early reviews established two not entirely compatible trajectories

for reading The Victim, one emphasizing the reactionary nature of Albee’s

charges and discerning therein the ideologically produced inaccuracies of anti-

semitism, and the other accenting the often unwitting interdependence of

these two characters as allegorizing the moral matter of taking responsibility

for one’s neighbors. Espousing this latter view in The Nation, Diana Trilling

credited Bellow with a brilliant exploration of the “whole problem of guilt,”

from which emerged this well-balanced insight: “No man is without responsi-

bility for his neighbor, but neither is any man really responsible for his neigh-

bor or free of responsibility for himself.” Her ethic starts to come apart as

soon as it is stated positively, the verdict on behalf of responsibility dissolving

in the face of liberal conventions honoring codes of individualistic freedom as

though they were rites of necessary irresponsibility. Still, Trilling’s observation

reflects the glimmer of Bellow’s paradoxical majesty, developed through his

careful mining of the ambiguities of the doppelganger tradition. So, for

example, when we first encounter Albee, the ostensible antagonist of the plot,

he has been shadowing Levanthal for some time but nevertheless proposes

that it is Levanthal who has sought the encounter. In arguing thereafter that

Levanthal acted so as to cost Albee his job, Albee reverses (perhaps altogether

in bad faith) the charge of antagonism and fosters, through a series of similar

attributions over the course of the novel, an ambiguity in perception whereby

the apparent interdependence of the two characters is increased. As each char-

acter is rendered a sign of the other, in the fashion of true literary doubles, the

narrative generates dual interpretations of social injustice—one focused on
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economic deprivation, the other on antisemitism—that must also be made to

reflect one another.

A useful point of contrast to Bellow’s technique for eliciting memories

of contemporary injustice in the United States is provided by the most promi-

nent fictional exposé of antisemitism from that period, Laura Z. Hobson’s

Gentleman’s Agreement (which reached number one on the New York Times’ best-

seller list in April ) and the Hollywood adaptation of the novel released in

November of that same year. Both Hobson’s novel and the film directed by Elia

Kazan (of On the Waterfront fame) assessed prejudice as though it were the prod-

uct of largely psychological or existential, rather than political, factors. Hobson

had published a  novel about the European refugee crisis, entitled The

Trespassers, in which she provided extensive documentation of the American

quota system circa  and  while criticizing the abstract politics by which

refugees, reduced to numbers rather than persons, were left vulnerable to the

tides of fascism by the free countries that would not act on their behalf. In that

novel a liberal American woman is called on by a friend to provide affidavits of

financial support for non-Jewish and Jewish Europeans fleeing Austria and

Czechoslovakia, and her compassionate but not altogether effective responses

serve as the vehicle for personalizing Americans’ responsibilities for refugees.

By a similar device, in Hobson’s postwar novel, set in December , the

reporter Philip Schuyler Green, a widower recently relocated to New York from

the West Coast, draws an assignment to write a series of articles on anti-

semitism. Though initially reluctant to take the assignment for fear there won’t

be enough interest from readers, once he finds his angle—which involves pass-

ing himself off as a Jew—he gets a crash course in prejudice.

Significantly, the entire plot of Gentleman’s Agreement turns on a hypothesis

of interchangeable subject-positions. As Green presents himself to coworkers,

neighbors, and even his fiancée’s family as Jewish, he finds himself discrimi-

nated against in many quarters of society and, after a time, starts to take the ill

treatment personally. By a psychological process Hobson overtly labels “identifi-

cation,” Green experimentally “[reproduces] in himself in a short time the

whole history of persecution” of the Jewish people. All the casual prejudice he

experiences as a hypothetical Jew takes a toll on his person and on those around

him. His son endures antisemitic taunts; Kathy Lacey, as girlfriend-cum-fiancée,

wants him to drop the act with her prominent Connecticut family, to which

request Green reacts with crude hurt: “He felt insulted. If he were really a Jew,

this is what he’d feel” (). He is not merely on the receiving end of anti-

semitism; he acts—in some cases materially, in others only symbolically—to

correct such prejudice where he finds it. He exposes the antisemitic hiring

policies of the journal that employs him, calls his Jewish secretary out on her use

of the word “kikey” to refer to a conspicuously unassimilated Jew, and pursues

the truth about restricted resorts in the White Mountains of New Hampshire,
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confronting the manager of an inn and making him reveal his unofficial dis-

criminatory policy. When Green pushes too far in testing some of these unstated

limits placed on Jews, he is subjected to hateful, dismissive remarks. “Always

pushing in,” one observer remarks, “that’s the Jew of it” ().

The Hollywood version of Gentleman’s Agreement, starring Gregory Peck as

Philip Green, adhered closely to the book, so much so that Bosley Crowther,

reviewing the film for the New York Times, decided it had all but supplanted

Hobson’s novel, making each of its points about prejudice “with superior illus-

tration and more graphic demonstration . . . so that the sweep of her moral indig-

nation is not only widened but intensified thereby.” Clearly, the visual medium

bestowed an aura of dramatically charged affect on many of the story’s scenes,

highlighting Green’s reformative zeal (in part through Peck’s visual and vocal

inflections of restrained indignation) so as to render him a crusader. Where the

novel glimpsed Green’s ambivalences about the experiment in identity and

openly reflected on many of the characters’ complicity in social prejudice, the

film developed a muckraking, melodramatic approach, lining up the social saints

against the unrepentant sinners and giving the impression that antisemitism

was largely a function of aberrant, personal prejudices. According to this tale of

improvised passing, especially in its Hollywood form of moralizing parable, any-

one among us might just as easily, merely by saying the word “Jew” about himself

or herself, become the victim of racial persecution and, by way of such contrived

interchangeability, expose the everyday workings of prejudice so as to precipitate

a crisis of social conscience. The ease with which Green becomes hypothetical

Jew, then outcast, and finally a lesson about prejudice serves to expose the

failings of American society and to inspire an integrationist politics preserving

the purportedly universalistic relevance of the liberal state for all peoples.

Bellow, in his novel from the same year, also deploys a plot device of inter-

changeability, only with far less optimism about the chances of expurgating

prejudice from American society than Hobson and Kazan apparently possessed.

The most crucial difference between Gentleman’s Agreement (in either form) and

The Victim resides in Bellow’s insistence on the economic angle, with regard

both to the background conditions of political economy and to the ideological

production of what I am calling the cultural economy of memory. As Bellow’s

fully assimilated Jew finds himself practically interchangeable with a WASP

rival—standing in the social space of another, included in a rivalry he could wish

to ignore—the structural coincidence is produced, materially, by a political

economy in which workers must compete for limited jobs and so vie for the

same cultural space, and, ideologically, by the working logic of a cultural econ-

omy wherein any memory of hardship must compete for ascendance with other

memories of hardship. Each character lays claim to a memory of injustice for-

mulated on a competitive model and on different experiential data—Albee on

the facts of his own economic deprivation resulting from his interactions with
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Levanthal, and Levanthal on the likely antisemitic resonances of Albee’s

charges. In this way Bellow positions the specter of antisemitism not simply

in reactive dependence on material economic conditions but in interactive

analogy to the memory of economic injustice.

Prejudice on this view, as in Hobson, is still basically psychological, spurring

resentments in both enfranchised and minority populations. But as it proves to

be distorting of the phenomenological interpretation of the social world, Bellow’s

representation of antisemitism proceeds further along the lines of Jean-Paul

Sartre’s Anti-Semite and Jew, parts of which had been published in  in

Partisan Review (in which venue fiction from a young Bellow had already

appeared). Sartre encouraged his contemporaries to view the signifying value

of Jewishness within Western culture as the consequence of an act of projection,

by which non-Jews attributed to Jews an essence having little basis in the collec-

tive authenticity of community but based instead on the fearful, reactionary

fantasy-formations of European societies. Insofar as Jews were perceived as par-

asitical, Sartre supposed, they signified a society’s unrealized construct of free-

dom. This trenchant critique of the self-contradictoriness inherent in modern

liberal politics might serve as a spur to the cultural politics of integration by

perceiving the persistence of antisemitism as antithetical to the spirit of

democracy. Significantly, Sartre’s account of prejudice relies on a cultural econ-

omy in which the presumption of competitiveness grounds a subject’s percep-

tion of the other. In Western bourgeois society, which promotes an inauthentic

state of existence in its citizens, the other is to be interpreted as a kind of alter

ego, such that self-estrangement, itself a symptom of inauthentic existence, can

be disguised by being projected onto another. So long as Western cultures

remain bound, for instance, by false notions of essence attributed to the mar-

ginalized Jews (who yet serve as unwitting, or ironical, signs of the West’s own

inauthenticity), every racial or religious other functions first and foremost as a

site, if only hypothetically, of provocation, promoting either a cooperation or

conflict that turns on the presumed interdependence of the two terms.

Along these very lines, Bellow’s novel improvises a phenomenology of prej-

udice depending on a strict belief in cultural economy as based in a limited and

contested space, which would in turn provide the impetus to—or the continuing

ideological justification for—the vying of two or more parties for what they per-

ceive as the same, necessary social space. As Bellow depicts ordinary perceptions

slipping into socially enacted prejudice, he grounds matters of material and cul-

tural economy in a psychic system possessed of its own economic logic. So much

is this the case that it becomes hard to determine which reflects the other,

whether the psyche is generated as an image of social economy or social econ-

omy as a product of a psyche’s necessarily limited perceptions. Coming through

the Depression, Levanthal is described as having gone for long periods without

work, having drifted purposelessly and lived “in a dirty hall bedroom on the
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East Side, starved and thin” (), and having taken a number of part-time jobs,

including a stint as a clerk in a flophouse on lower Broadway. He was finally

pulled up the social ladder when his name came up on a “civil-service list,” the

beneficiary of one of Roosevelt’s New Deal programs. Years later, explaining his

story to his wife, he admits he got “lucky”: “I got away with it,” he tells her, fully

aware that his present fortune is written over spectral undercurrents of ruina-

tion. “He had almost fallen in,” Bellow continues in free indirect discourse, “with

that part of humanity of which he was frequently mindful (he never forgot the

hotel on lower Broadway), the part that did not get away with it—the lost, the out-

cast, the overcome, the effaced, the ruined” (). Levanthal’s memory of personal

hardship obtains the status of a destabilizing irony when Albee comes forward to

offer his own tale of hardship and accuse Levanthal of plotting to get him fired,

as Levanthal is skeptical about his influence on Albee’s descent and about the

supposition that he himself once harbored any ill feelings toward Albee. A case

of disputed memory, in keeping with the conventions of the doppelganger plot,

generates two interpretive horizons, each of which involves a premise of econ-

omy. The first case, in which we read the novel as an allegory about responsibil-

ity for the neighbor, would require Levanthal to see himself as supplanting Albee

in the workforce, since the return of his own fortune has coincided with Albee’s

decline. Levanthal would confront in Albee, if only in a purely formal sense, an

image of his own former misfortunes, of the fate he might have continued to suf-

fer; and the reader might conclude that one man’s misfortune shadows another’s

relative success, thereby conceiving of a structural relatedness between the two

fates. The second case, in which we read the novel primarily as a cautionary tale

about reactionary ideology, would affirm Levanthal’s intuition of antisemitism

in Albee’s hyperbolic charge as though such ideology were the constitutive

source of his false claim; and the reader might then apprehend Albee’s retro-

spective story as the product of an imaginary rivalry constructed in bad faith.

Notably, the premise of the second case draws us toward a conclusion in

explicit tension with the emergent recognition of the first. As Albee interprets

his misfortune through the lens of antisemitism, deploying myths about Jewish

essence so as to deflect knowledge of the structural interchangeability of bour-

geois workers in American capitalistic society, he exposes the underlying prem-

ise of economy only to deploy it to his own advantage. As he thereby mystifies

the cultural constructedness of economy as though it could be naturally traced

to his own originally privileged status, his story charts the betrayal of the social

rights of Protestant America. Insight into genuine structural interrelatedness

becomes perceptual in a mythic sense, as the rivalry between two men (only one

of whom apprehends it) gets treated as an abiding social truth: men compete

for the same space in the work force, and the only thing that went wrong in

Albee’s eyes is that a Jew (a hypothetical alien) secured a better result. The

peculiar brilliance of Bellow’s novel is to have sustained both readings at
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the same time, the parable about structural responsibility for one’s neighbor

played out in the context of potentially reactionary ideologies. In this sense, a

proper reading of Albee’s antisemitism does not permit us to arrive at either

a reactionary neoconservative or a neoliberal dismissal of the socialistic

requirement of accepting responsibility for the economic disparity between

neighbors on the grounds that those fallen on hard times often deploy danger-

ous forms of ideological resentment. Indeed, although Albee’s antisemitism

distracts us from what his story might otherwise suggest about the interdepend-

ence of persons, the economic premise does not entirely recede from view. And

that is simply because Levanthal finds himself incapable of rejecting all respon-

sibility for Albee: even after finding himself a victim of antisemitic innuendo

and interpersonal persecution, Bellow’s protagonist takes revised account of his

own existence with respect to the misfortune of others, plumbing his own com-

plicity in the socioeconomic structure and circumstances that have, if not

directly caused, still in some sense precipitated Albee’s antagonism.

The Allegorically Impressive Holocaust

Bellow’s The Victim, I am suggesting, takes overt account of the cultural econ-

omy of memory by juxtaposing two forms of political injustice, economic hard-

ship and antisemitism, so as to reveal the potential for recognition of one

(antisemitism) to displace recognition of the other (economic hardship). How

exactly we are to read the ideology of the novel may depend in large part on our

decision as to whether or not it finally endorses such a displacement. A further

clue to Bellow’s take on the cultural economy of memory, however, resides in

the novel’s elliptical if not altogether sly evocation of a third term of political

injustice—namely, the Holocaust, which is significantly invoked on at least one

occasion (to which I turn shortly). Again, Hobson’s novel from the same year

provides a productive contrast to Bellow’s technique. For although Kazan’s

adaptation of Gentleman’s Agreement (falling in line with the film Crossfire, a cin-

ematic exposé on antisemitism released earlier in the year) never once referred

to the catastrophic culmination of the antisemitic persecutions in Europe,

Hobson’s novel had rather carefully elicited the international context for her

protagonist’s worries about antisemitism in the United States. Over the course

of the novel the specter of Nazism looms large—as the protagonist gives passing

thought to the ongoing “War Guilt Trial” at Nuremberg, as his girlfriend Kathy

is reported to have loathed Hitlerism in the s, and as the novel elsewhere

wades through references to persons and policies of the Nazi state, including

the propagandists Goebbels and Rankin, yellow armbands used to mark Jews in

Germany, and torture chambers.

Even more somberly, Hobson’s novel twice invokes the recent genocide as

a clarifying analogy that lends a sense of proportion to local experiences of
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prejudice. For an authenticating perspective on Green’s experiment, Hobson

introduces into the novel an old Jewish classmate of Green’s, Dave Goldman, a

veteran just returned from the Pacific campaign, who serves as the protagonist’s

confidant and responds to quotidian antisemitism in a stoical manner. Green,

as neophyte in the realm of prejudice, believes he must challenge the casual 

presumption of an inequality between Jews and WASPs, and he has to remind

himself, countermanded by Dave’s calm demeanor, that being banned, for instance,

from a posh inn in the White Mountains is hardly persecution on a grand scale.

A well-timed analogy to the Holocaust, the first deployed by Hobson, helps to

underscore the point: “In a world where only yesterday human bones powdered

to ash in blazing furnaces, the barred register of a chic hotel could hardly be

called a disaster” (). Even as the analogy to the Holocaust apparently diminishes

the urgency of Green’s muckraking zeal to defy casual American prejudice, it also

reinforces the need to regard antisemitism of all stripes seriously. Taking any

prejudice for granted, so Hobson implicitly warns, puts us on a slippery slope, as

each allowance for prejudice only quickens the slide into what might someday

become persecutions precipitous of genuine political disaster.

In the novel’s second invocation of genocide, we are asked to draw a differ-

ent sort of conclusion. Further on in the same scene, Green must again qualify

his own experiences, bowing to the voice of authenticity embodied in his friend

as he acknowledges how much worse it must be for a real Jew “to have it drag

out year after year.” In response to this sentiment, Dave admits that everyday

prejudice can be tough on one’s psyche but then, as a model citizen in the lib-

eral integrationist ilk, quickly disavows all hints of Jewish chauvinism in him-

self, save for one point of pride. Given the horrific abnormality of the long

history of everyday contempt for Jews and the recent history of genocidal perse-

cution, one might well expect a person who went “through life being taunted or

held apart, [knowing] that people like him were being beaten and butchered

and killed,” to end up as a “psychopath.” But this is hardly the result, Dave rea-

sons, with his own people, for the Jews have remained “ordinary and patient

and able to lead regular lives” ().

If we follow his lesson, Jews by the example of their heroic normality pro-

vide comfort to the typical American’s ordinary dreams, elucidating the virtues

of middle-class ideology and modeling the form of temperate citizenship

endorsed by the liberal tradition. Hobson’s invocations of the recent Nazi geno-

cide develop a mode of analogy in which the thoughtful turn to catastrophic

events briefly discomfits liberal consciousness only thereby to make it hold fast

to what it already values. Antisemitism in the United States is a genuine prob-

lem for Hobson, but she adheres to a reformist platform according to which the

persistence of prejudice intimates the imperfect—or not yet fully realized—

application of the concepts of liberal justice rather than a fault in the conceptual

ground of justice: in Hobson’s view, Americans need only to become again (or
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for the first time) like themselves, in an ideal and true sense, to eradicate this

problem.

Insofar as the Hollywood film Gentleman’s Agreement excises all Holocaust

references, leaving the audience without any sense that Green’s agonized delib-

erations about often subtle examples of antisemitism occur in the wake of 

genocide, Kazan’s interpretation may seem less than faithful to the original,

narrowing its focus rather than, as Crowther had claimed, “widening” its scope

of reference. What is lost particularly by the film’s adumbration of the novel’s

use of analogy, I would contend, is precisely the sensibility of complicity charac-

terizing Hobson’s text, especially in its representation of Kathy. Hobson’s hero-

ine persists until the end in feelings of ambivalence about Jews. Having

previously broken off her engagement with Green because she was tired of feel-

ing accused, she is only gradually and somewhat reluctantly able to make a

reparative gesture, which she does privately rather than publicly, as a sign of her

sincerity: she writes Dave, offering to lease him and his family a property

she owns in restrictive Darien, Connecticut, and for her effort she receives the

open-ended, forgiving visit from Green with which the novel closes. The movie

simplifies all of this greatly: Kathy meets face to face with Dave and they

strike up a rapport; she makes the offer to lease the house as though such gen-

erosity were generated from her natural feelings for him; and Dave thereafter

exonerates her, when reporting on their meeting to Green, of any genuinely

antisemitic ideology. Kazan’s film can proceed toward such sentimental tri-

umphalism in large part because the Holocaust has suffered erasure from the

storyline. As a consequence of Hobson’s analogies the Holocaust persists in her

story as part of an internationally framed cultural memory, invoked overtly so as

to indicate the hypothetical (if also extreme) consequence of antisemitic ideol-

ogy. By contrast, Kazan’s take on Gentleman’s Agreement suppresses the contex-

tual analogue for antisemitism in the United States, thereby permitting him to

treat antisemitism, as Steven Carr has suggested, as an “aberrant psychopathol-

ogy” of individuals rather than as the product of systemic ideology, and so also

to tell a story about prejudice that can be recuperated to the procedures of

melodrama. By either scenario, the memory of injustice shapes what can and

cannot be said in the story. Indeed, Kazan’s excision of the novel’s Holocaust

references may only serve to highlight an anxiety also evident in Hobson’s text—

specifically, that Americans, in the climate of postwar triumphalism, might

have only minimal tolerance for interpreting their own behaviors through an

internationalist lens that would render them, if only retrospectively, responsible

for injustices perpetrated beyond their borders.

For his part, in his novel from the same year Bellow introduces the Holocaust

by presenting a severely restrictive view of cultural memory and adhering to an

economy of reference that will allow for only an allegorical (as opposed, say, to an

overtly analogical) scheme. By this narrative logic the Holocaust lurks, as it were,
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on the periphery of The Victim persisting as an analogy in negative form: it

implies not the same degree of persecution as American antisemitism, not even

close; but it legitimates the concern about antisemitism and further suggests the

necessary interplay of several memories of injustice, specifically, economic dep-

rivation, antisemitism, and now also genocide. The novel proceeds toward such

a comparative frame with due caution. When Levanthal first recounts his tale of

being suddenly confronted and followed by Albee, his friend Harkavay advises a

course of circumspect perception, quite as though Levanthal were indulging in

fancies of persecution: “There isn’t a thing he can do to you. Whatever you do,

don’t let ideas like that into your head. He can’t persecute you” (). On such evi-

dence, a reader might almost decide that Levanthal’s suspicions of persecution

are indeed paranoid, lacking any ground in the contemporary American land-

scape. How can Albee from his situation of apparent disadvantage do any real

damage to Levanthal in a liberal society, which has not legally codified antise-

mitic prejudice? And yet, though there is common sense in Harkavay’s advice, his

willful innocence of the international context must have seemed remarkable to

readers in , generating the effect of dramatic irony: by invoking only to reject

the specter of persecution (the term is his, not Levanthal’s), Harkavay alludes,

albeit by avoidance, to the Holocaust.

Harkavay’s stylized ahistoricism is, on some level, symptomatic of Bellow’s

entire novel, which is set in , during the cultural moment in which the

American public’s largely delayed response to the refugee crisis was converted

into catastrophic knowledge, as reports of intensified persecution and still-

ongoing genocide received increased coverage and, in some cases, were turned

into hypotheses about action. In the New York Post, New York Herald Tribune, New

York Times, Christian Science Monitor, and even in the majority of Hearst-owned

newspapers, which had remained famously anti-immigrant for most of the war,

there arose a campaign for “free-ports,” or places of strictly temporary refuge,

for Jews and others fleeing from Hitler. And for the first time during the war,

many of the atrocity reports circulating in the U.S. press concentrated specifi-

cally on the persecution of Jews. From Harkavay’s response, however, we might

not guess any of this; and Bellow’s novel almost lets him get away with this mode

of reticence verging on silence. Bellow offers a story that, except for a few mark-

ers, might take place anywhere and at any time, creating the effect of muted his-

toricity. In fact only a highly recondite allusion to the movie The Climax (),

featuring Boris Karloff, establishes the precise year of the action. It might

seem that the author is as happy for us to mistake his story for a timeless

Kafkaesque parable of persecution and paranoia, in which the difference

between historically realized events and those that have happened or might still

happen would be impossible to discern, as for us to reevaluate our perceptions

of antisemitism in the United States in light of the Nazis’ cynical exploitations

of political economy in targeting minority populations for elimination. Indeed,
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Bellow’s novel is positioned on the threshold of several interpretive choices—

tempted by universal applicability and yet distracted by the memory of histori-

cally contingent events; caught up in psychic hypotheses proceeding from

general precepts and yet aware of socioeconomically motivated actions; drawn

to large ideological views even of private matters and yet consummately prag-

matic in its estimation of local causes. And it is precisely this dynamic that

places The Victim within the realm of allegory, if but hoveringly, its mode of

reference incompletely allegorical in the rhetorical sense I ascribe to figurative

allegory.

Figurative Allegory

By the term figurative allegory I refer specifically to a rhetorical procedure that, as

a function of methodology, requires neither the full conversion of one level of

reference or experience into another nor some aspect of displacement of one by

another. Most figurative reference depends on the transpositional properties of

metaphoric exchange, but allegory exacerbates the condition of transposition,

threatening by way of its rudimentary bifurcation of first- and second-order lev-

els of reference to allow the transposition to amount to a supplanting imposi-

tion. So, for example, we tend to associate allegory (in the Christian anagogic

sense) with a story, such as Hawthorne’s “Young Goodman Brown,” in which

characters (such as the wife Faith or Goody Cloyse) take on a second-order signif-

icance that dims and in some cases all but cancels their relevance as realistic

characters. When we do interpret allegories through the lens of history, we read

a novel such as George Orwell’s Animal Farm knowing full well that the pigs are

not just pigs but rather also deluded ideologues, and that the entire fantastic

story has its parallels in the recently defeated Nazi state and the ongoing totali-

tarian regime of Stalin’s Soviet Union. Much of our language about the mean-

ing of the Holocaust follows a surprisingly allegorical trajectory, insofar as the

Holocaust, as an event of paradigmatic injustice, occupies the position of a sec-

ond-order reference supplanting the contemporary, first-order context in which

it is invoked, with the paradoxical consequence that even as the catastrophic

event provides a ground for analogy it often devastates the uses of analogy.

It is important to recall, however, that allegory works just as effectively to

read abstracted or generalized thought back toward local or contingent refer-

ence as it does to interpret (in the sense now most commonly associated with

allegory) the particular details and circumstances of a narrative event as though

they should be properly referred to exemplary, universal concepts. Allegory is

not simply dehistoricizing in the conventional sense of Christian hermeneutics,

abstracting a first-order level of reference so that it might signify on a larger,

universalistic, often imperialistic plane. Allegory is also historicizing, even

rehistoricizing; and by this alternate emphasis it may develop, as a textually
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generative principle, imperatives returning us not only to the literality of the

story but also to much of its invoked historical context. My sense of Bellow’s

novel (as of Morrison’s further on) is that it mines this now less common vein of

allegory by way of an oblique procedure, effecting neither a full-scale shift of the

order of reference nor a confident recuperation of the history to which the story

intrinsically alludes. By exploiting the local use of a figure within a narrative

that remains incompletely transformed by such reference, figurative allegory

suspends the conventional allegorical method in which the text’s literal level of

meaning ends as symbolically occupied territory. Figurative allegory, then, is

akin to an improvisation, derived as if from within the larger rhetorical proce-

dure of allegory so as to effect a détente between the two levels of reference,

promoting their comparative interplay rather than the primacy of one over

another. The inspiration for such improvisation, I assume, is the author’s desire

to qualify the sensibility of displacement generally associated with allegory—in

which type gives way to antitype, in which first-order reference yields to second-

order reference—and to challenge the premise of cultural economy with which

it is readily associated. Although figurative allegory nods to economy and even

in one sense submits to it by reflecting the limits on memory in culture, it simul-

taneously takes up the burden of unrealized historical consciousness, proceed-

ing circumspectly or elliptically to its analogical claims even while attempting to

expand the reach and significance of the text in question.

In The Victim Bellow concedes that the Holocaust can no more be imposed

as the lens for interpreting every example of contemporary antisemitism than

the more or less ordinary parameters of everyday prejudice (or antisemitism)

can be expected to serve as a sufficient explanation of the Holocaust. His mode

of reticent invocation of the Holocaust paradoxically opens the plane of refer-

ence so as to expand rather than narrow the field of political responsibilities

devolving from our perceptions of injustice, which are still, for better or worse,

confined by restrictive notions of cultural economy. The Holocaust impinges on

the text not as overwhelming data but as a phenomenon difficult and elusive to

account for, one that nevertheless remains relevant to contemporary politics in

the United States by posing a challenge to the very notion of cultural economy,

by referring us to a complex rather than simplifying framework for judging the

relation between economic deprivation and antisemitic ideology. The triangu-

lation of the memories of injustice (economic deprivation, antisemitism, geno-

cide) makes it so that each injustice must be accounted for through its place

within a range of interacting political and ideological systems, a technique that

implicitly interrogates the restrictive tendencies of the nation-state as the con-

stitutive field for restrictive memory.

Other wartime and postwar American literature had attempted to expand

the horizon of Americans’ concerns, sometimes by way of highly allegorical

procedures. An entire subgenre of fascist allegory was developed after  and
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practiced by writers such as Katherine Anne Porter, Sinclair Lewis, John

Steinbeck, Carson McCullers, and Glenway Wescott. Most often antifascist

fictions served as cautionary tales, warning Americans about the dangers of iso-

lationist policies and navel-gazing nationalism, calling until late  for inter-

vention against the tides of fascism and thereafter often serving as rallying cries

to the American war effort. The writers of such tales were constrained by a dual

imperative: to make the peril seem relevant and immediate enough to inspire

action, and at the same time not to represent the threat of fascism as so daunt-

ing as to be discouraging to ordinary readers. So, for instance, Sinclair Lewis’s

vaguely prophetic novel It Can’t Happen Here () imaginatively transposed

the historical rise of European fascism onto the American scene so as to foster a

parable about the rise of fascism in the United States even as his story also

prophesied the indubitable, truer American spirit, which, once the country had

been saddled with a totalitarian regime, would kick and protest until the false

leaders were thrown from power. (In , while still an undergraduate, Bellow

penned a rejoinder to Lewis, bearing the title “The Hell It Can’t,” which rather

deliberately misunderstood the moral of Lewis’s tale but also clearly demon-

strated the lasting impression it made on him.) John Steinbeck, in composing

his own piece of propagandistic fiction, The Moon Is Down (), had at one

point considered transposing the scenario of being an occupied country onto

the United States, only to be persuaded by his editor that, with the country

recently entered into the war, such a dismal prospect might prove too discour-

aging a scenario for American readers. If Steinbeck rejected the full-scale con-

trivance of transposing fascism onto the American scene, he nevertheless

persevered in the allegorical vein, populating his novel set in an unnamed

country of Nazi-occupied Europe with universal types who, by means of hack-

neyed optimism and spirited resistance, free themselves imaginatively from the

oppressive burdens of history. In this strain of political fiction, in which allegory

is deployed even as its scheme is partly suspended, the horrific events of Europe

could be filtered for American audiences, made to resemble through historical

vagueness and the generalizing conventions of moral storytelling an imminent

threat to ordinary bourgeois existence and its securities, while at the same

inspiring confidence in readers about the superior, even undefeatable, nature

of their way of life.

Already the technique of such wartime American fiction was inclined to a

sensibility wherein allegorical transposition between analogue (the United

States) and target (fascism) was left incomplete. Specific historical conditions—

including the geographic distance of the United States from the European

conflict, the abstract imperatives of the exceptionalist strain of American

nationalism, and the specific incentives and restrictions of a wartime climate

encouraging the propagandistic tendency in art—all contributed to the impre-

cise or historically unfulfilled patterns of reference deployed by these novels. If
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Bellow’s  novel was not then entirely without precedent, his methodology

still proved innovative by radicalizing the strategy of suspended analogy as part

of its mode of figurative allegory. Whereas Lewis’s or Steinbeck’s novels were

abiding without protest by the rules of cultural economy, Bellow, demonstrating

a savvy insight into the hermeneutic of displacement operative in allegory, was

able to import certain historical content (such as the Nazi genocide) to the mar-

gins of the text by way of his elliptical yet also not typologically fulfilling style,

thereby eliciting the knowledge of occluded injustices even as he attested to the

regimes of memory exercising a restrictive influence on the recognition of

injustice in contemporary America.

Despite the fact that Kremer and Atlas have argued for a number of

Holocaust-related motifs or symbolically evolved patterns in The Victim, Bellow

makes only one unmistakable allusion to the event of the Nazi genocide, one

that does immense work as a consequence of its evocative position within

the narrative. Levanthal’s perception of persecution begins to seek a historical

ground as an analogy to his own plight, and the Holocaust almost, but never

quite fully, provides this context. In a scene in which Albee defends himself

against the suspicion that he has brought about his own misfortune (“if a man

is down, a man like me, it’s his fault” []) and accuses Levanthal of acting like

“Job’s friends” by supposing that people deserve what they get, he further spec-

ulates on Jewish solidarity and circumspection, suggesting that Jews are never

led toward “anything risky,” never toward what is “dangerous” or “glorious”

because they are incapable of being “tempt[ed] to dissolve [themselves]” ().

In exasperation Levanthal replies, “I don’t see how you can talk that way. That’s

just talk. Millions of us have been killed. What about that?” (). Most surpris-

ing about this reference in a novel set in New York, among politically aware Jews

who otherwise never mention the Holocaust even when talking among them-

selves, is that it should seem so far-fetched. The only other reference to interna-

tional political events locating the novel in the Nazi era occurs in a scene set in

a cafeteria, during which Levanthal takes a suspicious view of the stance,

adopted by several Jewish men, that Disraeli was a credit to the English and to

the Jews. Insisting that the harmonization of “Jews and empires” never seemed

right to him even as the topic switches to Bismarck’s admiration for Disraeli,

Levanthal skeptically recalls a remark of Bismarck’s about how to make a great

race from a German stallion and a Jewish mare; and only then does an interlocu-

tor named Goldstone claim to understand what’s on Levanthal’s mind regarding

Bismarck: “You’re blaming him for the Germans of today” (, ). Such a

remark is vague enough to have been uttered any time after Hitler’s rise to

power in , and if it necessarily provides a larger context for Levanthal’s vig-

ilance about antisemitism, it portends no specific reference to the Holocaust.

Similarly, Levanthal’s spontaneous remark to Albee, insofar as it avoids specifi-

cally mentioning atrocities committed against Jews or the agents of them, seems
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almost evasive of the meaning it would evoke. Indeed, so poignant is the reti-

cence of Levanthal’s allusion that it threatens to undermine the very possibility

of politically oriented conversation. Immediately after declaring that “millions

of us have been killed,” he waits briefly “for a reply” but then turns and walks

away before “it could be given” ().

By turning away from a conversation that might elaborate the connection

between the Nazis’ systemic destruction of European Jewry and the undercur-

rent of antisemitism in the United States, Levanthal paradoxically prevents his

own reference from fulfilling its rhetorical function. But this same avoidant

maneuver, produced as it were by Levanthal’s highly cautious psyche, allows

Bellow to intimate the devastating force of such an analogy, which, if fulfilled,

might either exaggerate the oppressive significance of antisemitism in the

United States (as though Levanthal’s perceptions were the product of paranoia)

or make it seem by contrast insignificant (as though Harkavay’s skepticism

about the persecution his friend endures could effectively trivialize the phe-

nomenon of American prejudice). Instead, Bellow charts another course: for as

Levanthal’s passing invocation of the Holocaust fails to amount to a fully real-

ized reference, in that it cannot obtain a place of determinable cultural signifi-

cance, it nevertheless obtains the quality of a reference at one remove or a

figure of speech refusing acknowledgment of its own rhetorical design. Of

course figurative speech is always that which is in tension with ordinary or

proper meaning, and insofar as metaphor is specifically, if we follow Paul

Ricoeur’s elaboration of Aristotle, a borrowing between two relations posi-

tioned on the threshold of a substitutive significance, Bellow’s use of unfulfilled

reference draws attention to a transposition that might have taken place (x for

y, the meaning of the Holocaust for an instance of American antisemitism) but

which is instead forever suspended. It is as though Bellow represented

Levanthal reaching out for an allegorical explanation for his own sense of

persecution, seeking in a contemporary historical experience the interpretive

analogy to his own, only to find himself unable, despite the structure of ethnic

solidarity associating European and American Jews, to complete the metaphorical

borrowing, for fear that the interpretive consequence will be, as T. S. Eliot’s

Prufrock would say, not what he “meant at all.”

From such rhetorical reticence, Bellow begins to construe a different hori-

zon for comparative thought, one dependent on the failure of paradigmatic or,

in Walter Lippmann’s terms, stereotypic thought. A key episode in this novel’s

self-reflexive meditation on prejudice and injustice occurs in the subplot

involving Levanthal’s nephew, whose life is endangered by his Italian mother’s

old world superstitions about hospitals. By the time Levanthal intervenes,

insisting that the boy be taken to the hospital, it is too late to save his life.

Throughout the episode Levanthal regards the superstitious sister-in-law and

her immigrant mother with disdain, while consistently believing that they
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dislike him for being a Jew and are prepared to blame him for the boy’s death.

Prejudice and the anxiety about prejudice are revealed to deform judgment,

even to the point where Levanthal expects to find prejudice, cued by his rela-

tionship with Albee, where it is not significantly in play. Oddly, then, the

episode of the dying nephew highlights the precariousness of Levanthal’s own

capacity for recognizing injustice in its proper context, drawing our attention to

the way in which memory of one injustice (the looming possibility of anti-

semitism) might lead to a misreading or misrecognition of another (the boy’s

illness as a result of economic deprivation).

Even Albee, although he is indeed an ideologically despicable character,

must provoke a vigilance in the reader about the facts of injustice to which one

may not wish to attend. While admitting some responsibility for Albee’s misfor-

tune, Levanthal nevertheless resents the inordinateness of the charge brought

against him:

In a general way, anyone could see that there was great unfairness in one

man’s having all the comforts of life while another had nothing. But

between man and man, how was this to be dealt with? Any derelict

panhandler or bum might buttonhole you on the street and say, “The

world wasn’t made for you any more than it was for me, was it?” The error

in this was to forget that neither man had made the arrangements, and

so it was perfectly right to say, “Why pick on me? I didn’t set this up any

more than you did.” Admittedly there was a wrong, a general wrong.

Albee, on the other hand, came along and said “You!” and that was what

was so meaningless. For you might feel that something was owing to the

panhandler, but to be directly blamed was entirely different. (–)

Levanthal’s willingness to admit general facts of economic injustice without locat-

ing himself as an ideological participant in such politically orchestrated inequal-

ity suggests that it is not Albee’s definition of blame, but Levanthal’s own, that is

here meaningless. To treat political conditions of inequality as if they recalled the

basic condition of humanity would infuse capitalist economy with an ideological

justification of its own competitive premises, but one that remains altogether

ethically inadequate. Even as Levanthal’s attempt to generalize responsibility

seems evasive (he wishes not to be held directly responsible for another man’s

misfortune), Bellow elicits the ethical question underlying our perceptions of

economy. Characteristically, it is a belief in the economy of memory, as a neces-

sary emanation of social economy, that facilitates Levanthal’s apparent evasion.

To believe in economy as a social logic means that deprivations of one sort or

another are all but inevitable, the result of limitations brought about by displace-

ments and competitively fulfilled or unfulfilled demands.

There is, however, a catch: for Levanthal has done almost exactly the oppo-

site of what he here recommends. And this, it seems to me, goes finally to the
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paradox at the heart of Bellow’s novel. For whatever else we may conjecture

about Levanthal—is he paranoid? is he ridiculously passive before a persecuting

double?—he is the one who alone remembers the Holocaust, who alone frets

about his implication in injustice, and who alone offers refuge to a stranger

even after the stranger proves to be antisemitic. On the night Albee is put out of

his lodging, Levanthal grudgingly takes him in, while disavowing any real

responsibility for him (“I could shove you out in the hall and shut the door in

your face with a clear conscience” []); and yet this rejection in good con-

science of a man who has fallen on hard times is precisely what Levanthal

cannot do for most of the novel. In offering hospitality to a fellow survivor of the

Depression-era economy, Levanthal refuses to act as though his own prosperity

were premised entirely on a competitive construct of economy. Levanthal opens

his house to someone he has only possibly wronged and does so despite his fears

that the man is incurably antisemitic and vengeful, and by this act he also opens

himself to other memories of injustice, both severe economic deprivation and,

ironically, antisemitism. Suddenly the notion of economy, even when articu-

lated in the form of an ideology that misreads economic inequality so as to

rationalize antisemitism or the form of a belief arguing for competitive

displacement as a necessary principle of sociality, is imbued with a meaning

construing one memory of injustice by way of another. In other words, by pro-

ceeding through oblique remembrance of the Holocaust to a consideration of

injustice on the American scene, Levanthal briefly glimpses antisemitism as a

sign of—sometimes even a reactionary ideological emanation of—politically

determined economic injustice. And insofar as Bellow’s novel allows, even tem-

porarily, for a meaning in Albee’s misfortune ethically larger than his own

bigoted ideology, both mid-twentieth-century antisemitism and the Holocaust

are historically positioned along an analogical continuum with other oppressive

political conditions.

Which Are the Songs that Belong to Someone Else? 
The Case For and Against Analogy

By my account, The Victim fosters the intersection of several memories of injus-

tice that need not, on the surface, be understood as bearing on one another. It

is useful to remind ourselves that, even as the novel demonstrates how the

recognition of antisemitism might compete for legitimacy with the recognition

of economic injustice to the point where an American citizen such as Levanthal

could be tempted to discount one oppressive scenario so as to account for the

other, so also Bellow reminds us that the Nazi genocide need not—some might

say, should not—serve as a ready analogue for antisemitism in the United

States. In turning now to Toni Morrison, I wish to draw on Bellow’s precedent

so as to foster a deeper understanding of what is by contemporary standards a
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more controversial case of analogic thinking—the case in which the Holocaust

is invoked as a rival standard for injustice by black authors writing about slav-

ery or the history of systemic discrimination against blacks in the United States.

If Bellow’s radically elliptical or ironical approach finally steers us to an under-

standing of the Holocaust as a memory of injustice that does not preclude turn-

ing to other people’s memories of injustice, along the way it must also revise our

conventional understanding of both analogy and allegory as literary modes

potentially subjected to the restrictive rule of economical models of memory.

Morrison’s Beloved, I maintain, fosters a similarly elliptical aesthetic, in the serv-

ice of revising the purportedly competitive premise presiding over the way

memories of injustices that characteristically emanate from disparate historical

circumstances and often from widely different cultural communities get admit-

ted into the public realm.

As it so happens, Bellow’s novel features a scene that might almost serve as

a proleptic figure for Morrison’s technique forty years later. Prompted finally to

recall the primal scene from more than six years earlier that may have precipi-

tated the present conflict, Levanthal remembers how Albee insulted a Jewish

girl at a party for her poor interpretation of an American ballad, suggesting

magnanimously, as someone enamored of Jewish singing, that she sing a psalm

instead. Albee’s racist advice associates singing and soul, which is to say

national soul. “If you’re not born to [the American songs],” he declares, “it’s no

use trying to sing them.” On such essentialist logic, there can be no mistaking a

Jew for a true American, no mistaking their songs for ours. Such a line of thought

is not out of keeping with debates that reigned throughout the s and s

about the adulteration of American national culture by minority cultures,

including Jews, Italians, and an array of Eastern Europeans, although the pallia-

tive effects of “Americanization” were often deemed so curative of immigrant

communities that the ill effects of their cultural differences could not long

endure in the New World. At the same time, this racist statement may involve

an aspect of mistaken (or displaced) reference, since a further context for con-

versations about songs and national culture would be provided by the then

lively conversations on the interrelatedness of black and white culture, particularly

that of “white and Negro spirituals.” Bellow could have expected his reader,

even while hearing Albee’s demand for Jews to stick to their own culture’s songs

as antisemitic, to hear in his defense of pure American song echoes of contem-

porary debates opposing the relative authenticity of white American musical

culture to views arguing for the large influence of the Negro subculture on

American folk music. This does not mean Bellow has necessarily appropriated

the hotly contested memory about the importance of Negro spirituals and simply

recast it in the context of Jewish culture. Rather, the resonance of a debate regarding

African American culture in an example of antisemitism creates—in the vein of

figurative allegory—an interplay between first-order and second-order references
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in such a way that one effectively interrupts without wholly transposing the first

and so recommends, if only covertly, relationships of interdependence and mutu-

ality rather than, say, of competitive codetermination.

Indeed, as Michael E. Staub has argued, in the immediate post–World War

II era Jewish and African American intellectuals on the left invoked the

Holocaust, often with savvy reference to Nazi policies such as the Nuremberg

Laws, to condemn prevailing racist policies and practices in the United States.

In some cases, the two communities worked cooperatively, as, for instance,

when black intellectuals pursued analogies between Nazism and American

racism in the pages of the NAACP’s Crisis with the explicit blessing of prominent

Jewish intellectuals associated with the NAACP. This mode of analogy even

prospered for a short while in the pages of the newly launched Jewish magazine

Commentary, until the editors made their centrist turn toward anticommunist,

Cold War-styled liberalism. The journal Jewish Life, representing leftist, commu-

nistic beliefs within the American Jewish community, continued to publish

writers who invoked the racial politics of the Nazi state to criticize structures of

American racism, and some of the magazine’s contributors accused their con-

servative peers, writing for rival journals such as Commentary, of covertly fascis-

tic politics. The  arrest, subsequent trial, and  execution of the

Rosenbergs for espionage in the service of the Soviet Union helped to precipi-

tate Jewish America’s break with the far left. When the Rosenbergs’ lawyers

tried to argue that the U.S. government’s prosecution of the Jewish couple

might be motivated at least in part by the fact that they were Jews, most

American Jews refused to take the bait, opting instead, as Lucy Dawidowicz had

urged them to do in Commentary, to see the Jewishness of the accused spies as

entirely irrelevant to the motives of the American state.

Gradually, the use of the Holocaust in the critique of racism came to an end,

as many American Jews, grown increasingly nervous about aligning themselves

or being perceived as aligned with communism, started to distrust precisely

those analogies that were being advocated by the left. Over time the acceptable

analogy for Nazism became Soviet communism. Hannah Arendt’s The Origins of

Totalitarianism (), although it also turned a critical eye on the potential for

totalitarianism among the Western democracies, helped legitimate the stalags of

Stalin’s Soviet Union as the proper analogue for the Nazi camps as sites of geno-

cide. Rather than encouraging a self-critical political discourse within the United

States, the Holocaust came to be interpreted, with increasing inflexibility, as

reinforcing the nationalist priorities of American Cold War ideology; and the

technique of referring to American racial injustice by way of the recent oppres-

sion enacted against Europe’s Jews yielded to a spirit of contentiousness, as

analogies of that sort came to be perceived more and more as displacements of

memory in which the suffering of one group was decentered, even perhaps dele-

gitimated, so as to shift focus to crimes committed against the other group. We
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should not overestimate the significance of the brief era of left-oriented cooper-

ation among blacks and Jews, during which the praxis of analogizing the policies

culminating in the Holocaust with current forms of racism in the United States

was encouraged, nor should we look back on it with oversimplifying nostalgia. It

does, however, provide a glimpse of the historical background for Bellow’s own

use of figurative allegory as a technique resisting the restrictive logic of cultural

economy and promoting instead the possibility of complementary comparisons

between injustices.

What emerged during the s, under the constraints of the Cold War and

the imperatives of neoliberalism, was a milieu in which conversations between

African American and Jewish American writers or intellectuals became steeped

in conflict (as Budick, for one, so aptly illustrates). Each community, both Jews

and blacks, soon became convinced that analogies drawing on the memory of

injustice belonging properly to Jews or properly to blacks were culturally appro-

priative acts. Perhaps the most polemical version of the argument against anal-

ogy was offered during the denouement of the Cold War by Edward Alexander, in

a  essay “Stealing the Holocaust,” in which he contended that other minority

groups, especially African Americans, were attempting to borrow without per-

mission on the cultural capital of the Holocaust, which ought to be restricted to

this singular event. Such a line of argument failed to acknowledge that the

major  television miniseries Holocaust, starring James Woods and Meryl

Streep, had, as several African American critics emphasized, capitalized on the

cultural capital of Alex Haley’s monumental miniseries Roots aired two years

earlier. It was in the nature of the comparative conversations, perhaps only as an

unwitting irony, to develop analogy as part of the implicit function of any mem-

ory of injustice, but such a recognition was paid at the price of a now normative

expectation (one Budick herself takes somewhat for granted) that a premise of

rivalry encode the construction of such memories in the public realm.

Toni Morrison’s fiction provides an illustrative case for the Budick hypothesis.

Morrison’s imaginative rivalry with Holocaust memory begins in her  novel

Song of Solomon, where a spirit of conflicted mutuality presides over the reworking

of biblical sources and the cultivation of communal memories of injustice. In a

long apology for a politics of violent reciprocity, Morrison’s militant antihero

Guitar, who randomly murders a white person for each random crime against a

black person he discovers, justifies the arbitrariness of his own violence by specu-

lating on the murderous ideological complicity of all white people. Any white per-

son, even a Kennedy or Schweitzer or Roosevelt, is in his view capable of joining a

lynching party, and much as black and Jewish intellectuals of the s had per-

ceived an analogy between the Nazi genocide and American racism, Guitar arrives

at an understanding of the Holocaust filtered through his own experience:

There are no innocent white people because every one of them is a

potential nigger-killer, if not an actual one. You think Hitler surprised
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them? You think just because they went to war they thought he was a

freak? Hitler’s the most natural white man in the world. He killed Jews

and Gypsies because he didn’t have us. Can you see those Klansmen

shocked by him?

This is an astonishingly dehistoricized piece of analogy, displaying a willful

ignorance of the long history and multiple sources of antisemitism, and it might

well provide fodder for Alexander’s supposition that attempts to leverage the

cultural capital of the Holocaust on behalf of other injustices turn on an inher-

ent structure of displacement of, and corollary insensitivity to, the historical

meaning of the Holocaust itself.

But what is most significant about the invocation of the Holocaust in Song

of Solomon, I wish to suggest, is the perplexing economics of memory it espouses

so as to enfold Nazism within the American menace of the Ku Klux Klan, quite

as though a fringe paramilitary coalition of American racists were as politically

significant as the most effectively orchestrated terrorist and genocidal state in

history. Whereas Guitar’s claim that there are “no innocent white people”

almost levels a structural critique against racism, since those who enjoy the

privileges of a racist society effectively endorse the phenomenon of violence by

which it is perpetuated, he is as unable to imagine the political reality of anti-

semitism as he is unwilling to imagine Jews and Gypsies as victims, except by

way of a bizarrely economic substitution in which they stand in for black men.

His statement is premised entirely on the notion of a cultural competition in

which victims of political oppression are not only analogous but interchange-

able so long as black Americans are understood to be the paradigmatic example

for all such substitutions. Though a perverse solidarity endures in Guitar’s ref-

erence to Jews and Gypsies, insofar as these once historically stateless groups

suffer a powerlessness akin to that of blacks in the United States, his imagina-

tive appropriation of European history works, as if by an inverted Holocaust

allegory, to render the second-order experience (the Holocaust) significant only

as a sign for the first-order experience (American racism).

By adhering so adamantly to a grudging economy of memory, then, Guitar’s

invocations of the Holocaust reify the restrictive premise behind the very idea

of cultural memory and all but disqualify the structure of complementariness or

cooperation implicit in the act of comparison. An analogy is set before us, but

we are asked to consider the victims of political injustice of two widely different

contexts only so as to concentrate our historical imagination entirely on the

African American experience. In Song of Solomon, I would contend that Morrison

by and large cooperates with the predominant model for memory, perceiving

(à la Budick) the cultivation of memory as an act fostered amidst a culture of

competitive striving, representing the act of analogy as though it might reach a

point of no return. It is there in the final estimation of priority, unless of course

Morrison’s novel might be said to dissent from Guitar’s judgments and to find
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his extreme rhetoric blameworthy, that one must finally choose sides—my

community’s history of suffering versus your community’s memory of injustice,

or vice versa. The ground for collective consciousness, if it is to matter in the

public realm, must be fought for. But over a decade later, in her Pulitzer Prize–

winning novel Beloved, a book very much about impossible revisitings, Morrison

would revisit some of the facets of her previous representation of memory,

seeking not so much to overturn the cultural imperative of competitive 

memory (which still gets its due) as to discern again, in large part through the

technique of figurative allegory, a horizon for the cooperative interrelation of

injustices.

Rethinking the Displacements of Testimony

Whether in turning her attention to the horrors of slavery Morrison felt she

required the mediating status of Holocaust memory, or whether she wished to

contribute to the emergently competitive vying for the American public’s mem-

ory of political oppression, her dedication of Beloved to the “Sixty million and

more” directly alludes to the economic premise of remembrance. Invoking the

reverential tones with which the Jewish victims of the Holocaust had come to be

called “the six million,” she thus draws on their moral capital in order to refer

to the devastatingly long history of slavery with its surfeit of victims. Although

the dedication might arouse our suspicion that Morrison’s borrowing of the

accrued cultural capital of the Holocaust functions as a crude, even appropria-

tive transposition, the final effect of her borrowings is, I maintain, more compli-

cated than that. Even apart from its economical invocation of the Holocaust,

Beloved is a novel characterized by an economy of memory, situated on a com-

petitive horizon. Morrison offers competing accounts about the identity of the

mysteriously voracious girl who arrives unannounced at  Bluestone Road.

As Sethe loves the stranger-girl with the displaced intensity of maternal feelings

for the child she murdered to free her from slavery, the most attractive account,

though hardly the only one offered, becomes the hypothesis that Beloved is

the reincarnated ghost of Sethe’s dead infant child. No matter how she is

viewed, Beloved provokes and manifests in her own subjectivity the principle of

competitiveness and spurs rivalry among the household members. The pitch

of rivalry is inspired by Beloved’s solipsistic focus on Sethe, which eventually

chases Paul D from the house and provokes in Denver the anxiety that she

will soon lose this new pseudo-sister, at which point Morrison interrupts her

narrative with four lyrical set pieces—strangely interior and disassociated

monologues offered first by Sethe (remembering Beloved), then by Denver

(remembering Beloved), next by Beloved (also remembering Beloved), and

finally as a medley of all three women’s voices fiercely competing for the love

Beloved signifies.
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In Beloved’s own self-remembrance, she is preoccupied, as it were, by the

sudden inrushing of collective history, by a significance much larger than her

own merely hypothetical personal history. By one allegorical scheme, her inte-

rior remembrance implausibly stands for the Middle Passage as the traumatic

and exilic threshold of African American consciousness: “All of it is now it is

always now there will never be a time when I am not crouching and watching

others who are crouching too” (). As Beloved becomes the sign of inherited

sufferings, remembrances that as a function of time cannot be her own, she

declares, “the men without skin bring us their morning water to drink” (),

apparently approximating the bewildered perspective of a recently captured

slave, who barely has the language to designate her captors or the experience

she endures. Next she describes how “storms rock us and mix the men into the

women and the women into the men,” evoking the interior of the slave ships, as

though Morrison would use her as a vehicle for discovering the center of a his-

torical injustice for which there is no language and for which there are no testi-

monial documents. What must be emphasized about these brief segments of

allegorical remembrance of the Middle Passage is that they remain altogether

too large for the novel’s realistic plane of action as also for its primary allegori-

cal conceit, by which we would interpret the supernatural action as an effec-

tively literal return of slavery, or the trauma of slavery, on the southern

plantation. In other words, the invocation of the Middle Passage is imported

from a time anterior to Sethe’s generation, and thus must stand as a memory of

injustice not available to the novel’s former slaves as a function of their direct

experience or remembered personal history.

This excess meaning in the allegory of the Middle Passage becomes espe-

cially important in light of the Holocaust reference also contained in these same

passages. For there is in fact another referential possibility for Beloved’s act of

self-remembrance, evoked at the figurative level and intermingled with the ref-

erences to the Middle Passage. Much of the testimonial language Beloved finds

for the Middle Passage (as a historical event lacking testimonial documents) she

borrows from Holocaust testimonies, especially the gruesome scenario of vic-

tims buried alive amid the dead bodies of their fellow Jews, having to fight out

from under the bodies to experience a mock-resurrection. The American liter-

ary imagination had been drawn to these mock-resurrection stories, especially

in the era after the Eichmann trial, which corresponded with the rising curve of

public memory of the Holocaust. Famous fictional survivors of mass graves

include Mr. Sammler, the title character from Bellow’s  National Book

Award-winning novel, and Isaac Bashevis Singer’s Tamara from Enemies, A Love

Story (). But late-twentieth-century American literature’s most famous res-

urrected character, Sylvia Plath’s Lady Lazarus, is also quite likely (as I have

argued elsewhere) a fantasy emanation of a real-life Holocaust story of mock-

resurrection, based in part on survivor testimony from the Eichmann trial, the
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very same testimony to be deployed as a figure for the American reception of the

Holocaust by Norma Rosen in her  novel Touching Evil and nearly twenty

years later, so I am contending, as an echo in Beloved’s allegorical testimony

about the Middle Passage. The testimony in question is from Rivka

Yosselevska at the Eichmann trial, and it was reproduced at length in Martin

Gilbert’s  monumental documentary history The Holocaust, a likely source-

text for Morrison. Describing in gruesome detail a mass shooting, Yosselevska

comes to the moment of her own death with the gun pointed at her head and

then tells how she “fell to the ground into the pit amongst the bodies” as the

soldier shot at her and she for a while entertained the possibility that she was

no longer alive:

The moment I did feel I felt a sort of heaviness and then I thought maybe

I am not alive any more, but I feel something after I died. I thought I was

dead, that this was the feeling which comes after death. Then I felt that

I was choking; people falling over me. I tried to move and felt that I was

alive and that I could rise. I was strangling. . . . I felt that I was choking,

strangling, but I tried to save myself, to find some air to breathe, and then

I felt that I was climbing towards the top of the grave above the bodies.

I rose, and I felt bodies pulling at me with their hands, biting at my legs,

pulling me down, down.

In the mass grave Yosselevska maneuvers as within an indeterminate, claustro-

phobic space, confused even as to whether she is alive or dead, attributing to

the dead bodies movements (they are “falling over [her]” and then “pulling” at

her, even “biting” at her) that might approximate life or its final symptoms.

So, too, Beloved’s language for her experience in some allegorical, super-

historical netherworld is characterized by bodies crushed close together, fight-

ing within their space as if it were an expression of the struggle within

themselves, caught in this realm in which they are ambiguously dead and alive

at the same time, trapped perhaps in a slave ship’s hull or (could it be

metaphorically the same thing?) a mass grave:

the men without skin bring us their morning water to drink we have

none at night I cannot see the dead man on my face . . . someone is

thrashing but there is no room to do it in ()

The someone who thrashes in the mass of bodies might almost suggest how a

dying victim from the village of Zagrodski, Rivka Yosselevska’s massacred home-

town, perceived her movement in the mass grave. Morrison describes the strug-

gling bodies as though they were seeking death but could not achieve it:

we are all trying to leave our bodies behind the man on my face has done

it it is hard to make yourself die forever . . . his teeth are pretty white
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points someone is trembling I can feel it over here he is fighting hard to

leave his body which is a small bird trembling there is no room to trem-

ble so he is not able to die my own dead man is pulled away from my face

I miss his pretty white points. (–)

It is not my claim that Morrison neatly attributes to Beloved the suffering of a

Jew who survived a mass grave; if she intimates this, she does so only approxi-

mately. Still, if we try to make Beloved’s remembrance of the place she “was

before” conform even loosely to the novel’s own supernaturally stretched narra-

tive logic, what makes most sense is that Beloved here describes a space she

occupied posthumously with other victims of atrocity, in the time between her

death and resurrection—in other words, in the space of some imaginative grave.

In short, the scene is contrived so as to inspire a vigilance in which a particular

memory of injustice is not secured vis-à-vis a displacement predicated on the

inherent competitiveness in remembrance, but is rather facilitated by associa-

tions between atrocities. Morrison’s allegory imposes a cultural obligation for

remembrance of the Middle Passage that proceeds from, perhaps at some level

through, the connotations of a historically disparate experience; as a result, the

memory of an injustice suffered by other people might intimate a very different

set of cultural configurations and priorities from that recommended by the

restrictive economy we too often accept as the final word on public memory.

In this light, it seems not at all surprising that, as Morrison performs her

acts of memory as oddly transpositional and obliquely cooperative, she symbol-

ically frees memory (to the frustration of many readers wed to the realist tradi-

tion) from the confines of individual memory. Beloved cannot be supposed to

remember the Holocaust (which happens more than a half century after her

short fictional life) any more than she could possibly remember the experience

of slaves within the ship’s hull (which happened two generations earlier in her

family); her memory of injustice is disjoined from memory on the scale of indi-

vidualist experience. It is in excess of economy, just as the invocations of these

two historical injustices would be. To see the Holocaust as a figurative frame for

Morrison’s congested, grave-like figuration of the hollow of a slave ship, which

is itself an order of experience already allegorically interpolated into the plot, is

to suppose that the super-historical connotations of this scene are contrived so

as to inspire a vigilance of memory, in which some particular memory of injus-

tice is not secured or arrived at through the inherent competitiveness in

remembrance, but rather promoted by the turn to other memories of injustice.

And, according to the temporal extravagance of Morrison’s figuratively allegorical

promotion of remembrance of the Middle Passage, depending on the connotations

of a historically disparate experience, the figure of suffering is far more expositional

than it is transpositional, intimating not so much new rhetorical possibilities as

a very different cultural configuration of the memories of injustice. It is no longer
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entirely exclusion—it is perhaps even the possibility of inclusive, associative,

analogous reference—that determines and advances the remembrance of injus-

tice in the American sociopolitical arena.

Much as Bellow’s The Victim glimpsed an allegorical horizon for memory of

the Holocaust by maintaining its referents as unfulfilled, by preserving the con-

tours of analogy rather than supplanting a first-order level of signification (say,

American antisemitism or Depression-era deprivations), Morrison was able to

intimate in Beloved, in a manner she had not done in Song of Solomon, a horizon

for the cooperative imagination of injustice. By the method of Bellow or

Morrison, then, the Holocaust might be invoked without ever being offered as a

hermeneutical key, and two orders of experience—say, genocide in Europe and

American antisemitism or Depression-era sufferings in the United States, or the

Holocaust as internationally received event and the still covert sufferings of

the Middle Passage—might be kept in tension. Whatever else it does, oblique

invocation of the Holocaust, through the technique of figurative allegory, allows

for a vigilance about historical reference that might otherwise be preempted by

a universalizing competitive mode. Rather than interpreting the relative

paucity of Holocaust consciousness in The Victim as reflective of Bellow’s

Jewish American neglectful memory of recent, wide-scale injustice, or deeming

Morrison’s novel, for its recondite mining of Holocaust reference, an attempt to

appropriate the emergent prestige of the Holocaust, I maintain that each of

these novels is symptomatic and critically reflective of its cultural climate,

serving as a representative rather than isolated example of the possibility for

mutually enhancing rather delimiting perceptions of grave injustices.
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. Saul Bellow, “Introduction,” Great Jewish Short Stories (New York: Dell, ), .

. Bellow’s admiration for Jewish humor, although he never articulates it as such, seems
neatly suited to a Freudian hermeneutics whereby the joke or story, often dependent
on a psychological act of displacement, means far more than it says on the surface.
Bellow’s sensibility is too anarchic and mystical to be just Freudian, he says while
remarking on his affinity for the paradoxical profundity of Jewish humor, which in his
estimation “is mysterious and eludes our efforts—even . . . the efforts of Sigmund
Freud—to analyze it” (ibid., ).
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. Saul Bellow, Herzog (New York: Fawcett Crest, ), .

. See Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
Press, ), esp. –.

. Jean Améry, “Resentments,” in At the Mind’s Limit: Contemplations by a Survivor on

Auschwitz and Its Realities, trans. Sidney Rosenfeld and Stella P. Rosenfeld (;
reprint, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, in association with the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, ), –; Lawrence L. Langer, Holocaust Testimonies:

The Ruins of Memory (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, ).

. Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi, By Words Alone: The Holocaust in Literature (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, ).

. My account of reticence in literary representation runs parallel on some level to
Geoffrey H. Hartman’s observations over many years about the workings of obliquity
in the literature of memory, from his reflections on obliquity in the poetry of
Wordsworth to his work on Holocaust literature or on the elusive testimonial rubric
of Maurice Blanchot’s écriture. See, for examples, Hartman, “Words and Wounds,” in
Saving the Text: Literature/Derrida/Philosophy (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, ); and also “Trauma within the Limits of Literature,” European Journal of

English Studies . (): –. For the most part, Hartman’s notion of obliquity,
subtle in its appreciation of the quiet though hardly quietist connotations of the liter-
ary text, remains indebted to the psychic construct of trauma developed by psychoan-
alytic theory. By contrast, my observations on the reticent mode in a literature that
invokes the Holocaust without being fully about the Holocaust (for which I take
Bellow and Morrison to be only two paradigmatic examples) describe a rhetorical
mode adopted by the author for at least partly strategic purposes. Elsewhere I have
argued that literary texts about trauma (rather than, say, testimonial or traumatically
produced texts) are shaped, as it were, from outside the experience of trauma and
so must be understood to foster a cultural rhetoric of the trauma that on some level
competes with the unconscious force exerted by traumatic experience on a psyche;
and I would make much the same claim for the reticence of these texts—that they are
shaped by the author’s interaction with the cultural and ideological conditions placed
upon public discourse about the Holocaust. See Spargo, “The Rhetoric of Trauma,”
Reading On . (), –, http://readingon.library.emory.edu/issue1/iss1toc.htm.

. James Atlas, Bellow: A Biography (New York: Random House, ), .

. For an exemplary reading of the impingement of the Holocaust on Bellow’s otherwise
highly Americanized project, see Elizabeth Jane Bellamy, “Humboldt’s Gift and Jewish
American Self-Fashioning ‘After Auschwitz,’” in Witnessing the Disaster: Essays on

Representation and the Holocaust, ed. Michael Bernard-Donals and Richard Glejzer
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, ), –.

. In fact, the most basic irony of Mr. Sammler’s Planet is that despite all the respect
accorded to Sammler by Jewish American friends and family, who revere him as an
almost holy figure for having walked out of a mass grave, there is never an occasion
for him to speak to family, friends, or the American public about what he endured and
what those events might suggest about modern American society. The one scene in
which he speaks publicly—interpreting the legacy of H. G. Wells and the English
Bloomsbury circle for a crowd of college students entirely impatient with news of past
generations—earns him a harsh reception that nearly results in violence against his
person. Could Sammler expect any better reception were he to speak to the students
of what he endured at the hands of the Nazis? Amy Hungerford, in a discussion
of Bellow’s self-conscious reflections on the difficulty of transmitting experience
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through literary representation, makes the point that even the status afforded to
Sammler by his family involves his being “invited to inhabit a representation of him-
self whose purposes have little to do with his sense of his own life and the meaning
he takes it to have and everything to do with the lives and meanings of others.”
See Hungerford, The Holocaust of Texts: Genocide, Literature, and Personification (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, ), . Indeed, his posture of reticence has been
adopted for reasons based not only in personal suffering and Old World decorum, but
in the obvious hostility of the contemporary generation to voices proceeding from
outside their own experiences. Finally, then, this chasm between experience and the
representation of himself renders bare the metafictional function of Sammler’s repre-
sentative function: he serves as a Bellovian lens for viewing contemporary culture
rather more than as a consciousness whose testimonial voice, based in genocidal his-
tory, might take hold in the world.

. This nearly two-decade period of latency in the cultural reception of the Holocaust
in the United States has been underscored most emphatically by Peter Novick, in The

Holocaust in American Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, ), where he contends that
the Nazi genocide was, throughout the s and the s, hardly a matter of press-
ing concern for the American public, and for the most part indistinguishable from the
general calamity of World War II.

. Atlas, Bellow, . S. Lillian Kremer, in a  essay the content of which was expanded
for a  book, discerns in Bellow’s second novel an “allusive treatment of the
Holocaust” that would greatly expand the reach and range of Holocaust references in
the story. Several of these depend on associations that stretch plausibility somewhat—
Bellow’s use of the color yellow is supposed to connote the wearing of a yellow Jewish
star as decreed by the Nuremberg laws; a dream of Levanthal’s about being trapped in
a train station, which features guards and his being denied exit by two men, connotes
the infamous Nazi deportations; and Albee’s attempt to kill himself and Levanthal by
means of the gas from Levanthal’s oven alludes to the gas chambers. But they stretch
it in a manner consistent with the overreaching of both Jewish and Christian allegor-
ical methods of biblical interpretation, which seems either a paradoxical result or
contradictory dividend on the author’s own self-accusation, in which the imperatives
are almost purely hermeneutical (based in the exigency of the receptive community)
rather than, say, counterbalanced by exegetical principles giving priority to historical
plausibility and contextualization. Kremer’s reading would suppose a text designed
for an audience that was highly conscious about many details of the Holocaust, in
which symbolism more or less supplants merely superficial reticence. See Kremer,
“The Holocaust in The Victim,” Saul Bellow Journal : (): –; Witness through the

Imagination: Jewish American Holocaust Literature (Detroit: Wayne State University
Press, ), –. Atlas takes his cues in part from Kremer in declaring Bellow’s
novel to be suffused with Holocaust consciousness, as he reads the dream set in a
crowded New York train station as an obvious allegory for the events in Europe and
also decides that Albee’s failed attempt to commit suicide by gassing himself in an
American kitchen is a “symbolic enactment . . . of the Final Solution.” See Atlas,
Bellow, .

. For the emergence of this dynamic in American film and television, see Jeffrey
Shandler, While America Watches: Televising the Holocaust (New York: Oxford University
Press, ).

. Emily Miller Budick, Blacks and Jews in Literary Conversation (New York: Cambridge
University Press, ). Eric J. Sundquist, while examining cases in which black and
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Jewish America engage in competitive, sometimes grievous rivalry over their own
experiences of oppression, also unfolds much of the collaborative and mutually con-
structive trajectory in his important comparative cultural study on the topic. See
Sundquist, Strangers in the Land: Blacks, Jews, Post-Holocaust America (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, ).

. In proceeding from an assumption about relative sites of power and influence within
a given culture, Budick relies precisely on what I have described as an economy of
memory. Notably, she also contests the idea—pursued, for example, by Michael E.
Staub (cited below)—that this contentious period of dialogue marked the end of a
brief period of mutuality in the black-Jewish relationship, and suggests instead that
this period of competitive, contentious, but engaged disagreement marked a progress
in real relationship. Evincing all this with a dialectical sophistication fully character-
istic of the give-and-take between the two communities, Budick’s method elaborates
what Ralph Ellison, during a quarrel with Irving Howe, once described as “antagonis-
tic cooperation.” It should be emphasized that from what she eventually describes as
the contentiousness of mutuality, a somewhat Hegelian dialectical formulation,
Budick does perceive the possibility of another yield—an interpretive one. In the
perception of difference elicited by conflict we glimpse the elements of ethnic con-
struction each group most wishes to disown or displace. See Budick, Blacks and Jews in

Literary Conversation, esp. –, –.

. Isaac Rosenfeld, “Journal of a Generation,” New Republic (January , ), reprinted
in An Age of Enormity: Life and Writing in the s and the s (Cleveland: World
Publishing, ).

. “The Jewish Writer and the English Literary Tradition: A Symposium,” Parts I and II,
Commentary (October ), .

. Richard Match, “Anti-Semitism Hits a Jew,” New York Herald Tribune Book Review

(November , ), .

. Diana Trilling, “Fiction in Review,” Nation (January , ), –. In a somewhat sim-
ilar vein, John Farrelly, reviewing the novel for the New Republic, decided that it was an
ironic meditation on the moral category of the victim, unfolding a plot in which the
interrelation of the two characters was produced as the dynamic of “victim victimiz-
ing the victimizer.” See Farrelly, “Among the Fallen,” New Republic (December , ):
–. If Trilling and Farrelly finally decided that as a meditation on responsibility
Bellow’s novel exposed the potential for false consciousness in moral categories,
Malcolm Bradbury would contend in the early s that Bellow’s portrait of
Levanthal was far more consistently moral in its methodology, giving us a character
whose “insistence on responsibility is shown to us as just” and who accepts as his task
that of discerning “the true nature of his responsibility.” See Bradbury, “Saul Bellow’s
The Victim,” Critical Inquiry . (): –.

. A use of literary doubles tends to generate twofold, even contradictory meanings in
a narrative, at once promulgating the sensibility of a cautionary tale about the loss
of unitary or normative identity, and at the same time celebrating the dialectical
character of all identity, that two-in-oneness within ourselves reflecting but also mod-
eling the interlocutive dimensions of sociality. As many critics have noted, Bellow’s
use of the doppelganger is especially dependent on Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s The Eternal

Husband, in which one glimpses a sociality attuned to apparent contingencies of
fortune even as those same events are shown to be politically determined conse-
quences of shared history. Bellow contrives it so that Levanthal must perceive himself
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uncannily, intuiting Albee as a socially constructed shadow-form of self. As a shadow-
self Albee silently stalks Levanthal in the early stages of the story (seeming at first a
figment of his imagination) and later moves into his apartment as an invited but
unwanted guest, until he assumes the role of the antagonistic other, someone
through whom and against whom Levanthal’s own life must be defined. Among those
who have noted Bellow’s debt to Dostoyevsky’s The Eternal Husband are the following:
Henry Swados, A Radical’s America (Boston: Little Brown, ), ; Marcus Klein, After

Alienation: American Novels in Mid-Century (Cleveland: World Publishing, ), ;
John Jacob Clayton, Saul Bellow: In Defense of Man, nd ed. (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, ), –; and J. M. Coetzee, “Bellow’s Gift,” New York Review of

Books . (May , ).

. Laura Z. Hobson, Gentleman’s Agreement (New York: Simon and Schuster, ).
Almost immediately, Philip Green becomes conscious of slurs used in his own family,
as, for instance, when his sister uses the phrase “to Jew down” to refer to the actions
of a real estate agent who appears to be cheating her, and he also finds himself newly
sensitized to casually bigoted language at the office, when, for instance, a coworker
condescendingly praises a talented young photographer by speaking of him as the
“Little Jew boy from the Bronx” (, ). Even Green’s liberal girlfriend, Kathy Lacey,
who had originally suggested the idea for the series of articles, struggles with latent
feelings of antisemitism, and indeed her struggles precipitate the crisis of the plot
from which the story’s moral crux emerges.

. Bosley Crowther, “Gentleman’s Agreement,” New York Times, November , .

. In the early s Bellow had procured the attention of the editors at the Partisan

Review, his first professional story appearing there in , to be followed by several
others, including a piece called “Notes of a Dangling Man,” appearing in the fall of
, which was excerpted from his first novel, The Dangling Man, published the
subsequent year.

. Sartre’s working method is phenomenological, as it proceeds by discerning the
psychological moorings of social phenomena. The influence of psychoanalytic
hermeneutics can be felt in Sartre’s theory, especially in his elaboration of cultural
phenomena through the lens of a restrictively economic conception of the individual
psyche, in which there is some fundamental harmony, enacted as a kind of deflected
mirroring, between that which is known and that which is unknown to the psyche.
Much as in Freud the uncanny is the psyche’s contrivedly shocked estimation of the
repressed content of familiarity or the estranged data of experience, the other or Jew
as other was for Sartre a construct of normative Western, Christian culture, construed
as boundary or threshold version of self.

. Albee’s mystified conception of Jewish power is exposed as proceeding from a crude
interpretation of the economic premise: specifically, that he as a properly nativist
American has been displaced by an upstart Jew. In the political landscape of mid-
twentieth-century American politics, Albee represents the reactionary turn of s
and s populism, which, while deploring the Depression-era conditions of the
underclass, often turned to xenophobic nationalism to rally the American people to
the so-called common cause. In this same era, rumors of a “Jewish cabal” presiding
over Hollywood first came into prominence, and Bellow’s novel documents the incon-
sistent, even schizophrenic ideological impulses of an American populace still reel-
ing, at least in memory, from an economic catastrophe that had devastated myths
about American opportunity and Coolidge-era rhetoric about the country’s ever-
expanding prosperity. As a man both of prestigious heritage and present misery,
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Albee represents the two faces of American antisemitism—the gentlemanly nativist
strain denying Jews access to membership in elite cultural institutions, and a resent-
ful populism interpreting the disadvantages of the underclass as having resulted from
America’s overextending its share of opportunity to foreigners (such as Jews) who in
turn had taken too much for themselves. By one allegorical reading of the novel (of
the sort to which I am opposing figurative allegory), The Victim might seem a caution-
ary tale, which by focusing on the reactionary turn of formerly progressive populists
shows us how quickly complaints about economic injustice slide into irrational, con-
spiratorial myths of causation. In such a reading, the horizon of the Holocaust would
retrospectively, and allegorically, interpret the relative hardship of the American
Depression, warning against desperate revolutionary or reformist rhetorics. It must
be conceded that later in his career Bellow would deploy a hermeneutic much closer
to this allegorical mode of reading. Following both the neoliberal and neoconserva-
tive turns of Bellow’s own career, which involved his profound alienation from the
radical, anarchic politics of the s, Bellow invoked the Holocaust consciousness of
his fictional survivor Sammler, in the novel Mr. Sammler’s Planet, to criticize the excess
of contemporary America quite as though s leftists were revealing, unwittingly,
their own latent fascistic instincts. Literary critics, however, ought to be as wary of
back-formation in their biographical deductions about an author’s career as in their
interpretation of historical phenomena, and even if one reads Mr. Sammler’s Planet as
fully indulging a reactionary turn (in fact the novel’s politics are probably more con-
fused than this), it cannot shed much light on a novel composed over two decades
earlier.

. Green, we quickly learn, had interrupted his career in journalism to enroll in the mil-
itary and thereafter served in the Asian war effort, for a week in Guadalcanal, until he
was injured. In the opening pages of the novel we also find him musing anxiously, in
the spirit of emergent Cold War consciousness, about the possibility of an atomic
bomb annihilating the Chrysler Tower on Lexington Avenue.

. Steven Carr, Hollywood and Anti-Semitism: A Cultural History up to World War II

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), . Such a conspicuous silence may
be designed to conform to the public’s reluctance to receive the news of genocide and
constitute it fully as public memory, but it also suggests, perhaps more materially,
that the postwar conditions in Hollywood were continuous with a wartime climate in
which Jewish filmmakers felt the need to censor their own films so as to avoid any risk
of being charged with special pleading for the Jews. Even if the reticence of Kazan’s
film reveals such a direct reluctance to speak of the Holocaust, it is probably too sim-
plifying to call the film a bad reading of the novel. Indeed, to the extent that Hobson’s
primary agenda concerns the correction of prejudice within the United States, Kazan
might be said not so much to have contradicted Hobson as to have kept her criticisms
on target, conforming her circumspect, analogical invocations of an international
context to their properly nationalist rhetorical aim.

. Bellow depicts the perception of antisemitism, even in the one who suffers the effects
of the prejudice, as hovering always close to a perspective of paranoia. Produced in
part through Bellow’s use of the doppelganger device, Levanthal’s hypervigilance
serves, according to the novel’s ironically conceived mimetic logic, as the comple-
ment to a willful inability among the comfortable classes to perceive antisemitism in
themselves or in American culture generally. From the novel’s presentation of the
problem, it is never clear how Levanthal ought to have reacted, if at all, to Albee’s
antisemitic statements. American Jews such as Harkavay, cautiously interpreting
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their own environment in light of the spectral connotations of their people’s recent
international victimization, would recommend the course of circumspection, but
the novel seems to allow for the possibility that even as Harkavay underestimates the
potential consequences of prejudice in his own backyard, those who react to antise-
mitic innuendo too hastily, such as Levanthal, may be unable to tell the difference
between ordinary prejudice and full-scale persecution.

. The new willingness to entertain proposals to provide asylum for some of Europe’s
Jews was in part a function of American confidence that the war in Europe would soon
be won. See David S. Wyman, The Abandonment of the Jews: America and the Holocaust,

– (New York: New Press, ), –.

. In the middle of the novel Levanthal takes his nephew to a movie in Manhattan and,
while using the bathroom, talks to a man who laments the movie they’re watching as
a poor vehicle for Boris Karloff’s talent. From Bellow’s brief synopsis of the movie’s
storyline, it is clear the movie must be The Climax, released in .

. Perhaps the most influential exposition of allegory in relation to the Holocaust is
Shoshana Felman’s exemplary reading of Albert Camus’s The Plague (). Felman’s
approach to that novel resembles mine in so much as she searches for the covert
mode of reference to the Holocaust in a tale ostensibly about bubonic plague and
finds that historical context makes the reading of plague as Holocaust all but
inevitable, yet insofar as she finally offers a transpositional reading (Holocaust for
plague), even without invoking the imperatives of allegory, her interpretation seems
allegorical in the more conventional sense of the term. See Felman, “Camus’ The

Plague, or A Monument to Witnessing,” in Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub, M.D.,
Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature (New York: Routledge, ), –.

. George Orwell, Animal Farm: A Fairy Story (London: Secker and Warburg, ).

. When Jeffrey Shandler speaks of the tendency for the Holocaust to function as a mas-
ter paradigm, he intuits (without naming) the allegorical hermeneutic presiding over
so many cultural uses of the Holocaust. Even apparently anti-referential or supremely
negative modes of Holocaust reference, such as those advocated by Maurice Blanchot
or Claude Lanzmann, abide by the structural requirements of this first sort of allegory,
insofar as the present order of reference and meaning is consumed by the fire of dis-
aster, overwhelmed by the catastrophic non-meaning of the Holocaust as an original,
inescapable event. So also when Novick discerns a retrospective overestimation of the
Holocaust (relative to the permutations of cultural significance attached to it over
time) in contemporary modes of American memory, he is troubled by what we might
call a mode of interpretation from the perspective of contemporarily realized (or
allegorically fulfilled) meanings.

. More relevant to the view of allegory I am espousing here is Amelia Zurcher’s highly
original thesis about a mode of allegorical praxis made prominent in seventeenth-
century English prose romance as an inheritance of the Spenserian tradition, in which
allegory not only could work in reverse, moving as it were from the abstract, transcen-
dental scheme back toward the literal plane of reference, but could also delineate an
interpretive praxis in which the allegory served a mediating role, negotiating between
identification and ironic disjuncture. By separating idea and reality, respectively, from
representation (here some influence of Paul de Man’s conception of allegory may be
relevant), allegory in Zurcher’s view invokes or incorporates history and resists repre-
sentation as that which resolves into a simplifying or ultimately clarifying construct of
the real. See Zurcher, Seventeenth-Century English Romance: Allegory, Ethics, and Politics

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, ).
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. We could list many examples of this technique in literary tradition, works into which
history obtrudes significantly but also only partially, altering referential range, inter-
pretive context, and even the sense of meaning in a text, without apparently displac-
ing the primary narratological or rhetorical meaning. My assumption here is that the
reference, however, has been properly generated by the plausible framework for
the intentionality presiding over a text, and not simply imposed, as in Christian alle-
gorical theology, by the belated interpreter. That said, such allegory need not be
viewed strictly as a function of the author’s own self-awareness so long as it was
understood to inhere in a cultural system of meaning limiting the plausible range of
reference for any given text. All such literary use of allegory owes a debt to a reli-
gious—sometimes Jewish, but especially Christian—tradition of rereading fabulous
narratives as parables purporting allegorical, or transcendent, meanings.

. Also in this vein of near-allegory were novels such as Carson McCullers’s The Heart Is

a Lonely Hunter (New York: Houghton Mifflin, ) and Glenway Wescott’s Apartment

in Athens (New York: Harper and Brothers, ), each of which lamented fascism as
an assault on a vaguely bourgeois, universalist perspective. These novels of the s
and s never turn completely into allegory, in the sense that the structure of anal-
ogy between, say, American democratic society and the fascistic revolution in Europe
remains unrealized. Their resistance as such to transposition sets them slightly apart
from the allegorical technique deployed in Orwell’s Animal Farm, where the hypothet-
ical realization of totalitarianism in the present seems irresistible within the reader’s
vicarious experience of society, and the totalitarian menace can be fought only, as it
were, retroactively or reactively rather than preemptively. Lewis’s  novel may be
of all the American allegories of facsism closest to Orwell’s in adopting a severely neg-
ative hermeneutic, which depends in large part on the plausibility of an allegorical
transposition: fascism could happen here, Lewis argues, if U.S. citizens were not vigi-
lant about their relation to authority.

. Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor: Multi-Disciplinary Studies of the Creation of Meaning

in Language, trans. Robert Czerny with Kathleen McLaughlin and John Costello, S.J.
(; reprint, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, ), –.

. The cultural rhetoric of this conflict between Levanthal and his in-laws is a loaded
one, and Bellow here, as also in novels such as Herzog and Mr. Sammler’s Planet, may
show an inclination to indulge stereotypes about superstitious Catholics. Such views
are forged by a Jewish consciousness of the history of Catholic antisemitism, in which
peasant superstitions were commonly played upon to incite pogroms. See David
Roskies, Against the Apocalypse (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, ),
–. Still, though Levanthal may have historical reasons to suspect his brother’s
Italian mother-in-law distrusts him as a Jew, that doesn’t serve as an infallible key to
interpreting prejudice in the contemporary moment. Even as this line of conjecture
goes in for false analogy (as Bellow, late in the novel, exposes the inaccuracy of
Levanthal’s imaginings about his in-laws), his hypothetical recriminations prove to
be only projections of his own self-recriminating conscience, of his regrets about his
own inability to save the boy. Indeed, many readers (Bradbury and Clayton most
prominently) read the subplot of the nephew’s death, a plot that greatly parallels the
secondary plot of Dostoyevsky’s The Eternal Husband, as an allegory about guilt and
social responsibility. When the nephew dies, Levanthal comes to the conclusion that
his sister-in-law and her immigrant mother blame him for the boy’s death, though the
mother’s original refusal to hospitalize the boy seems the more plausible explanation:
“it was her fault, if anyone’s. But it was precisely because of the unreasonableness of
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the blame that he feared her” (–). To the extent that Levanthal’s unfulfilled
paranoia corresponds eventually to his ineffectual responsibility, we find ourselves,
I would suggest, back within the orb of the novel’s figurative—which is also to say,
oblique or unfulfilled—allegory, for even as he tries to displace responsibility, in the
form of blame, onto his in-laws, he has discerned responsibilities greater than his
ability to answer them, locating himself uneasily in the conventional balancing of
status quo constructs of justice.

. In this sense, as Bellow offers a caricature of Kantian morality, the general view of
blame suggests a world in which the responsibility for injustice belongs properly to
everyone and so no one. Levanthal rejects the sense of being directly addressed
(Albee’s “You!” seems nonsensical to him), but even in his evasion there is recogni-
tion of responsibility, in the structural rather than simply interpersonal sense. For a
productive exposition of the novel’s characterization of Levanthal’s movement into
responsibility, see Clayton, Saul Bellow: In Defense of Man, esp. –, –.

. In this sense, Bellow’s novel is already savvy about the potential for the consciousness 
of international antisemitism to result in exaggerated estimations or unrealistic analo-
gies to the American scene. When in Philip Roth’s The Ghost Writer (New York:
Vintage, ) a young Nathan Zuckerman is implicitly accused by Judge Wapter, a
pillar of the s Newark Jewish community, of writing satire that may as well be
antisemitic propaganda, and also finds that his parents partly back the allegation, he
protests the analogy with great exasperation to his mother: “The Big Three, Mama!
Streicher, Goebbels, and your son!” to which she says almost modestly, trying to take
the sting out of the charges, “He only meant that what happened to the Jews.” Nathan
then seizes the opportunity to remind his mother that the logic of analogy deployed
involves a terrific—and somewhat implausible—geographic leap: “In Europe—not in
Newark! We are not the wretched of Belsen! We were not the victims of that crime!”
(). Contemporary historian Peter Novick and literary and cultural critic Walter
Benn Michaels would doubtless ratify Nathan’s sentiments, finding that the percep-
tion of antisemitism in the United States as if it might aspire to genocidal hatred is
necessarily unhistorical, and Novick, in particular, argues that the leveraging of what
was ultimately a false analogy (Nazism: everyday examples of American antisemitism)
went hand in hand with the rise of Holocaust consciousness in the United States in
the s and early s. See Novick, The Holocaust in American Life, esp. –;
Walter Benn Michaels, The Shape of the Signifier:  to the End of History (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, ).

. See, for instance, George Pullen Jackson, White and Negro Spirituals: Their Life Span and

Kinship (New York: J. J. Augustin, ).

. The question of the African origins of Negro folk culture loomed large in such
debates, in which arguments for the distinctive heritage of Negro spirituals were
upheld especially by black nationalists and in which arguments for interdependence
were often greeted with ambivalence by both blacks and whites. For an alternate view
of the echoes of blackness in the novel, see Philip McGowan, “The Writing of
Blackness in Saul Bellow’s The Victim,” Saul Bellow Journal ./.– (): –.

. Michael Staub, Torn at the Roots: The Crisis of Jewish Liberalism in Postwar America

(New York: Columbia University Press, ), –.

. Lucy Dawidowicz, “‘Anti-Semitism’ and the Rosenberg Case,” Commentary  (July
): .
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. Even as she maintains that all ethnic identities in the United States are mutually
constructed, Budick contends that within communities such as African Americans
and Jewish Americans there exists a “discrete and identifiable set of characteristics
which are not American”; and as a consequence of such distinctiveness, she says,
hyphenated identity “makes for inevitable conflict and competition for cultural mate-
rials and powers” (Blacks and Jews in Literary Conversation, ). Her thesis of interpretive
rivalry is hardly surprising in an era in which cultural critiques of powers are forever
articulated vis-à-vis the critic’s own culturally constructed position of power. Besides
the paradigmatic precedent of Hegel, the postmodern hermeneutics inspired by
Nietzsche and Foucault, in which all knowledge is understood as a contest for power,
implicitly informs Budick’s approach.

. Edward Alexander, “Stealing the Holocaust,” Midstream . (November ): –.

. See Budick, Blacks and Jews in Literary Conversation, –. As Pilate’s unnatural genealogy
plays on the adulterous genealogy of the Christ figure, Morrison strategically displaces
the pious Christian superstructure overseeing the African American inheritance of
biblical lore, even as she also, on Budick’s account, enacts a displacement of the Jews,
the original victims of the gospel text’s displacement. The gospels place Christ super-
naturally beyond the lineage of blood descent, as the son of a woman who has not had
sex with the father whose ancestry (as delineated in the Gospel of Matthew) runs back
to the center of Jewish tradition; but all of this is done only to enhance Christ’s revi-
sionary claim upon Jewish tradition. So too Morrison procures a hypothetical auton-
omy for Pilate that is at the same time, like Christ’s, a prophetically revisionary one.
Though Morrison’s borrowings effectively recapitulate the supersessionist pattern of
much Christian hermeneutics, Jews do not remain altogether absent from her text, as
the series of allusions to the Holocaust and Zionism demonstrate.

. Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon (New York: Knopf, ), .

. In this way, Guitar embraces a competitive scheme according to which the victimiza-
tion of other peoples must be returned to the central Western institution of victimiza-
tion—systemic racism. Later in this same conversation, Guitar gives tremendous
political significance to the Holocaust when, implicitly alluding to the capture of
Eichmann, he recalls Jews who hunted down war criminals not because they hated
Nazis but because they loved Jews, and he thereafter laments the comparative plight
of African Americans who lack “the money, the state, the country to finance our jus-
tice” (). Budick hears antisemitic innuendo in the references to Jewish money and
power, but she bypasses a crucial insight suggested by her own hermeneutic—namely,
that the competitive assessment of another ethnic group’s alleged power might refer
most significantly to what the second group (in this case, African Americans) wishes
to obtain. In short, Guitar’s appreciation of Jews, if it may be called that, is a case of
appreciative envy. Even as he exaggerates the reach of Jewish power, what he perceives
most fundamentally is the benefit a state confers on the group whose heritage it
endorses. The fact is that his politics fit more or less with Budick’s working premise that
memory is produced as a species of cultural nationalism, and Morrison seems ironi-
cally aware, if not altogether critical, of this fact. In response to Guitar’s provocative
analogy, Milkman proposes that Guitar call himself Guitar X so that the moorings of his
own ideology will be clear. Even as this witticism interprets Guitar’s beliefs as predi-
cated on fundamental tenets of the Islamic nationalist movement, it reminds us of the
extent to which any ethnic identity is historically derived from, and thus always in part
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dependent on, the prestige of nationalism. Morrison here alludes to (though it is not
clear that she endorses the position) the politics of those who openly espoused the con-
flictual model of nationalist politics as the only means for minorities to gain access to
rights and obtain genuine equality. For influential advocations of this position among
s African American intellectuals, see Harold Cruse, “Harlem Background: The Rise
of Economic Nationalism and Origins of Cultural Revolution,” in The Crisis of the Negro

Intellectual (New York: Morrow, ); Larry Neal, “The Cultural Front,” Liberator .
(): –; Larry Neal, Visions of a Liberated Future (St. Paul, Minn.: Thunder’s Mouth
Press, ).

. For instance, Budick persuasively argues for the indebtedness of Beloved to key aspects
of Cynthia Ozick’s “The Shawl” and “Rosa,” perceiving a competitive displacement of
Holocaust memory in Morrison’s appropriations of these antecedent stories. See
Budick, Blacks and Jews in Literary Conversation, esp. –.

. Before the novel apparently settles on the thesis that Beloved is the returned spirit of
Sethe’s dead child, a number of other possibilities are entertained. Sethe speculates
that Beloved might be a slave woman who, having been locked away by a white man
and raped repeatedly, has escaped only to erase from her mind all direct memory of
the experience (). Paul D refuses to make any sense of this girl who inspires in him
a feeling of recklessness, of competitiveness, and of imminent danger. Beloved inter-
prets herself as though she were a piece of African mythology, a species of temporar-
ily embodied ghost familiar to Yoruban lore and exploited perhaps most famously by
the Nigerian writer Amos Tutuola in The Palm-Wine Drunkard. Only Denver is consis-
tent in interpreting Beloved as the incarnation of the very ghost (of Sethe’s dead baby)
who had previously haunted the house for a decade and a half.

. In this way, the meaning Walter Benn Michaels astutely infers as the novel’s cultural
lesson—that the implicit standard of memory adopted therein would foster, illegiti-
mately or at least mythically in his eyes, a continuity with experiences not one’s own—
is unquestionably part of the peculiar, commemorative praxis behind Beloved’s most
fantastical moments. For the girl Beloved is apparently continuous not only with the
murdered child she may or may not have been, but with the historical experiences of
slaves transported across the Atlantic generations ago. See Michaels, “‘For You Who
Never Was There’: Slavery and the New Historicism, Deconstruction and the
Holocaust,” Narrative  (): –.

. See R. Clifton Spargo, “Jerusalem, June : The Eichmann Trial and the Aesthetic of
Complicity,” in Edinburgh Companion to Twentieth-Century Literatures in English, ed.
Brian McHale and Randall Stevenson (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, ),
–.

. Martin Gilbert, The Holocaust: A History of the Jews of Europe during the Second World War

(New York: Henry Holt, ), –.
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“And in the Distance You Hear
Music, a Band Playing”

Reflections on Chaos and Order 
in Literature and Testimony

SIDNEY BOLKOSKY

When I asked my friend Abe P. to describe his prewar life in Betclan,

Transylvania, he at first seemed urgently driven to discuss his arrival in

Auschwitz. His response to “What was life like in Betclan before the war?” was a

quickly delivered positive scenario followed by the coming of the Hungarians

and the train. But as we slowly returned to a more detailed description of that

life, he sighed, “Ohh, it was [pause] happiness.” As he talked, the idealistic

patina gave way to a more realistic description filled with love and antagonism,

fear and joy, childhood memories that encompassed a wide range of happiness

and sadness. Yet what emerged most clearly from Abe’s description of the first

eighteen years of his life was its order: from dawn to dusk he followed a rigid

schedule that included both religious and secular school, rote memorization of

portions of the Talmud, and household duties and responsibilities such as

responding to questions from his father on the Sabbath. Often harsh, even vio-

lent, the learning process dominated much of his youth and he addressed it

with some ambivalence, nevertheless imbuing the telling with warmth.

Abe grew up in a family that lived and breathed religious devotion. His ini-

tial reflections announce his religious sensibilities and their links to his family

life. His father, he begins, had bord and peyas (long beard and side locks); his

mother wore a sheitl (head covering); the region knew his grandfather as a moira

tzadek, someone with an awesome or authoritative knowledge of interpreting

the Law (Torah). Abe’s childhood life revolved around religious education. He

recalled in minute detail the table in his cheder (religious school), around which

the students sat learning the alphabet; and he remembered the weekly exami-

nations, the questioning, the potches (slaps) at incorrect answers, the Thursday

night examinations and the Sabbath ones at home beginning with the weekly



query from his father, “Wos hoben ge’lernt?” (What have you learned?). Any sign

of failure and “God help you!”

Abe boasts that his father endeared himself to Betclan’s rebbe (religious

leader) because of his piety and also bore the profound respect of the commu-

nity. Partly as a consequence of that respect, the idea of questioning either of

these two figures simply was beyond imagining: “God forbid!” There were no

questions or conversations probing the nature of God—an unthinkable topic.

Lessons learned by rote filled his mind and “the worst thing you could say about

[a peer] was ‘he doesn’t know, he doesn’t know Chumash [the Torah].’ ” To say

that Jewish life in Subcarpathian Ruthenia (Karpatorus), a part of Hungary

before World War I and of Czechoslovakia between the wars, revolved around

religion would be a gross understatement. Roughly  percent of the population

was Jewish. Judaism, ritual, and piety were inhaled there like air; “it was a way of

life,” as had been the case since the seventeenth century (beginning in ),

when large numbers of Jews arrived from Galicia fleeing Chmielnicki’s pogroms,

up until the time of the Holocaust. Poor and frequently downtrodden, they

settled in the agricultural backwater towns and villages where the overwhelm-

ing majority remained at or below the poverty level. From Galicia, too, emi-

grated key Hasidic rabbis in the late eighteenth century, establishing major

schools (yeshivas) in Munkacs, Sighet, Ungvar, and Chust, among other cities,

which provoked strife with traditional, non–Hasidic Jews. Despite or because of

that strife, the Jews of Subcarpathian Ruthenia maintained devoutly religious

households and communities.

Hasidic sects, each with its own rebbe, filled the region. Jewish communi-

ties there were characterized by orthodoxy, piety, and a religious education

steeped in talmudic literalism. When the area was occupied by the Hungarians

in  as a result of the November  First Vienna Award, life remained

essentially the same, although the new authorities established quota systems

and antisemitic laws. The gendarmerie along with the Arrow Cross Party became

a frightening presence for Jews. Jewish men were conscripted into labor gangs

and consigned to camps beginning in March  and later into labor battalions

for service with the army after the  invasion of the Soviet Union. But only

with the German occupation in March  did the Nazi genocide reach fully

into this region. The first deportation from Hungary took place in mid-May, and

by the fall of  virtually all Jews in these occupied areas had been shipped to

Auschwitz.

Abe’s routine had been established at a tender age, fixed like the natural

course of events, like the God-ordained routine of the stars: six A.M., ready for

cheder and davening (praying); breakfast at home, after which he and his siblings

“put down the siddurim [prayer books] and picked up our goyishe—our secular—

books” and then rushed to school; home around eleven o’clock, they “ate lunch,

rushed to school until four o’clock”; at which time they “picked up [their] books
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and went back to shul [synagogue] . . . until seven o’clock.” Evenings were for

study. Not a minute of those childhood days went unstructured. And that struc-

ture provided meaning for Abe and his family. From a perspective entrenched

in such a view of the world, the terrors of the Holocaust were inflicted as though

they were absolutely synonymous with disorder, which is to say that the Nazis’

mostly orchestrated havoc and destruction brought about an epistemological or

semantic break in the victims’ worldview. It is the relation between perception

of the well-ordered, religious life and the eruption of disorder into such a life

that I wish to contemplate here as a way of giving voice, yet once more but with

slightly different emphasis, to those impossible voices of the Holocaust, those

people whose lives were changed inalterably as they became aware of what was

happening or about to happen to them.

IN ATTEMPTING TO SHED LIGHT on this sudden phenomenon of a highly regu-

lated existence suddenly thrown into an experiential disorder (one that was

nevertheless systemically orchestrated), I invoke two examples of Holocaust tes-

timony, each of which evolves a description of the antithesis of order. The first

is from a literary work, Jean François Steiner’s novel Treblinka, and the other

from my interview with Abe. Each discusses an arrival by boxcar at the camps,

and even though Treblinka was radically different from Auschwitz, there

emerges a similarity between the two texts with regard to the victims’ percep-

tions of disorder. Each presents the reader or listener with what appears to be

absolute pandemonium or pure chaos, locating us through the experiences of

the victims as readers/listeners who identify, however feebly, with their disor-

dered perception. Here is Steiner:

Beside the “Bialystock” door stood a tall Jew whose role was to shout end-

lessly, “Large bundles here, large bundles here!” He had been nicknamed

“Groysse Paeck.” As soon as the victims had gone through, Groysse Paeck

and his men from the red commando carried the bundles at a run to the

sorting square, where the sorting commandos immediately took posses-

sion of them. As soon as they had gone through the door came the order,

“Women to the left, men to the right.” This moment generally gave rise to

painful scenes; to cut short the goodbyes, Lalka doubled the number of

Ukrainian guards on this spot.

And here is Abe’s agitated account of his arrival at Auschwitz:

Well, before the doors was opening, I mean we heard the train screeched,

and then in all of a sudden, they came and they knocked at the doors and

we heard voices, dogs barking, and Jewish language, German language,

“Heraus! Heraus!” it sounded . . . and then there were people were

jumping in, dogs were jumping in with them. And they were screaming
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and yelling, “Heraus! Heraus! Heraus!” and we were confused! There was

nothing . . . and one guy walked in, he must have been a prisoner, he

says, he says to me in Yiddish, [angry, louder] “Hast du [gold], hast du bril-

lianten,” do I have gold or do I have diamonds? I looked at the guy, is he

crazy or something? And then I saw people being thrown out of there.

And I saw older people and they had to go and jump out of the train—the

platform was low and the train was high and people were beaten, and

then when we walked out of there, we finally got out of the train, out of

the boxcars all of the sudden there was a stench that hit you and you

didn’t know what that is. And nobody told you what is going to happen,

nobody told you where you are, what’s going on. The only thing that you

saw, you saw SS, and we saw prisoners in striped clothes, and I saw dogs

who were sniffing, and I saw people being beaten up and they tell you to

stand in line and way in the distance you hear music—a band playing.

My God! It was such a confusion, you did not know what was going on.

Steiner’s Treblinka seems a pure instance of cacophony. But we should

stop, reread, or rehear this passage, through the testimonial perspective of

someone such as Abe, in order to consider the event itself—not the written

description of the event, but rather what the real event must have been like

before it was summarized and ordered by narrative. In the literary text we read

serially. Despite modernist or postmodernist experiments, such as Julio

Cortázar’s Hopscotch (), that would hypothetically scramble our reading

order, there is really no way for us to read narrative but serially. Steiner

describes his chaotic scene in a sequential narrative, one sentence, one occur-

rence after another. In one corner is “Groysse Paeck”; in others, at five separate

stations—this is already an infinitely expanding shape, with too many corners

for ordinary geometry—men are yelling the names of the items of clothing they

are handing out; in still others, they are yelling about what the overwhelmingly

confused victims are to remove, trousers here, underwear there; in another cor-

ner, someone gives directions to the “hairdresser.” And so on. All of this occurs

simultaneously. Though we read it serially, it occurred simultaneously.

As a consequence of survivors’ sensitivity to the power of language to dis-

tort reality and of their awareness of language’s inability to convey reality, not a

sentence or word about the Holocaust can be taken for granted. Groping for

meaning, we seek analogies from other realms of experience to be able to listen

better to survivor narratives. Psychoanalysis, for instance, calls for acute con-

centration on individual words, on the semantic rather than syntactic convey-

ors of meaning. Although the psychological, emotional, or moral stakes in

discussing the neuroses of individual patients are not so high as they are for we

who attempt to discuss the annihilation of entire families and communities,

we might nevertheless borrow from the techniques of Freudian analysis and pay
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careful attention to specific words in Holocaust testimonies for the history of

genocide they evoke. Each word, as it were, carries narratives in it, and each

word conveys potentially volatile and misleading connotations. Partly for this

reason, survivor testimonies, sparse yet full of hidden meanings, weigh heavily

on listeners, burdening them with unique demands.

Years ago I wrote about the problem of plurivocal language, a language that

might convey simultaneity—say, in the vein of James Joyce’s Ulysses ()—and

thereby communicate external description and internal rumination at the same

time. In Ulysses the innovation depends on Joyce’s ability to surprise the unsus-

pecting reader. A descriptive passage about a walk through Dublin is suddenly

jarred by an incomprehensible paragraph that intrudes on the reader’s sense of

narrative order. Paragraphs follow in which description alternates with internal

associations, according to what we now call the technique of stream of conscious-

ness, as Joyce addresses the inability of serial or non-poetic language to convey

the simultaneity of internal and external experience and also considers the fail-

ure of language to replicate the simultaneity of multiple associations elicited by

some words. In the more radically innovative and largely unsuccessful experi-

ment of Finnegan’s Wake (), Joyce was to come even closer to doing what

Lewis Carroll and Freud separately conceived, offering us a book written in

“dreamspeech.”

That problem of the experimental modernist text—which is a problem of

multiple meanings, of multiple referents and associations following from

single words, of polysemous, portmanteau words—has an analogue in Holocaust

testimonies. The extensive simultaneity of language and the problems of

chaotic polysemy have often stymied survivors. At the same time, Holocaust

witness-authors such as Elie Wiesel and Primo Levi have emphasized for us

that even amid the apparent chaos of the experience of political terror, words

often possess sharply, terrifyingly univocal meanings. The terrifying univocal

meaning of language is one reason that survivors have been reluctant to speak,

but it is also the corollary of a larger epistemological crisis within testimonial

speech.

Writers of literature and literary critics generally seek to create order in

their texts. This seems inevitable, even for littérateurs who reject “order.” It

seems inevitable, too, for critics who address Holocaust literature and testi-

mony. Oral survivor narratives sometimes defy that sense of artistic order. Even

Lawrence L. Langer, the maven of Holocaust testimony interpretation, must suc-

cumb to this often painful fact. Despite Langer’s nuanced and sensitive analyses

of survivor interviews, the survivor as subject, addressed one person at a time,

confounds the traditions of literary creation and criticism.

For how does someone describe what took place in Treblinka? And how do

we assess the language of Steiner’s Treblinka? Is there a Holocaust “dream-

speech”? There is not. Holocaust testimony, as it breaks narrative conventions,
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emerges in mere fragments of fragments, or as remnants of stories that cannot

be full, can never be complete. “How can I tell you about this?”—from the mouth

of a survivor—may mean literally that the experience cannot be conveyed in its

totality, that it has no place in serial, univocal speech. Henry Greenspan, who

composed a powerful, multi-voiced play entitled Remnants based on interviews

with survivors, has written elsewhere that survivors construct stories from such

fragments. Or, as one of the key figures in his On Listening to Holocaust Survivors

() trenchantly and generatively noted: “It is not a story. It has to be made a

story.”

Much Holocaust literature self-consciously addresses the confusion and

disorder that troubled Abe and others. “It’s so mixed up that you just can’t sort

it out the way you’d want to,” exclaimed Zoli R., and yet literary narrative, by

Steiner or almost any other writer, does try to sort it out, to bring order to the

confusion and disorder. Composing means putting together what may be origi-

nally received as disparate pieces of information in order to form a unified

whole. Novelists or historians select, interpret, omit some things and include

others, and thereby shape and bring structure to the experiences they interpret.

They bring, which is not to say create, meaning. And like the rest of us, they

remain stuck in a univocal, serial trajectory of narrative language.

In Metahistory () and subsequent works, Hayden White has written

about historians’ emplotment of their narratives. In Tropics of Discourse (),

White cites Claude Lévi-Strauss’s conception of history as mythic narrative, in

which the “coherence of the series” provides sense or meaning. Since historical

facts are according to Lévi-Strauss composed of a “multitude of individual psy-

chic moments,” moments that are both cerebral and physical, the serial nature

of narrative brings order to those moments. Even in this account, there is a

tacit acknowledgment of the discrepancy between reality (of moments both

“cerebral and hormonal”) and the descriptions that must reduce them to single,

serial forms of communication. In just this way, written texts mediate and

deflect our attention from what Langer has called “the immediacy and intimacy”

emerging in survivor interviews. As Abe recalls Auschwitz, his experience

was chaos—not represented, not symbolized, not signified nor embodied

chaos—but chaos as literal as it could be, the antithesis of order and meaning.

His testimony fixes on the confusion of those crucial moments as he relates sen-

sual image after image: first, he heard the train, then knocking; then, he says,

“we heard voices, dogs barking, and Jewish language, German language, ‘Heraus!

Heraus!’ ”; then there was “screaming and yelling.” As he grows more agitated,

he speaks of what he saw: people thrown out, older people forced to jump, and

then, finally, now affronted by a different sense, “there was a stench that hit

you.” “My God! It was such a confusion,” he repeats, implying that the confusion

reduced him to animal instincts, to physical sensation with no understanding.

He has, however, minimally serialized the sensations—hearing, seeing, then
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smelling—even though they bombarded him all at once. Here is the inevitabil-

ity of narrative. At the same time, his cadences, the portentous silences, the

tense pauses imply that he is dissatisfied: while imparting a sense of what

Langer describes as “immediacy and intimacy,” Abe urgently conveys a lack of

completeness to his testimony. His words are denser than the written text; they

carry more than a listener comprehends.

Reading only the historical account of the routines of Auschwitz—of the

bureaucratic machinery of death, of the Appells, of the monotonous repetitive-

ness of life and death there—one may fail to gain a sense of the terror the place

held for its victims. Disorder, despite the imposed orderliness, infiltrated the

very souls of its inmates. It is a phenomenon that even the best written histories

and the most artful literary narratives may either overlook or, by revising or

reordering disorder, alter.

Torn from a life he perceived as completely organized and coordinated, for

Abe the fall into such disorder proved traumatic. Auschwitz, in its transforma-

tional chaos, disrupted everything. It shattered his prewar life and continued to

plague his memory; it invaded his mind, prayers, and his most intimate rela-

tionships. No memory of life before remained untainted by the memory of that

experience that brought order to an end for him. Even when he speaks of

attending religious services years later in America, he couples it with the feel-

ings he had in Auschwitz: “I went through the Holocaust and I was angry for

that. . . . We were in a state of confusion. . . . You know, there was no orderly life.

It was not orderly. I don’t know how else to explain it to you. It was empty.

Something was missing.”

Had Abe found order in his new life in America, I wondered, and had he

expected to find it? Was there order in his new family and home, in his business

or organizational affiliations? Emptiness (from the loss of family and home and

of his way of life), sorrow (“crying in a corner alone” after the war), despair,

shame, and perhaps most of all anger filled his days. I also wondered whether he

began to find some measure of order through testimony. Not only did he agree

to be interviewed on numerous occasions, but he spoke to high school and col-

lege classes, to groups at the Holocaust Memorial Center in Michigan, church

congregations and military veteran gatherings, and to audiences at Holocaust

memorial ceremonies.

Responding to a question about the value of giving oral testimony, Fred L.,

a hidden child survivor, observed, “It [the interview] helps you find words. You

cannot, you can’t find the words for this by just sitting, you know, thinking and

feeling. It’s the act of trying to communicate that, that . . . find your own

words. . . .” Like many other survivors, Fred demonstrated a persistent concern

about chronology that hindered or interrupted his speaking. As a debate

between historians and literary or language critics over the value of historicity

and the specific importance of accurate chronological memory has emerged, we
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might do well to heed this concern for chronology expressed by survivors. In the

interview situations, survivors depend on their culturally evolved instincts

for chronology. Even when interviews do not yield a reliable chronology or

chronicle or entirely reliable history, the structure of chronology and the sur-

vivor’s own expectation of it allows the one giving testimony greater freedom to

speak, as he or she grows more discursive, trusting that an interviewer will see

to the order of things, eventually.

In this way, witnessing or testifying involves, most fundamentally, the prac-

tice of telling stories. Survivors conduct themselves, even when they do not have

all the scholarly information, somewhat like historians. One of the persistent

differences between survivor’s tales and those rendered empirically by histori-

ans or artfully by literary narratives has to do with form. Histories, as factually

based stories that historians tell us, require some sort of order; they give a shape

or structure to the facts. They always go somewhere—they have a beginning,

middle, and end. Survivor testimonies may not have such a clear formal struc-

ture: they are often anecdotal and episodic, qualities that, I believe, give them

their strength. In their spontaneity, the stories may be wildly unchronological,

as one memory touches off another and then triggers multiple associations

rushing in so rapidly that the memories become almost unspeakable. All this

lends the survivor’s tale a fragmentary quality that seems distinctly ahistorical

and unliterary, and that quality should alert listeners to the polyvocal layering of

meaning that infuses such narratives.

Survivors may speak in order to snare a vestige of reason from a realm of

memories in which reason seemed utterly defeated. Like writers of literature or

history, they attempt to find or create meaning from their Holocaust experi-

ences, often by trying to infuse some order into confusion via the proximate

form of chronicle. Nevertheless, their stories remain emotional and deeply per-

sonal as they struggle to convert them into public talks. For those survivors who

have become veteran lecturers, the chance to speak in public brings a host of

additional private and public meanings and an awareness of the transition from

a private to a public discourse.

IN DRAWING TO A CLOSE, let me return us to Abe P. In his original interviews,

he conveyed profound sorrow and profound anger as he focused largely on his

own experiences and the specific ordeals of his family. That intensely private

focus characterized many of his first public talks. Years later, after he had given

voice to the experiences of his lost parents and brother, conveyed through per-

sonal memory the terror of Auschwitz, or emphasized the shame involved in

being forced to conduct business on the Sabbath and in being otherwise

reduced to a condition “worse than animals,” he also began to allude to how

many tons of hair the Germans collected at Auschwitz and how many trains

arrived and left there. These supplementary details came with greater historical
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knowledge. He audited several classes and read numerous books, and thereafter

began to take on an academically historical tone in his talks and to distance

himself and his audience increasingly from a focus on private tragedies. His new

historical knowledge facilitated the public act of talking about his experience. At

the same time, it imposed greater order and lent an air of artificiality to parts of

his public performance, since speaking in a historically disciplined manner

often set up a defense against the private, affective dimensions of his story. Abe

is not, after all, a historian; and we might argue that the historically researched,

factual chronology of the Holocaust is of secondary importance to his private

memory of the events and may even intrude on his recollection of his experi-

ences. Abe is not alone in having altered the mode of his survivor’s tale. Often

feeling responsible for the fate of Holocaust remembrance and for the educa-

tion of those of us who were not there, many survivors have become, as it were,

professional storytellers. Even as they grow weary and depressed after repeated

telling of their own stories, they sometimes learn to elaborate them in aesthetic

ways, intuiting what will produce a good story, one that will capture the listener

and elicit an affective response.

The survivors who give public testimony have invested a good part of their

lives in creating memory and history together. While relatively certain about the

educative value of their testimonies, some grapple with defining exactly what

such stories should—or will—teach their audience. After all, we might wonder:

what purpose does any story about a specific, individual life serve in the wider

cultural effort to achieve historical knowledge of the Holocaust? And even

though it is vital to place such individual stories into the larger context of the

history of the Holocaust, that history is controversial, riven by historians’

debates that run deep and constantly alter the shape of our knowledge. When

survivors speak, not as historians or professionals, they may perhaps hope that

their listeners will come prepared with basic historical information. More likely,

they will not. And so the survivors naturally wonder how much of such infor-

mation they should provide for their stories.

All this becomes only more weighted for survivors who begin to write about

their experiences. After the Holocaust Survivors’ Memoirs Project, in associa-

tion with Random House, put out the call for survivor memoirs, there was an

explosion of writing: no fewer than twenty of my interviewees have written

some sort of memoir. For most of those whom I have interviewed, writing is

more intimidating than speaking. While talking, they confront difficulties that

are obvious (such as the troubling emotions attending their memories; the

wounds reopening seemingly every time upon speaking) as well as impedi-

ments that are less obvious (such as the basic poverty of language). Problems of

semantics as well as of temporal ordering arise to frustrate them. Questions

about the meaningfulness of their testimonies and about how much historical

education they should or will provide remain problematic, but they have the
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authority of their own experience to rely on. Writing brings the question of

authority even more sharply into focus.

The astonishing increase in attention to the Holocaust in the last ten years

has generated a multitude of new works, with titles such as Reading the

Holocaust, Imagining the Holocaust, Writing the Holocaust, or Writing Trauma. As

literary and language critics of all sorts, even many historians, have read, imag-

ined, or written about the Holocaust in these new ways, how have the survivors

perceived these efforts, and how have they compared these works to what they

themselves have done? When Abe read the brilliant analysis of his own words in

Langer’s Holocaust Testimonies () and saw himself contrasted to Hamlet,

Antigone, and Ahab, my friend asked me, “Who is that, anyway? It’s not me.

I couldn’t understand where that came from. What are you guys doing to us?

What are you turning us into?” I must acknowledge that this was said affection-

ately and proudly, if also with some discomfiture. Abe had come to represent a

certain experience in the work of leading experts on Holocaust testimonies

from Langer to Martin Gilbert. Still, a reluctance to intellectualize what are

essentially physical and visceral experiences lurks beneath his questions, and so

troubles any sense we might make of them.

In the end, confusion and loss endure. The ordered impact of Steiner’s

novel, or the contextual information constructing the Holocaust in works of

literature and history, cannot be imitated by the halting accounts of oral

testimony. But for an informed and alert listener, the historical content of testi-

monial speech to be glimpsed in the pauses, the silences, the tone, and sheer

weight of witness must take priority over the highly regulated and ordered liter-

ary texts and perhaps even teach us how to read these texts properly for what

they attempt to say. “To this day,” Abe tells me in a breathy voice, “I’m trying to

sort out what happened.” The survivors to whom we listen may never achieve

such a sorting out, and as a consequence we listeners can never quite conceive

of what was at the core of their experience. But our attempts must at least be

based in a willingness to discern the semantics of disorder.
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There is an unavoidable Nachträglichkeit (indignity) in reading after the

Holocaust. As Omer Bartov writes, the Holocaust has “projected its impact both

forward and backward in time, an explosion of destructive energy at the heart of

Western civilization that compels us to rethink our assumptions about the

nature of humanity and culture, history and progress, politics and morality.”

Bartov’s insight about the temporality of our reflections on the Holocaust has

been realized by a number of contemporary historians who have taken concepts

from the well-developed historiography of the Holocaust and, with due caution,

used them to illuminate genocides, atrocities, and discourses of race-hate in the

imperial and colonial encounter from both before and after the Second World

War. However, in contrast, there has been little parallel work done in develop-

ing the constellations of ideas developed in the study of the literary and cultural

representations of, and responses to, the Holocaust to other literary texts, even

those that concern “limit events” such as genocide. Issues that arise regularly

and in an interwoven way in Holocaust studies—including debates over the rela-

tionship between representation, fiction, memoir, history, and the events of the

past, over writing and how we might understand truth, over ethics and respon-

sibility, the concept of working through and so on—have not, so far, been used

to explore other literary texts. The aim of this chapter is to attempt such a read-

ing: that is, to explore, in an unprogrammatic way, a canonical text—which

concerns both genocide and colonialism—in the light of the methodological

concerns and issues developed from the study of Holocaust literature.

Read through eyes sensitized to a range of difficulties and questions raised

by the Holocaust, many of the celebrated and complex characteristics of Heart of

Darkness () are illuminated. I focus below on three: first, the historical con-

text for and ideas about a “genocidal universe” and what this means for under-

standing the novella, especially in light of what we know about different sorts of
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perpetrators; second, the nature of complicity; third, the importance of secrecy

both within the text of Heart of Darkness and in relation to the forces that shaped

its writing and publication.

A. Dirk Moses suggests that there are ideological and political “conceptual

blockages” that obstruct discussions of the Holocaust in relation to colonial and

post-colonial genocides. In the micro-context of Heart of Darkness and its recep-

tion there are at least three such blockages. First, many are unwilling to recog-

nize that there was a genocide on the Congo. I address this historical matter

below, but its consequence is what concerns me initially. From Holocaust stud-

ies we learn that a genocidal situation is “upside down”: doctors torture and do

not heal; midwives bring children into the world to let them die or kill them;

freedom means slavery; progress means savagery; work means death. The world

of Heart of Darkness and of the Congo Free State (CFS) is not simply bad or colo-

nial; it is radically disoriented, the world, pace Maurice Blanchot, of the disaster.

Nothing is what it seems and ideas generally held about the novella, about

Kurtz, for example, look very different in this upside-down world. Without tak-

ing this on board, the novella’s content, context, and publication history are

indecipherable. Following from this, a second blockage concerns Joseph Conrad

as well as the principal narrator Marlow. In his meditations on the novella, 

W. G. Sebald writes that during the march from Matadi to Nselemba in June-

August , “Jósef Korzeniowski began to grasp that his own travails did not

absolve him from the guilt which he had incurred by his mere presence in the

Congo.” While many critics seek to exculpate both Conrad (historically) and

Marlow (fictionally), I argue below that, as Sebald evocatively but unambigu-

ously suggests, Conrad (in the historical record) and Marlow (in the novella)

are, bluntly and despite their reservations, low-level genocidal perpetrators. In

turn, again, this leads to a third “conceptual blockage,” concerning the rela-

tionship between the past and a literary text. Without wanting to rehash three

generations of critical debate about the nexus of text and history, it’s clear that

texts about the Holocaust—and so by extension, here, Heart of Darkness—are

called to account by different types of questions about the text in history.

Whereas many works in literary history make the autonomy of art from its

history central to its aesthetic value, in the case of the work about genocide, the

text is bound to the past in a complex series of ways; not that the historical

record can offer a full interpretation of the text—it can’t, of course—but it can

pick up, contrapuntally, blindnesses, moments of oddness, and inconsistencies

that mark these texts in revealing ways. A small example below concerns one

Captain Freiesleben (of the historical record) or Fresleven (as named in Heart of

Darkness). In a parallel way, what Michel Foucault calls the “author function” is

also different in Holocaust texts; it is legitimate to ask questions—about who is

writing, what his or her relationship is to the material, and what his or her

responsibilities might be—in a way that may simply seem unnecessary for a
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range of other forms of writing. In this case, I want to suggest not that Marlow

and Conrad are one—they clearly are not—but that their relationship is complex

in a manner signaled, for example, by the fact that the first-person narrator of

the novella is neither a classic omniscient narrator nor Marlow. This is to say

that in these sorts of writing the text itself and the metatext of the extant world

have a more complex and demanding relationship, an example of which I pro-

vide below by showing how Conrad disguises his subject matter to avoid legal

prosecution by King Leopold’s agents.

Genocide and Racisms on the Congo

While Heart of Darkness does have generic similarities to a range of other con-

temporary colonial texts, its affiliations—measured in its relation to the past as

to its critical present—are more complex. From a post-Holocaust standpoint,

there are two particularly important aspects to this context: first, the history of

the Congo Free State and its genocide; second, the relationship between that

genocide and other strands of colonial racism.

In “Toward a Theory of Modern Genocide,” Christian Sherrer argues that

genocide “was an inherent part of general practice employed by virtually all colo-

nial powers throughout the colonial period.” Indeed, his argument identifies

the events on the Congo from  as a modern, colonial, partial genocide involv-

ing state actors. This is what Marlow in the fictionalized colonialist world and

Conrad in the historical past had witnessed, and it is genocide with which each

is complicitous. Mark Twain estimated as early as  the number of those

killed, as his Leopold exclaims, “My traducers . . . go shuddering around, brood-

ing over the reduction of the Congo population from ,, to ,,

in twenty years of my administration; then they burst out and call me ‘the King

with Ten Million Murders on his Soul.’” Hannah Arendt estimates between

twenty and forty million dead; Neal Ascherson, basing his calculations on the

 Belgian Census, estimates between three and ten million; Isadore Ndaywel é

Nziem, a contemporary Congolese historian, estimates thirteen million; Adam

Hochschild and Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, ten million. Because the CFS was

inherently unstable, “governed in an absolute fashion by individuals concerned

first and for most [sic] with profit maximalization,” genocide was the most effec-

tive political measure to dominate the area and maximize profits in the short

term. Such a policy was, in Ascherson’s words, “too viciously wasteful, too reck-

lessly short term in its conception to deserve even the term of exploitation. It was

no more than a prolonged raid for plunder.” As Conrad’s Marlow observes, it was

“just robbery with violence, aggravated murder on a great scale, and men going

at it blind.” Moreover, if genocide involves the extermination of a people and, as

Rafael Lemkin insisted, the destruction of their way of life, it is incorrect—and

typical of colonial blindness—to judge by total numbers of African dead. It is 
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perhaps more accurate to count the number of distinct peoples eliminated.

Adam Hochschild points out that the Congo has or had “well over  ethnic

groups speaking as many languages” and compares it to “medieval Europe . . . a

huge collection of duchies, city states and principalities.” Surely, the destruc-

tion of just one people in the Congo, with their own language and culture, their

own pattern of life, counts as a genocide. In his A Congo Diary (), V. S.

Naipaul records a symptom of these multiple genocides: “I tried to find out about

old songs, about historical traditions. I drew a blank. History has vanished

here. . . . History has disappeared.” From such surface evidence alone, we can

conclude that the CFS was genocidal many times over.

Is this view anachronistic? No, for two reasons. First, while some critics

argue that Conrad had “almost certainly had no knowledge and little suspicion

that officials of the Congo State were carrying out policies leading to the exter-

mination of the local population,” it is clear that—as E. D. Morel, the cam-

paigner for reform in the Belgian Congo, wrote—from “ onwards the record

of the Congo State has been literally bloodsoaked. Even at that early date, the

real complexion of the Congo State philanthropy was beginning to appear.”

And as Conrad stated in private correspondence and as Heart of Darkness itself

also suggests, he witnessed many atrocities and understood that they reflected

the Congo Free State policy. That Conrad, of course, lacked the term “genocide”

to name the crimes he saw does not make our perception of genocide in what

he saw anachronistic. Indeed, Lemkin considered the Congo as a core example

of a “genocide” when he coined the term in . Second, to argue that this is an

anachronistic reading is not to take full measure of Bartov’s comment about the

temporality of the Holocaust in relation to Western culture—or, in effect, to

ignore the Holocaust.

As in the Holocaust, colonial genocide is inextricably intertwined with racism

and ideas about the nation; indeed, racism or race-thinking is often taken as a

prerequisite for the genocide as well as being a “main ideological weapon of impe-

rialistic politics.” That is to say that racism, colonialism, and genocide make up

an inextricable composite whole. However, just as Raul Hilberg is able to distin-

guish between different sorts of Holocaust perpetrators—“Zealots, Vulgarians,

and Bearers of Burdens”—it is possible and important to distinguish among dif-

ferent forms of racism in the novella. Indeed, it is precisely the interplay of the

racisms—which assumes (pace Achebe’s famous comments on Conrad’s novella)

the complicity of Conrad and Marlow rather than seeking to absolve it—in rela-

tion to the genocide(s) that generates many of the complexities of the fiction.

The novella is an account of what happens when one form of racist colonialism

(one that is commercialist and paternalistic) becomes involved with another

form of racist colonialism (one deploying genocidal methods).

Conrad, his fictional Marlow, and even the reformist E. D. Morel all embody

a form of patriarchal racism. Surveying the history of colonialism and stressing
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its multiple and multifaceted histories, Stephen Donovan observes that a “cen-

tury of scholarship has produced the unlikely consensus that Joseph Conrad

entertained profound doubts about imperialism.” But the more likely verdict,

Donovan decides, is that “at no time did Conrad ever believe that the ideals that

had built the British Empire were either ‘rot let loose in print’ or commercial

‘bad faith.’” Similarly, Conrad’s and Marlow’s racism are tied into their belief

in the Imperial project. For this sort of racist, the indigenous African is a human

being, though primitive, childlike, and savage. As Morel asserted in The British

Case in the French Congo (), the “native of Africa is not a brute, but a man,

more or less intelligent according to environment, tribal peculiarities and influ-

ences from within and without—but still, and always, a man.” Then, in a pas-

sage from King Leopold’s Rule in Africa designed to help his unintuitive reader

sympathize with the indigenous peoples, Morel also spoke of the way men

work or chat in a “native village” and how the women “attend to household

matters . . . and spend many an hour over the intricacies of their coiffure.”

The message is clear: they are like us, down to sharing the same gendered habits

and concerns. Achebe precisely sums up this ideological position in his assess-

ment of the opinions and actions of the famous philanthropist Albert

Schweitzer: “‘The African is indeed my brother but my junior brother.’ And so

[Schweitzer] proceeded to build a hospital appropriate to the needs of junior

brothers with the standards of hygiene reminiscent of medical practice in the

days before the germ theory of ideas came into being.” This too is Marlow’s

sort of racism: he recognizes a “remote kinship” () with the indigenous

peoples. Denying their inhumanity, in an oddly reflexive formulation, he

declares, “If you were man enough you would admit to yourself that there was in

you just the faintest trace of a response to the terrible frankness of that noise, a

dim suspicion of there being a meaning in it which you—you so remote from the

night of first ages—could comprehend” (). Unlike the district manager, he is

able to reason from and even sympathize with the indigenous perspective, as,

for example, when he predicts that the steamer will not be attacked again,

having intuited the sorrow of his attackers. He even has imagination enough to

perceive the reversal of porterage slavery in Deal and Gravesend as he passes

through those abandoned communities on the way to the Central Station.

This form of paternalist racism contrasts vividly with the genocidal racism

that held sway in the CFS. A fascinating and relevant micro-example illustrates

this. For paternalist racists, commerce was the solution to the problems of

Africa: Morel argued that this was the only way “Europe [could] ever hope to

rationally develop tropical western Africa in a manner profitable to her peoples

and to the peoples of Africa” and that (echoing Marlow) commerce led to “real

work being done in there”; moreover, “commerce [was] the Negro’s one

bulwark against . . . the new slavery introduced into Equatorial Africa by the . . .

Congo state.” Indeed, there had been a flourishing trade on the Congo before
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the CFS during the s, with the Africans taking an active role. However,

colonial decrees supported by military force made such trade illegal. When the

people of Bolobo-Tchumbiri attempted to defend their trade rights, two “puni-

tive expeditions” were sent to intervene. In  an employee wrote that the

first “expedition destroyed all the villages between the mouth of the Kasai and

the Bolobo. The plantations are ravaged. The inhabitants defended themselves

and a great number were killed.” If, as Norman Sherry suggests, this very

encounter led to the death of Captain Freiesleben (of the historical record) or

Fresleven (as named in Heart of Darkness), and thus to the vacancy that Conrad

(in the historical record) or Marlow (in Heart of Darkness) filled, then what the

novella calls a “misunderstanding” () was not about hens. It was a genocidal

attack to assert a trading monopoly. Both Conrad’s and Marlow’s confusion

about this vital detail and wider context illustrates the often confusing com-

plexity of the genocidal situation.

This genocidal colonialism was what Morel called “the living embodiment

of the evil counsels . . . given in connection with native policy in West Africa.”

The CFS portrayed the African population as inhuman. In the words of one mis-

sionary, the “black race is certainly the race of Ham, the race cursed of God.”

In  the Belgian officer Alexandre Delcommune (the brother or uncle—the

record is unclear—of the station manager whom Norman Sherry identifies as

Camille Delcommune) describes Msiri, king of Garanganja (which the Europeans

called Katanga), as “scowling more like a chimpanzee than a human.” Or, in

the estimation of Léon Rom, notorious CFS officer and author of Le Nègre du

Congo, the African race was the product of a mindless state: “Its feelings are

coarse, its passions rough, its instincts brutish and, in addition, it is proud and

vain. The black man’s principal occupation, and that to which he dedicates the

greatest part of his existence, consists of stretching out on a mat in the warm

rays of the sun, like a crocodile on the sand.”

Such racism puts the indigenous peoples not, as it were, lower down on the

human tree, but locates them as part of another species—demoted from the race

of Ham to beings indicated by the impersonal pronoun “it,” made to resemble

crocodiles and chimpanzees. In this kind of racism—of the very sort espoused by

Friedrich Ratzel, whose infamous book Adolf Hitler read while composing Mein

Kampf—colonialism’s victims were deemed to be animals, not simple human

beings, and it is easy to see how racism of this strain lent itself to the kind of

genocide depicted in Conrad’s novella. In light of such an ideology, atrocities

were not simply, as one exculpatory critic would have it, “overflows” from the

attempt to rescue Emin Pasha or a response to the fate of Hodister’s expedition.

Rather, the atrocities were part of a policy and an ideology. The victims “could by

no stretch of the imagination be called enemies” and, although they were “called

criminals,” it is clear that Marlow, for one, believes that it is the “outraged law . . .

an insoluble mystery from over the sea” () that is to blame more than they.
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None of this is to say that either form of colonialism or racism is acceptable

or that genocidal racism exculpates parties of the paternalist variety. Both

profit- or loot-inspired genocidal colonialism and commercially exploitative

colonialism turned “the indigenous man into an instrument of production”

(when not killing him or her). But there were differences or gradations between

“a class room monitor, an army sergeant, a prison guard, a slave driver.” The

tension of the Heart of Darkness, and the reason it has so often been misread,

involves what happens when, in a genocidal situation where nothing is as it

seems, one form of racist colonizer falls in with and becomes complicitous with

the other sort. More than anything else, Heart of Darkness is a novella about

complicity in this sense, about secrecy and guilt.

Complicity: “A Secret Society of Murderers 
with a King for a Croniman”

In part as a result of the ferocious debates between Daniel Goldhagen and

Christopher Browning in the late s, recent accounts of the Holocaust have

turned again to low and mid-ranking perpetrators. Much of the Goldhagen/

Browning debate was about the degree of perpetrators’ complicity with genocidal

crimes: Goldhagen argued that the brutality of the violence suggested that the

vast majority of killers were happy to be ideologically complicitous with the geno-

cidal actions, whereas Browning offered a more nuanced picture, in which ordi-

nary men became gradually, step by step and in response to an array of forces,

genocidal. By this account, the perpetrators of the Holocaust had different

motives and different reactions to genocide, and even relatively agentive victims

(such as kapos) had different motives and different levels of complicity. These

sorts of nuanced distinctions are highly informative about the nature of complicity

in Heart of Darkness.

From a post-Holocaust perspective, the process by which Marlow is drawn

into complicity with genocide is at the core of the novella. Morel, in an unfin-

ished history, while describing the politics of the Congo could be summing up

Conrad’s novella:

The newcomer . . . with a clean heart or an evil one, was swept into a

maelstrom from which there was no escape. . . . A raw European, with

decent instincts might find himself caught in the meshes of a system

which compelled him at least to connive at acts of habitual violence and

oppression. But in terms of his contract he would be unable to free him-

self before his three years’ contract was over, however desirous he might

be of relinquishing his employment, or of indicating the character of his

employers. And by that time, save under exceptionally favourable cir-

cumstances, he would either have sunk to the level of the system, or have

committed suicide, or died.
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The novella is an account of such growing complicity. Soon after Marlow

signs on, while passing the knitters at the doorway, he “began to feel slightly

uneasy . . . as though I had been let into some conspiracy” (). The doctor he

sees remarks that the “changes take place inside” and Marlow begins to feel like

an “impostor,” a sign that there are now two Marlows (, ). This experience

of duality in perpetrators is common in Holocaust writing; it is a central theme

in Gitta Sereny’s historical study of the Holocaust Into That Darkness (), in

which she comments on the way that Stangl, the commandant at Sobibor and at

Treblinka, seemed to have two personalities. In speaking of his involvement

with the “Euthanasia” Program, for example, “an alarming change” came over

Stangl’s face: “it coarsened and became slack and suffused. The veins stood out,

he began to sweat and the lines in his cheek and forehead deepened.”

Marlow’s psyche is not historically the equivalent of Stangl’s, but clearly there is

in him also a sense of doubling, a sense that becomes most obvious during his

encounter with Kurtz.

Marlow’s witness of the atrocities at “the grove of death” leaves him

“appalled, as though by a warning” (). In effect, they are a warning of his own

subsequent desensitization to the horrors to come. In this vein, Hochschild cites

a CFS agent from : “To think that the first time I saw the chicotte administered,

I was pale with fright. . . . I could now walk into fire as if to a wedding.” Much of

Browning’s Ordinary Men, a study of the German st Reserve Police Battalion

who committed mass murders, concerns how these apparently ordinary men

could become so desensitized as to turn into killers of Jews in Eastern Europe.

Perhaps such men began as Marlow did, by being aghast first at what he saw and

then gradually becoming more than a passive witness. As a cog in the colonial

genocidal machine, Marlow learns to play his role. On the trip to the Central

Station to deal with the slave porters, he gives a “speech in English with gestures,

not one word of which was lost to the sixty pairs of eyes.” A short while later his

companion seems “very anxious” for Marlow to kill somebody, and Marlow

reflects ruefully, “I felt I was becoming scientifically interesting” (). He has

begun to perceive murder or the threat of murder as a tool of domination.

Accounts from the Holocaust, from low-level perpetrators and from kapos

as well as from relatively privileged victims, stress how the genocidal situation

put groups into conflict with each other. Marlow finds himself enmeshed in

another sort of struggle, one that reflects the differing forms of commitment to

genocide and thus also the differing colonialist ideologies—namely, genocidal

versus paternalistic colonialism. The Chief Accountant is a model bearer-of-

burdens type, a paternalistic colonialist with “backbone” who keeps his books in

“apple pie order” (, ). He admires Kurtz, and since he does not trust the mail

(“with those messengers of ours you never know who may get hold of your

letter”), he asks Marlow to convey a message to the effect that “everything

here . . . is very satisfactory.” It is enough to stay in Kurtz’s good graces, so that
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he may become a somebody in the “Administration before long” (). At the

Central Station, the genocidal faction is in control, filled with both zealot and

vulgarian types. The fence is ill-maintained, the white men are “languid” and

rude (). The manager there is a “common trader . . . nothing more,” lacking

initiative, organization, learning and intelligence, someone who inspires only

“uneasiness” (, ). It is this manager who recruits Marlow to the plot to bring

about Kurtz’s ruin. Sherry asserts that “the death of Kurtz is laid at the

manager’s door,” but Conrad’s novella allows for a much stronger claim. The

manager conceives a plot to kill Kurtz—or, more accurately, to let him die—by

wrecking the steamer (an “affair . . . too stupid . . . to be altogether natural”) and

so delaying Kurtz’s relief. In the manager’s conversation with his uncle, which

Marlow overhears, the two men have the same thought, hoping that “climate

may do away with this difficulty”—which is to say, with Kurtz. This conversation

is a kind of murderous pep talk: “Anything—anything can be done in this

country. That’s what I say; nobody here, you understand, here, can endanger

your position.” It also reveals the manager’s alibi: he states that the “extraordi-

nary series of delays is not my fault. I did my best,” implicitly recalling his own

remark about taking “advantage” of the fire at the station (). As Kurtz is dying,

we are told that the manager “considered it necessary to sigh, but neglected

to be consistently sorrowful.” He asks noncommittally, “We have done all we

could for him—haven’t we?” After Kurtz’s death the “manager was very placid,”

and Conrad tells him that “he had no vital anxieties now” since the “ ‘affair’ had

come off as well as could be wished.” In a genocidal situation, words and mean-

ings, as exchanged by and among perpetrators, are often inverted.

However, for this conspiracy within a conspiracy to work, the ship’s captain

must also be on Kurtz’s side, and thus it is the manager’s spy who attempts to

recruit Marlow or to warn him at least to be quiet. The spy pumps Marlow for

information, trying to ascertain the faction to which Marlow belongs, and

Marlow is at a loss about all of this: “I couldn’t possibly imagine what I had in me

to make it worth his while.” At this point there is a strange interruption in the

text, as the nameless narrator interrupts his account of Marlow’s narrative: “I

listened on the watch for the sentence, for the word, that would give me the clue

to the faint uneasiness inspired by this narrative” (). This interruption is crucial,

for it occurs at the moment in which Marlow tips from unwitting to knowing

complicity. Our nameless narrator is uneasy here because Marlow is about to be

recruited into complicity with the murder of another European. When the nar-

rative continues, the spy—after talking about “the necessity for every man to get

on” () and how “no sensible man rejects wantonly the confidence of his supe-

riors” ()—checks the state of Marlow’s complicity: “Did I see it? I saw it. What

more did I want?” (). It is too late for Marlow to claim he has clean hands, 

so he opts for what will make him seem less guilty: “What I really wanted was riv-

ets, by heaven!” (). At which point the spy seems to change the subject: he
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“suddenly began to talk about a hippopotamus. . . . ‘That animal has a charmed

life,’ he said; ‘but you can say this only of brutes in this country. No man—you

apprehend me?—no man here bears a charmed life’” (). This is both an

oblique threat to Marlow and an assertion of what is happening to Kurtz. Since

the whole of this conversation through which Marlow becomes complicitous in

the plot against Kurtz is given as reported speech, it is at times hard to follow.

For Marlow it is a confession trying not to be a confession.

What is the motive for the murder of Kurtz, if only by act of omission from

colonialist compatriots? First, there is the competitiveness of the manager:

“look at the influence that man must have,” he says; “Is it not frightful?” Beyond

this, there is a much more important reason for Kurtz’s murder, which also per-

tains to the genocidal state of the Congo. Kurtz, while complicitous with geno-

cide, is not like the manager, an actively genocidal zealot. The most important

corollary of this, I wish to argue, is that the genocidal zealots are afraid that

Kurtz, a person of some influence, will get word out to Europe about the events

occurring in the CFS, and therefore they decide he must be silenced. Indeed, the

manager’s lack of initiative, clearly stressed by Conrad, might be taken to imply

that this decision came from higher up. That Kurtz is aware of this threat is

shown by his decision not to come downriver and by his decision to return the

aide: “Don’t bother sending more of that sort. I had rather be alone than have

the kind of men you can dispose of with me” (). A savvy despot, Kurtz does not

want a genocidally minded spy as his number two man.

The fact that what the manager says cannot be taken at face value is made

clear in the novella. In the conversation with his uncle, he accuses the Russian

and declares, “We will not be free from unfair competition till one of these

fellows is hanged” (). Under the Berlin Act of , as he well knows, such for-

eign traders had every right to be there, so that the competition he rejects is fair

rather than unfair. So, too, with regard to his accusation that Kurtz’s methods

are “unsound”; in fact, “Kurtz’s methods are not really different in kind from

those of the other members of the company,” except for the possible fact that

they are actually more humane than the methods employed by the rest of the

CFS. Kurtz (much like Morel as cited above) believes in trade rather than in

genocidal plundering. First, he sends “ivory . . . lots of it” with an “invoice” ()

that presumably tells the manager how much to pay him and the tribe. Second,

although he is from time to time angry with the Russian, he does allow him to

work within the monopoly, following the letter of the law as specified by the

Berlin Act but in opposition to actual CFS policy. Third, Kurtz does not just steal

the ivory. So, when the Russian says that “mostly his expeditions had been for

ivory,” Marlow replies, assuming that “he had no goods to trade with by that

time,” and the Russian’s subsequent rejoinder is seemingly a non-sequitur:

“There’s a good lot of cartridges left even yet” (). According to colonial

practice at the time, for each cartridge issued in the CFS, the exploiting parties
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demanded proof that the bullet had been used to kill someone, usually a

severed hand. The fact that Kurtz has cartridges left implies he has not been

plundering in the manner of other colonialists. Each cartridge left signifies an

unmurdered life. Fourth, Kurtz, unlike other CFS agents in Heart of Darkness,

speaks at least one of the native languages. So unusual is this that Marlow

remarks on it. Speaking the language was important. The first Vocabulaire

Français-Kisouahili was published in , and the author of a later version,

Charles Lemaire, wrote that “knowledge of the native languages is without any

question of the utmost importance to those who go to Africa. Every candidate

for service in the Congo must study them as early as possible.” Kurtz’s speak-

ing an indigenous African language shows a surprising degree of dedication on

his part and an interest in both his career and the native peoples. It explains

also why Kurtz got so much ivory, which the manager describes dismissively as

“mostly fossil” (). What is fossil ivory? Marlow remarks, confused, that it “was

no more fossil than I am.” Here is the historical explanation for this cryptic

exchange:

Prior to the growth of long-distance trade [i.e., with Europe], ivory had

little value. . . . Tusks were generally left where an elephant had been

killed or they were used incidentally for fences, door posts, and imple-

ments such as log wedges, hammer heads and hunting horns. But when

village elders learned of the possible rewards that ivory trade could

impart, tusks were no longer abandoned.

Kurtz, through his language skills and commercial ingenuity, has persuaded the

local people to provide him not only with fresh ivory, but with a great deal of

the ivory that was simply lying around. That the tribe “adored” Kurtz might be

seen as reflecting a problematic strategy among certain members of the CFS (for

example, Washington had complained that Stanley and others used tricks to

convince the indigenous peoples that they were supernatural). A different

reading is also possible, since the adoration may be a savvy expression of self-

interest by the tribe. As the CFS waged genocidal massacres—over hens, or more

accurately over trade—a tribe might quite reasonably seek to keep with them an

agent who traded more or less fairly and also prevented them from being mas-

sacred. The loss or replacement of such a colonialist agent would open them up

to genocidal attack or forced displacement. No wonder that, on Kurtz’s advice,

the natives choose to attack the steamer coming to remove him.

All these details reveal the extent to which Kurtz is not so much “unsound”

() (as his fellow colonialists charge) as a threat to the genocidal situation on

the Congo. In the face of such evidence, the manager’s view of things continues

to be upside down. He reports that the “district is closed to us for a time. . . .

Upon the whole, the trade will suffer” (). But this explanation is bizarrely
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euphemistic: the district is closed only because the natives will expect more

raiding parties and occupying forces and are prepared to fight back. Trade will

suffer because plundering, which is the manager’s idea of trade, will remain

impossible until the people have been subdued by mass murder, the genocidal

method the CFS recognizes. In contrast, to stress that Kurtz is the commercial,

paternalistic non-genocidal form of colonizer, Marlow associates him with

England, the model (perhaps wrongly) for this form of colonization. He is

described as having been “educated partly in England,” “his sympathies . . . in

the right place,” “his mother [having been] half-English” (); and so too his

primary associates, the Russian and the clerk, are anglicized (Russian has

“served some time in English ships” and Kurtz’s clerk was “an English half-

caste”). Of course, Kurtz has infamously scrawled “Exterminate all the brutes!”

()—though he seems forgetful of the fact—on his manuscript. This is often

taken as a sign of his genocidal intentions, but there are a range of other pos-

sibilities. By the very fact that the “burning noble words” () scrawled on the

manuscript were written “in a shakey hand,” we are caught between a state of

knowing and not-knowing. In a sense, the two texts exist simultaneously: even

as the text shows what he knows of the colonialist damage inflicted on the

natives, it does not show him to be genocidal. It could be that Kurtz’s text,

much like Marlow’s narrative, is an ironic commentary on the hypocrisy of the

Belgian colonial narrative. Are those words not so much an order from Kurtz as

his synopsis of colonialist policy? The words might also refer, as Frances Singh

argues, to the colonizers rather than to the colonized: “the only way Africa

could develop would be if the real brutes or savages, the colonizers, were

removed.”

It has become commonplace to suggest that Marlow’s view of Kurtz is

strange and cannot be taken at face value, since Marlow uses Kurtz as a cipher

to contemplate his own complicity in the genocide. Nevertheless, he is honest

enough to let the real Kurtz emerge in his narrative. By my reading, then, the

famous lines quoted by T. S. Eliot and many others, “The horror! The horror!”

(), may refer to the specific horror of the genocidal colonialism with which

the high-minded Kurtz, despite his best efforts, has also become complicitous.

Perhaps he understands that the people with whom he has lived for many years

and whose language he has learned are soon to be massacred in the name of

restoring trade to the region. Perhaps the “horror” is what he wishes for Marlow

to take back from the Congo and thereafter to speak of. Thus Marlow perceives

in Kurtz “the expression of some sort of belief,” seeing him as a man who speaks

with “candour . . . conviction . . . a vibrating note of revolt in its whisper” ().

In his words Marlow hears “an affirmation, a moral victory paid for by innumer-

able defeats, by abominable terrors, by abominable satisfactions. But it was a

victory!” ().
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Secrets and Lies: “There Is a Taint of Death,
a Flavor of Mortality in Lies”

Kurtz, to a greater extent, and Marlow, to a lesser, seem to me fictional ana-

logues to those historical figures under Nazism, such as Kurt Gerstein, who

opposed genocidal crimes even while functioning in service to the nation-

state and administrative system responsible for perpetrating them. Gerstein,

who is the subject of Saul Friedländer’s study The Counterfeit Nazi: The

Ambiguity of Good ()—itself a response to Hannah Arendt’s portrait of

Eichmann—was an SS officer who tried to smuggle out information about what

was going on in the camps. From within his position of agentive complicity

with the Holocaust (Gerstein was responsible for the transportation of Zyklon

B and managed, at one point, to destroy a shipment of the gas), he also tried

to resist it. About Auschwitz Gerstein wrote, “I was one of the handful of

people who had seen every corner of the establishment, and certainly the only

one to have visited it as an enemy of this gang of murderers.” He was found

dead—either from suicide or by a murder to silence him—in his prison cell in

July .

Marlow, despite his intentions, is complicitous with the atrocities and bru-

talities of genocide as also with the murderous neglect of Kurtz. If solidarity and

brotherhood, and their betrayal, are central issues in much of Conrad’s work,

complicity is the underside of brotherhood and plays a vital role in all modern

genocides. Complicity is made manifest as secrecy: it seems to Marlow “as if I

also were buried in a vast grave full of unspeakable secrets” (). As Morel writes

elsewhere regarding the Congo, “It is hard to get news out of the Congo, and

when it does come out it is, as a rule, unreliable; moreover, few Belgians would

dare to boldly denounce the State, for, as you know, Belgium is not free soil,

and fear of the power of the rubber clique is enough to deter any of the returned

employees from speaking.” Many have observed that Heart of Darkness is a

secretive text, full of gaps and silences. When we read Heart of Darkness as a per-

petrator narrative about a colonial genocide, one that recognizes genocidal

atrocity for what it is above and beyond ordinary imperialism, the pressing rea-

sons for such secrecy begin to come into view. All modern, state-organized geno-

cidal operations require secrecy. This requirement for secrecy emerges in at least

three ways:

1. It is enforced as an order passed down from above through the hierarchy

to the “desk killers” and so to those who literally have the blood on their

hands; one tactic among many here is the deployment of highly euphemistic

language.

2. It exists between the face-to-face killers, often as complicity at the time

(perhaps through shame) and afterward in the wish not to get caught.

3. It also continues afterward in attempts to cover up the genocide.
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As a coda there is often denial: an attempt to make the genocide secret again by

pretending it did not happen in the first place. Heart of Darkness is characterized

by a double secrecy: it is a narrative about preventing genocidal news from

getting out, and it is simultaneously a reflection on the facts of the genocidal

activity.

Morel discusses at some length how the CFS maintained and enforced such

secrecy. In the Congo itself, there was a “judicial machinery which could be invoked

against recalcitrant subordinates . . . if and when disclosures filtered through

to Europe.” Moreover, half the salary of those in the Congo was retained in

Brussels to be paid, or withheld, on return. In addition, Morel says, he “was bound

down strictly in his articles not to communicate any knowledge he might have

acquired during his employment. If he made himself a nuisance, his medical and

other stores would be unaccountably delayed.” (This is what happens with Kurtz.)

Escape from within the system was hard too. With the exception of the odd mis-

sionary vessel, travel on the rivers relied on government steamers, and the captain

of the steamer “could, of course, refuse to take him.” If the captain had been “con-

sulting his own interest,” he would probably have agreed to do so. If the potential

whistleblower got as far as Leopoldville or Boma, he could easily be arrested for

desertion or held for judicial enquiry. Even if he circumvented this obstacle, fare

back to Europe was £, and the “chances [sic] of a subordinate in the Congo serv-

ices having this amount of money in his possession was remote.” Finally, even if the

complicitous colonialist did get out and return home, Leopold’s “reach was a long

one, his attention to detail was marvelous and he never forgave.” The whistle-

blower would find “a mysterious influence blocking his chances,” and if he had

spoken out, “he was literally hunted down and driven to destitution or emigration.”

If the escaped colonialist persisted in his endeavor and got news out

of what he had witnessed, he was likely to be discredited. As Morel says, who

would believe “a dissatisfied ex-service agent against whose character much would

be hinted if not positively assessed”? Leopold was “one of the first masters of

the modern practice of pubic relations.” He set up a secret “Press Bureau” to

provide journalists with positive accounts of events in the Congo and to “emit a

stream of public statements of approval from Impartial Travellers” and others.

At times he simply bought people, in the United States and in Europe. An

example of this was a  pamphlet, published by “Congolese Pamphlets,”

which cites a lieutenant colonel’s description of a hunting trip in the Congo and

asserts that this “unquestionable” witness was “unreservedly in favour of its

[i.e., CFS] administration.” That same pamphlet goes on to argue that Morel is

treacherous and underhanded, providing as evidence for this claim the fact that

he refused to engage in debate with supporters of the regime. Morel’s position,

not unlike Deborah Lipstadt’s today when faced with Holocaust deniers, was

simply not to debate with the regime’s apologists because to “do so would give

them a legitimacy and a stature they in no way deserve.”
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One result of all these tactics is that the genocide on the Congo is little

known even today, despite the fact that such wide-scale atrocity provided the

fundamental background to this canonical novella. Even in Heart of Darkness

there is much secrecy and covering up. The only actual clue that these atrocities

are going on in the CFS is Marlow’s remark that he is “going into the yellow”

(). No proper names of key personnel, besides Kurtz, are given. Of course, this

adds to the mystery and, as D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke has suggested, “helps to give

[Conrad’s] theme the widest possible application.” Conrad’s evasive strategy

also meant that it would be difficult for Leopold or his agents to sue Conrad, as

in  they sued Captain Guy Burrows, a British officer who had served in the

Free State. After publishing The Curse of Central Africa, Burrows was sued for

“criminal libel against certain Free State officers.” Burrows failed to produce

any witnesses from the Congo (unsurprisingly) and lost his case: the “British

Judge assessed libel at £ and ordered the book to be suppressed.”

In his interaction with the “compassionate secretary,” Marlow as Conrad

must also have signed a document. “I believe,” he tells us, “I undertook amongst

other things not to disclose any trade secrets” (). In the same breath he

declares, “I am not going to” (), and later repeats the point that, in telling us

this story, he has “not disclos[ed] any trade secrets” (). These professions can

be read in two complementary ways. First, as I have suggested, there is a differ-

ence for Marlow and Conrad (as for Morel and others) between trade and geno-

cidal colonialism. Marlow is going to reveal secrets, but not secrets about trade.

Therefore what he is about to tell us is not covered by this document. Second,

this statement, repeated twice, is also a meta-textual statement reaching out

from the fiction into the public sphere, providing immunity from Leopold and

his lawyers.

So convinced is Marlow that secrecy is the dominant code of the CFS that

he, an experienced man of the world able to eavesdrop in French, automatically

assumes that the notes on Towson are in “cipher . . . an extravagant mystery,”

not, as he later discovers, in Russian (). He admits to his desire to “talk openly

with Kurtz” (presumably about the plot on his life) before realizing that the

“essentials of this affair”—namely, the colonial genocide—“lay deep under

the surface, beyond my reach, and beyond my power of meddling” (, ).

One way in which secrecy is foregrounded in Conrad’s text is by the con-

cerns surrounding Kurtz’s papers. If, as I have suggested here, Kurtz is really

opposed to the genocidal methods practiced on the Congo, it is possible that the

CFS is afraid that his papers might break the seal of secrecy about genocide.

With Kurtz’s connections in Europe and his reputation, he might have been a

Casement avant la lettre, someone capable of authoritatively uncovering the

actions of the CFS. In response, the CFS monitors all of Kurtz’s correspondence.

The spy reads the company’s confidential correspondence, which Marlow

surmises (, ). The manager reads Kurtz’s mail before he does at the Inner
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Station (thus when the pilgrims bring Kurtz on board, they lay “him down in one

of the little cabins,” whereupon he receives “his belated correspondence, and a

lot of torn envelopes and open letters littered his bed” []). His letters are

already torn and opened when Kurtz arrives. The manager goes through some of

Kurtz’s papers on his deathbed, although Kurtz has entrusted others, including

a report on the “Suppression of Savage Customs,” to Marlow. One morning,

Marlow tells us, Kurtz gave him “a packet of papers and a photograph—the lot

tied together with a shoe-string.” As he does so, he says, “Keep this for me. . . .

This noxious fool [the manager] is capable of prying into my boxes when I am

not looking.” Marlow admits, “I was not even sure that he had given me the right

bundle. I rather suspect he wanted me to take care of another batch of his

papers which, after his death, I saw the manager examining under the lamp”

(). After Kurtz’s death, the manager twice tries to get the remaining papers

from Marlow, and they have “two rows” on the subject (). Upon his return to

Belgium, and bearing in mind Leopold’s “marvellous attention to detail,”

Marlow is visited by no fewer than three people, demanding the papers. The

first, a “clean shaven man, with an official manner,” asks for them first cir-

cuitously, then in a “suavely pressing” manner, and then with an affect that is

“darkly menacing . . . and with much heat” (). Acknowledging the company’s

rights and also invoking science, Marlow eventually turns over the report,

minus the postscript, which the visitor takes “eagerly,” although eventually he

“sniffs at it” (). Presumably, his brief perusal of its seventeen pages (minus

postscript) informs him that the report reveals nothing. Marlow makes the man

leave by threatening court action (a trial would expose the company as trying to

keep secrets, which it would do only if it had secrets to keep, of course, and this

is precisely what the man, as an agent of Leopold, is trying to avoid). Next, a man

“calling himself Kurtz’s cousin” comes and bears off the “family letters and

memoranda without importance” (, ). Finally a journalist visits and takes

the report. This leaves Marlow nothing except a “slim packet of letters” ()—

carefully pruned, one supposes, by the company and by Kurtz himself through a

mixture of complicity and sexism—to give to Kurtz’s intended. Except for

Marlow’s yarn, then, no evidence of the atrocities remains. And thus the yarn

itself—not the papers, but the story of the paper’s suppression—becomes the

significant thing here.

Like the satirical science fiction novel The Inheritors Conrad wrote with Ford

Maddox Ford in , the existence of Heart of Darkness as a narrative under

erasure is testimony to the genocidal policy in the CFS and not a disavowal of

imperialism. Its testimonial function, like other perpetrator testimonies, is

obsessed by what it cannot say. But this is not to do with the nature of language

per se. After all, Marlow gives quite a full account of the “grove of death.”

Rather, these are limits enforced by metatextual legal, social, and political pres-

sures not to admit the partial genocide in the Congo. Conrad constantly draws
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our attention to these limits, as when Marlow repeatedly states that he will not

reveal trade secrets, or when Leopold’s agents come in pursuit of the papers, or

when Marlow tells his final (forced) lie to the intended. Clearly, the “taint of

death,” the “flavor of mortality in lies” () that Marlow so detests, is the taint

of the genocidal CFS.

Conclusion

This essay has tried to explore what it means to read other works of literature

with eyes oriented by the Holocaust. In passing through “conceptual blockages”

that are both institutional and conceptual, it has located Heart of Darkness in

a genocidal situation and explored some of the complexities that this creates.

Principally, then, this essay highlights the other world of genocide (survivors of

the Holocaust frequently use expressions like “planet Auschwitz”) that the

novella represents. This, in itself, allows a useful contrast between different

forms of colonial racism (patriarchal versus genocidal) and suggests the novella

is in no small part about the interactions between these two. In this light, Kurtz

is not the fiend he is often said to be but a conflicted figure. Indeed, as I have

shown, there are clear parallels with regard to how individuals are inducted into

genocidal behavior between the behavior of Marlow (in the novella) or Conrad

(in the historical record) and recent historical accounts of how low-level perpe-

trators behaved during the Holocaust. Finally, the obsession with secrecy—in

the novella, in the interplay between the novella and the world, and in the

novella’s publishing history—can be explained as a response to the genocidal

situation on the Congo. It is not sufficient to “be reminded that Marlow and the

other characters in the tale are agents of empire.” For they are also all involved

in one way or another in a genocidal horror, a horror which is not (like the

“scramble for Africa”) an issue of a former era, but one that is still very much

with us. F. R. Leavis wrote that the “details of the journey to and up the Congo

are presented to us as if we are making the journey ourselves,” and more

recently Andrea White has discussed the use of Marlow to “control our

response.” The result is that vertiginously, and uniquely, readers are placed at

the core of a genocide through a voluntary, fictionalized, first-person narrative

of a perpetrator, with all the complexities and confusion that this imples.

As for Conrad? Sebald’s position seems largely right to me. For, as Ian Watt

writes in Conrad in the Nineteenth Century, the author later considered the

“physical and moral assault of his African experience the turning point in his

life: before then, he told Garnett, he had ‘not a thought in his head. . . . I was a

perfect animal.’” With regard to his time in Africa, Norman Sherry suggests,

Conrad’s account of his travels involves an omission: the delays he experienced

in getting from Boma to Kinchassa “seem attributable only in part to sickness,

and the lack of reference in his letters to the unusually long time he took over
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the journey . . . seems to suggest that there is something he did not wish to

admit to.” After his return, as Edward Said’s famous account of the novella

makes clear, Conrad sank into despair. In writing Heart of Darkness—in con-

fessing without quite confessing, as it were, to what he had seen—Conrad’s

memories of his experience were, according to Watt, “evoked and expressed at

the end of a year so depressing and unsettling that he had written to Garnett;

‘I am afraid that there’s something wrong with my thinking apparatus. I am

utterly out of touch with my work—and I can’t get in touch. All is darkness.’ ”

He described his famous book to Casement as “an awful fudge,” and Hunt

Hawkins suggests that the author’s reservations were the result of his having

glamorized his own role in the Congo. “To fudge” means to blur, with the aim

of covering up; it hints of a deeper dishonesty. Hinting perhaps at what he

would like to have told more straightforwardly, Conrad wrote to Graham that

Casement “could tell you things! Things I’ve tried to forget; things I never did

know.”
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Since Theodor W. Adorno’s original dictum in  about the supposed

barbarity of writing poetry “after Auschwitz,” debates over the ethics of literary

representation of the Holocaust have revolved around the problems inherent in

depicting, in particular, the suffering of the victims and survivors. Adorno later

linked his misgivings about poetry after the Holocaust to his objection to the

aesthetic pleasure the reader (or spectator) experiences upon contemplating

works of art that portray physical suffering: “the so-called artistic representa-

tion of the sheer physical pain of people being beaten to the ground by rifle-

butts contains, however remotely, the power to elicit enjoyment out of it.”

Adorno’s use of the passive voice here is significant. Although he writes of the

agony of “people being beaten to death with rifle-butts,” he does not indicate

who wields the weapons. By obscuring the agency of the brutality in this man-

ner, Adorno demonstrates that he is concerned foremost with the dangers of

depicting the pain of the victims and less with the aesthetic implications of

portraying the actions of the agents of that pain. In his view, writing about the

Holocaust is synonymous with writing about the suffering of the survivors and

victims, and the ethical questions of artistic representation of the Holocaust are

thus exclusively a matter of how one might portray the experience of pain and

anguish. “Perennial suffering,” he wrote in  as an addendum to his original

dictum, “has as much right to expression as a tortured man has to scream;

hence it may have been wrong to say that after Auschwitz you could no longer

write poems.” Although Adorno revises his original claim about the barbarity

of writing poetry after Auschwitz, he remains silent about an equally difficult

aesthetic and ethical problem: how does one depict the correlative element of

the atrocity, that of the perpetration of the suffering?

Critics and writers concerned with the literature of the Holocaust, includ-

ing George Steiner, Elie Wiesel, Irving Howe, Lawrence Langer, and Berel Lang,
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have assumed Adorno’s pronouncement and added their own objections to

and anxieties about representations of the suffering of the victims. Adding to

Adorno’s original objection to aesthetic pleasure, these writers problematize

various aspects of both the literary portrayal and reception of Holocaust suffer-

ing. First among these criticisms (and often linked to Adorno’s pronounce-

ment) is the conviction that the Holocaust, having caused a caesura in both

experience and knowledge, has destroyed the ability of the literary work to con-

vey any essential meaning. In this view—as represented, for example, by George

Steiner—language and the literary imagination are no longer adequate to the

task of capturing the horror and loss: “It may be that the Shoah has eradicated

the saving grace, the life-giving mystery of meaningful metaphor in Western

speech, and, correlatively, in that highest organization of speech which we call

poetry and philosophic thought.” A second, related objection concerns the

notion of a historical and epistemological rift that fundamentally divides

the post-Holocaust world from the world that preceded it. This perspective,

associated most notably with Elie Wiesel, holds that the suffering endured dur-

ing the Holocaust occurred outside the usual parameters of human experience.

Wiesel writes that the Holocaust was as a “universe outside the universe, a cre-

ation that exists outside creation” and thus relegates it to a negative theological

domain that mirrors that of God. In this view, any literary representation of

Holocaust suffering is akin to “blasphemy or profanation, an act that strikes all

that is sacred.” Significantly, both critics who believe in the failure of language

and imagination in the face of the extremity of Holocaust suffering and those

who hold that the Holocaust, like God, exceeds the human ability to represent

it, advocate a sacred silence as the most appropriate form of response, since,

according to Wiesel, “silence itself communicates more and better.”

However, these critics are not the only ones that display anxiety about the

representation of Holocaust suffering. Perspectives that reject the notion that it

is impossible or blasphemous to write about the suffering of the victims also

reveal apprehensions as to how one should represent it and how the reader is to

receive it. Chief among these is the fear that depicting suffering in conventional

literary genres might “serve to domesticate it, rendering it familiar and in some

sense even tolerable, and thereby shearing away part of the horror.” In this

view, the Holocaust becomes just another topic that serves the grist mill of

literature (or film or art) and the suffering experienced by its victims is trans-

formed into a trivial plot in a normalized canon. Associated with this misgiving

is the concern that the reader will respond to the familiar, domesticated narra-

tive with what Dominick LaCapra terms “vicarious victimage,” a process by

which the reader identifies and merges with the victims and survivors, thus co-

opting, distorting, and exploiting their suffering for his own cathartic pleasure

(a pleasure that is the inverse of Adorno’s “elicit enjoyment” of watching some-

one experience pain). Another suspicion, shared by Adorno, holds that literary
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representation of the suffering will be transformed (by the writer or the reader)

into a redemptive narrative that offers closure and resolution to pain and loss:

“After Auschwitz, our feelings . . . balk at squeezing any kind of sense, however

bleached, out of the victims’ fate.” Related to fears about the appropriation of

Holocaust pain to suit the requirements of other narratives is the anxiety that

the depiction of the individual suffering of the victims—in particular, the Jewish

victims—will be absorbed into a larger narrative that attempts to universalize

the Holocaust and rob it of its historical specificity. Finally, attendant to many

of these reservations about literary representation (in particular, fictional rep-

resentation) of the Holocaust is a conviction, often on the part of historians,

that “the transmutation of historical atrocity into imaginative literature neces-

sarily entails a trivialization and betrayal of the real events of the Holocaust.”

These disparate anxieties and misgivings, like Adorno’s statements, focus

intensively on a particular aspect of Holocaust representation, that of the depic-

tion of the victims’ suffering and pain. They share a common fear that literature

is not only unable to do justice to the extreme agony and anguish of the millions

of Jews, Roma, and Sinti as well as religious, political, and homosexual victims,

but also threatens to violate the truth of their painful experience altogether. As

with Adorno, there is an implicit conviction on the part of these aesthetic critics

that the only experience to which literature about the Holocaust can and should

refer is that of the suffering of the victims. In analyses of the appropriateness

and function of aesthetics and the Holocaust, the agents of that suffering are

often (though not exclusively) ignored, particularly when it comes to represent-

ing their brutality. Of course, a number of critics and scholars, including Susan

Sontag and Saul Friedländer, have written on the aesthetics of Nazi culture, but

their analyses address the often seductive style of the fascist aesthetic or of the

Nazis themselves, and how it is appropriated by contemporary art or received by

a contemporary audience, rather than investigating the aesthetic and ethical

implications of representing the Holocaust perpetrator in the act of perpetra-

tion. With regard to the portrayal of the act of perpetration and of Holocaust

perpetrators themselves, there is virtually no counterpart to the earnest convic-

tion with which Adorno, Wiesel, Howe, Langer, and others have investigated

and articulated the implications of the portrayal of suffering. Almost all critics

would be likely to agree that there is a multitude of representations in various

national literatures of perpetrators, collaborators, and Nazi sympathizers (Alvin

Rosenfeld’s  book Imagining Hitler alone accounts for dozens of fictional rep-

resentations of just the figure of Hitler), and yet, astonishingly, little extensive

analysis has been written addressing the questions of the advisability and pos-

sibility of depicting the Holocaust perpetrator, or, perhaps more important,

how existing representations of perpetrators function (except when this

depiction is part of a larger focus on the suffering of the victim, as in Adorno’s

passive construction in which an unidentified figure brutally wields the rifle). In
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particular, in contrast to the literary treatment and critical analysis of the voice

of the victims, which abounds in both autobiographical survival accounts and

in fictional literature, the perspective of the perpetrators—in particular, the

narrative perspective of the perpetrators, meaning their subjectivity, motiva-

tions, thoughts, and desires—has been all but ignored. On the part of those who

engage in the critical analysis of the literature of the Holocaust, there is a sense

that to focus critically on the perspective of the perpetrator would at best be

unseemly and at worst a betrayal of the memory of the victims, although few

critics have expressed this suspicion explicitly. What results is a reluctance to

engage critically with narrative portrayals of perpetrators, especially those that

focus explicitly on the perpetrator or even foreground his perspective. For this

reason, although we possess a tradition of rich, finely tuned, and nuanced schol-

arship on the literature of suffering and how we are to read it, very little exists

on how one might read the literature of perpetration.

In light of the absence of direct analysis of the ways in which we might

approach portrayals of Holocaust perpetrators, one might well ask if there exists

an unwritten but nevertheless powerful taboo that prohibits or at least regu-

lates representations of perpetration. This taboo, which places the imagination

of the consciousness of the perpetrator outside acceptable discourse on the

Holocaust, possesses dual aspects, each of which has implications for the other.

In the first place, literary texts themselves often maintain this unwritten discursive

prohibition by portraying the perpetrator as an incomprehensible Other whose

personal motives lie outside the norms of human discourse. In part, the

attempt to restrict access to the subjectivity of the perpetrator is understand-

able and even ethically justifiable; by representing the agent of violence as

abstract, recondite, and one-dimensional, the text attempts to foreclose the

reader’s identification with his motives and actions. This limitation on the per-

spective of the perpetrator then opens up space for the voice of the victims and

endows them with a narrative agency stolen by the perpetrators in the histori-

cal act. Moreover, as James Young suggests, the taboo on portraying the subjec-

tivity of the perpetrators serves a further function in that it quells the fear that

to imagine the crimes from their perspective would somehow “reperpetrate”

them. Despite the justifiable reasons for limiting the perspective of the perpe-

trator, however, one can think of a multitude of texts (particularly more recent

fictional works) that do not confine their representations of the perpetrator to

that of incomprehensible Other. For this reason, it would be misleading to sug-

gest that the literary works themselves are solely responsible for maintaining

the taboo.

Rather, the greater force for upholding the taboo comes rather from the

scholarly criticism on the literature of the Holocaust, which, as discussed above,

overwhelmingly prefers to frame the experience of the Holocaust in terms of the

victims’ suffering. As with literary texts, this concentration on the perspective
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of the victims and survivors occurs in part for understandable reasons, not least

of which is the earnest wish to recognize the subjectivity of the victims and pro-

vide their voices a mouthpiece by which their experience can be heard. But in

order for us to begin to understand how literary representations of the

Holocaust function in the world of readers, we as critics must not ignore the

perspective of the perpetrator simply because it is anathema to us and violates

our solidarity with the victims. Though we may wish to disregard the perpetra-

tors because we believe that they have, in a sense, forfeited the right to our

attention, they continue to exist in the text and must therefore be accounted

for. Moreover, it is important to remember that, save for a few exceptions—such

as Ruth Klüger or Elie Wiesel—we as critics belong to neither the world of per-

petrators nor that of the victims and survivors. By ignoring the perspectives of

the one group, we imply that we somehow belong to the other, and this kind of

identification with the victims is, at its extreme, as dangerous to our inquiry as

identification with the perpetrators might be. Finally, just as the suffering of the

victims was all too real and existed not in some mythical, otherwordly universe

but as an event involving real bodies in real time and space, the perpetrators

were real figures as well. If we leave the representations of their thoughts and

motives unexamined, we construct them as abstract, mythical figures whose

actions cannot be accounted for (even and particularly if their thoughts and

actions remain, in their extremity, essentially incomprehensible to us). For

these reasons, it is imperative that we as critics begin earnestly and critically to

examine the ways in which the consciousness of perpetrators is represented.

In the rest of this essay, I analyze how the perspective of the perpetrator is

portrayed in two fictional post-Holocaust texts, Bernhard Schlink’s The Reader

and Martin Amis’s Time’s Arrow. Because I am interested in how narratives of

the Holocaust attempt to transgress the taboo on rendering the perpetrator’s

mind, I examine in particular the narrative techniques the texts utilize to rep-

resent the consciousness of their perpetrator-protagonists. My intention here is

not only to provide a rudimentary analysis for how we might begin to theorize

representations of Holocaust perpetrators in these specific narratives, but also

to stimulate a larger conversation about representations of perpetrators in

literature in general.

One novel that immediately comes to mind when one considers the loose

and as yet largely undefined category of “perpetrator fiction” is Bernhard

Schlink’s  The Reader (Der Vorleser), a narrative that represents the struggle

of the German second generation to assume responsibility for Germany’s legacy

of genocide. The novel chronicles in three parts the attempts of its narrator,

Michael Berg, who was born in the last years of the Second World War, to come

to terms with a love affair he had as a teenager with Hanna Schmitz, a thirty-six-

year-old woman. However, the novel is not merely a love story told with retro-

spective regret; Hanna, it turns out, had been an SS guard in a concentration
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camp, a fact that the narrator learns only years later when she is put on trial for

her crimes. Thus, although the novel unfolds in the decades after the Holocaust

and does not portray the years in which the atrocities occurred, its narrative

force is directed toward Hanna’s past as a perpetrator. At the center of the

novel’s intensive review of the past is the question of culpability. While the facts

of Hanna’s criminal actions are indisputable—she was a guard in both

Auschwitz and a smaller subcamp, who participated in the forced march of

Jewish prisoners and was involved in an incident in which prisoners on the

march were left to burn to death inside a locked church—Michael finds it diffi-

cult to believe unequivocally in her guilt, for he is unable to reconcile Hanna the

perpetrator with his experience of Hanna the lover. Moreover, as he realizes

while observing the trial, Hanna has harbored a secret that Michael feels miti-

gates, at least partially, her agency and thus also her culpability for the crimes

for which she is being tried: she is illiterate. His discovery of her secret and his

belief that her attempt to keep it hidden propelled her unwillingly (or at least

without premeditation) into situations in which she committed crimes gener-

ate an ethical conundrum for the narrator. On the one hand, he is forced to

admit to himself the established fact of Hanna’s perpetration. On the other

hand he makes continual efforts to explain her motives and to justify her

crimes. In this way, the novel ricochets between two opposing forces—Hanna’s

guilt and Michael’s ambivalent desire to exonerate her.

Since its original publication in German in , The Reader has achieved

enormous international success and garnered considerable attention from its

status as a rare literary treatment of the Holocaust that focuses intensively on

the private life of a perpetrator. It became a best seller in the United States after

the influential television personality Oprah Winfrey featured it in her book club

in , and a film adaptation of the novel directed by Stephen Daldry and star-

ring Kate Winslet and Ralph Fiennes was released in late . Critics have

responded with both warm praise and vehement criticism to the novel’s fore-

grounding of an intergenerational love story as well as its concentration on the

wartime actions and postwar legacy of an individual involved directly in inci-

dents of mass murder. On the one hand, reviewers commend The Reader for its

unabashed depiction of the life of an individual perpetrator, praising it as a sin-

gular attempt to move beyond conventional representations of perpetrators as

incomprehensible monsters. For this reason, it has been heralded as a ground-

breaking work that ushers in a new era of literature on the Holocaust, particu-

larly with regard to the German legacy of perpetration. According to Christoph

Stölzl of Die Welt, with its hitherto unexplored perspective, the book’s effect on

its audience is almost messianic: “When one looks through the reviews of The

Reader both in Germany and internationally, one might condense them into a

single sentence: This is the book for which, without even knowing it, we’ve waited so

long.”
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On the other hand, scholars of the Holocaust have expressed misgivings

about the novel’s project of representing the Holocaust solely in terms of its per-

petration. For this reason, there is a good deal of critical unease with the book’s

narrow focus on Michael’s amorous relationship with Hanna, which in its

conventional manipulation of romantic emplotment gives more weight to the

private tragedy of their love story at the expense of the larger historical catas-

trophe of Germany’s genocide of the European Jews. Furthermore, The Reader, by

raising the question as to whether Hanna is culpable for crimes she indis-

putably committed, places her at the center of her own transgressions, implying

that she herself was the greater victim of them. According to Omer Bartov, the

text’s shortcomings lie precisely in its obsessive focus on Hanna and the ques-

tion of her guilt. As he points out, for a work that has “entered the canon of

Holocaust literature,” the book maintains an astonishingly exclusive (and, in

his view, disturbingly lopsided) concentration on the experience of perpetra-

tion: “the true victims of the period, those who died and those who survived,

have no face; their suffering, though conceded, remains abstract and evokes no

emotion in the reader.” For Bartov and other critics, the novel’s intense focus

on Hanna’s struggle with her illiteracy and the way in which the postwar dis-

covery of her crimes torment her erstwhile lover shifts the attention away not

only from the historical victims, but ultimately from the question of her legal

and moral guilt as well. In this way, it transforms the narrative of the Holocaust

into both a love story and a tale of personal adversity that taken together might

appear to justify if not exculpate Hanna’s actions. As Bartov argues, The Reader

essentially rewrites the story of the perpetrator as that of a victim, and the nar-

rative logic of the novel works synecdochically to allow Hanna to stand for post-

war German culture as a whole: Hanna is a victim of her crippling illiteracy,

Michael is the “victim’s victim” who suffers for his shameful attachment to

Hanna, and Germany, according to Bartov, is the largest victim of all, “a spiritu-

ally dead victim of its own crimes.”

One factor that contributes to the novel’s structuring of Hanna as a victim,

apart from Michael’s own desire to recover and reinstate a notion of her inno-

cence, is the way in which the text figures Hanna narratively. Although Hanna

certainly occupies the center of The Reader and is the perpetrator of the crimes

that haunt it, she functions as neither a protagonist nor an actor in the narra-

tive. Rather than possessing and enacting agency in the text, she remains a fixed

element, depicted as a product of circumstances. The principal reason for this

passivity is not a matter of the novel’s plot—we as readers understand that

Hanna, for whatever reason, did indeed commit most of the crimes for which

she is charged—but one of narrative perspective, which though focused on her,

is not focalized through her. Rather, Hanna’s entire story—her relationship

with Michael, her prehistory as a camp guard, her trial for her crimes during the

Holocaust, her years in prison, and her suicide—is filtered through Michael’s
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narrow, egocentric, and often self-serving perspective. Moreover, Michael as a

narrator is miserly when it comes to giving the reader not only useful informa-

tion about Hanna’s life, but also a more subjective sense of how Hanna regards

herself and her actions, especially her love affair with Michael in the first part of

the novel and her trial and imprisonment in the second and third parts. As Ian

Sansom points out, although the narrator reproduces Hanna’s voice in the

narrative, he rarely quotes her directly, especially in any way that might be

regarded as self-referential. Michael (as narrator) thus provides an exclusively

objective view of Hanna that is not counterbalanced by her own voice.

Numerous critics have commented on the effects of the narrator’s limited

view on the text’s depiction of Hanna. Heidi M. Schlipphacke remarks, “The

reader never gains access to Hanna outside the gaze of the protagonist

Michael”; according to Kristina Brazaitis, “Hanna remains remote, ambiguous,

impenetrable and mysterious”; Helmut Schmitz holds that “the perpetrator

figure Hanna remains psychologically colorless”; and in Manfred Durzak’s

view “Hanna remains a hermetically enigmatic figure.” However, apart from

Schlipphacke, who convincingly argues that the figure of Hanna is merely the

“idealized projection of Berg’s male fantasy,” which is “objectified, eroticized

and instrumentalized” by a text “that stubbornly refuses to reflect upon this

fact,” few critics have analyzed the implications of the narrative’s unidimen-

sional portrayal of Hanna. In particular, the critical literature on The Reader

has neglected to evaluate the ways in which the text, though offering its readers

a novel-length depiction of a Holocaust perpetrator, forecloses any significant

view of the mind and motives of the person who committed the crimes. When

one looks more carefully at the ways in which The Reader presents its central

character, it becomes clear that the text’s refusal to deliver a nuanced under-

standing of what makes Hanna tick is not just a matter of the narrator’s meager

and narcissistic depiction of her, however opaque. Rather, Schlink’s text goes a

step further in its distortion of Hanna’s consciousness in that it forces us, as

readers, to endorse the narrator’s limited and self-serving understanding of

Hanna’s motives. Because Michael is our sole point of access to Hanna, not only

are we forced to perceive her actions directly through his descriptions (at least

of those actions that he witnessed), but the actions themselves are also colored

by his interpretation of them, an interpretation that he further extends to the

events he did not witness, particularly those that took place during the war.

The narrator’s interpretive role is most evident in the second part of the

novel, when he himself is aware of his unique position as someone who knows

Hanna intimately and can make judgments about her behavior and reactions,

even from his distant seat in the spectators’ section in the courtroom: “So

I watched her from behind. I saw her head, her neck, her shoulders. I decoded

[las in the original German, meaning “read”] her head, her neck, her shoul-

ders.” Both during the trial and in the novel in general, Michael acts the part
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of a detective trying to reconstruct a crime, in which he must search for,

interpret, and connect disparate clues, establish a causal link, and posit a plau-

sible theory of the crime without possessing the unambiguous evidence that

would prove his theory. This happens not only during the trial itself, but in the

novel as a whole, such as during the scene after Hanna’s suicide, in which he

peruses the bookshelf in her prison cell and interprets her collection of schol-

arly and autobiographical literature on the Holocaust (Hanna has since learned

to read) as an attempt to deal intensively with “what she had done to people in

the camp and on the march” (–). In a later conversation with one of the

survivors of the death march, Michael then mediates this view of Hanna’s rela-

tionship to her past, and by this point the narrative has shed its speculative

nature and Michael’s interpretation has become an established fact on par with

the fact of her acquired literacy. The reader then reconstructs the missing links

that would allow for this new information—such as Hanna’s probable sense of

regret and repentance—and thus deduces an image of Hanna’s thoughts and

motives that is not supported by direct evidence from Hanna herself. In this

way, the narrator’s (and reader’s) view of Hanna’s consciousness reveals itself as

sheer theoretical projection.

Nowhere is the speculative nature of Michael’s interpretation more pro-

nounced than in his discovery of Hanna’s illiteracy, which occurs during the

trial when the other defendants contend that Hanna wrote the official report on

the incident of the burning church and was thus the person responsible for the

crime. Hanna disputes these contentions until the prosecutor requests a sample

of her handwriting, at which point she confesses to having written the report.

The narrator ponders this arbitrary reversal on Hanna’s part and suddenly real-

izes that Hanna was attempting to cover up her inability to write and, by exten-

sion, to read. In a succession of rapid-fire conclusions that take up the better

part of a brief chapter, he rethinks not only his entire experience with Hanna

but also what he knows of her past during the war based on this new insight.

Part of his reinterpretation of the past is plausible, such as his supposition that

she feigned not finding a note from him during their affair so that he wouldn’t

discover that she was unable to read. Other conclusions, such as Michael’s

inference that she was propelled into her job as a concentration camp guard not

out of her own desire but as a consequence of wanting to keep her handicap

hidden, are interpretations that take the evidence of Hanna’s illiteracy and

extend it into the realm of wishful thinking, giving him a ready-made and pli-

able excuse that he can use to exonerate her:

No, Hanna had not decided in favor of crime. She had decided against a

promotion at Siemens, and fell into a job as a guard. And no, she had not

dispatched the delicate and the weak on transports to Auschwitz because

they had read to her; she had chosen them to read to her because she
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wanted to make their last month bearable before their inevitable dis-

patch to Auschwitz. And no, at the trial Hanna did not weigh exposure as

an illiterate against exposure as a criminal. She did not calculate and she

did not maneuver. She accepted that she would be called to account, and

simply did not wish to endure further exposure. She was not pursuing

her own interests, but fighting for her own truth, her own justice.

Because she always had to dissimulate somewhat, and could never be

completely candid, it was a pitiful truth and a pitiful justice, but it was

hers, and the struggle for it was her struggle. (–)

The narrator thus devises an elaborate theory for both Hanna’s actions as a

guard and her behavior during the trial, depicting her not as the petulant and

unrepentant perpetrator of the brutal crimes for which she is being tried, but as

a victim of her own struggle to retain her dignity (and, even more speculatively,

the advocate of her prisoners who uses her power over them to mitigate their

suffering). The speed with which he experiences this moment of anagnorisis

and processes all of Hanna’s inexplicable actions through the interpretative

machine of his newfound knowledge allows the narrator to change the direction

of his narrative, dragging his readers along with him. Previously, he was unable

to fathom Hanna’s past as a guard; now he has found the critical missing piece

that makes it possible for him to assemble the entire puzzle and deliver it as a

complete and seamless image to his readers. Importantly, the narrator does not

acknowledge the logical discrepancy in his complex chain of reasoning, for

although Hanna’s illiteracy proves her innocent of writing the report, it does

not automatically exonerate, justify, or explain her participation in other

crimes. Moreover, although the narrator confidently mediates this new per-

ception of Hanna’s behavior and motives, Hanna herself has revealed nothing

that would endorse Michael’s theory of the crime. Though we as readers would

like to believe that we are now privy to an understanding of how she thinks

and why she chose to act in the ways she did, this is a form of self-deceptive

speculation encouraged by the narrator. Hanna’s consciousness is as closed to

us as ever.

Like The Reader, Martin Amis’s  novel Time’s Arrow or The Nature of the

Offense is a story of a Holocaust perpetrator—in this case, Odilo Unverdorben, an

SS doctor who, like Hanna, was at Auschwitz—which begins its narration long

after the war, at a time in which the world seems to have regained a sense of

normality and Odilo has likewise been normalized as the American doctor Tod T.

Friendly. In contrast to Schlink’s novel, however, which presents the scene of

Hanna’s crime through the retrospectively teichoscopic testimony of the wit-

nesses at her trial, Time’s Arrow depicts the doctor’s experience during the war

directly. Yet this direct representation takes place not by means of analeptic

flashbacks of Odilo’s past, as one might expect from a novel that attempts to
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portray the prehistory of its protagonist, but through the employment of the

technique of inverted temporal narration. In a parody of the classical bil-

dungsroman, the novel presents a retrograde story of an individual’s develop-

ment, beginning with the most recent temporal moment of Tod/Odilo’s

existence—that is to say, the moment of his death—and then moving backward

through time as his life literally unfolds to his birth. Amis’s technique of

reverse narration is often likened to a film played backward, and the novel

presents the inverted temporality of its fictional world in as much physical

detail as possible: rain rises to the clouds, earthquakes create cities instantly,

and people walk backward and regurgitate their food. The novel’s reverse tem-

porality gradually takes the protagonist from his postwar life in Boston and New

York, where as a doctor he delivers babies to their mothers’ wombs and wedges

glass into his patients’ skulls and then ships them off to have it suddenly yanked

out in an accident, back to Europe, where he is seen as a fugitive who eventually

returns to the scenes of his crimes: Auschwitz, Treblinka, the killing fields of the

Einsatzgruppen and Schloss Hartheim, one of Germany’s euthanasia facilities. At

these sites of murder, just as in the American hospitals in which Tod is

employed, the reverse narration unravels the historical product; but in this

case, rather than revoking the patients’ healing and returning them to a state of

sickness, Odilo escorts multitudes of Jewish souls into their bodies and back to

life, an inversion Sue Vice terms the “killing-healing paradox.” The brutal his-

tory of the Holocaust is thus, by way of chronological reversal, narratively

undone, exposing an ironic disjunction between the historical event and its

potential narration. This gap is made possible by the reader’s recognition that

the novel remains historically accurate and at the same time performs, purely

on the level of narrative technique, an act of radical historical revisionism. As

with The Reader, which transforms Hanna into a victim of adversity and lost love,

Amis’s novel takes the story of what Sue Vice calls “the archetypal Nazi perpe-

trator” and rewrites it as an ironic tale in which the Nazis restore European

Jewish life.

In contrast to The Reader, which presents Hanna as a distant third-person

character seen through the eyes of a self-involved first-person narrator, Time’s

Arrow is told through the first-person perspective of its perpetrator protagonist.

However, like the temporal framework of Amis’s text, whose disintegration

represents a pathological counterpart to the notion of progressive narrative

time, the protagonist’s voice is, from a narratological perspective, disjointed

and diseased as well. As the reader learns early in the novel, although there is

indubitably an “I” that tells Tod T. Friendly’s story, and although this “I” inhab-

its Tod’s body, the narrator is severed absolutely from Tod’s consciousness and

has no access to Tod’s decisions, reactions, or reasoning (though he is able to

register Tod’s experience physically and emotionally). In this way, the narrator

of the novel is a narratological anomaly: the “I” of the text corresponds to
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neither the consciousness nor the name of the body in which he is housed and

from which he perceives the world. Rather, he functions as a supplemental con-

sciousness that is slated, as “passenger or parasite,” to accompany the protag-

onist through life without being able to communicate with him: “We are in this

together, absolutely. But it isn’t good for him to be so alone. His isolation is com-

plete. Because he doesn’t know I’m here” (). This unannexed narrator is a sort

of doppelganger or, in James Diedrick’s phrase, a “ghostly narrator” who haunts

the text, perpetually present but unable to act in the world around him. Critics

generally agree that the narrator double is Tod/Odilo’s soul, the sundered rem-

nant of the protagonist’s originally undivided consciousness. The text itself

suggests this interpretation; on the one hand, Irene, Tod’s longtime lover, “tells

Tod that he has no soul” (), while on the other hand, the narrator himself

gradually realizes that, despite his utter inability to affect Tod’s thoughts or

behavior, he is called upon to function as Tod’s soul in absentia: “If I am his

soul, and there were soul-loss or soul-death, would that stop him?” ().

In the logic of the narrative, the protagonist and his narrator-double are born

cleaved when they come to life at the beginning of the novel; however, as the

reader begins to understand the inverted chrono-logic of the text and the idea

that the narrator is hurtling blindly toward Odilo’s unknown past (one imagines,

as Sara Horowitz does, the narrator as the inverted counterpart to Walter

Benjamin’s reading of Paul Klee’s Angelus Novus), it becomes clear that this 

bifurcation is not an original state, but an effect whose cause lies in the novel’s

narrative future. As Horowitz, Vice, Diedrick, and Richard Menke have separately

argued, the protagonist’s dissociative split is a direct result of his experience as a

doctor in Auschwitz, and especially, as Diedrick points out, his time at Schloss

Hartheim, his chronologically first experience with state-sanctioned murder. “In

a sense,” writes Horowitz,

Amis’s device gives symbiotic existence to Robert J. Lifton’s idea of the

Nazi doctor’s second self. In his psychological exploration of Nazi physi-

cians who facilitated death and atrocity in concentration camps, Lifton

posits a splitting of the Nazi perpetrator into two distinct selves—what he

refers to as the normal and the Auschwitz self.

Seen in this way, the protagonist of Time’s Arrow is a fictional rendition of

Lifton’s theory of the doubling of the perpetrator doctor, who, in order to per-

form activities that pervert the Hippocratic oath he originally swore, must dis-

avow a part of himself. This interpretation is supported by Amis himself; he

explains in the afterword to Time’s Arrow that his idea for the novel came in part

directly from Lifton ().

While I certainly agree with Horowitz, Vice, Menke, and Diedrick that

Lifton’s notion of doubling is operative in Time’s Arrow as a cause of the narra-

torial pathology, the novel’s inversion of temporal cause and effect nevertheless
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complicates such a reading. First of all, the narrator’s dissociation from Odilo’s

consciousness occurs not during his time at Auschwitz, as Lifton’s theory of

doubling holds that it should, but directly before and after his Holocaust experi-

ence. At the beginning of chapter , which brings Odilo from his fugitive flight

at the end of the war back to Auschwitz, the narrator makes a point of connect-

ing the first-person pronoun to Odilo, the novel’s protagonist-actor:

I, Odilo Unverdorben, arrived in Auschwitz Central somewhat precipi-

tately and by motorbike, with a wide twirl or frill of slush and mud,

shortly after the Bolsheviks had entrained their ignoble withdrawal. Now.

Was there a secret passenger on the backseat of the bike, or in some

imaginary sidecar? No. I was one. . . . Human life was all ripped and torn.

But I was one now, fused for a preternatural purpose. ()

As the narrator stresses, the experience of genocidal violence does not sunder

the protagonist from his soul; rather, in the moment of the Auschwitz experi-

ence, the normal self and the Auschwitz self are united in almost metaphysical

harmony. The narrator retains his identification with Odilo and his conscious-

ness throughout his experiences of killing in Auschwitz, the Einsatzgruppe, and

Schloss Hartheim until the end of chapter , when he leaves Schloss Hartheim

to enter to his pre-Holocaust life. At this point, the narrator states,

He walks on, alone, Odilo Unverdorben. Fully alone.

I who have no name and no body—I have slipped out from under him

and am now scattered above like flakes of ash-blonde human hair. No

longer can I bear with the ruined god, betrayed and beaten by his own

magic. Calling on powers best left unsummoned, he took human beings

apart—and then he put them back together again. For a while it worked

(there was redemption); and while it worked he and I were one, on the

banks of the Vistula. He put us back together. But of course you shouldn’t

be doing any of this kind of thing with human beings. . . . The party is

over. He lies there in the peeling pyramid of the attic bedroom, on his cot

shaped like a gutter. A damp pink pillow is twisted in his fists. I’ll always

be here. But he’s on his own. (–)

The narrator abandons the “preternatural” fusion with the protagonist and

returns to the role he had in the postwar period as supplemental consciousness.

Importantly, in the context of Time’s Arrow as a whole, this fusion is a fleeting

occurrence, occupying less than twenty percent of the novel.

Perhaps for this reason, critics have taken the split protagonist to be the

narrative norm and underestimated the significance of the brief period of iden-

tity. Sue Vice makes note of the narrator’s assumption of the first-person pro-

noun with reference to Odilo, but is suspicious of it because it would seem to

contradict Lifton’s theory. For this reason, she sees this part of the novel as an
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aberration and attributes it to a moment of unreliability on the narrator’s

part. Yet this incident of unreliability is not the exception in the novel; rather,

from the beginning, the narrator is the quintessential unreliable narrator who

insists on reading the backward events as if they were moving forward.

Moreover, the narrator reads his own existence and Odilo/Tod’s work as a doc-

tor both in Auschwitz and in postwar life from a reversed perspective. Just as the

laws of time are inverted, so too does the narrator invert Lifton’s theory; in this

version, he and Odilo become whole again through Odilo’s work at Auschwitz,

where rather than participating in a grand plan in which Europe’s Jews are sys-

tematically murdered, he is part of a diametrically opposite scheme to bring

millions to life in an act of godly creation: “Our preternatural purpose? To

dream a race. To make a people from the weather. From thunder and from light-

ning. With gas, with electricity, with shit, with fire” (). From the narrator’s

perspective, Tod was a murderous butcher in his postwar life as a doctor, but

now the narrator can see that Odilo is finally living up to the Hippocratic ideal

to save lives and restore the sick to health. In this inverted retelling of the

Holocaust, the narrator parodically reverses the direction of Lifton’s theory of

doubling, choosing to become whole at the moment in which Lifton’s doctors

are forced to dissociate. For the narrator, Auschwitz is the place in which

Odilo/Tod’s life as a doctor finally begins to make sense: “What tells me that this

is right? What tells me that all the rest was wrong?” ().

While The Reader is at its most silent when it comes to Hanna’s past as a

perpetrator, in Time’s Arrow the representation of the protagonist’s conscious-

ness is immediate in the act of perpetration. But, as is the case with Michael’s

speculative interpretation of Hanna’s behavior throughout Schlink’s novel,

in Amis’s text the narrator conveys the protagonist’s consciousness only

through what Neil Easterbrook calls a radical misreading of the events of

the Holocaust. This misreading, as we have seen, is enabled not only by the

reversed flow of time but by a narrator who, unable to recognize or adjust to the

illogical laws of the inverted temporality, reads all actions and events through

the lens of forward time. Like Michael, who is incapable of reconciling the

Hanna he loved with Hanna the Auschwitz guard and thus invents an interpre-

tive framework that can be shaped to integrate the latter into his vision of

the former, Amis’s narrator creates his own logic to explain what he sees as the

brutality of the postwar hospital and the messianic vision of Auschwitz. In both

novels, the representation of the perpetrator’s consciousness depends on the

critical act of reading, and in each case, whether this representation comes from

an external source (Michael’s depiction of Hanna) or from an internal one

(Amis’s narrator’s self-depiction), the act of interpretation fails stunningly,

for in neither case is the narrator able truly to discern the motives of the perpe-

trator. Through his self-serving speculation, Michael creates an elaborate

interpretation of Hanna’s handicap that quickly and easily ties up the loose
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questions of why she became a perpetrator; in his desperation to understand

Odilo’s acts, the narrator in Time’s Arrow develops a painstaking but profoundly

false theory of the Nazi “redemption” () of the Jews that mirrors the sinister,

grandiose design of the Final Solution.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that with regard to their respective narrators

the two novels share a common sense of interpretive failure, at the level of our

reading experience they diverge significantly. The Reader, as we have seen, forces

us to adopt Michael’s perspective of Hanna and in the end to view her, as he

would like us to, as a victim of circumstances. Though we may have questions as

to the validity of the interpretation that Michael foists upon us, we have no

other evidence for how Hanna thinks, and in the end we are forced at least in

part to adopt his perspective. The narrator’s act of misreading is thus trans-

ferred to the reader, who has little chance of developing another interpretation.

In Time’s Arrow the situation is reversed: we as readers are profoundly aware of

the historical events to which the narrator’s revisionism refers. The horrific

quality of the narrator’s gross misreading of what happens in the Holocaust is

predicated on the fact not only that we are all too aware of the real reasons for

the camp’s existence, but also that we know that in history, as opposed to the

narrator’s world in the novel, the tragic crimes of Auschwitz can never be

undone. For that reason, we are compelled not to take on the narrator’s inter-

pretation, as we do in The Reader, but to reject it. Moreover, the narrator’s depic-

tion of the perpetrator as a utopian dreamer who wishes to right the wrongness

of the world ironically points to the corresponding idealism of men like Odilo in

the forward-moving historical narrative of the Holocaust, both highlighting it as

a possible motivation and at the same time exposing it in inverted fashion as a

pitifully inadequate way of explaining genocide. In this way, Time’s Arrow opens

up a space for the reader to construct a complex interpretation that fits the

events of the Holocaust better than the narrator’s own reading.

In the final analysis, both The Reader and Time’s Arrow are narratives of the

Holocaust that, while depicting the lives of Holocaust perpetrators, ultimately

defer any direct, sustained access to their consciousness. This is certainly true of

Schlink’s novel, in which the narrator, though keen to concentrate exclusively

on the role of the perpetrator, draws a flat figure whose motivations are, at best,

obscure. In his zeal to have his readers accept his interpretation of her behav-

ior, the narrator speculates about those factors that might exonerate her rather

than conjecture about why she might have committed her crimes. In the end,

Hanna remains a cipher who is interpreted by Michael and the reader as simply

an ordinary German who stumbled along the path to genocide. Schlink only par-

tially breaks the taboo against portraying the perpetrator as anything but an

incomprehensible Other; Hanna may no longer be a monster, but her thoughts

remain incomprehensible. Time’s Arrow, on the other hand, creates for the

reader a window into the mind of the perpetrator, albeit one that is distorted by
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the narrative’s temporal pathology and the narrator’s inability to recognize with

any precision the horrific events in which the protagonist participates. In

Amis’s narrative, we see into the mind of the perpetrator, but what we see is a

narrator who cannot correctly comprehend his own crimes and thus must cre-

ate a narrative of redemption that explains them in a positive light. Rather than

discovering what we would recognize as Odilo’s real motivation for committing

his crimes, we find, as with Hanna’s illiteracy in The Reader, a ready-made nar-

rative that obscures any deeper understanding of them. Amis’s narrator repli-

cates the efforts of Michael in The Reader, but in this case, rather than revealing

the process of interpreting the perpetrator as a primarily egocentric attempt to

come to terms with the past, the novel problematizes the very idea that we can

know and understand the consciousness and motivations of the perpetrator in

any profound way. The true mind of the perpetrator remains elusive, perpetu-

ally displaced; and the expectation that one can simply represent it in its pres-

ence is exposed as at best naïve, at worst self-serving (in the precise way

Michael’s construction of Hanna is). In this respect, however, Time’s Arrow func-

tions as a warning about what we might find if we lift the taboo and take a peek

into the mind of the perpetrator.
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unlikely that Hanna’s illiteracy could have remained unnoticed throughout the entire
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process of her application to and work for the SS, yet this is the conceit upon which so
much else depends” (“‘Truth Is a Woman,’” ).
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